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Foreword
Draft Building Safety Bill

This Government is prioritising the urgent reform of the regulatory system for buildings. The extensive reforms brought forward in this large and complex Bill represent the most significant and fundamental changes to building safety legislation in decades.

In the days after the Grenfell Tower tragedy, when Dame Judith Hackitt started her Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety, my department had already established the Building Safety Programme to ensure residents in high-rise buildings are safe. Central to this mission is and has always been wholesale reform of the regulatory system.

At the heart of the new regime is the safety of residents in high rise buildings. They have contributed and shaped our plans. The dignity and bravery shown by the bereaved and survivors of Grenfell has ensured that in this new regime the voice of residents will never be ignored. Those that build and manage high rise buildings will need to actively demonstrate how they have considered residents safety in their work, and residents will have access to safety information about their building.

The Bill will introduce a new era of accountability, making it clear where the responsibility for managing safety risks lies throughout the design, construction and occupation of buildings in scope. There will be tougher sanctions for those that fail to meet their obligations.

Central to ensuring the regime is effective will be a powerful new Building Safety Regulator housed within the Health and Safety Executive. It will have responsibility for implementing and enforcing the more stringent regime for higher-risk buildings and will oversee the safety and performance of all buildings.

This Government has not waited for this legislation to take action and ensure residents are safe. We committed to support residents in high rise buildings with the removal of unsafe cladding and have provided £1.6 billion of funding and support to expedite this. We have also worked with industry to ensure work can continue safely throughout the Covid-19 crisis. There is no excuse, industry must act now to ensure unsafe material is removed from buildings without delay.

Industry should also prepare for the substantial changes that are coming. Many in industry have already been working to improve standards and have shaped and influenced this Bill. Now they must accelerate this work to improve industry wide culture, competence and compliance. The new Building Safety Regulator will work closely with industry to drive a change in culture that prioritises residents and ensures their safety.

I want to thank those who contributed to the discussion on building safety. Your views have been crucial in shaping the legislation so far. We know there is more to do. The reforms I am publishing today are extensive and technical. It is incumbent on us all to get this right. That is why we are publishing the draft legislation for scrutiny from Parliament, industry and from residents.

I would encourage Parliament to engage wholeheartedly in strengthening the proposals for reform set out in this draft legislation, so that together we can further improve it and ensure we deliver a reformed and improved system that keeps residents safe.

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP
Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government
Building Safety Bill
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A BILL

TO

Make provision about the safety of people in or about buildings and the standard of buildings.

BE IT ENACTED by the Queen’s most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:—

PART 1

INTRODUCTION

1 Overview of Act

(1) This Act has 5 Parts, and contains provisions intended to secure the safety of people in or about buildings and to improve the standard of buildings.


(3) It also contains definitions of “building safety risk” and “higher-risk building”.

(4) Part 3 amends the Building Act 1984 as it applies in relation to England.

(5) Amendments made by Part 3—
   (a) provide that the regulator is the building control authority in relation to higher-risk buildings, and
   (b) require the regulator to establish and maintain registers of building control approvers and building inspectors.

(6) Part 4 is about occupied higher-risk buildings, and imposes duties on accountable persons and building safety managers.

(7) Part 5 contains supplementary and general provisions, including—
   (a) provision requiring a new homes ombudsman scheme to be established;
   (b) powers to make provision about construction products;
   (c) provision about the regulation of architects.
The building safety regulator

(1) In this Part and Part 4 “the regulator” means the Health and Safety Executive.

(2) Schedule 1 contains amendments of provisions of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 that relate to the regulator.

The regulator’s objectives

(1) The regulator must exercise its building functions with a view to—
   (a) securing the safety of people in or about buildings in relation to risks arising from buildings, and
   (b) improving the standard of buildings.

(2) In this Part “building function” means—
   (a) any function of the regulator under, or under an instrument made under, this Act or the Building Act 1984;
   (b) any prescribed function of the regulator;
   (c) any function of the regulator under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 so far as relating to a function within paragraph (a) or (b).

Duty to facilitate building safety: higher-risk buildings

(1) The regulator must provide such assistance and encouragement to relevant persons as it considers appropriate with a view to facilitating their securing the safety of people in or about higher-risk buildings in relation to building safety risks as regards those buildings.

(2) For this purpose “relevant persons” means—
   (a) residents of higher-risk buildings,
   (b) persons upon whom duties are imposed by virtue of paragraph 4D of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984 (dutyholders), and
   (c) persons who are accountable persons or building safety managers within the meaning of Part 4 of this Act.

(3) Parts 3 and 4 contain provision conferring further functions on the regulator in relation to higher-risk buildings.

Duty to keep safety and standard of buildings under review

(1) The regulator must keep under review—
   (a) the safety of people in or about buildings in relation to risks arising from buildings, and
   (b) the standard of buildings.

(2) The regulator must, if it considers it appropriate to do so given its findings made when reviewing a matter under subsection (1), exercise its general functions in such way as it considers appropriate.
(3) The regulator’s “general functions” are—
   (a) its functions under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974, so far as they are exercisable in relation to a building function,
   (b) its function under section 13A of the Building Act 1984, and
   (c) its functions under this Part.

6 Facilitating improvement in competence of industry and building inspectors

(1) The regulator must provide such assistance and encouragement as it considers appropriate to—
   (a) persons in the built environment industry, and
   (b) registered building inspectors,

with a view to facilitating their improving the competence of persons in that industry or members of that profession (as the case may be).

(2) For the meaning of “built environment industry” and “registered building inspector” see section 35.

7 Proposals and consultation relating to regulations

(1) This section applies to regulations under—
   (a) any provision of this Part except section 16, 19 or 20, or
   (b) Part 4.

(2) The regulator may at any time make proposals to the Secretary of State for the making of regulations.

(3) Before making a proposal, the regulator must consult such persons as it considers appropriate.

(4) Before making regulations, other than regulations proposed by the regulator, the Secretary of State must consult—
   (a) the regulator, and
   (b) such other persons as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

8 Duty to establish system for giving of building safety information

The regulator must—
   (a) establish and operate a system to facilitate the voluntary giving of information about building safety to the regulator, or
   (b) make arrangements for a person to establish and operate such a system.

Committees

9 Building Advisory Committee

(1) The regulator must exercise its powers under section 11A(3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to establish and maintain a committee to be known as the Building Advisory Committee, with the following function.

(2) That function is to give advice and information to the regulator about matters connected with any of the regulator’s building functions except its functions relating to the competence of—
(a) persons in the built environment industry, and
(b) registered building inspectors.

(3) The Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England, established under section 14 of the Building Act 1984, is abolished.

10 Committee on industry competence

(1) The regulator must exercise its powers under section 11A(3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to establish and maintain a committee concerned with the competence of persons in the built environment industry (“industry competence”), with the following functions (and any other function that the regulator considers appropriate).

(2) The functions are—
   (a) monitoring industry competence;
   (b) advising the regulator in relation to industry competence;
   (c) advising persons in the built environment industry in relation to industry competence;
   (d) facilitating persons in the built environment industry to improve industry competence;
   (e) providing guidance to the public (or a section of the public) about ways of assessing the competence of persons in the built environment industry;
   (f) carrying out analysis and research in connection with a function mentioned in any of paragraphs (a) to (e).

11 Residents’ panel

(1) The regulator must exercise its powers under section 11A(3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to establish and maintain a committee with the following functions (and any other function that the regulator considers appropriate).

(2) The committee is to consist of—
   (a) such residents of higher-risk buildings as the regulator considers appropriate, and
   (b) such relevant persons (if any) as it considers appropriate.

(3) The committee is to give advice to the regulator about such matters connected with the regulator’s building functions and relating to higher-risk buildings as the regulator may specify.

(4) The regulator must consult the committee before issuing or revising any of the following—
   (a) guidance to residents of higher-risk buildings about any of their rights or obligations under Part 4 or regulations made under that Part;
   (b) guidance relating to any duty under regulations made under section 80 to give information or documents to residents of higher-risk buildings or owners of flats in such buildings;
   (c) guidance relating to any of sections 82 to 84 and 86 or regulations made under any of those sections (engagement with residents etc, and residents’ duties).
(5) If the committee has not been established at a time when the regulator has prepared guidance to which subsection (4) applies—
(a) that subsection has effect as if it did not require the committee to be consulted before the guidance is issued, and
(b) the committee must be consulted in relation to the issued guidance as soon as reasonably practicable.

(6) See also—
(a) section 23(3) (duty to consult committee about regulator’s strategic plan);
(b) section 85(2) (duty to consult committee about regulator’s complaints system).

(7) In this section “relevant person” means—
(a) an owner of a flat in a higher-risk building,
(b) a body that represents, supports or promotes—
   (i) the interests of any description of residents of higher-risk buildings or owners of flats in such buildings, or
   (ii) the interests of any other description of persons that includes a description of such residents or owners, or
(c) a member of a body within paragraph (b).

12 Committees: power to amend or repeal

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend or repeal any of sections 9 to 11 (provision about specific committees).

(2) The regulations may make consequential amendments of this Act.

Staff etc

13 Local authorities and fire and rescue authorities: provision of assistance etc to regulator

(1) A relevant authority may at the request of the regulator do anything for the purpose of—
(a) facilitating the exercise by the regulator of a relevant function, or
(b) enabling the relevant authority to facilitate the exercise by the regulator of a relevant function.

(2) The regulator may, for a purpose mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (1), direct a relevant authority to do anything specified in the direction.

(3) The direction may specify the way in which, and the time by which, the thing is to be done.

(4) A direction—
(a) may be given only if the regulator considers that it is expedient for the authority to do the specified thing, and
(b) must state how, in the regulator’s opinion, the doing of the thing will facilitate the exercise of a relevant function or enable the authority to facilitate that exercise.
(5) A direction may be given only with the consent of the Secretary of State.

(6) Before giving a direction, the regulator must—

   (a) make a written request under subsection (1) for the authority to do the thing, and

   (b) have regard to any written representations made by the authority in the period specified in the request.

(7) A request under subsection (6)(a) must—

   (a) state that the regulator may seek consent to give a direction under this section if the request is not complied with,

   (b) state how, in the regulator’s opinion, the doing of the thing will facilitate the exercise of a relevant function or enable the authority to facilitate that exercise, and

   (c) specify a reasonable period for the authority to make any representations as to why it should not do the thing requested.

(8) In this section—

   “relevant authority” means a local authority or fire and rescue authority;
   “relevant function” means—

   (a) a function of the regulator relating to the regulation of higher-risk buildings or higher-risk building work (as defined by section 91ZB of the Building Act 1984), or

   (b) in the case of a local authority, a function of the regulator relating to the regulation of any work for which the regulator is the building control authority by virtue of that section.

(9) A direction or consent under this section must be in writing.

14 Provision of assistance etc: supplementary

(1) This section supplements section 13.

(2) A relevant authority must ensure that any of its staff involved in providing relevant assistance to the regulator have the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours.

(3) For this purpose “relevant assistance” means anything done by the authority pursuant to a request or direction, for the purpose of facilitating the exercise by the regulator of a relevant function.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about the reimbursement by the regulator of expenditure incurred by relevant authorities in complying with requests or directions.

(5) The Secretary of State may pay a relevant authority such amount as the Secretary of State considers appropriate in respect of things done by the authority in complying with a request or direction.

(6) The Secretary of State may by regulations make further provision in relation to requests and directions, including in particular things done by a relevant authority in connection with a request or direction.

(7) In this section—

   (a) “relevant authority” and “relevant function” have the meaning given by section 13;
(b) any reference to a request or direction is to one made or given under that section.

15 **Section 13: guidance**

(1) The regulator may issue guidance to relevant authorities about their functions under section 13.

(2) The regulator may revise or withdraw any issued guidance.

(3) A relevant authority must have regard to any guidance under this section when exercising its functions under section 13.

(4) Guidance under this section may be issued, revised or withdrawn only with the consent of the Secretary of State.

(5) In this section “relevant authority” has the meaning given by section 13.

**Building safety risks**

16 **Meaning of “building safety risk”**

(1) In this Part and Part 4 “building safety risk” means a risk to the safety of persons in or about a building arising from the occurrence as regards the building of any of the following—

   (a) fire;
   (b) structural failure;
   (c) any other prescribed matter.

(2) Before making regulations under subsection (1)(c), the Secretary of State must consult—

   (a) the regulator, and
   (b) such other persons as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

(3) But the regulator need not be consulted if—

   (a) the regulations give effect to a recommendation made by the regulator under section 17, or
   (b) the Secretary of State has under section 18 asked the regulator for its advice in relation to a proposal to make the regulations.

17 **Recommendations about regulations under section 16**

(1) The regulator may recommend that the Secretary of State makes regulations under section 16.

(2) The regulator may make a recommendation to prescribe a matter under section 16(1)(c) only if it considers that if the matter occurred in a higher-risk building it would have the potential to cause a major incident.

(3) The regulator may make a recommendation to make regulations that would result in a matter ceasing to be prescribed 16(1)(c) only if it considers that if the matter occurred in a higher-risk building it would not have the potential to cause a major incident.
(4) When making a recommendation, the regulator must give the Secretary of State a statement of its assessment of the issues it considered when deciding to make the recommendation.

(5) If following a recommendation the Secretary of State decides not to make the regulations, the Secretary of State must publish a document setting out—
   (a) the regulator’s recommendation,
   (b) the Secretary of State’s decision not to make the regulations, and
   (c) the reasons for that decision.

(6) In this section “major incident” means an incident resulting in—
   (a) a significant number of deaths, or
   (b) serious injury to a significant number of people.

18 Advice about regulations under section 16

Where the Secretary of State asks the regulator to provide advice about a proposal to make regulations under section 16, it must provide that advice.

Higher-risk buildings

19 Meaning of “higher-risk building”

(1) In this Part and Part 4 “higher-risk building” means a building of a prescribed description.

(2) Before making regulations under subsection (1), the Secretary of State must consult—
   (a) the regulator, and
   (b) such other persons as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

(3) But the regulator need not be consulted if—
   (a) the regulations give effect to a recommendation made by the regulator under section 21, or
   (b) the Secretary of State has under section 22 asked the regulator for advice about the description of building in question.

20 Modification of Part 4 in relation to certain kinds of higher-risk building

(1) The Secretary of State may make regulations modifying Part 4 as it applies in relation to a prescribed description of higher-risk building.

(2) Before making regulations under subsection (1), the Secretary of State must consult—
   (a) the regulator, and
   (b) such other persons as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

(3) But the regulator need not be consulted if the regulations give effect to a recommendation under section 21 or 22.

21 Recommendations about regulations under section 19

(1) Subsection (2) applies if, in respect of any description of building that is not prescribed under section 19 (higher-risk buildings), the regulator considers—
(a) that a building safety risk is higher in that description of buildings than it is in buildings that are not of that description, and
(b) that if the risk materialised in a building of that description it would have the potential to cause a major incident.

(2) The regulator must—
(a) recommend to the Secretary of State that the description of building is prescribed under section 19,
(b) if it considers that any of the relevant enactments should not apply in relation to that description of building, make a recommendation to the Secretary of State to that effect, and
(c) give the Secretary of State a statement of its assessment of the issues it considered when deciding to make the recommendation under paragraph (a) and any recommendation under paragraph (b).

(3) Subsection (4) applies if—
(a) following a recommendation under subsection (2)(a) the Secretary of State decides not to make regulations under section 19 prescribing the description of building, or
(b) following a recommendation under subsection (2)(b) the Secretary of State decides not to make regulations under section 20 giving effect to the recommendation.

(4) The Secretary of State must publish a document setting out—
(a) the regulator’s recommendation,
(b) the Secretary of State’s decision not to make the regulations, and
(c) the reasons for that decision.

(5) If the regulator considers that the relevant enactments should not apply in relation to a particular description of higher-risk building, it must recommend to the Secretary of State that the description of building ceases to be a higher-risk building.

(6) In this section—
“major incident” has the meaning given by section 17;
“the relevant enactments” means any provision of, or of regulations made under—
(a) Part 4 of this Act;
(b) the Building Act 1984 as it applies in relation to higher-risk buildings.

22 Advice about regulations under section 19

(1) If requested, the regulator must provide advice to the Secretary of State as to whether a specified description of building should be a higher-risk building.

(2) Where—
(a) in response to the request, the regulator provides advice that a description of building should be a higher-risk building, and
(b) the regulator considers that any of the relevant enactments should not apply in relation to that description of building,
it must make a recommendation to the Secretary of State to that effect.
(3) If requested, the regulator must provide advice to the Secretary of State as to whether a specified description of higher-risk building should cease to be a higher-risk building.

(4) In this section—
   “the relevant enactments” has the meaning given by section 21;
   “specified” means specified by the Secretary of State in the request.

23 Strategic plan

(1) The regulator must—
   (a) prepare a strategic plan, and
   (b) submit it to the Secretary of State for approval.

(2) A “strategic plan” is a plan setting out how the regulator proposes to carry out its building functions in the period to which the plan relates.

(3) Before submitting it, the regulator must consult—
   (a) the committee mentioned in section 11 (residents’ panel), and
   (b) such other persons as the regulator considers appropriate.

(4) The Secretary of State may approve the plan, with or without modifications.

(5) Before approving the plan with modifications, the Secretary of State must consult the regulator.

(6) The regulator must publish the approved plan, and act in accordance with it.

(7) The first plan—
   (a) must be submitted as soon as reasonably practicable after this section comes into force, and
   (b) must relate to a period ending with the third 31 March to occur after the day on which it is submitted.

(8) If the committee mentioned in section 11 (residents’ panel) has not been established at the time the first plan is prepared—
   (a) subsection (3) has effect as if it did not require the committee to be consulted before the plan is submitted, and
   (b) the committee must be consulted in relation to the first approved plan as soon as reasonably practicable.

(9) Any other plan—
   (a) must be submitted before the end of the period to which the most recent approved plan relates (“the current period”), and
   (b) must relate to the period of three years, or such other period as the Secretary of State and the regulator may agree, beginning immediately after the end of the current period.

24 Revised strategic plans

(1) This section supplements section 23.

(2) The regulator may at any time in the period to which a plan (“the current plan”) relates—
(a) prepare a revised plan relating to the remainder of that period (or to such other period as the Secretary of State and the regulator may agree), and
(b) submit it to the Secretary of State for approval.

(3) The Secretary of State may at any time during the period to which a plan ("the current plan") relates require the regulator to submit a revised plan for approval.

(4) Where such a requirement is made, the revised plan—
(a) must be submitted as soon as reasonably practicable, and
(b) must relate to the remainder of the period to which the current plan relates (or to such other period as the Secretary of State and the regulator may agree).

(5) Section 23(3) to (6) apply in relation to a revised plan.

(6) If approved, the revised plan replaces the current plan.

(7) In this section “plan” means a strategic plan as defined by section 23.

25 **Annual report about information provided under mandatory reporting requirements**

(1) As soon as reasonably practicable after the end of each financial year, the regulator must prepare and publish a report about the information provided to it during that year pursuant to the mandatory reporting requirements.

(2) For this purpose, information is provided pursuant to the “mandatory reporting requirements” if it is provided under—
(a) section 78 (duty of building safety manager to report to regulator), or
(b) any provision of building regulations that is prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this section.

(3) A report under this section must not contain personal data.

(4) In this section “financial year” means a year ending with 31 March.

26 **Statement of regulator’s engagement with residents etc**

(1) The regulator must from time to time publish a statement about its engagement with—
(a) the committee mentioned in section 11 (residents’ panel),
(b) residents of higher-risk buildings,
(c) owners of flats in higher-risk buildings, and
(d) bodies that represent, support or promote the interests of—
   (i) any description of residents of higher-risk buildings or owners of flats in such buildings, or
   (ii) persons including any description of such residents or owners.

(2) The regulator may comply with the duty under subsection (1) by including the statement in its annual report.

(3) In this section “annual report” means the report made under paragraph 10(3) of Schedule 2 to the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974.
Enforcement

27 Authorised officers

(1) The regulator may authorise a person in relation to specified paragraphs of Schedule 2 (investigatory powers), for the purposes of any specified relevant building function.

(2) A person may be authorised in relation to a paragraph of the Schedule only if they appear to the regulator to be suitably qualified to exercise any power conferred by virtue of that paragraph or do anything else mentioned in that paragraph.

(3) An authorisation—
   (a) must be in writing;
   (b) may be varied or revoked by an instrument in writing.

(4) When exercising or seeking to exercise a power conferred by virtue of Schedule 2, an authorised officer must if asked produce the authorisation (including any instrument varying it) or a duly authenticated copy.

(5) In this section—
   “authorised officer” means a person in respect of whom an authorisation under this section is in force;
   “relevant building function” means any function of the regulator under, or under regulations made under—
   (a) Part 4 of this Act (higher-risk buildings), or
   (b) the Building Act 1984;
   “specified” means specified in the authorisation.

28 Authorised officers: offences

(1) A person who intentionally obstructs a person who is an authorised officer exercising a relevant building function commits an offence.

(2) A person who, with intent to deceive, impersonates an authorised officer commits an offence.

(3) In this section—
   “authorised officer” means a person in respect of whom an authorisation under section 27 is in force;
   “relevant building function” has the meaning given by that section.

(4) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(5) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (2) is liable on summary conviction to a fine.

29 Provision of false or misleading information to regulator

(1) A person commits an offence if they provide false or misleading information to the regulator—
   (a) in purported compliance with a building enactment or a requirement imposed by virtue of such an enactment,
(b) in connection with an application made to the regulator under a building enactment, or
(c) for the purpose of avoiding enforcement action being taken or continued,
and the person knows that, or is reckless as to whether, the information is false or misleading.

(2) In this section—
“building enactment” means any provision of, or of an instrument made under—
(a) Part 2 or 4 of this Act, or
(b) the Building Act 1984;
“enforcement action” means action taken with a view to, or in connection with—
(a) securing compliance with a building enactment or a requirement imposed by virtue of such an enactment, or
(b) the imposition of a sanction in respect of a contravention of any such enactment or requirement.

(3) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both).

(4) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (3)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

Reviews and appeals

30 Review by regulator of certain decisions made by it

(1) This section applies in relation to a prescribed decision of the regulator.

(2) A prescribed person may, before the end of the prescribed period, give a notice to the regulator requiring it to carry out a review of the decision in accordance with this section.

(3) A notice under subsection (2) must—
(a) contain such information as may be prescribed,
(b) be in such form as may be prescribed,
(c) be given in such way as may be prescribed, and
(d) be accompanied by the prescribed fee.

(4) The nature and extent of the review are to be such as appear to the regulator to be appropriate in the circumstances.

(5) The review must take account of any representations made, or information given, by the person at a stage which gives the regulator a reasonable opportunity to consider the representations or information (and may take account of any other information).

(6) On the conclusion of the review the regulator must either uphold or vary the decision.
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(7) The regulator must notify the person of the outcome of the review and its reasoning before the end of the prescribed day or such other day as may be agreed in writing (“the relevant day”).

(8) Where the regulator is required to undertake a review but does not notify the person by the end of the relevant day —
   (a) the review is treated as having concluded on that day, and the regulator is treated as having upheld the decision, and
   (b) the regulator must, as soon as reasonably practicable after that day, notify the person of that fact.

(9) The decisions that may be prescribed under subsection (1) are any decisions of the regulator under, or under regulations made under, this Act or the Building Act 1984 except —
   (a) a decision made on an appeal to the regulator, or
   (b) a decision to do any of the following —
      (i) give a compliance notice under section 91 of this Act;
      (ii) give a notice under section 35B, 35C or 36 of the Building Act 1984 (notices in respect of contraventions of building regulations etc);
      (iii) make a disciplinary order under section 58H or 58T, or an order under section 58I or 58U, of that Act (misconduct of registered building inspector or building control approver);
      (iv) give a notice under section 58Z3 or 58Z4, or act under section 58Z5, of that Act (contravention of operational standards rules).

31 Right of appeal: requirement for review before appeal

(1) This section applies to a right of appeal against a decision of a kind prescribed under subsection (1) of section 30.

(2) The right of appeal may be exercised only if the decision has been reviewed under that section.

(3) If on the conclusion of the review the decision is varied, the right of appeal is in respect of the decision as varied (and not the original decision).

(4) For the purpose of any time limit as regards the exercise of the right of appeal —
   (a) the decision is treated as made on the day the review concludes, and
   (b) a person is treated as notified of the decision on the day they are notified of the outcome of the review.

Supplementary and general

32 Cooperation and information sharing

(1) Schedule 3—
   (a) imposes duties of cooperation on the regulator and other persons, and
   (b) confers powers to share information on the regulator and other persons.

(2) Except as provided by subsection (3), the disclosure of information under the Schedule does not breach —
(a) any obligation of confidence owed by the person making the disclosure, or
(b) any other restriction on the disclosure of information (however imposed).

(3) The Schedule does not authorise a disclosure of information if the disclosure would contravene the data protection legislation (but in determining whether a disclosure would do so, take into account the powers conferred by the Schedule).

33 Fees and charges

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision authorising the regulator—
(a) to charge fees, and
(b) to recover charges,
for or in connection with the performance of a relevant function.

(2) The regulations may provide for the amount of any fee to be prescribed by the regulations or determined by the regulator in accordance with the regulations.

(3) The regulations may in particular—
(a) provide that the amount of any charge is to be determined by the regulator in accordance with a scheme made and published by it, and
(b) make provision about such schemes, including the principles to be embodied in such schemes.

(4) In this section “relevant function” means —
(a) any function of the regulator under, or under regulations made under, this Part or Part 4, or
(b) any function of the regulator under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 that is a building function.

(5) The regulator may, with the consent of the Secretary of State, provide services to a person and may charge fees for such services at a rate agreed with the person.

34 Review of regulatory regime

(1) The Secretary of State must appoint an independent person to carry out a review of—
(a) the effectiveness of the regulator in—
(i) exercising its building functions,
(ii) securing the safety of people in or about buildings in relation to risks arising from buildings, and
(iii) improving the standard of buildings,
(b) the adequacy and effectiveness of the provisions of this Act and the Building Act 1984 and instruments made under either of those Acts,
(c) such matters connected with any of the matters mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) as the person considers appropriate, and
(d) any other matter specified in the appointment.

(2) On completion of a review, the appointed person must make a written report to the Secretary of State—
(a) setting out the result of the review, and
(b) making such recommendations (if any) as the person considers appropriate.

(3) The Secretary of State must publish a copy of the report.

(4) The first appointment must be made within the period of 5 years beginning with the day on which this Act is passed.

(5) Any other appointment must be made within the period of 5 years beginning with the day on which the most recent appointment was made.

(6) In this section “independent” means appearing to the Secretary of State to be independent of—
   (a) the Secretary of State,
   (b) the regulator,
   (c) the profession of registered building inspectors, and
   (d) the built environment industry.

35 Interpretation of Part 2

(1) In this Part—
   “building” means any permanent or temporary building in England except a building of a prescribed description;
   “building function” has the meaning given by section 3;
   “building safety risk” has the meaning given by section 16;
   “the built environment industry” means—
      (a) persons carrying on, for business purposes, activities connected with the design, construction, management or maintenance of buildings, and
      (b) employees of such persons;
   and references to a person “in” the industry are to any such person or employee;
   “contravention” includes a failure to comply;
   “the data protection legislation” has the same meaning as in the Data Protection Act 2018 (see section 3 of that Act);
   “fire and rescue authority” means a fire and rescue authority, within the meaning of Part 1 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004, for an area in England;
   “flat” has the meaning given by section 105;
   “higher-risk building” has the meaning given by section 19;
   “local authority” means—
      (a) a district council or relevant unitary authority,
      (b) a London borough council,
      (c) the Common Council of the City of London,
      (d) the Sub-Treasurer of the Inner Temple,
      (e) the Under Treasurer of the Middle Temple, or
      (f) the Council of the Isles of Scilly;
   “owner” has the meaning given by section 105;
   “personal data” has the same meaning as in the Data Protection Act 2018;
   “prescribed” means prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State;
“registered building inspector” has the meaning given by section 58A of the Building Act 1984;
“the regulator” has the meaning given by section 2;
“resident” has meaning given by section 60;
“standard”: any reference to the standard of a building is to its standard from a technical perspective.

(2) In subsection (1) “relevant unitary authority” means a council for a county in England so far as it is the council for an area for which there are no district councils.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations provide that in any prescribed provision of this Part a reference to a building includes any of the following—
(a) any other structure or erection of any kind (whether temporary or permanent);
(b) any vehicle, vessel or other movable object of any kind, in such circumstances as may be prescribed.

PART 3
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Building control authorities and building regulations

36 Building control authorities

(1) The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

(2) In section 91—
(a) in subsection (1) before paragraph (a) insert—
“(za) subsection (3),”;
(b) in subsection (2) after “subject to” insert “subsection (3) below and”;
(c) after that subsection insert—
“(3) In cases where section 91ZA or 91ZB provides that the regulator is the building control authority, it is the duty of the regulator (and not the local authority in question)—
(a) to carry Part 1 of this Act into execution, and
(b) to enforce building regulations.”;
(d) in the heading at the end insert “and the regulator”.

(3) After that section insert—

“91ZA The regulator: building control authority for higher-risk buildings

(1) The regulator is the building control authority in relation to any higher-risk building or proposed higher-risk building.

(2) This includes the regulator being the building control authority as regards—
(a) any work relating to a building that is not a higher-risk building that causes it to become such a building, and
(b) any work relating to a higher-risk building that causes it to cease to be such a building.
91ZB The regulator: building control authority for other work

(1) This section applies in relation to work of a prescribed description (“the work”) that has a prescribed connection with any higher-risk building work.

(2) Where—
   (a) the regulator and the person intending to carry out the work, acting jointly, give a notice under this section (a “regulator’s notice”) to the local authority for the area in which the work is to be carried out, and
   (b) the regulator’s notice is accepted (or treated as accepted) by the local authority,
the regulator is the building control authority in relation to the work.

(3) A regulator’s notice may not be given if any of the following has been given to the local authority in relation to the work (or any part of it)—
   (a) an application for building control approval;
   (b) an initial notice (within the meaning of section 47);
   (c) a public body’s notice (within the meaning of section 54).

(4) In this Act “higher-risk building work” means any work for which the regulator is the building control authority by virtue of section 91ZA.

91ZC Section 91ZB: supplementary

(1) This section supplements section 91ZB.

(2) A local authority to whom a regulator’s notice is given must reject the notice if any prescribed ground exists, and must otherwise accept the notice.

(3) A notice of rejection must be given within the prescribed period, and must specify the ground or grounds in question.

(4) Where a local authority to whom a regulator’s notice is given does not—
   (a) give a notice of rejection in accordance with subsection (3), or
   (b) give a notice of acceptance within the period mentioned in that subsection,
the authority is treated as having accepted the regulator’s notice at the end of that period.

(5) As regards any notice under section 91ZB or this section, building regulations may make provision about—
   (a) the form and content of the notice;
   (b) the information and other documents that must accompany it;
   (c) the way in which the notice, and anything that is to accompany it, is to be given.”

(4) After section 121 insert—

“121A Meaning of “building control authority”

(1) In this Act “building control authority” means—
   (a) the regulator, in cases where section 91ZA or 91ZB provides that the regulator is the building control authority;
(b) the relevant local authority, in any other case.

(2) In this section “the relevant local authority” means the local authority for the area in which the building is situated or the proposed building is to be situated.”

37 Building regulations

In Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984 (building regulations) after paragraph 1 insert—

“Procedural requirements etc: general

1A (1) Building regulations may make provision about the procedure that may or must be followed, in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable.

(2) The regulations may in particular make provision for and in connection with—

(a) the giving of notices;
(b) the making of applications to building control authorities;
(c) the giving or receipt of certificates;
(d) requiring a prescribed person, in prescribed circumstances, to consult such other person as may be prescribed.

(3) The regulations may—

(a) confer on a building control authority a power to require a person to notify the authority of specified matters by the specified time;
(b) provide that in prescribed circumstances an application is treated as granted or is treated as refused;
(c) make provision about the effect of the grant of an application;
(d) make provision about the effect of certificates.

(4) In sub-paragraph (3)(a) “specified” means specified by the building control authority.

Applications for building control approval

1B (1) Building regulations may in particular make provision for and in connection with applications for building control approval (including approval of changes to anything that has already been approved).

(2) “Building control approval”—

(a) in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable, means the approval by the building control authority of—

(i) plans of the work or other matter, and
(ii) such other documents, relating to compliance with any provision of building regulations, as may be prescribed (or, in a case within sub-paragraph (5), as are provided to the authority);

(b) in relation to a change to a relevant document, means the approval by the authority of the change.
(3) Building regulations may—
   (a) confer on building control authorities a power, with the consent of the applicant—
      (i) to impose requirements (including in particular requirements of a kind mentioned in sub-paragraph (4)) when granting an application;
      (ii) to vary requirements;
   (b) make provision about the cases in which an application for approval of a change must be made (including provision conferring on building control authorities a power to specify the circumstances in which such an application must be made).

(4) The requirements referred to in sub-paragraph (3)(a)(i) are—
   (a) a requirement relating to the provision of a revised version of a specified relevant document;
   (b) a requirement that the work or other matter does not proceed beyond a specified stage unless a specified relevant document has been given to, and approved by, the building control authority.

(5) Building regulations may provide that in prescribed cases—
   (a) an application may be made to the authority for approval of the plans and such other relevant documents as the applicant considers appropriate, and
   (b) the authority may refuse the application if the applicant does not, on request, provide it with a specified relevant document.

(6) In this paragraph—
   (a) “relevant document” means—
      (i) the plans mentioned in sub-paragraph (2)(a)(i), or
      (ii) a document prescribed for the purposes of sub-paragraph (2)(a)(ii);
   (b) “specified” means specified by the building control authority;
   (c) a reference to a change to a document includes the replacement of it.

Certificates: approved schemes

1C (1) Building regulations may in particular make provision for and in connection with certificates that are given—
   (a) by a member of a scheme that is approved, and
   (b) in accordance with the scheme.

(2) Building regulations may make provision for and in connection with—
   (a) the approval of schemes by the Secretary of State or a person designated by the Secretary of State;
   (b) the suspension or withdrawal of approvals (including provision about appeals to the tribunal against the suspension or withdrawal of approvals).

(3) The regulations may provide—
that an approval has effect for a particular period (including
a period specified in the approval), or
(b) that an approval has effect until it is suspended or
withdrawn.

Obtaining, keeping and giving information and documents

1D (1) Building regulations may, in relation to any work or other matter to
which building regulations are applicable, make provision about—
(a) obtaining information or documents;
(b) creating documents;
(c) keeping information or documents;
(d) giving information or documents.

(2) The regulations may in particular—
(a) provide that information or documents must be given or kept
in accordance with prescribed standards;
(b) impose requirements as regards keeping information or
documents up to date;
(c) confer on building control authorities or other prescribed
persons a power, in prescribed circumstances, to require a
person to give information to them.

Reporting requirements: duty to establish and operate system

1E (1) This paragraph applies where building regulations made by virtue
of paragraph 1D require a person to give information to the
regulator.

(2) For the purpose of facilitating and securing compliance with any
such requirement, the regulations may—
(a) require a prescribed person to establish and operate a system
for the giving of prescribed information to such person as
may be prescribed, and
(b) make provision about such systems.

Form and content of documents etc

1F (1) Where building regulations provide that any document must or may
be given, they may make provision about—
(a) the form and content of the document;
(b) the information and other documents that must accompany
it;
(c) the way in which the document, and anything that is to
accompany it, is to be given.

(2) Where building regulations provide that any information must or
may be given, they may make provision about the way in which it is
to be given.

(3) Building regulations may provide that any of the matters mentioned
in paragraphs (a) to (c) of sub-paragraph (1), or in sub-paragraph (2),
are to be specified in a direction made and published in accordance
with the regulations.
(4) Building regulations may provide that—
   (a) a prescribed application must be accompanied by such
       prescribed documents as the applicant considers
       appropriate, and
   (b) the building control authority may refuse the application if
       the applicant does not, on request, provide it with a
       document of a kind prescribed for the purposes of paragraph
       (a) in relation to the application.

Inspection, testing etc

1G (1) Building regulations may make provision for and in connection
    with—
    (a) the inspection and testing of work;
    (b) the taking of samples.

(2) The regulations may in particular—
    (a) prohibit the covering up of any work, for a prescribed period
        after a prescribed or specified event;
    (b) provide for the cutting into, laying open, or pulling down of
        any work.

(3) In sub-paragraph (2)(a) “specified” means specified by the building
    control authority.

Applications to building control authorities: extension of period by agreement

1H Building regulations may provide that any prescribed period for the
    doing of a thing by a building control authority in connection with
    an application made to it may be extended by agreement between
    the authority and the applicant.

Appeals

1I (1) Building regulations may make provision for and in connection with
    appeals against decisions made under, or under an instrument made
    under, Part 1, 2 or 2A of this Act.

(2) The regulations may confer, in respect of a prescribed decision—
    (a) a right to appeal to the regulator or the tribunal, and
    (b) in the case of an appeal to the regulator, a right of appeal to
        the tribunal against the decision of the regulator made on
        appeal.

(3) The provision that may be made in connection with appeals includes
    provision about a right of appeal conferred by Part 1, 2 or 2A.

(4) The regulations may in particular make provision about—
    (a) the grounds upon which an appeal may be made;
    (b) the period within which an appeal must be made;
    (c) the way in which any appeal is to be made;
    (d) the powers of the regulator or tribunal on determining the
        appeal (including provision conferring a power to give
        directions and, in the case of the regulator, powers in respect
        of costs).
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(5) In respect of appeals to the regulator, the regulations may—
   (a) provide that an appeal may be made only if the prescribed fee is paid to the regulator;
   (b) make provision about procedural matters (including provision conferring on the regulator a discretion as to the procedure to be adopted).”

38 Dutyholders and general duties

In Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984 (building regulations) after paragraph 5 insert—

“Appointed persons

5A (1) Building regulations may require prescribed appointments to be made, in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable.

(2) Building regulations may make provision about appointments, including provision about—
   (a) the persons who are to make appointments;
   (b) the persons who may be appointed;
   (c) the time by which appointments must be made;
   (d) the period for which persons are to be appointed;
   (e) the termination of appointments;
   (f) the replacement of appointed persons.

(3) The regulations may provide that in prescribed circumstances an appointment is treated as made.

(4) In this Schedule “appointed person”, in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable, means a person appointed in relation to that work or matter under building regulations made by virtue of this paragraph.

General duties

5B (1) Building regulations may, for the purpose of facilitating compliance with any requirement of building regulations in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable—
   (a) impose duties on relevant persons in connection with the planning or management of the work or other matter;
   (b) require relevant persons to co-operate with other relevant persons.

(2) The following are “relevant persons” for this purpose—
   (a) any appointed person;
   (b) any prescribed person.”

39 Industry competence

In Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984 (building regulations) after paragraph
5B (inserted by section 38) insert—

“Competence requirements

5C (1) Building regulations may, in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable, impose competence requirements on—
   (a) any appointed person, or
   (b) any prescribed person.

(2) A “competence requirement” is a requirement relating to—
   (a) the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours of an individual;
   (b) the capability of a person other than an individual to perform its functions under building regulations.

(3) The regulations may require an appointed person who is not an individual to give an individual acting under its control who has the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours the task of managing its functions as an appointed person.”

40 Lapse of building control approval etc

(1) The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

(2) For section 32 substitute—

“32 Lapse of building control approval

(1) This section applies where—
   (a) an application for building control approval in respect of any work is made on any day (“the relevant day”), and
   (b) the application is granted.

(2) Where—
   (a) the work relates to one building, and
   (b) the work is not commenced within 3 years from the end of the relevant day,
this Act and the building regulations have effect as if the application had not been made (and the approval had not been given).

(3) Where—
   (a) the work relates to more than one building, and
   (b) the work relating to one or more of the buildings (“the relevant work”) is not commenced within 3 years from the end of the relevant day,
this Act and the building regulations have effect in relation to those buildings and the relevant work as if the application had not been made (and the approval had not been given).

(4) In subsection (1) the reference to an application for building control approval is to an application for approval of a kind mentioned in paragraph 1B(2)(a) of Schedule 1.
(5) Building regulations may make provision about when work, or work relating to a building, is to be regarded as commenced for the purposes of this section.”

(3) In section 47(4)(b) (time when initial notice ceases to be in force) for “below”, in the first place it occurs, substitute “(final certificates) and section 53A (lapse of initial notice)”.

(4) In section 50 (plans certificates) omit subsection (8).

(5) In section 52 (cancellation of initial notice) omit subsection (5).

(6) In section 53(2) (effect of initial notice ceasing to be in force: general)—

(a) at the end of paragraph (a) insert “and”;

(b) omit paragraph (c) and the “and” immediately before it.

(7) After section 53 insert—

“53A Lapse of initial notice

(1) This section applies where—

(a) on any day (“the relevant day”) an initial notice is given in respect of any work, and

(b) the initial notice is accepted.

(2) Where the work relates to one building and is not commenced within 3 years from the end of relevant day—

(a) the initial notice ceases to be in force, and

(b) if a plans certificate relating to the work (or any part of it) has been accepted, this Act and regulations made under it have effect as if the certificate had not been given (or accepted).

(3) Where the work relates to more than one building, and the work in relation to one or more of the buildings (“the relevant work”) is not commenced within 3 years from the end of the relevant day—

(a) the initial notice ceases to be in force so far as it relates to the relevant work, and

(b) if a plans certificate relating to the relevant work (or any part of it) has been accepted, this Act and regulations made under it have effect as if, as regards the relevant work, the certificate had not been given (or accepted).

(4) For the purposes of subsection (3)(b) it does not matter whether the plans certificate also relates to work other than the relevant work.

(5) Building regulations may make provision about when work, or work relating to a building, is to be regarded as commenced for the purposes of this section.”

(8) In section 54(4)—

(a) omit the “and” at the end of paragraph (a);

(b) after paragraph (b) insert “, and”.

(c) with the substitution, in subsection (2)(d), of a reference to paragraph 4A of Schedule 4 for the reference to section 53A.”

(9) Schedule 4 is amended as follows.
(10) In paragraph 1(1) for “below” substitute “(final certificates) and paragraph 4A (lapse of public body’s notice)”.

(11) In paragraph 2 omit sub-paragraph (6).

(12) In paragraph 4(2) omit paragraph (c) and the “and” before it.

(13) After paragraph 4 insert—

“Lapse of public body’s notice

4A (1) This paragraph applies where—

(a) on any day (“the relevant day”) a public body’s notice is given in respect of any work, and

(b) the public body’s notice is accepted.

(2) Where the work relates to one building and is not commenced within 3 years from the end of the relevant day—

(a) the public body’s notice ceases to be in force, and

(b) if a public body’s plans certificate relating to the work (or any part of it) has been accepted, this Act and regulations made under it have effect as if the certificate had not been given (or accepted).

(3) Where the work relates to more than one building, and the work in relation to one or more of the buildings (“the relevant work”) is not commenced within 3 years from the end of the relevant day—

(a) the public body’s notice ceases to be in force so far as it relates to the relevant work, and

(b) if a public body’s plans certificate relating to the relevant work (or any part of it) has been accepted, this Act and regulations made under it have effect as if, as regards the relevant work, the certificate had not been given (or accepted).

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (3)(b) it does not matter whether the public body’s plans certificate also relates to work other than the relevant work.

(5) Building regulations may make provision about when work (or work relating to a building) is to be regarded as commenced for the purposes of this paragraph.”

41 Determination of certain applications by Secretary of State

After section 30 insert—

“Determination by Secretary of State

30A Determination of certain applications by Secretary of State

(1) This section applies where the regulator fails to determine a prescribed application relating to higher-risk building work (“the original application”) within the relevant period.

(2) The applicant may apply to the Secretary of State for the original application to be determined by the Secretary of State.
(3) An application under this section may only be made—
   (a) before the end of the prescribed period, and
   (b) if the regulator has not determined the original application.

(4) The regulator may not determine the original application at any time
    after the making of an application under this section.

(5) For the purposes of the determination of the original application by
    virtue of this section, this Act and building regulations apply in relation
    to the Secretary of State (and any appointed person) as they apply in
    relation to the regulator.

(6) Building regulations may make provision about applications under
    this section.

(7) The regulations may in particular make provision—
   (a) about the making of applications under this section;
   (b) requiring an applicant to notify the regulator of the making of
       an application;
   (c) imposing duties on the regulator in cases where an application
       is made;
   (d) for and in connection with the Secretary of State appointing a
       person to determine the original application (including
       provision conferring functions on the appointed person and
       providing that the appointed person’s decision is treated as the
       decision of the Secretary of State);
   (e) about the procedure to be adopted in connection with the
       determination of the original application.

(8) The provision that may be made by virtue of subsection (7)(a) includes
    provision about—
   (a) the form and content of applications;
   (b) the information and other documents that are to accompany an
       application;
   (c) the way in which an application, and anything that is to
       accompany it, is to be given.

(9) The applicant may appeal to the tribunal against a decision of the
    Secretary of State made under this section.

(10) In this section “the relevant period” means—
    (a) the period provided by building regulations as the period
        within which the regulator is to make the decision, or
    (b) such other period for the making of the decision as the applicant
        and regulator agree.”

42 Enforcement

(1) The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

(2) In section 35A(1)(a) (time limit for prosecution for contravention of building
    regulations) for “two years” substitute “ten years”.


(3) After section 35A insert—

“Notices in respect of contraventions

35B Compliance notices

(1) The building control authority may give a compliance notice to a person who appears to the authority to have contravened, be contravening or be likely to contravene—
   (a) a relevant provision of building regulations, or
   (b) a requirement imposed by virtue of such a provision.

(2) A “compliance notice” is—
   (a) a notice requiring the recipient to take specified steps within a specified period, or
   (b) a notice requiring the recipient to remedy the contravention or the matters giving rise to it within a specified period.

(3) A notice of a kind mentioned in subsection (2)(a) may specify any steps relating to—
   (a) the remedying of the contravention, or
   (b) avoiding the contravention occurring.

(4) A person who, without reasonable excuse, contravenes a compliance notice commits an offence.

(5) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);

and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(6) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (5)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

(7) A compliance notice may not be given in respect of a contravention that occurred more than 12 months before the day on which the notice is given.

(8) In this section—
   (a) “relevant provision” means any provision of building regulations except one that is prescribed for the purposes of this paragraph;
   (b) “specified” means specified in the notice.

35C Stop notices

(1) The building control authority may give a stop notice to a person appearing to the authority to be in control of any work if it appears to the authority that—
(a) the carrying out of the work would contravene a provision of
building regulations prescribed for the purposes of this
paragraph,
(b) a compliance notice relating to the work has been contravened,
or
(c) the work contravenes a provision of building regulations or a
requirement imposed by virtue of such a provision, and the risk
of serious harm condition is met.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1)(c) the “risk of serious harm
condition” is that use of the building in question without the
contravention having been remedied would be likely to present a risk
of serious harm to people in or about the building.

(3) A “stop notice” is a notice prohibiting, either immediately or from a
specified time, the carrying out of specified work until the occurrence
of such of the following as may be specified—
(a) the taking of specified steps;
(b) the occurrence of specified circumstances;
(c) the remedying of a specified contravention or the matters
giving rise to it.

(4) Where a stop notice is contravened, the person to whom the notice was
given commits an offence.

(5) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the
standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the
person is convicted.

(6) It is a defence for a person charged with an offence under this section
to prove that the person took all reasonable precautions and exercised
all due diligence to avoid the commission of the offence.

(7) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal
Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (5)(a) to 12
months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

(8) In this section—
(a) “specified” means specified in the notice;
(b) “work” includes any other matter to which building regulations
are applicable.

35D Compliance and stop notices: supplementary

(1) Building regulations may make provision about compliance notices or
stop notices.

(2) The regulations may in particular make provision about—
(a) the form and content of notices;
(b) the giving of notices;
(c) the amendment or withdrawal of notices;
(d) the extension of any period specified in a compliance notice for the doing of a thing.

(3) The regulations may require a building control authority which gives a notice to a person to take reasonable steps to notify other prescribed persons.

(4) A compliance notice, or a stop notice under section 35C(1)(a) or (b), may not be given in respect of a contravention (including a future contravention) where—

(a) an application for building control approval was made to a building control authority in respect of any work that is not higher-risk building work,
(b) the application was granted, and
(c) the contravention consists (or would consist) of the carrying out of work or the doing of anything else in accordance with—

(i) the plans, or any other document, approved by the grant of building control approval, and

(ii) any requirement imposed by the building control authority in connection with the work or other thing.”

(4) In section 36(4) (time limit for notices requiring removal or alteration of non-compliant work) for “12 months” substitute “10 years”.

(5) After section 39 insert—

“39A Appeals against compliance notices and stop notices etc

(1) A person to whom a compliance notice has been given may appeal to the tribunal.

(2) Where an appeal under subsection (1) is made—

(a) the compliance notice is of no effect pending the final determination or withdrawal of the appeal, and

(b) the specified period mentioned in section 35B(2) is treated as extended by the period—

(i) beginning with the day the appeal is made, and

(ii) ending with the day the appeal is finally determined or withdrawn.

(3) A person to whom a compliance notice has been given may apply to the tribunal for an extension of the period for the doing of the thing specified in the notice.

(4) Subsection (2) applies in relation to such an application as it applies in relation to an appeal under subsection (1).

(5) A person to whom a stop notice has been given may appeal to the tribunal.

(6) Where an appeal under subsection (5) is made—

(a) the appellant may apply to the tribunal for a direction that the stop notice is of no effect pending the final determination or withdrawal of the appeal, and

(b) unless and until any such direction is given, the stop notice continues to have effect despite the making of the appeal.”
43 Liability of officers of body corporate etc

In the Building Act 1984 before section 113 insert—

“112A Liability of officers of body corporate etc

(1) Where an offence under this Act committed by a body corporate—
(a) is committed with the consent or connivance of any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the body corporate, or any person who was purporting to act in any such capacity, or
(b) is attributable to any neglect on the part of any such person, that person as well as the body corporate commits the offence and is liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly.

(2) In subsection (1) “director”, in relation to a body corporate whose affairs are managed by its members, means a member of the body corporate.

(3) Subsection (1) also applies in relation to a body that is not a body corporate, with the substitution for the reference to a director of the body of a reference—
(a) in the case of a partnership, to a partner;
(b) in the case of an unincorporated body other than a partnership—
(i) where the body’s affairs are managed by its members, to a member of the body;
(ii) in any other case, to a member of the governing body.”

Building control approvers and building inspectors

44 Regulation of building control profession

In the Building Act 1984, after Part 2 insert—

“PART 2A

REGULATION OF BUILDING CONTROL PROFESSION

Registered building inspectors

58A “Registered building inspector”

In this Act “registered building inspector” means an individual registered as a building inspector in accordance with this Part.

58B Register of building inspectors

(1) The regulator must establish and maintain a register of building inspectors.

(2) The register may provide for different classes of building inspectors (for example, according to qualifications or experience).

(3) The regulator must register an individual as a building inspector, or a building inspector of a particular class, if—
(a) the individual makes an application for registration in accordance with section 58C, and
(b) the regulator is satisfied that the individual meets such criteria as the regulator may from time to time determine.

(4) Registration may—
(a) have effect in relation to all work or in relation to work of a particular description;
(b) be subject to conditions.

(5) Registration must be for a prescribed period.

(6) The register must record, in relation to each registered building inspector—
(a) the individual’s name and business address;
(b) if the individual is employed by a building control authority or a registered building control approver, the name and business address of that person;
(c) whether the individual’s registration has effect in relation to all work or work of a particular description;
(d) if the individual’s registration has effect in relation to work of a particular description, that description of work;
(e) any conditions to which the individual’s registration is subject;
(f) the period for which the individual is registered;
(g) if the individual’s registration has been varied by an order under section 58H(2)(b), that fact and the effect of the variation;
(h) if the individual’s registration has been suspended by an order under section 58H(2)(c) or 58I(2), that fact and the period of the suspension;
(i) any matters that are prescribed.

(7) The regulator must make the register available for inspection by the public in whatever way the regulator thinks appropriate.

58C Application for registration as building inspector

(1) An application for registration as a building inspector must—
(a) be made in such form and manner, and
(b) be accompanied by such information and supporting evidence, as the regulator may from time to time determine.

(2) The regulator may make different provision about those matters for different cases.

(3) When considering an application for registration, the regulator may require the applicant to provide it with such further information or supporting evidence as the regulator may require.

(4) The applicant may appeal to the tribunal against any decision made by the regulator on the application.

58D Variation or cancellation of registration as building inspector

(1) A registered building inspector may apply for the variation or cancellation of their registration.
(2) Section 58C applies to such an application as it applies to an application for registration.

58E Code of conduct

(1) The regulator must prepare and publish a code of conduct for registered building inspectors.

(2) The code must set out standards of professional conduct and practice expected of registered building inspectors.

(3) The code may make different provision for different cases (for example, for different descriptions of work).

(4) The regulator may revise the code of conduct at any time (and must publish any revised code).

58F Registered building inspectors: information notices

(1) The regulator may by notice in writing require a registered building inspector to provide the regulator with any documents or information the regulator reasonably requires (for the purposes of an investigation under section 58G or otherwise).

(2) The notice must specify—
   (a) the documents or information required,
   (b) the date by which they must be provided, and
   (c) the form in which they must be provided.

58G Professional misconduct investigations

(1) If it appears to the regulator (on receipt of a complaint or otherwise) that a registered building inspector may be guilty of professional misconduct, the regulator may investigate the matter.

(2) In this Part “professional misconduct”, in relation to a registered building inspector, means conduct that—
   (a) falls short of the standards of conduct and practice expected of registered building inspectors, or
   (b) is likely to bring the profession of registered building inspectors into disrepute.

(3) The regulator must prepare and publish a statement of the procedure it will follow when investigating a registered building inspector under this section (which must include an opportunity for the inspector to make representations).

(4) The regulator may revise the statement at any time (and must publish any revised statement).

58H Sanctions for professional misconduct

(1) If following an investigation under section 58G the regulator determines that an individual who is a registered building inspector is guilty of professional misconduct, the regulator may make one or more disciplinary orders.

(2) A disciplinary order is an order—
(a) requiring the individual to pay a financial penalty of an amount specified in the order,
(b) varying the individual’s registration in a way specified in the order,
(c) suspending the individual’s registration for a period specified in the order, or
(d) cancelling the individual’s registration from a date specified in the order.

(3) Varying the individual’s registration means varying any of the matters listed in section 58B(4) (limitations and conditions).

(4) Where the regulator makes a disciplinary order it must give a copy of the order to the individual concerned as soon as reasonably practicable.

(5) The individual may appeal to the tribunal against a disciplinary order under this section.

(6) A disciplinary order under subsection (2)(a) or (b) has no effect until—
   (a) the end of the period within which an appeal may be brought, or
   (b) if an appeal is brought before the end of that period, the determination of the appeal.

(7) The regulator must pay into the Consolidated Fund the amount of any financial penalty paid to the regulator pursuant to a disciplinary order under subsection (2)(a).

58I  Interim suspension for suspected serious professional misconduct

(1) This section applies where the regulator considers that—
   (a) an individual who is a registered building inspector may be guilty of professional misconduct, and
   (b) the suspected misconduct is so serious that, if the regulator determines that the individual is guilty, it is likely to make an order under section 58H(2)(d) cancelling the individual’s registration.

(2) The regulator may by order suspend the individual’s registration for a period specified in the order (which must not exceed 3 months).

(3) The regulator may revoke the order before the end of that period.

(4) Where the regulator makes (or revokes) an order under this section it must give a copy of the order (or notice of the revocation) to the individual concerned as soon as reasonably practicable.

(5) The individual may appeal to the tribunal against an order under this section.

58J  Suspension orders: further provision

An individual whose registration is suspended under section 58H(2)(c) or 58I(2) is not a registered building inspector for the purposes of section 46A or 54B (restricted functions) (but is a registered building inspector for the purposes of this Part).
58K Offence of registered building inspector acting outside scope of registration

(1) A registered building inspector commits an offence if, without reasonable excuse—
   (a) they give advice to a building control authority or registered building control approver in relation to work which is outside the scope of their registration, and
   (b) they know, or ought to know, that the authority or approver is obtaining that advice for the purposes of section 46A or 54B (restricted functions).

(2) Work is outside the scope of a registered building inspector’s registration if—
   (a) the inspector’s registration does not have effect in relation to work of that description, or
   (b) the inspector’s registration is suspended.

(3) An offence under this section is punishable on summary conviction by a fine.

58L Offence of pretending to be a registered building inspector

(1) A person who is not a registered building inspector commits an offence if, with intent to deceive, the person—
   (a) impersonates a registered building inspector, or
   (b) uses any name, title or description which implies that the person is a registered building inspector.

(2) An offence under this section is punishable on summary conviction by a fine.

Registered building control approvers

58M “Registered building control approver”

In this Act “registered building control approver” means a person registered as a building control approver in accordance with this Part.

58N Register of building control approvers

(1) The regulator must establish and maintain a register of building control approvers.

(2) The regulator must register a person as a building control approver if—
   (a) the person makes an application for registration in accordance with section 58O, and
   (b) the regulator is satisfied that the person meets such criteria as the regulator may from time to time determine.

(3) Registration may—
   (a) have effect in relation to all work or in relation to work of a particular description;
   (b) be subject to conditions.

(4) Registration must be for a prescribed period.
(5) The register must record, in relation to each registered building control approver—
   (a) the person’s name and business address;
   (b) whether the person’s registration has effect in relation to all work or work of a particular description;
   (c) if the person’s registration has effect in relation to work of a particular description, that description of work;
   (d) any conditions to which the person’s registration is subject;
   (e) the period for which the person is registered;
   (f) if the person’s registration has been varied by an order under section 58T(2)(b), that fact and the effect of the variation;
   (g) if the person’s registration has been suspended by an order under section 58T(2)(c) or 58U(2), that fact and the period of the suspension;
   (h) any matters that are prescribed.

(6) The regulator must make the register available for inspection by the public in whatever way the regulator thinks appropriate.

58O Application for registration as building control approver

(1) An application for registration as a building control approver must—
   (a) be made in such form and manner, and
   (b) be accompanied by such information and supporting evidence, as the regulator may from time to time determine.

(2) The regulator may make different provision about those matters for different cases.

(3) When considering an application for registration, the regulator may require the applicant to provide it with such further information or supporting evidence as the regulator may require.

(4) The applicant may appeal to the tribunal against any decision made by the regulator on the application.

58P Variation or cancellation of registration as building control approver

(1) A registered building control approver may apply for the variation or cancellation of their registration.

(2) Section 58O applies to such an application as it applies to an application for registration.

58Q Professional conduct rules

(1) The regulator must prepare and publish professional conduct rules applying to registered building control approvers (in addition to operational standards rules applying to them under section 58Y).

(2) Professional conduct rules may in particular make provision about insurance and financial propriety.

(3) The rules may make different provision for different cases (for example, for different descriptions of work).

(4) The regulator may revise the professional conduct rules at any time (and must publish any revised rules).
58R Registered building control approvers: information notices

(1) The regulator may by notice in writing require a registered building control approver to provide the regulator with any documents or information the regulator reasonably requires for the purposes of its functions under sections 58M to 58W.

(2) The notice must specify—
(a) the documents or information required,
(b) the date by which they must be provided, and
(c) the form in which they must be provided.

58S Investigations into contraventions of professional conduct rules

(1) If it appears to the regulator (on receipt of a complaint or otherwise) that a registered building control approver may have contravened the professional conduct rules, the regulator may investigate the matter.

(2) The regulator must prepare and publish a statement of the procedure it will follow when investigating a registered building control approver under this section (which must include an opportunity for the person to make representations).

(3) The regulator may revise the statement at any time (and must publish any revised statement).

58T Sanctions for contravention of professional conduct rules

(1) If following an investigation under section 58S the regulator determines that a person who is a registered building control approver has contravened the professional conduct rules, the regulator may make one or more disciplinary orders.

(2) A disciplinary order is an order—
(a) requiring the person to pay a financial penalty of an amount specified in the order,
(b) varying the person’s registration in a way specified in the order,
(c) suspending the person’s registration for a period specified in the order, or
(d) cancelling the person’s registration from a date specified in the order.

(3) Varying the person’s registration means varying any of the matters listed in section 58N(3) (limitations and conditions).

(4) Where the regulator makes a disciplinary order it must as soon as reasonably practicable—
(a) give a copy of the order to the person concerned, and
(b) in prescribed cases, give a copy of the order to each local authority.

(5) The person may appeal to the tribunal against a disciplinary order under this section.

(6) A disciplinary order under subsection (2)(a) or (b) has no effect until—
(a) the end of the period within which an appeal may be brought, or
(b) if an appeal is brought before the end of that period, the
determination of the appeal.

(7) The regulator must pay into the Consolidated Fund the amount of any
financial penalty paid to the regulator pursuant to a disciplinary order
under subsection (2)(a).

(8) A person whose registration is suspended by an order under
subsection (2)(c) is a registered building control approver for the
purposes of this Part.

(9) See section 58Z5(3) for further provision about cancellation of a
person’s registration as a building control approver.

58U Interim suspension for suspected serious contravention

(1) This section applies where the regulator considers that—
(a) a person who is a registered building control approver may
have contravened the professional conduct rules, and
(b) the suspected contravention is so serious that, if the regulator
determines that the contravention has occurred, it is likely to
make an order under section 58T(2)(d) cancelling the person’s
registration.

(2) The regulator may by order suspend the person’s registration for a
period specified in the order (which must not exceed 3 months).

(3) The regulator may revoke the order before the end of that period.

(4) Where the regulator makes (or revokes) an order under this section it
must as soon as reasonably practicable—
(a) give a copy of the order (or notice of the revocation) to the
person concerned, and
(b) in prescribed cases, give a copy of the order (or notice of the
revocation) to each local authority.

(5) The person may appeal to the tribunal against an order under this
section.

(6) A person whose registration is suspended by an order under this
section is a registered building control approver for the purposes of this
Part.

58V Offence of registered building control approver acting outside scope
of registration

(1) A registered building control approver commits an offence if without
reasonable excuse they exercise a function under this Act, or
regulations made under this Act, in relation to work outside the scope
of their registration.

(2) Work is outside the scope of a registered building control approver’s
registration if their registration—
(a) does not have effect in relation to work of that description, or
(b) is suspended.

(3) An offence under this section is punishable on summary conviction by
a fine.
58W  Offence of pretending to be a registered building control approver
(1) A person who is not a registered building control approver commits an offence if, with intent to deceive, the person—
   (a) impersonates a registered building control approver, or
   (b) uses any name, title or description which implies that the person is a registered building control approver.
(2) An offence under this section is punishable on summary conviction by a fine.

Delegation of regulator’s registration functions
58X  Delegation of regulator’s functions
(1) The regulator may delegate its registration functions to another person, to such extent and subject to such conditions as it considers appropriate.
(2) The regulator’s registration functions are its functions under sections 58A to 58W (and include the charging of any registration fees or recovery of any registration charges).
(3) “Registration fees” and “registration charges” mean fees and charges in connection with the regulator’s functions under sections 58A to 58W that are prescribed by, or determined by the regulator in accordance with, regulations under section 105A.
(4) The regulator may vary or revoke a delegation.
(5) The regulator—
   (a) may make, vary or revoke a delegation only with the consent of the Secretary of State;
   (b) must vary or revoke a delegation if directed to do so by the Secretary of State.
(6) Schedule 3 to the Building Safety Act 2020 (information sharing) applies as if references to the regulator included references to a person to whom the regulator has delegated functions under this section.

Operational standards rules
58Y  Operational standards rules
(1) The regulator may make rules (“operational standards rules”) applying to local authorities and registered building control approvers in relation to their exercise of building control functions.
(2) Operational standards rules may in particular make provision about standards to be met, and practices, procedures or methods to be adopted, in exercising building control functions.
(3) In this Part “building control functions”, in relation to a local authority or registered building control approver, means the functions of the authority or approver under this Act and regulations made under it.
(4) The operational standards rules may make different provision for different cases (for example, for different descriptions of work).
(5) The regulator may revise the operational standards rules at any time.

(6) The regulator must publish the operational standards rules (and any revised rules).

58Z Reporting requirements

(1) The regulator may direct local authorities and registered building control approvers to provide the regulator, at specified times or intervals, with specified reports, returns and other information relating to the exercise of their building control functions.

(2) “Specified” means specified in the direction.

(3) A direction under this section—
   (a) must be in writing;
   (b) may be general or specific;
   (c) may be varied or revoked.

(4) A registered building control approver who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with a direction under this section commits an offence.

(5) An offence under subsection (4) is punishable, on summary conviction or conviction on indictment, by a fine.

58Z1 Information

(1) The regulator may by notice in writing require a local authority or registered building control approver to provide the regulator with any documents or information relating to the exercise of their building control functions that the regulator reasonably requires.

(2) The notice must specify—
   (a) the documents or information required,
   (b) the date by which they must be provided, and
   (c) the form in which they must be provided.

(3) A registered building control approver who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with a notice under this section commits an offence.

(4) An offence under subsection (3) is punishable, on summary conviction or conviction on indictment, by a fine.

58Z2 Investigations

(1) If it appears to the regulator (on receipt of a complaint or otherwise) that a local authority or registered building control approver may have contravened the operational standards rules, the regulator may investigate the matter.

(2) The regulator must prepare and publish a statement of the procedure it will follow when investigating an authority or approver under this section (which must include an opportunity for the authority or approver to make representations).

(3) The regulator may revise the statement at any time (and must publish any revised statement).
58Z3 Improvement notice

(1) The regulator may give an improvement notice to a local authority or a registered building control approver if it appears to the regulator (following an investigation under section 58Z2 or otherwise) that the authority or approver has contravened operational standards rules.

(2) An improvement notice is a notice requiring the authority or approver to remedy the contravention by doing, or by refraining from doing, anything specified in the order.

(3) An improvement notice may have effect—
   (a) until it is revoked, or
   (b) for a period specified in the notice.

(4) Where the regulator gives an improvement notice, it must also give the local authority or registered building control approver a statement of the reasons for giving the notice.

(5) The regulator must as soon as reasonably practicable—
   (a) provide copies of the notice and the statement to the Secretary of State, and
   (b) in the case of a registered building control approver, in prescribed cases provide copies of the notice and the statement to each local authority.

(6) The local authority or registered building control approver to whom the improvement notice is given may appeal to the tribunal against the notice.

58Z4 Serious contravention notices

(1) The regulator may give a serious contravention notice to a local authority or a registered building control approver if it appears to the regulator (following an investigation under section 58Z2 or otherwise) that—
   (a) the authority or approver has contravened operational standards rules, and
   (b) as a result, the safety of persons in or about buildings has been, or may have been, put at risk.

(2) A serious contravention notice is a notice requiring the authority or approver to remedy the contravention by doing, or by refraining from doing, anything specified in the order.

(3) A serious contravention notice may have effect—
   (a) until it is revoked, or
   (b) for a period specified in the notice.

(4) Where the regulator gives a serious contravention notice, it must also give the local authority or registered building control approver a statement of the reasons for giving the notice.

(5) The regulator must as soon as reasonably practicable—
   (a) provide copies of the notice and the statement to the Secretary of State, and
(b) in the case of a registered building control approver, in prescribed cases provide copies of the notice and the statement to each local authority.

(6) The local authority or registered building control approver to whom the serious contravention notice is given may appeal to the tribunal against the notice.

(7) A person who, without reasonable excuse, contravenes a serious contravention notice commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine.

58Z5 Continuing failure to meet standards

(1) This section applies where—

(a) the regulator has given a local authority or registered building control approver one or more serious contravention notices under section 58Z4, and

(b) it appears to the regulator that the way in which the authority or approver exercises their building control functions—

(i) falls short of the standards expected, and

(ii) puts, or may put, the safety of persons in or about buildings at risk,

and is likely to continue to do so.

(2) In the case of a local authority, the regulator may recommend to the Secretary of State that the Secretary of State make an order under section 116(4) (transfer of functions to the Secretary of State or another local authority).

(3) In the case of a registered building control approver, the regulator may cancel the approver’s registration.

(4) But before acting under subsection (2) or (3) the regulator must—

(a) give the authority or approver notice that it is considering acting under that subsection, and explain its reasons, and

(b) invite the authority or approver to make representations within a period specified in the notice (which must not be less than 14 days).

(5) Where the regulator acts under subsection (2) or (3) it must as soon as reasonably practicable—

(a) notify the local authority or approver that it has done so, and

(b) give the local authority or approver a statement of its reasons.

(6) Where the regulator cancels a person’s registration under subsection (3) it must as soon as reasonably practicable notify each local authority.

(7) A local authority may appeal to the tribunal against a recommendation under subsection (2).

(8) A registered building control approver may appeal to the tribunal against the cancellation of its registration under subsection (3).”
45 **Transfer of approved inspectors’ functions to registered building control approvers**

Schedule 4 amends the Building Act 1984 so as to—
(a) transfer the functions of approved inspectors to registered building control approvers, and
(b) make other provision consequential on section 44.

46 **Functions exercisable only with advice of registered building inspectors**

(1) The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

(2) After section 46 insert—

”Building control authorities’ restricted functions

46A Building control authorities’ restricted functions

(1) Before each exercise of a restricted function a building control authority must obtain and consider the advice of a registered building inspector (who may, but need not, be employed by the authority).

(2) In this section a “restricted function” means a function of a building control authority under this Part, or regulations made under this Part, that is prescribed for the purposes of this section.”

(3) After section 54A (inserted by section 49) insert—

”Registered building control approvers’ restricted functions

54B Registered building control approvers’ restricted functions

(1) This section applies to a registered building control approver who is not a registered building inspector.

(2) Before each exercise of a restricted function the approver must obtain and consider the advice of a registered building inspector (who may, but need not, be employed by the approver).

(3) In this section a “restricted function” means a function of a registered building control approver under this Part, or regulations made under this Part, that is prescribed for the purposes of this section.

(4) A registered building control approver who contravenes subsection (2) without reasonable excuse commits an offence.

(5) An offence under this section is punishable, on summary conviction or conviction on indictment, by a fine.”

47 **Default powers of Secretary of State**

(1) The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

(2) In section 116 (power to transfer local authority functions to Secretary of State)—
(a) in subsection (2) for the words from “make an order” to the end substitute “make a transfer order in respect of the body in default.”;
(b) after subsection (2) insert—

“(3) The Secretary of State must consult the regulator before making an order under subsection (1) or (2).

(4) The Secretary of State may also make a transfer order in respect of a local authority if—

(a) under section 58Z5(2) the regulator recommends that the Secretary of State make a transfer order in respect of the authority, and

(b) the Secretary of State is satisfied that the way in which the authority exercises its functions under this Act—

(i) falls short of the standards expected, and

(ii) puts, or may put, the safety of persons in or about buildings at risk,

and is likely to continue to do so.

(5) A “transfer order”, in respect of a body or authority, is an order transferring to the Secretary of State, or to another local authority, such functions of the body or authority as may be specified in the order.”

(3) In section 117(1) (expenses of Secretary of State) for “order under section 116(2)” substitute “a transfer order under section 116”.

(4) In section 118 (variation or revocation of transfer order)—

(a) in subsection (1) for “an order under section 116(2)” substitute “a transfer order under section 116”;

(b) after subsection (1) insert—

“(1A) The Secretary of State must consult the regulator before making an order under subsection (1).”;

(c) in subsection (2) for the words from “by him” to the end substitute “, by the person to whom the revoked order transferred functions, in discharging those functions.”

48 Higher-risk building work: registered building control approvers

(1) In section 47 of the Building Act 1984 (giving and acceptance of initial notice), in subsection (1)(a)—

(a) after “prescribed form” insert “relating to work that is not higher-risk building work”;

(b) after “carry out” insert “the”.

(2) In section 51A of the Building Act 1984 (variation of work to which initial notice relates), for subsection (1) substitute—

“(1) This section applies where—

(a) it is proposed that the work to which an initial notice relates should be varied, and

(b) the work as varied is not higher-risk building work.”
(3) After section 52 of the Building Act 1984 insert—

“52A Cancellation of initial notice when work becomes higher-risk building work

(1) If, at a time when an initial notice is in force, it appears to the registered building control approver that the work has become higher-risk building work, the registered building control approver must, as soon as is reasonably practicable, cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to—
   (a) the local authority concerned, and
   (b) the person carrying out or intending to carry out the work.

(2) If, at a time when an initial notice is in force, it appears to the person carrying out or intending to carry out the work that the work has become higher-risk building work, the person must, as soon as is reasonably practicable, cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to—
   (a) the local authority concerned, and
   (b) the registered building control approver.

(3) If, at a time when an initial notice is in force, it appears to the local authority concerned that the work has become higher-risk building work, the authority must cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to—
   (a) the registered building control approver, and
   (b) the person shown in the initial notice as the person intending to carry out the work.

(4) A person who fails without reasonable excuse to give to a local authority a notice that the person is required to give by subsection (1) or (2) commits an offence.

(5) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) is liable on summary conviction to a fine.

(6) A notice under any of subsections (1) to (3) has the effect of cancelling the initial notice to which it relates with effect from the day on which the notice is given.

(7) Where an initial notice ceases to be in force by virtue of this section, a new initial notice may not be given in relation to any of the work to which the cancelled notice related.

52B Effect of initial notice ceasing to be in force where work becomes higher-risk building work

(1) This section applies where an initial notice ceases to be in force by virtue of section 47(4)(b)(ia) (higher-risk building work).

(2) If, before the day on which the initial notice ceased to be in force, a final certificate—
   (a) was given in respect of part of the work to which the initial notice relates, and
   (b) was accepted by the local authority,
the fact that the initial notice has ceased to be in force does not affect the continuing operation of section 51(3) in relation to that part of the work.
(3) The regulator is the building control authority in relation to any of the work—
   (a) to which the initial notice relates, and
   (b) in respect of which no final certificate has been accepted by the local authority as mentioned in subsection (2).

(4) Sections 91(3) (duties of local authorities) and 121A(1) (meaning of “building control authority”) apply as if, in each case, the reference to section 91ZA or 91ZB were a reference to section 52B, 91ZA or 91ZB.

(5) In any case where this section applies, the reference in subsection (4) of section 36 to the date of the completion of the work in question has effect, in relation to a notice under subsection (1) of that section, as if it were a reference to the date on which the initial notice ceased to be in force.

(6) If, before the initial notice ceased to be in force, an offence under section 35 was committed with respect to any of the work to which that notice relates, proceedings for that offence may be commenced by the regulator at any time within six months beginning with the day on which the function of the regulator referred to in subsection (4) became exercisable with respect to the provision of building regulations to which the offence relates.

(7) Subsection (6) is without prejudice to any ability which, after that function has become exercisable, the regulator may have under section 35A to commence proceedings for the offence after the end of that period of six months.”

(4) In section 47 of the Building Act 1984 (giving and acceptance of initial notice), in subsection (4)(b)—
   (a) omit the “or” after sub-paragraph (i);
   (b) after sub-paragraph (i) insert—
        “(ia) it is cancelled by a notice under section 52A,”.

49 Higher-risk building work: public bodies

After section 54 of the Building Act 1984 insert—

“54A Public bodies and higher-risk building work

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make such amendments of the provisions listed in subsection (2) as the Secretary of State considers appropriate in connection with higher-risk building work.

(2) The provisions are—
   (a) section 5;
   (b) section 54;
   (c) Schedule 4.

(3) Regulations under subsection (1)—
   (a) may make different provision for different purposes;
   (b) may make supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision;
   (c) may make consequential amendments to any provision of this Act or any regulations made under this Act.
(4) Regulations under subsection (1) are to be made by statutory instrument.

(5) A statutory instrument containing regulations under subsection (1) may not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid before, and approved by a resolution of, each House of Parliament.”

50 Information gathering

(1) In section 53 of the Building Act 1984 (effect of initial notice ceasing to be in force), after subsection (4) insert—

“(4A) For the purpose of enabling the local authority to perform the functions referred to in section 48(1), the local authority may by notice require the person shown in the initial notice as the registered building control approver to give the local authority—

(a) any information the authority would have obtained if the authority had performed the function of enforcing building regulations in relation to the work during the period in which the initial notice was in force, and

(b) any other information the local authority may reasonably require.

(4B) Where a person gives information to a local authority under subsection (4A), the person must give a copy of the information to the person shown in the initial notice as the person intending to carry out the work.

(4C) Where a person is required to give information under subsection (4A) or (4B), the information must be given before the end of the prescribed period.

(4D) The person shown in the initial notice as the registered building control approver must, within the prescribed period, provide the prescribed information to the person carrying out or intending to carry out the work to which the notice relates.”

(2) In section 57 of the Building Act 1984 (offences), in subsection (1)—

(a) omit the “or” after paragraph (a);

(b) after paragraph (a) insert—

“(aa) fails without reasonable excuse to comply with a requirement under section 53(4A) to give information, or”.

51 Insurance

In section 47 of the Building Act 1984 (giving and acceptance of initial notice), for subsection (6) substitute—

“(6) In this section “approved scheme” means a scheme that is approved for the purposes of this section by—

(a) the Secretary of State, or

(b) a body (corporate or unincorporated) that, in accordance with building regulations, is designated by the Secretary of State for the purpose.
(6A) A scheme may be approved under subsection (6) only where it appears to the Secretary of State or the body (as the case may be) that the scheme secures the provision of adequate insurance cover in relation to any work to which an initial notice relates and is work to which the scheme applies.

(6B) Where the Secretary of State has not designated a body under subsection (6)(b), the Secretary of State must prepare and publish guidance about what the Secretary of State considers to be adequate insurance cover.

(6C) Where the Secretary of State has designated a body under subsection (6)(b) the body must—
   (a) prepare guidance about what the body considers to be adequate insurance cover, and
   (b) if the Secretary of State approves the guidance, publish the guidance.

(6D) Where the Secretary of State has designated more than one body under subsection (6)(b), the bodies must jointly prepare, and if necessary publish, guidance in accordance with subsection (6C).

(6E) A designation referred to in subsection (6)(b) may limit the cases in which and the terms on which the body designated may approve a scheme.

(6F) Schedule 3 to the Building Safety Act 2020 (information sharing) applies as if references to the Secretary of State included references to a body designated by the Secretary of State under this section.”

52 Information

(1) After section 56 of the Building Act 1984 insert—

“56A Giving information by electronic means

(1) The regulator must establish and maintain a facility (the “facility”) to enable a specified person to give specified relevant information to another person by electronic communication.

(2) The Secretary of State may by regulations require or authorise a specified person to use the facility when giving specified relevant information to another person.

(3) Any information given to a person in accordance with regulations made under subsection (2) is to be treated for the purposes of section 56B (requirement to keep register) as also having been given to the regulator.

(4) Regulations under this section may require a person who is given specified relevant information otherwise than through the facility to give that information to the regulator using the facility.

(5) Regulations under this section may make provision treating specified relevant information that is given using the facility as having been given in the prescribed form for the purposes of this Part.

(6) In this section—
“relevant information” means information that is required or authorised to be given by this Part or regulations made under it;
“specified” means specified in regulations made by the Secretary of State under this section.

(7) In this section and section 56B—
   “information” includes documents;
   “documents” includes notices, certificates, orders, consents, demands and plans.

(8) Regulations under this section—
   (a) may make different provision for different purposes;
   (b) may make consequential, supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision.

(9) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

56B Requirement to keep register

(1) The regulator must keep a register of specified relevant information.

(2) The information that may be specified for the purposes of subsection (1) includes in particular information given, or treated as having been given, to the regulator using the facility established under section 56A(1).

(3) The regulator—
   (a) must maintain the register in electronic form;
   (b) must ensure that any specified parts of the register are available for inspection by members of the public;
   (c) must, in specified circumstances, provide to members of the public, on request, copies of information kept in the register.

(4) In this section—
   “relevant information” means information that is required or authorised to be given by this Part or regulations made under it;
   “specified” means specified in regulations made by the Secretary of State under this section.

(5) Regulations under this section—
   (a) may make different provision for different purposes;
   (b) may make consequential, supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision.

(6) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

56C Delegation of functions

(1) The regulator may by written notice delegate to a person, to such extent and subject to such conditions as the regulator considers appropriate, the functions conferred on the regulator by section 56B(1) and (3) (including the ability to charge fees in connection with the exercise of those functions).
(2) In subsection (1) “fees” means fees that are prescribed by, or determined by the regulator in accordance with, regulations under section 105A.

(3) The regulator may delegate functions under subsection (1) only with the consent of the Secretary of State.

(4) The regulator may revoke a delegation of functions to a person by giving a written notice to the person.

(5) The regulator may revoke a delegation under subsection (4) only with the consent of the Secretary of State.

(6) Schedule 3 to the Building Safety Act 2020 (information sharing) applies as if references to the regulator included references to a person to whom the regulator has delegated functions under this section.”

(2) In section 55 of the Building Act 1984 (appeals), after subsection (3) insert—

“(4) On an appeal under subsection (1), the local authority must give the specified information to the regulator.

(5) In this section “specified” means specified in regulations made by the Secretary of State under this section.

(6) Regulations under subsection (5) are to be made by statutory instrument subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.”

(3) In section 56 of the Building Act 1984 (recording and furnishing of information), omit subsections (1) to (4).

53 New initial notices

(1) In section 53 of the Building Act 1984 (effect of initial notice ceasing to be in force), for subsection (7) substitute—

“(7) A new initial notice relating to any of the work to which the original initial notice related (the “original work”) may be given only if—

(a) in the case of an initial notice cancelled under—

(i) section 52(1)(d) or (e), or

(ii) section 52(5A) based on a condition in section 52(5B)(a) to (d),

the conditions in subsection (8) are met, or

(b) in any other case, the conditions in subsection (9) are met.

(8) The conditions referred to in subsection (7)(a) are that the new initial notice—

(a) is given before the end of the period of seven days beginning with the day on which the original initial notice was cancelled or such other period as may be prescribed,

(b) relates to all of the original work, except for any work in respect of which a final certificate has been accepted by the local authority, and

(c) is not a combined initial notice and plans certificate given in accordance with section 50(4).

(9) The conditions referred to in subsection (7)(b) are that—
(a) before the original initial notice is cancelled, the original registered building control approver has given any final certificates that are required to be given under section 51 in respect of the original work, and

(b) the new initial notice relates to all of the original work, except for any work in respect of which a final certificate has been accepted by the local authority.

(10) Where—
   (a) a plans certificate has been given in respect of any of the original work,
   (b) the conditions in paragraphs (a) to (c) of subsection (2) are fulfilled with respect to that certificate, and
   (c) a new initial notice as referred to in subsection (7) is accepted, section 50(1) does not apply in relation to so much of the work to which the new initial notice relates as is work specified in the plans certificate.

(11) Section 53B applies in relation to a new initial notice given in accordance with subsection (7)(a).”

(2) After section 53A of the Building Act 1984 (inserted by section 40) insert—

“53B New initial notice: change of registered building control approver

(1) This section applies where a new initial notice is given in accordance with section 53(7)(a) (change of registered building control approver in certain cases).

(2) Where the new initial notice is accepted by the local authority the registered building control approver must give a transfer certificate and a transfer report to the local authority before the end of the relevant period.

(3) A transfer certificate must—
   (a) confirm that the registered building control approver is of the opinion that the unfinished work up to the date of the certificate does not contravene any provision of building regulations, and
   (b) contain the prescribed information.

(4) A transfer report must contain any plans, documents or other information related to the confirmation in subsection (3)(a).

(5) In this section the “relevant period” means—
   (a) the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the new initial notice is accepted or such other period as may be prescribed, or
   (b) such longer period as may be agreed by the local authority following a request from the registered building control approver.

(6) A transfer certificate given by a registered building control approver—
   (a) does not impose any liability, whether civil or criminal, on the registered building control approver for any work carried out by the previous registered building control approver, and
   (b) does not affect any liability, whether civil or criminal, of the previous registered building control approver for work carried out by that approver.
(7) In this section “unfinished work” means all of the work to which the original initial notice related, except for any work in respect of which a final certificate was accepted by the local authority.

53C Consideration of transfer certificate and report

(1) This section applies where a registered building control approver gives a transfer certificate and a transfer report to a local authority in accordance with section 53B(2).

(2) The local authority must, by notice, accept or reject the certificate and report before the end of the relevant period.

(3) The local authority may reject the certificate and report only if—
   (a) any of the prescribed grounds exist, or
   (b) the registered building control approver fails to comply with a requirement in subsection (4) to give information to the local authority.

(4) During the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the transfer certificate and transfer report is given to the local authority or such other period as may be prescribed, the local authority may, by notice, require the registered building control approver to give to the local authority such information as may be specified in the notice.

(5) The registered building control approver must give the information specified in the notice to the local authority before the end of the period of seven days beginning with the day on which the notice is given or such other period as may be prescribed.

(6) In this section the “relevant period” means—
   (a) the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the transfer certificate and transfer report is given to the local authority or such other period as may be prescribed, or
   (b) such longer period as is determined in accordance with subsection (7).

(7) Where—
   (a) a local authority requires a registered building control approver to give information to the local authority under subsection (4), and
   (b) the day by which the information is required to be given would (but for this subsection) fall within the final seven days of the relevant period or would fall outside the relevant period, the relevant period is to be extended to the end of the period of seven days beginning with the day after the day by which the information is required to be given.

(8) Where a local authority requires a registered building control approver to give information to the local authority under subsection (4), the local authority must give a copy of the notice to the person shown in the initial notice as the person intending to carry out the work.

53D Cancellation of initial notice: change of registered building control approver

(1) This section applies where—
(a) a new initial notice is given in accordance with section 53(7)(a) (change of registered building control approver in certain cases), and
(b) the notice is accepted by the local authority.

(2) If, at a time when the initial notice is in force—
(a) the registered building control approver does not give the local authority a transfer certificate and transfer report in accordance with section 53B(2), or
(b) the local authority rejects the transfer certificate and transfer report in accordance with section 53C,
the local authority must cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to the registered building control approver and the person shown in the initial notice as the person intending to carry out the work.

(3) The person carrying out or intending to carry out the work to which the initial notice relates may, at a time—
(a) when the initial notice is in force, and
(b) before the local authority accepts or rejects the transfer certificate and report in accordance with section 53C,
cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to the local authority and, if it is practicable to do so, to the registered building control approver.

(4) A notice under subsection (2) or (3) has the effect of cancelling the initial notice to which it relates with effect from the day on which the notice is given.

(5) Where an initial notice ceases to be in force by virtue of subsection (2) or (3), a new initial notice may not be given in relation to any of the work to which the cancelled notice related.

(6) Where an initial notice ceases to be in force by virtue of subsection (2) or (3)—
(a) for the purpose of enabling the local authority to perform the functions referred to in section 48(1) in relation to any part of the work, building regulations may require the local authority to be provided with plans that relate to that part of the work, and
(b) section 53(5), (6) and (6A) apply in relation to the notice as they apply in relation to an initial notice that ceases to be in force as referred to in section 53(1).

(7) This section is without prejudice to any other provisions of this Part relating to when an initial notice ceases to be in force.

53E Restriction on functions of registered building control approvers

(1) This section applies where—
(a) a new initial notice is given in accordance with section 53(7)(a) (change of registered building control approver in certain cases), and
(b) the notice is accepted by the local authority.

(2) During the period in respect of which—
(a) the notice is in force, but
(b) a transfer certificate and a transfer report have not been accepted by the local authority,
the registered building control approver may not exercise the relevant functions.

(3) In this section the “relevant functions” are the functions of a registered building control approver in—
(a) section 50 (plans certificates);
(b) section 51 (final certificates);
(c) section 51A (amendment notices).”

(3) In section 47 of the Building Act 1984 (giving and acceptance of initial notice)—
(a) in subsection (4)(b), after sub-paragraph (ia) (inserted by section 48) insert—
“(ib) it is cancelled by a notice under section 53D, or;”
(b) after subsection (7) insert—
“(8) This section is subject to sections 53 and 53B (new initial notices).”

(4) In section 55 of the Building Act 1984 (appeals)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i) omit the “or” after paragraph (a);
(ii) after paragraph (b) insert “or
(c) a transfer certificate or a transfer report,”;
(b) in subsection (2)(a), after “notice” insert “, report”;
(c) in subsection (2)(b), after “notice” insert “, report”.

54 Cancellation of initial notice

(1) Section 52 of the Building Act 1984 (cancellation of initial notice) is amended in accordance with this section.

(2) In subsection (1)—
(a) omit the “or” after paragraph (b);
(b) after paragraph (c), insert—
“(d) the registered building control approver is given a disciplinary order under section 58T(2)(b) (variation of registration) such that the registered building control approver is no longer able to carry out the registered building control approver’s functions with respect to the work to which the initial notice relates,
(e) the registered building control approver is given a disciplinary order under section 58T(2)(c) (suspension of registration) or an order under section 58U (interim suspension for suspected serious contravention), or
(f) it appears to the registered building control approver that a prescribed circumstance exists;”;
(c) for “approved inspector shall” substitute “registered building control approver, or in the case of paragraph (e) the person shown in the initial notice as the registered building control approver, must”.
(3) For subsection (3) substitute—

“(3) If, at a time when an initial notice is in force, it appears to the person carrying out or intending to carry out the work to which the notice relates that—

(a) the registered building control approver is no longer willing or able to carry out the registered building control approver’s functions with respect to any of that work, or

(b) a prescribed circumstance exists,

the person must cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to the local authority concerned and, if it is practicable to do so, to the registered building control approver.”

(4) In subsection (4), after “subsection” insert“(1) or”.

(5) After subsection (5) insert—

“(5A) If, at a time when an initial notice is in force, it appears to the local authority concerned that a condition in subsection (5B) is satisfied, the authority must cancel the initial notice by notice in the prescribed form given to—

(a) the person shown in the initial notice as the registered building control approver, and

(b) the person shown in the initial notice as the person intending to carry out the work.

(5B) The conditions are—

(a) the registered building control approver is given a disciplinary order under section 58T(2)(b) (variation of registration) such that the registered building control approver is no longer able to carry out the registered building control approver’s functions with respect to the work to which the initial notice relates;

(b) the registered building control approver is given a disciplinary order under section 58T(2)(c) (suspension of registration) or an order under section 58U (interim suspension for suspected serious contravention);

(c) the registered building control approver is given a disciplinary order under section 58T(2)(d) (cancellation of registration);

(d) the registered building control approver has their registration cancelled under section 58Z5(3) (serious contravention notices);

(e) a prescribed circumstance exists.”

(6) After subsection (6) insert—

“(7) Before cancelling an initial notice under subsection (5A) based on a condition in subsection (5B)(a), (b) or (e), the local authority must—

(a) give the person shown in the initial notice as the registered building control approver a notice in the prescribed form at least seven days before the day on which the initial notice is to be cancelled, and

(b) have regard to any representations made to the local authority during that period.”
55 **Functions under Part 3 of Building Act 1984**

In the Building Act 1984 after section 90 insert—

“90A Functions under this Part: the regulator etc

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations made by statutory instrument make provision—

(a) providing that in specified cases, a specified Part 3 function is to be a function of the regulator instead of, or in addition to, the local authority in question, or

(b) requiring a relevant authority proposing to exercise a specified Part 3 function, in specified cases, to notify another relevant authority of specified matters in such way and by such time as may be specified.

(2) The regulations may make such consequential amendments of this Act as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

(3) Regulations under this section may make—

(a) incidental, transitional or saving provision;

(b) different provision for different purposes or for different areas.

(4) A statutory instrument containing regulations under this section may not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid before and approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament.

(5) In this section—

“Part 3 function” means a function of local authorities under any provision of this Part;

“relevant authority” means the regulator or a local authority;

“specified” means specified by regulations under this section.”

56 **Minor and consequential amendments**

Schedule 5 contains—

(a) minor amendments of the Building Act 1984, and

(b) amendments consequential on provision made by this Part.

57 **Appeals**

Schedule 6 makes provision about appeals under the Building Act 1984, including provision providing for—

(a) certain appeals to be made to the regulator instead of the Secretary of State,

(b) certain appeals to be made to the tribunal instead of a magistrates’ court, and

(c) a right of appeal against a decision of a local authority not to consider an application for building control approval or initial notice on the ground that it is in respect of higher-risk building work.
58 Fees and charges

In the Building Act 1984 after section 105 insert—

"Fees and charges

105A Fees and charges

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision authorising a relevant authority—
(a) to charge fees, and
(b) to recover charges,
for or in connection with the performance of any of its functions under, or under an instrument made under, this Act.

(2) The regulations may—
(a) prescribe a fee or charge, or
(b) provide for the amount of any fee or charge to be determined by the relevant authority in accordance with the regulations.

(3) The regulations may in particular—
(a) provide that the amount of any charge is to be determined by the relevant authority in accordance with a scheme made and published by it, and
(b) make provision about such schemes, including the principles to be embodied in such schemes.

(4) In this section “relevant authority” means the regulator or a local authority.

(5) Regulations under this section may—
(a) make different provision for different purposes;
(b) contain transitional or saving provision.

(6) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument.

(7) A statutory instrument containing regulations under this section is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament."

59 Application of amendments

The amendments of the Building Act 1984 made by this Part apply in relation to England only.

PART 4

HIGHER-RISK BUILDINGS

Key definitions

60 Meaning of “occupied” and “resident”

(1) The following provisions apply for the purposes of this Part.
(2) A higher-risk building is “occupied” if there are residents of more than one dwelling in the building.

(3) A “resident” of a dwelling is a person who lawfully resides there.

(4) A reference to a resident of a higher-risk building is to a resident of a dwelling in such a building.

(5) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend—
(a) the definition of a higher-risk building being “occupied”;
(b) the definition of a “resident” of a dwelling or a higher-risk building.

(6) For the meaning of “higher-risk building” see section 19.

61 Accountable person

(1) In this Part any reference to the “accountable person” for a higher-risk building is to—
(a) a person who holds a legal estate in possession in any part of the common parts (subject to subsection (2)), or
(b) a person who is under a relevant repairing obligation in relation to any part of the common parts.

(2) A person is not the accountable person for a higher-risk building by virtue of subsection (1)(a) if—
(a) the person holds a legal estate in possession in the common parts or any part of them (“the relevant common parts”), and
(b) each long lease of which the person is lessor provides that a particular person (who is not the lessor) is under a relevant repairing obligation in relation to all of the relevant common parts.

(3) For the purposes of this section—
"common parts", in relation to a building, means—
(a) the structure and exterior of the building, except so far as included in a demise of a single dwelling or of premises to be occupied for the purposes of a business, or
(b) any part of the building provided for the use, benefit and enjoyment of the residents of more than one dwelling (whether alone or with other persons);

“long lease” means—
(a) a lease granted for a term certain exceeding 21 years, whether or not it is (or may become) terminable before the end of that term by notice given by the tenant or by re-entry or forfeiture, or
(b) a lease for a term fixed by law under a grant with a covenant or obligation for perpetual renewal, other than a lease by sub-demise from one which is not a long lease;

“relevant repairing obligation”: a person is under a relevant repairing obligation in relation to anything if the person is required, under a lease or by virtue of an enactment, to repair or maintain that thing.

(4) In the definition of “long lease” in subsection (3), a reference to a lease includes—
(a) a lease granted in pursuance of Part 5 of the Housing Act 1985 (the right to buy);
(b) a lease granted in pursuance of Part 5 of the Housing Act 1985 as it has effect by virtue of section 17 of the Housing Act 1996 (the right to acquire);
(c) a shared ownership lease (as defined by section 7(7) of the Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993), whether or not the tenant’s total share (within the meaning of that provision) is 100%.

(5) For the purposes of the definition of “relevant repairing obligation” in subsection (3), no account is to be taken of any requirement (however expressed) on a tenant to use, repair or maintain anything in a tenant-like manner.

(6) The Secretary of State may make regulations modifying this Part as it applies in cases where there is more than one accountable person for a higher-risk building.

(7) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend this section (other than subsection (6) and this subsection).

Registration and certificates

62 Occupation: registration requirement

(1) The accountable person for a higher-risk building must make an application under section 63 to register the building—
   (a) before the building becomes occupied, and
   (b) in other prescribed circumstances within the prescribed period.

(2) A person who, without reasonable excuse, contravenes subsection (1) commits an offence.

(3) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
   and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(4) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (3)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

63 Registration of higher-risk buildings

(1) The accountable person for a higher-risk building may make an application to the regulator to register the building.

(2) The regulator may register the building.

(3) The regulator must publish the register in such manner as it considers appropriate.

(4) The regulator may remove a building from the register if it appears to the regulator that—
   (a) the building is not occupied, or
(b) the building is not a higher-risk building.

(5) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about the register, including in particular provision about—
(a) the information to be contained in the register;
(b) the procedure for removing buildings from the register.

(6) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision in relation to applications under this section, including in particular provision about—
(a) the form and content of an application;
(b) the information and other documents that must accompany an application;
(c) the way in which an application, and anything that is to accompany it, is to be given;
(d) the circumstances in which an application may be withdrawn or treated as withdrawn;
(e) the way in which an application may be withdrawn.

64 Occupied building: requirement to apply for a certificate

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must, in prescribed circumstances and within the prescribed period, make an application under section 65 for a building assurance certificate in relation to the building.

(2) A person who, without reasonable excuse, contravenes subsection (1) commits an offence.

(3) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (2) is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(4) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (3)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

(5) In this section a “building assurance certificate” has the same meaning as in section 65.

65 Building assurance certificate

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building may make an application to the regulator for a certificate in relation to the building (a “building assurance certificate”).

(2) The regulator—
(a) must give a building assurance certificate if it is satisfied that the accountable person has not contravened a relevant duty, or
(b) must refuse the application and give notice to the accountable person of this if it is not so satisfied.
(3) For this purpose “relevant duty” means a duty under, or under prescribed regulations made under, any of the following—
   (a) section 67 (duty to appoint building safety manager);
   (b) section 71(1) (removal of building safety manager);
   (c) section 72 (duty to assess building safety risks);
   (d) section 73 (steps to prevent major incident);
   (e) section 74 (duties relating to safety case report);
   (f) section 78(4) (duties relating to mandatory occurrence reporting system);
   (g) section 80 (duty to give information);
   (h) section 82 (duty to produce a residents’ engagement strategy).

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make further provision about building assurance certificates and notices under this section, including in particular provision about—
   (a) the period in relation to which a certificate may be given;
   (b) the form and content of a certificate or notice;
   (c) the way in which a certificate or notice is to be given;
   (d) the circumstances in which a certificate must be revised and reissued;
   (e) the grounds on which a certificate may be revoked;
   (f) the procedure for and in connection with revising or revoking a certificate.

(5) The accountable person must as soon as reasonably practicable after a building assurance certificate is given display the certificate in a conspicuous position in the building.

66 Applications for certification: further provision

(1) An application under section 65 must be accompanied by—
   (a) a copy of the most recent safety case report for the building unless a copy of that report has been provided in accordance with section 75(2);
   (b) prescribed information about the mandatory occurrence reporting system operated by the accountable person;
   (c) prescribed information demonstrating compliance by the accountable person with their duties under section 80;
   (d) a copy of the residents’ engagement strategy.

(2) The Secretary of State may by regulations make further provision in relation to applications under section 65, including in particular provision about—
   (a) the form and content of an application;
   (b) the way in which an application, and anything which is to accompany it is to be given;
   (c) the circumstances in which an application may be withdrawn or treated as withdrawn;
   (d) the way in which an application may be withdrawn.

(3) In this section—
   “mandatory occurrence reporting system” has the same meaning as in section 78;
   “residents’ engagement strategy” has the same meaning as in section 82;
   “safety case report” has the same meaning as in section 74.
67 Appointment of building safety manager

(1) The accountable person for a higher-risk building must before the building becomes occupied appoint a person to be the building safety manager for the building.

(2) If at any time there is no person who is the building safety manager for an occupied higher-risk building, the accountable person for the building must as soon as reasonably practicable appoint a person to be the building safety manager for the building.

(3) The accountable person may appoint a person under subsection (1) or (2) only if—
   (a) the regulator has given the accountable person notice that it is not vetoing the appointment;
   (b) where the person is an individual, the accountable person is satisfied that they have the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours to carry out the functions of a building safety manager;
   (c) where the person is not an individual, the accountable person is satisfied of the person’s capability to perform the functions of a building safety manager.

(4) A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with the requirement under subsection (1) or (2) commits an offence.

(5) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
   and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(6) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (5)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

68 Regulator’s power of veto over appointment

(1) This section applies where the accountable person for a higher-risk building proposes to appoint a person as the building safety manager for the building.

(2) The accountable person must give the regulator notice of the proposed building safety manager.

(3) The regulator may veto the appointment if it appears to the regulator that the person is not suitable to be a building safety manager.

(4) Before deciding whether to veto an appointment the regulator must consult the relevant fire and rescue authority and such other persons as it considers appropriate.

(5) The regulator must within the prescribed period notify the accountable person as to whether the appointment is vetoed.
(6) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about notices under this section, including in particular provision about—
   (a) the form and content of notices;
   (b) the way in which a notice is to be given.

(7) In this section “the relevant fire and rescue authority” means the authority for the area in which the building is situated.

69 Terms of appointment

(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, a person holds the position of building safety manager in accordance with the terms of their appointment.

(2) A building safety manager for a building may at any time resign from that position by giving notice to the accountable person for the building.

(3) The accountable person may at any time remove a building safety manager from that position by giving notice to the building safety manager.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about notices under this section, including in particular provision about—
   (a) the form and content of notices;
   (b) the way in which a notice is to be given.

70 Nominated individual

(1) This section applies where a person other than an individual has been appointed as the building safety manager for a higher-risk building.

(2) The building safety manager must as soon as reasonably practicable appoint an individual acting under its control to be the nominated individual for the building.

(3) If at any time there is no nominated individual for the building, the building safety manager must as soon as reasonably practicable appoint another individual acting under its control to be the nominated individual for the building.

(4) A nominated individual must manage the building safety manager’s functions.

(5) The building safety manager may appoint an individual under subsection (2) or (3) only if satisfied that the individual has the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours to manage their functions.

71 Directions to remove building safety manager or nominated individual

(1) The regulator must in the circumstances described in subsection (2) give a direction to the accountable person for a higher-risk building to remove the building safety manager for the building within the specified period.

(2) The circumstances are where it appears to the regulator that the manager is not a suitable person to carry out the functions of a building safety manager.

(3) Where the building safety manager is not an individual, the regulator may in prescribed circumstances direct the building safety manager to change its nominated individual within the specified period.
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(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make further provision about
directions under this section, including in particular provision about—
(a) the form and content of a direction;
(b) the way in which a direction is to be given.

(5) In this section—
“nominated individual” has the same meaning as in section 70;
“specified” means specified in the direction.

Duties relating to building safety risks

Assessment of building safety risks

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must as soon as
reasonably practicable after the relevant time assess the building safety risks
relating to the building.

(2) Further assessments must be carried out—
(a) at regular intervals,
(b) on receipt of a notice under section 76(2)(a),
(c) at any time that the accountable person has reason to suspect that the
current assessment is no longer valid, and
(d) at the direction of the regulator within a specified period.

(3) An assessment carried out under subsection (1) or (2) must be suitable and
sufficient for the purposes of enabling the accountable person to comply with
their duties under section 73.

(4) In this section—
“the relevant time” means the time when the building becomes occupied
or, if later, when the person becomes the accountable person for the
building;
“specified” means specified in the direction.

Steps to prevent a major incident

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must take all
reasonable steps for the following purposes—
(a) preventing a major incident occurring as a result of a building safety
risk materialising as regards the building;
(b) reducing the severity of the incident.

(2) Those steps may in particular involve the accountable person carrying out
works to any part of the building.

(3) When taking the steps the accountable person must act in accordance with
prescribed principles.

(4) The steps must be taken promptly.

(5) The regulator may direct the accountable person to take specified steps within
a specified period for the purpose of complying with subsection (1).
(6) The accountable person must make and give effect to arrangements for the purpose of ensuring the effective planning, organisation, control, monitoring and review of steps taken in accordance with this section.

(7) In this section—

references to “a major incident” means an incident resulting in—

(a) a significant number of deaths, or
(b) serious injury to a significant number of people;

“specified” means specified in the direction.

74 Safety case report

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must as soon as reasonably practicable after the relevant time prepare a report (a “safety case report”) containing—

(a) the accountable person’s assessment of the building safety risks relating to the building, and
(b) any steps that have been taken under section 73 in relation to those risks.

(2) The accountable person must revise a safety case report if they consider it necessary or appropriate to do so—

(a) following a further assessment of the building safety risks relating to the building under section 72(2), and
(b) following the taking of further steps under section 73.

(3) Regulations made by the Secretary of State may make further provision about the content and form of safety case reports.

(4) In this section “the relevant time” has the same meaning as in section 72.

75 Notification and provision of report to the regulator

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must as soon as reasonably practicable after preparing or revising a safety case report notify the regulator.

(2) On a request by the regulator the accountable person must as soon as reasonably practicable give it a copy of the safety case report to review.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about—

(a) the content and form of a notice under this section;
(b) the way in which a copy of a report or notice must be given.

76 Management of the building by the building safety manager

(1) The building safety manager for an occupied higher-risk building must manage the building in accordance with the safety case report for the building.

(2) The building safety manager for an occupied higher-risk building must as soon as reasonably practicable notify the accountable person for the building if the manager has reason to suspect—

(a) that the assessment under section 72 is no longer valid, or
(b) that further steps should be taken by the accountable person for the purpose of complying with section 73(1).
(3) In this section “safety case report” means the report prepared under section 74.

77 Duty as regards buildings insurance

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision requiring an accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building to ensure that there is adequate insurance against loss (or loss of a prescribed kind) arising as a result of a building safety risk materialising as regards the building.

(2) For this purpose there is adequate insurance if a contract of insurance, complying with any requirements in the regulations, is in force.

Duties relating to information and documents

78 Mandatory reporting requirements

(1) The building safety manager for an occupied higher-risk building must, in prescribed circumstances, give prescribed information to the regulator by the prescribed time and in the specified way.

(2) “Specified” means specified in a direction given and published by the regulator.

(3) A person who, without reasonable excuse, contravenes subsection (1) commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a fine.

(4) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must establish and operate a mandatory occurrence reporting system.

(5) A “mandatory occurrence reporting system” is a system for the giving of information to the building safety manager, for the purpose of enabling the manager to comply with subsection (1).

(6) Information provided by a person (“the relevant person”) under subsection (1) is not admissible in evidence against any person in criminal proceedings except against the relevant person in proceedings for an offence under this section.

79 Keeping information about higher-risk buildings

(1) The accountable person for a higher-risk building must—
   (a) keep prescribed information in accordance with prescribed standards, and
   (b) as far as possible keep such information up to date.

(2) The accountable person for a higher-risk building must keep copies of prescribed documents in accordance with prescribed standards.

(3) Where an accountable person does not hold prescribed information or a copy of a prescribed document, they must obtain it except where it is not practicable to do so.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision as to when the duties in subsections (1) to (3) apply.
80 Provision of information etc to the regulator, residents and other persons

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision requiring the accountable person for a higher-risk building to give, at prescribed times, prescribed information or a copy of a prescribed document to—
   (a) the regulator,
   (b) residents of the building,
   (c) owners of flats in the building, or
   (d) any other prescribed person.

(2) The regulations may in particular make provision about—
   (a) the way in which the information or documents must be given;
   (b) the form in which information must be given (and may in particular require that the information is given in an accessible form);
   (c) the standards in accordance with which the information or documents must be given.

(3) The regulations may make exceptions to any duty imposed under the regulations.

81 Provision of information etc to a new accountable person

(1) This section applies where a person has ceased to be the accountable person for a higher-risk building (the “outgoing person”) and another person has become the accountable person for the building (the “new accountable person”).

(2) The outgoing person must give prescribed information or a copy of prescribed documents to the new accountable person by the prescribed time and in accordance with prescribed standards.

(3) A person who contravenes subsection (2) commits an offence and is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
   and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(4) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (3)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

Engagement with residents etc

82 Residents’ engagement strategy

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must as soon as reasonably practicable after the relevant time prepare a strategy (a “residents’ engagement strategy”) for promoting the participation of relevant persons in the making of building safety decisions.

(2) “Building safety decision” means a decision by the accountable person or building safety manager for the building that—
   (a) is about the management of the building, and
(b) is made in connection with the performance of a duty of the accountable person or the building safety manager under this Part or regulations made under it.

(3) The strategy must include information about—
   (a) the information that will be provided to relevant persons about decisions relating to the management of the building,
   (b) the aspects of those decisions that the accountable person will consult relevant persons about,
   (c) the arrangements for obtaining and taking account of the views of relevant persons, and
   (d) how the appropriateness of the accountable person’s methods for promoting participation will be measured and kept under review.

(4) The accountable person must—
   (a) review the strategy at prescribed intervals, and
   (b) revise the strategy if they consider it necessary or appropriate to do so.

(5) The accountable person must as soon as reasonably practicable after preparing or revising the strategy give each resident of the building who is aged 16 or over a copy of it.

(6) The duty to give a copy of the strategy to a resident does not apply if the accountable person is not aware of the resident and has taken all reasonable steps to make themselves aware of residents of the building.

(7) The Secretary of State may by regulations—
   (a) make further provision about the content of a residents’ engagement strategy, and
   (b) make provision about the way in which a strategy is to be given under this section.

(8) In this section—
   “relevant persons” are—
   (a) residents of the higher-risk building who are aged 16 or over,
   and
   (b) owners of flats in the building;
   “the relevant time” has the same meaning as in section 72.

(9) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend subsection (3).

83 Requests for further information

(1) This section applies where—
   (a) a resident of an occupied higher-risk building aged 16 or over, or
   (b) an owner of a flat in the building,
   makes a request to the accountable person for the building to give them prescribed information or a copy of a prescribed document.

(2) The accountable person must as soon as reasonably practicable give the resident or owner the information or document requested.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about—
   (a) the way in which information or a copy of a document must be given under this section;
(b) the form in which information must be given under this section (and may in particular require that the information is given in an accessible form).

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision as to circumstances in which the accountable person is not required by subsection (2) to provide a copy of a document or some or all of the information requested.

(5) This section does not authorise a disclosure of information if the disclosure would contravene the data protection legislation (but in determining whether a disclosure would do so, take into account the powers conferred by this section).

84 Complaints procedure: accountable person

(1) The accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building must as soon as reasonably practicable after the relevant time establish a system for the investigation of relevant complaints.

(2) The building safety manager for the building must operate the complaints system.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision in relation to the establishment and operation of complaints systems under this section.

(4) Regulations under subsection (3) may in particular make provision about—
   (a) how a complaint may be made (including imposing requirements on the accountable person for the building to refer complaints to the building safety manager);
   (b) the period within which a complaint must be considered and dealt with;
   (c) the circumstances in which a building safety manager must refer a complaint to the regulator.

(5) In this section—

   “relevant complaint” means a complaint relating to—
   (a) the building safety risks as regards the building, or
   (b) compliance by the accountable person or building safety manager for the building with any of their duties under, or under regulations made under, this Part;

   “the relevant time” has the same meaning as in section 72.

85 Complaints procedure: regulator

(1) The regulator must establish and operate a system for the investigation of relevant complaints to—
   (a) the regulator, or
   (b) the building safety manager for the building and referred by them to the regulator.

(2) The regulator must consult the committee mentioned in section 11 (residents’ panel) about the complaints system—
   (a) before the system is established or, if the committee has not been established at that time, as soon as reasonably practicable after it has been established, and
(b) before making any significant change to the system.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision in relation to the establishment and operation of the complaints system under this section.

(4) Regulations under subsection (3) may in particular make provision about—
   (a) the period within which a complaint must be considered and dealt with;
   (b) action that the regulator must consider taking in response to a complaint.

(5) In this section “relevant complaint” means a complaint relating to—
   (a) the building safety risks as regards an occupied higher-risk building, or
   (b) compliance by the accountable person or building safety manager for an occupied higher-risk building with any of their duties under, or under regulations made under, this Part.

Residents' duties

86 Duties on residents

(1) A resident of an occupied higher-risk building aged 16 or over—
   (a) must keep in repair and proper working order any relevant resident’s item,
   (b) must take reasonable care to avoid damaging any relevant safety item, and
   (c) must comply with a request, made by the accountable person for the building, for information reasonably required for the purposes of a duty under section 72 or 73.

(2) Where it appears to the accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building that a resident has contravened (or is contravening) a duty under subsection (1), the accountable person may give the relevant person a notice under this section.

(3) A notice under this section is a notice that—
   (a) specifies the duty in question and the alleged contravention;
   (b) specifies any steps that the accountable person considers the resident should take in order to remedy the contravention, and a reasonable time for the taking of those steps;
   (c) specifies anything that the accountable person considers the resident should refrain from doing, to avoid further contraventions of the duty in question;
   (d) contains an explanation of the steps that the accountable person may take under this section if the notice is not complied with.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about notices under this section, including—
   (a) provision about the form of a notice and the way a notice is to be given, and
   (b) further provision about the content of a notice.

(5) The county court may, on an application made by the accountable person, make an order under this section if satisfied that—
(a) a notice under this section has been given,
(b) the contravention alleged in the notice occurred, and
(c) it is necessary to make the order.

(6) An order under this section may—
(a) require a resident of an occupied higher-risk building aged 16 or over
to provide specified information or do a specified thing, by a specified
time;
(b) prohibit such a resident from doing a specified thing.

(7) In this section—
“relevant resident’s item”, in relation to a resident, means any electrical or
gas installation or appliance that—
(a) is in the dwelling in which the resident resides or is in premises
occupied or controlled by a resident of the dwelling in
connection with the dwelling, and
(b) is not an installation or appliance for which a person other than
a resident of the dwelling is under a duty to keep in repair or
proper working order;
“relevant safety item” means anything that—
(a) is in, or forms part of, the common parts (as defined by section
61), and
(b) is intended to improve the safety of persons in or about the
building in relation to a building safety risk.

(8) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend subsection (1) or (7).

87 Access to dwellings etc

(1) The county court may, on an application made by the accountable person for
an occupied higher-risk building, make an order under this section in respect
of any premises in the building occupied or controlled by a resident of the
building if satisfied that—
(a) a request in writing for entry to the premises at a reasonable time has
been made to the resident,
(b) the request is within subsection (4) or (5),
(c) entry to the premises has not been given, and
(d) it is necessary to make the order for the relevant purpose.

(2) In this section “the relevant purpose” means—
(a) in relation to a request within subsection (4), the purpose of facilitating
the performance by the accountable person of the duty mentioned in
the request;
(b) in relation to a request within subsection (5), the purpose of
determining whether the duty mentioned in the request has been
contravened.

(3) An order under this section—
(a) requires the resident to allow the accountable person, or a person
authorised by the accountable person, to enter the premises at a
reasonable time on a specified date or within a specified period for the
relevant purpose;
(b) may, if it appears to court necessary for the relevant purpose, authorise the taking of measurements, photographs, recordings or samples by the accountable person or authorised person.

“Specified” here means specified in the order.

(4) A request is within this subsection if it—
(a) is made in connection with the performance by the accountable person of a duty under section 72 or 73 (assessment of building safety risks etc),
(b) sets out the duty, and
(c) contains an explanation of why it is necessary to enter the premises for the purpose of performing the duty.

(5) A request is within this subsection if it—
(a) contains an explanation of why the accountable person considers that a duty under section 86 (residents’ duties) may have been contravened,
(b) sets out the duty, and
(c) contains an explanation of why it is necessary to enter the premises for the purpose of determining whether the duty has been contravened.

Recovery of safety related costs

88 Higher-risk buildings: implied building safety terms

After section 17 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 insert—

“Higher-risk buildings: implied building safety terms

17A Implied building safety terms

(1) This section applies to a long lease of a dwelling in a higher-risk building.

(2) In the lease there is implied a covenant by the landlord—
(a) to comply with section 17H (building safety charges: landlord obligations) in relation to building safety charges payable by the tenant;
(b) where the landlord is an accountable person for the building—
   (i) to carry out the prescribed building safety measures in relation to the building, and
   (ii) to cooperate with any other accountable persons for the building in connection with the carrying out of prescribed building safety measures;
(c) where the landlord is not an accountable person for the building, to cooperate with all accountable persons for the building in connection with the carrying out of prescribed building safety measures;
(d) where a special measures manager has been appointed for the building by an order under Part 4 of the Building Safety Act 2020—
   (i) to cooperate with the manager in connection with the manager carrying out any functions under the order or under Part 4 of the Building Safety Act 2020, and
(ii) to pay to the manager any amounts that are required to be paid by the landlord under the order;
(e) to take all reasonable steps to apply for any relevant financial support available to the landlord for the costs of carrying out prescribed building safety measures in relation to the building.

(3) In the lease there is implied a covenant by the tenant—
(a) to pay to the landlord, within 28 days of a demand, any building safety charges that are required be paid by the tenant in accordance with sections 17G to 17X;
(b) to allow the landlord, or any person authorised by the landlord in writing, to enter the dwelling for the purposes of—
   (i) carrying out prescribed building safety measures, or
   (ii) inspecting or accessing any part of the building in connection with carrying out prescribed building safety measures;
(c) where the tenant is a resident of the higher-risk building, to carry out the duties of a resident of a higher-risk building under sections 86 and 87 of the Building Safety Act 2020.

(4) The covenant implied by subsection (3)(b) requires entry to the dwelling to be allowed—
(a) only at reasonable times, and
(b) only if at least 48 hours’ notice in writing has been given to the tenant.

(5) In this section—
“accountable person” has the meaning given in section 61 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
“building safety charge” has the meaning given in section 17G;
“building safety costs” has the meaning given in section 17G;
“lease of a dwelling” means a lease by which a part of a higher-risk building is let wholly or mainly as a private residence and “dwelling” means that part of the higher-risk building;
“prescribed building safety measure” means a building safety measure prescribed under section 17G;
“relevant financial support” includes any grant or other funding available to the landlord for the costs of carrying out prescribed building safety measures in relation to the building;
“resident” has the meaning given in section 60 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
“special measures manager” has the meaning given in section 96 of the Building Safety Act 2020.

17B Meaning of long lease

(1) In section 17A “long lease” means—
(a) a lease granted for a term certain exceeding 21 years, whether or not it is (or may become) terminable before the end of that term by notice given by the tenant or by re-entry or forfeiture, or
(b) a lease for a term fixed by law under a grant with a covenant or obligation for perpetual renewal, other than a lease by sub-demise from one which is not a long lease.
(2) In subsection (1) a reference to a lease includes—
   (a) a lease granted in pursuance of Part 5 of the Housing Act 1985 (the right to buy);
   (b) a lease granted in pursuance of Part 5 of the Housing Act 1985 as it has effect by virtue of section 17 of the Housing Act 1996 (the right to acquire);
   (c) a shared ownership lease, whether or not the tenant’s total share is 100%.

(3) In this section “shared ownership lease” and “total share” have the meaning given in section 7(7) of the Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993.

17C Restrictions on contracting out of section 17A

A covenant or agreement, whether contained in a lease to which section 17A (implied building safety terms) applies or in an agreement collateral to such a lease, is void in so far as it purports—
   (a) to exclude or limit the obligations of the landlord or the tenant under that section, or
   (b) to authorise any forfeiture or impose on the tenant any penalty, disability or obligation in the event of the tenant enforcing or relying upon the obligations of the landlord.

17D Jurisdiction of county court

The county court has jurisdiction to deal with any claim or other proceedings arising under or in connection with section 17A (implied building safety terms) notwithstanding that by reason of the amount of the claim or otherwise the case would not, apart from this section, be within the jurisdiction of the county court.

17E Specific performance of implied building safety terms

In proceedings relating to a breach of a covenant in section 17A(2) or (3)(b) or (c) (implied building safety terms), the court may order specific performance of the covenant—
   (a) whether or not the breach relates to a part of the higher-risk building let to the tenant, and
   (b) notwithstanding any equitable rule restricting the scope of the remedy, whether on the basis of a lack of mutuality or otherwise.

17F Interpretation

In sections 17A to 17E (implied building safety terms)—
   “higher-risk building” has the meaning given in section 19 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
   “tenant” and “landlord” mean, respectively, the person for the time being entitled to the term of a lease and to the reversion expectant on it.”

89 Building safety charges

(1) After section 17F of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 (inserted by section 88)
insert—

“Building safety charges

17G Building safety charges

(1) A relevant landlord may, by written demand, require a relevant tenant to pay a building safety charge to the landlord.

(2) “Building safety charge” means a charge in respect of building safety costs.

(3) “Building safety costs” are the costs or estimated costs incurred or to be incurred by or on behalf of an accountable person for a higher-risk building in connection with the person carrying out prescribed building safety measures.

(4) “Building safety measures” are the measures that an accountable person for a higher-risk building is required by Part 4 of the Building Safety Act 2020 to carry out in relation to the building.

(5) “Prescribed” means prescribed in regulations made by the Secretary of State under this section.

(6) Regulations under subsection (5)—
   (a) may make different provision for different purposes;
   (b) may make consequential, supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision.

(7) Regulations under subsection (5) are to be made by statutory instrument, which is to be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

(8) In this section “costs” includes overheads.

(9) A building safety charge is in respect of building safety costs whether the costs are incurred, or are to be incurred, in the annual accounting period for which the building safety charge is payable or in an earlier or later period.

(10) In sections 17G to 17X—
   “relevant landlord” means a landlord under a lease to which section 17A applies;
   “relevant tenant” means a tenant under a lease to which section 17A applies.

17H Building safety charges: landlord obligations

(1) A relevant landlord may not require a relevant tenant to pay a building safety charge in respect of an annual accounting period unless the landlord has given the following information to the tenant—
   (a) details of the accounting period to be used in respect of calculating building safety costs and charges;
   (b) a budget in respect of the accounting period including an estimate of—
      (i) the building safety costs to be incurred, and
      (ii) the building safety charges to be payable by the tenant;
(c) where a building safety charge to be payable by the tenant is in respect of additional building safety costs to be incurred that are not included in the budget given under subsection (1)(b), a separate budget including an estimate of—
   (i) the additional building safety costs to be incurred, and
   (ii) the additional building safety charges to be payable by the tenant.

(2) Where a relevant landlord requires a relevant tenant to pay a building safety charge in respect of an annual accounting period, the landlord must—
   (a) in calculating the building safety charge payable by the tenant, apportion the building safety costs related to the higher-risk building between all dwellings in the building in accordance with section 17I;
   (b) hold any amounts received from the tenant in respect of building safety charges on trust in a designated account in accordance with sections 17U and 17V;
   (c) provide the tenant, within 28 days of the end of the accounting period, a reconciliation account setting out in respect of the period—
      (i) the prescribed building safety measures carried out;
      (ii) the building safety costs incurred in respect of those measures;
      (iii) the amount of those building safety costs in respect of which building safety charges were not payable and the reasons why they were not payable;
      (iv) the total amount of building safety charges due from all relevant tenants in the higher-risk building;
      (v) the total amount of building safety charges received from all relevant tenants in the higher-risk building;
      (vi) the amount of any balance remaining in the designated account referred to in paragraph (b) at the end of the period;
      (vii) any penal or enforcement action taken by the regulator under the Building Safety Act 2020 and the costs incurred by the landlord in respect of that action;
   (d) use the amount of any balance remaining in the designated account referred to in paragraph (b) at the end of the period towards reducing the building safety charges payable by relevant tenants in the higher-risk building in the following annual accounting period.

(3) A relevant landlord may not serve a relevant tenant with a demand for building safety charges more than once in any three month period.

(4) A relevant tenant may withhold payment of a building safety charge in respect of an annual accounting period if, before the demand for the charge is made—
   (a) the tenant has not been given the information required by subsection (1), or
   (b) the tenant has not been provided with any reconciliation account required by subsection (2)(c) in respect of the previous annual accounting period.
(5) Where a relevant tenant withholds payment of a building safety charge under this section, any provisions of the lease relating to non-payment or late payment of any sums due under the lease do not have effect in relation to the withheld payment for the period in which the tenant so withholds the payment.

(6) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend subsections (1) to (3) to alter the obligations of a relevant landlord in relation to requiring the payment of building safety charges.

(7) Regulations under subsection (6)—
   (a) may make different provision for different purposes;
   (b) may make supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision;
   (c) may make consequential amendments to any provision of this Act or any regulations made under this Act.

(8) Regulations under subsection (6) are to be made by statutory instrument.

(9) A statutory instrument containing regulations under subsection (6) may not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid before, and approved by a resolution of, each House of Parliament.

171 Apportionment of building safety costs

(1) This section applies where a relevant landlord is required to apportion building safety costs to a dwelling in a higher-risk building in accordance with section 17H(2)(a).

(2) Where the lease of a dwelling contains a method for apportioning the building safety costs to the dwelling, the landlord must apportion the building safety costs using that method.

(3) Where the lease of a dwelling does not contain such a method, the landlord must, subject to subsection (5), apportion the building safety costs to the dwelling using—
   (a) any method contained in the lease for apportioning relevant costs between all dwellings in the building in order to calculate the service charge payable by the tenant under the lease, or
   (b) any method agreed in writing with the tenant for apportioning the building safety costs to the dwelling.

(4) Where subsection (6) or (7) applies, the landlord or the tenant (as the case may be) may apply to the appropriate tribunal for a determination of a fair method for apportioning the building safety costs to the dwelling.

(5) Where a method for apportioning the building safety costs to the dwelling is determined following an application under subsection (4), the landlord must apportion the building safety costs using that method.

(6) This subsection applies where—
   (a) the building safety costs are apportioned to the dwelling using a method in accordance with subsection (3), and
(b) the landlord or the tenant (as the case may be) considers that the method is not a fair method for apportioning the building safety costs.

(7) This subsection applies where—

(a) subsection (3)(a) does not apply, and

(b) a method for apportioning the building safety costs to the dwelling has not been agreed with the tenant under subsection (3)(b).

(8) In this section—

“lease of a dwelling” means a lease by which a part of a higher-risk building is let wholly or mainly as a private residence and “dwelling” means that part of the higher-risk building;

“relevant costs” has the meaning given in section 18;

“service charge” has the meaning given in section 18.

17J Limitation of building safety charges: reasonableness

Building safety costs may be taken into account in determining the amount of a building safety charge payable by a relevant tenant—

(a) only to the extent that they are reasonably incurred, and

(b) where they are incurred on the provision of services or the carrying out of works, only if the services or works are of a reasonable standard,

and the amount payable is to be limited accordingly.

17K Limitation of building safety charges: consultation requirements

(1) Where this section applies to any qualifying building safety works or qualifying building safety agreement, the relevant contributions of relevant tenants are limited in accordance with subsection (6) or (7) (or both) unless—

(a) the consultation requirements have been either—

(i) complied with in relation to the works or agreement, or

(ii) dispensed with in relation to the works or agreement by (or on appeal from) the appropriate tribunal (see section 17L),

(b) section 17M (urgent cases) applies to the works, or

(c) section 17N (special measures) applies to the works or agreement.

(2) In this section “relevant contribution”, in relation to a relevant tenant and any works or agreement, is the amount which the tenant may be required to contribute by the payment of building safety charges to building safety costs incurred on carrying out the works or under the agreement.

(3) This section applies to qualifying building safety works if building safety costs incurred on carrying out the works exceed an appropriate amount.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations provide that this section applies to a qualifying building safety agreement—

(a) if building safety costs incurred under the agreement exceed an appropriate amount, or
79. (b) if building safety costs incurred under the agreement during a period prescribed by the regulations exceed an appropriate amount.

(5) An appropriate amount is an amount set by regulations made by the Secretary of State; and the regulations may make provision for either or both of the following to be an appropriate amount—

(a) an amount prescribed by, or determined in accordance with, the regulations, and

(b) an amount which results in the relevant contribution of any one or more relevant tenants being an amount prescribed by, or determined in accordance with, the regulations.

(6) Where an appropriate amount is set by virtue of paragraph (a) of subsection (5), the amount of the building safety costs incurred on carrying out the works or under the agreement which may be taken into account in determining the relevant contributions of relevant tenants is limited to the appropriate amount.

(7) Where an appropriate amount is set by virtue of paragraph (b) of subsection (5), the amount of the relevant contribution of the relevant tenant, or each of the relevant tenants, whose relevant contribution would otherwise exceed the amount prescribed by, or determined in accordance with, the regulations is limited to the amount so prescribed or determined.

17L Consultation requirements: supplementary

(1) Where a relevant person applies to the appropriate tribunal for a determination to dispense with all or any of the consultation requirements in relation to any qualifying building safety works or qualifying building safety agreement, the tribunal may make the determination if satisfied that it is reasonable to dispense with the requirements.

(2) In sections 17G to 17X—

“qualifying building safety works” means works of a description prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State, and

“qualifying building safety agreement” means an agreement of a description prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State entered into, by or on behalf of an accountable person, for the higher-risk building.

(3) In section 17K and this section “the consultation requirements” means requirements prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State.

(4) Regulations under subsection (3) may in particular include provision requiring the landlord or an accountable person—

(a) to provide details of proposed works or agreements to relevant tenants or the recognised tenants’ association representing them,

(b) to obtain estimates for proposed works or agreements,

(c) to invite relevant tenants or the recognised tenants’ association to propose the names of persons from whom the landlord or an accountable person should try to obtain other estimates,
(d) to have regard to observations made by relevant tenants or the recognised tenants’ association in relation to proposed works or agreements and estimates, and
(e) to give reasons in prescribed circumstances for carrying out works or entering into agreements.

(5) Regulations under subsection (2) may not prescribe as a qualifying building safety agreement an agreement under which an accountable person appoints a building safety manager.

(6) Regulations under section 17K, this section or section 17M—
(a) may make provision generally or only in relation to specific cases, and
(b) may make different provision for different purposes.

(7) Regulations under section 17K, this section or section 17M are to be made by statutory instrument, which is to be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

(8) In this section—
“building safety manager” has the meaning given in section 67 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
“relevant person” means—
(a) an accountable person for the higher-risk building, or
(b) a person acting jointly with such an accountable person.

17M Consultation requirements: urgent cases

(1) This section applies to qualifying building safety works where the works are required to be undertaken pursuant to a compliance notice or an urgent action notice issued by the regulator.

(2) Where this section applies to works—
(a) the landlord, or
(b) if the landlord is not an accountable person for the building, an accountable person,

must give each relevant tenant in the higher-risk building an exemption notice in accordance with this section.

(3) An exemption notice must—
(a) be given in the prescribed form;
(b) be accompanied by a copy of the compliance notice or urgent action notice;
(c) be certified by an accountable person for the higher-risk building as being true.

(4) Where this section applies to works, the costs of the works may be taken into account in determining the amount of a building safety charge payable by a relevant tenant only if an exemption notice in respect of the works has been given to the tenant in accordance with this section.

(5) In this section—
“compliance notice” has the meaning given in section 91 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
“prescribed” means prescribed in regulations made by the Secretary of State under this section;
“urgent action notice” means has the meaning given in section 91 of the Building Safety Act 2020.

17N Consultation requirements: special measures

(1) This section applies to—
(a) qualifying building safety works carried out, or
(b) a qualifying building safety agreement entered into,
by a special measures manager at the direction of the regulator.

(2) In this section “special measures manager” has the meaning given in section 96 of the Building Safety Act 2020.

17O Limitation of building safety charges: excluded costs

(1) This section applies where—
(a) any of the costs in subsection (3) are incurred or are to be incurred by or on behalf of an accountable person for a higher-risk building in connection with the person carrying out prescribed building safety measures, and
(b) the costs would, but for this section, be building safety costs for the purposes of section 17G.

(2) The costs are not building safety costs for the purposes of section 17G and may not be taken into account in determining the amount of a building safety charge payable by a relevant tenant.

(3) The costs referred to in subsection (1)(a) are—
(a) costs incurred or to be incurred solely as a result of any penalty imposed or enforcement action taken by the regulator;
(b) costs incurred or to be incurred by reason of any negligence, breach of contract or unlawful act on the part of an accountable person;
(c) prescribed costs incurred or to be incurred in connection with the carrying out of prescribed building safety measures.

(4) In subsection (3)(c) “prescribed costs” means costs of a description prescribed in regulations made by the Secretary of State under this section.

(5) Regulations under subsection (4)—
(a) may make different provision for different purposes;
(b) may make consequential, supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision.

(6) Regulations under subsection (4) are to be made by statutory instrument, which is to be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

17P Limitation of building safety charges: financial support

(1) This section applies where—
(a) building safety costs are incurred or are to be incurred by or on behalf of an accountable person in respect of works, and
(b) relevant financial support has been or is to be paid to the accountable person in respect of those works.

(2) The amount of the support must be deducted from the building safety costs and the amount of the building safety charge payable must be reduced accordingly.

(3) In this section “relevant financial support” includes any grant or other funding available to the accountable person for the costs of carrying out prescribed building safety measures in relation to the building.

17Q Limitation of building safety charges: time limit on making demands

(1) If any of the building safety costs taken into account in determining the amount of any building safety charge were incurred more than 18 months before a demand for payment of the building safety charge is served on the relevant tenant, then the tenant is not liable to pay so much of the building safety charge as reflects the costs so incurred.

(2) But subsection (1) does not apply if, within the period of 18 months beginning with the date when the building safety costs in question were incurred, the relevant tenant was notified in writing that those costs had been incurred and that the tenant would subsequently be required to contribute to them by the payment of a building safety charge.

17R Limitation of building safety charges: costs of proceedings

(1) A relevant tenant may make an application for an order that all or any of the costs incurred, or to be incurred, by the relevant landlord in connection with proceedings before a court, the First-tier Tribunal or the Upper Tribunal, or in connection with arbitration proceedings, are not to be regarded as building safety costs to be taken into account in determining the amount of any building safety charge payable by the tenant or any other person or persons specified in the application.

(2) Section 20C(2) applies to an application under subsection (1) as it applies to an application under section 20C(1).

(3) The court or tribunal to which the application is made may make such order on the application as it considers just and equitable in the circumstances.

17S Notice to accompany demands for building safety charges

(1) A demand for the payment of a building safety charge must be accompanied by a summary of the rights and obligations of relevant tenants of dwellings in relation to building safety charges.

(2) The Secretary of State may make regulations prescribing requirements as to the form and content of such summaries of rights and obligations.

(3) A relevant tenant may withhold payment of a building safety charge which has been demanded if subsection (1) is not complied with in relation to the demand.

(4) Where a relevant tenant withholds payment of a building safety charge under this section, any provisions of the lease relating to non-payment or late payment of any sums due under the lease do not have effect in
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(5) Regulations under subsection (2) may make different provision for different purposes.

(6) Regulations under subsection (2) are to be made by statutory instrument, which is to be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

17T Liability to pay building safety charges: jurisdiction

(1) An application may be made to the appropriate tribunal for a determination whether a building safety charge is payable and, if it is, as to—
   (a) the person by whom it is payable,
   (b) the person to whom it is payable,
   (c) the amount which is payable,
   (d) the date at or by which it is payable, and
   (e) the manner in which it is payable.

(2) Subsection (1) applies whether or not any payment has been made.

(3) An application may also be made to the appropriate tribunal for a determination whether, if costs were incurred for prescribed building safety measures, a building safety charge would be payable for the costs and, if it would, as to—
   (a) the person by whom it would be payable,
   (b) the person to whom it would be payable,
   (c) the amount which would be payable,
   (d) the date at or by which it would be payable, and
   (e) the manner in which it would be payable.

(4) No application under subsection (1) or (3) may be made in respect of a matter which—
   (a) has been agreed or admitted by the tenant,
   (b) has been, or is to be, referred to arbitration pursuant to a post-dispute arbitration agreement to which the tenant is a party,
   (c) has been the subject of determination by a court, or
   (d) has been the subject of determination by an arbitral tribunal pursuant to a post-dispute arbitration agreement.

(5) But the tenant is not to be taken to have agreed or admitted any matter by reason only of having made any payment.

(6) An agreement by the relevant tenant (other than a post-dispute arbitration agreement) is void in so far as it purports to provide for a determination—
   (a) in a particular manner, or
   (b) on particular evidence,
   of any question which may be the subject of an application under subsection (1) or (3).

(7) The jurisdiction conferred on the appropriate tribunal in respect of any matter by virtue of this section is in addition to any jurisdiction of a court in respect of the matter.
17U  Building safety charge contributions to be held on trust

(1) This section applies where relevant tenants of a higher-risk building may be required to pay building safety charges to a relevant landlord in respect of building safety costs related to the building.

(2) Any sums paid to the landlord by way of building safety charges in relation to the building, and any investments representing those sums, are (together with any income accruing thereon) to be held by the landlord either—
   (a) as a single trust fund, or
   (b) in two or more separate trust funds.

(3) The landlord must hold any trust fund—
   (a) on trust to defray costs incurred in connection with the matters for which the relevant building safety charges were payable, and
   (b) subject to that, on trust for the contributing tenants for the time being.

(4) Subject to subsections (5) to (7), the contributing tenants are to be treated as entitled by virtue of subsection (3)(b) to such shares in the residue of any such fund as are proportionate to their respective liabilities to pay building safety charges.

(5) On the termination of the lease of any of the contributing tenants, the tenant is not entitled to any part of any trust fund, and (except where subsection (6) applies) any part of any such fund which is attributable to building safety charges paid is accordingly to continue to be held on the trusts referred to in subsection (3).

(6) On the termination of the lease of the last of the contributing tenants, any trust fund is to be dissolved as at the date of the termination of the lease, and any assets comprised in the fund immediately before its dissolution are to be retained by the landlord for their own use and benefit.

(7) Subsections (4) to (6) have effect in relation to any of the contributing tenants subject to any express terms of the tenant’s lease (whenever it was granted) which relate to the distribution, either before or after the termination of the lease, of amounts attributable to building safety charges paid.

(8) Subject to subsection (7), the provisions of this section prevail over the terms of any express or implied trust created by a lease so far as inconsistent with those provisions.

(9) If the Secretary of State by regulations so provides, any sums standing to the credit of any trust fund may, instead of being invested in any other manner authorised by law, be invested in such manner as may be specified in the regulations.

(10) Regulations under this section may—
    (a) make different provision for different purposes;
    (b) contain such supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitional, transitory or saving provision as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.
(11) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument which is to be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

(12) In this section “contributing tenants” means the tenants referred to in subsection (1).

17V Building safety charge contributions to be held in designated account

(1) The landlord must hold any sums standing to the credit of any trust fund in a designated account at a relevant financial institution.

(2) An account is a designated account in relation to sums standing to the credit of a trust fund if—
   (a) the relevant financial institution has been notified in writing that sums standing to the credit of the trust fund are to be (or are) held in it, and
   (b) any other sums held in the account are sums standing to the credit of one or more other trust funds,
and the account is an account of a description specified in regulations made by the Secretary of State.

(3) The Secretary of State may by regulations provide that a landlord who holds more than one trust fund in the same designated account cannot move any of those funds to another designated account unless conditions specified in the regulations are met.

(4) Any of the contributing tenants may by notice in writing require the landlord—
   (a) to afford the tenant reasonable facilities for—
      (i) inspecting documents evidencing that subsection (1) is, or regulations under subsection (3) are, being complied with, and
      (ii) taking copies of or extracts from such documents, or
   (b) to take copies of or extracts from any such documents referred to in paragraph (a)(i) and either send them to the tenant or afford the tenant reasonable facilities for collecting them (as specified by the tenant).

(5) If the tenant is represented by a recognised tenants’ association and the tenant consents, the notice may be served by the secretary of the association instead of by the tenant (and in that case any requirement imposed by it is to afford reasonable facilities, or to send copies or extracts, to the secretary).

(6) A notice under subsection (4) is duly served on the landlord if it is served on—
   (a) the landlord, or
   (b) a person who collects the building safety charge on behalf of the landlord.

(7) Where a notice is served on a person under subsection (6)(b), that person must forward the request as soon as is reasonably practicable to the landlord.
(8) The landlord must comply with a requirement imposed by a notice under subsection (4) within the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the landlord receives the notice.

(9) Where a notice under subsection (4) requires the landlord to afford facilities for inspecting documents—
   (a) the landlord must do so free of charge, but
   (b) the landlord may treat as part of the costs of management any costs incurred by the landlord in doing so.

(10) The landlord may make a reasonable charge for doing anything else in compliance with a requirement imposed by a notice under subsection (4).

(11) A contributing tenant may withhold payment of a building safety charge if the tenant has reasonable grounds for believing that the landlord has failed to comply with the duty imposed on the landlord by subsection (1).

(12) Where a relevant tenant withholds payment of a building safety charge under this section, any provisions of the lease relating to non-payment or late payment of any sums due under the lease do not have effect in relation to the withheld payment for the period in which the tenant so withholds the payment.

(13) Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision about—
   (a) the circumstances in which a contributing tenant who has reasonable grounds for believing that the landlord has not complied with a duty imposed on the tenant by the regulations may withhold payment of a building safety charge;
   (b) the period for which payment may be so withheld;
   (c) the amount of building safety charge that may be so withheld, and the regulations may provide that any provisions of the contributing tenant’s lease relating to non-payment or late payment of any sums due under the lease do not have effect in relation to the withheld payment for the period in which the payment is so withheld.

(14) Nothing in this section or in regulations under subsection (3) applies to the landlord if the circumstances are such as are specified in regulations made by the Secretary of State.

(15) Regulations under this section may—
   (a) make different provision for different purposes;
   (b) contain such supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitional, transitory or saving provision as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

(16) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument which is to be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

(17) In this section “relevant financial institution” has the meaning given by regulations made by the Secretary of State.

(18) Expressions used both in section 17U and this section have the same meaning as in section 17U.
17W Failure to comply with section 17V

(1) A person commits an offence if the person fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a duty imposed on the person by or by virtue of section 17V.

(2) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

(3) Proceedings for an offence under this section may be brought by a local housing authority (within the meaning of section 1 of the Housing Act 1985).

17X Interpretation

In sections 17G to 17X—

“accountable person” has the meaning given in section 61 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
“building safety charge” has the meaning given in section 17G;
“building safety measure” has the meaning given in section 17G and “prescribed building safety measure” means a building safety measure prescribed under that section;
“building safety costs” has the meaning given in section 17G;
“dwelling” has the meaning given in section 17A;
“higher-risk building” has the meaning given in section 19 of the Building Safety Act 2020;
“qualifying building safety agreement” has the meaning given in 17L;
“qualifying building safety works” has the meaning given in section 17L;
“recognised tenants’ association” has the meaning given in section 29;
“regulator” has the meaning given in section 2 of the Building Safety Act 2020.”

(2) In section 18 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 (service charges), after subsection (2) insert—

“(2A) Where a cost or estimated cost is both—
(a) a relevant cost under subsection (2), and
(b) a building safety cost under section 17G(3),
the cost or estimated cost is to be treated for the purposes of this Act as if it is a building safety cost only (and accordingly it may not be taken into account in determining the amount of a service charge payable).”

Enforcement

90 Duty on regulator to enforce Part

The regulator must enforce the provisions of this Part.
Compliance notices

(1) The regulator may give a compliance notice to a relevant person who appears to the regulator to have contravened, be contravening or be likely to contravene a relevant requirement.

(2) A “compliance notice” is—
   (a) a notice requiring the relevant person to take specified steps within a specified period, or
   (b) a notice requiring the relevant person to remedy the contravention or the matters giving rise to it within a specified period.

(3) A notice of a kind mentioned in subsection (2)(a) may specify any steps relating to—
   (a) the remedying the contravention, or
   (b) avoiding the contravention occurring.

(4) Where it appears to the regulator that the contravention has placed or will place people in or about the building in imminent danger the regulator may specify that the compliance notice is a notice to which this subsection applies (an “urgent action notice”).

(5) A person who, without reasonable excuse, contravenes a compliance notice commits an offence.

(6) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (5) is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
   and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(7) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (6)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

(8) In this section—
   “relevant person” means the accountable person or building safety manager for a higher-risk building;
   “relevant requirement” means any requirement on a relevant person under, or under regulations made under, this Part except one that is prescribed for the purposes of this section;
   “specified” means specified in the notice.

Compliance notices: supplementary

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make further provision about compliance notices.

(2) The regulations may in particular make provision about—
   (a) the form and content of notices;
   (b) the giving of notices;
   (c) the amendment or withdrawal of notices;
   (d) the extension of any period specified in a compliance notice for the doing of a thing.
(3) Subsection (4) applies where the regulator has given a compliance notice to an accountable person or building safety manager for a higher-risk building.

(4) The regulator must take reasonable steps to notify—
   (a) the local authority for the area in which the building is situated;
   (b) the fire and rescue authority for the area in which the building is situated;
   (c) where the accountable person for the building is a registered provider of social housing, the Regulator of Social Housing;
   (d) any other prescribed person.

93 Appeals against compliance notice

(1) A person to whom a compliance notice has been given may appeal to the tribunal.

(2) Where an appeal under subsection (1) is made and the compliance notice is not an urgent action notice—
   (a) the compliance notice is of no effect pending the final determination or withdrawal of the appeal, and
   (b) the specified period mentioned in section 91(2)(a) is treated as extended by the period—
      (i) beginning with the day the appeal is made, and
      (ii) ending with the day the appeal is finally determined or withdrawn.

(3) Where an appeal under subsection (1) is made and the compliance notice is an urgent action notice—
   (a) the appellant may apply to the tribunal for a direction that the compliance notice is of no effect pending the final determination or withdrawal of the appeal, and
   (b) unless and until any such direction is given, the compliance notice continues to have effect despite the making of the appeal.

(4) In this section “urgent action notice” has the meaning given by section 91(4).

(5) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about appeals under this section, including in particular provision about—
   (a) the grounds of appeal;
   (b) the powers of the tribunal on determining an appeal (including provision conferring a power to give directions).

94 Offence: contravention giving rise to risk of death and serious injury

(1) It is an offence for an accountable person for a higher-risk building to contravene, without reasonable excuse, any relevant requirement where that failure places one or more people in or about the building at critical risk.

(2) A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both);
and (in either case) to a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.

(3) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in subsection (2)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

(4) In this section—
   “critical risk” means a significant risk of death or serious injury arising from a building safety risk;
   “relevant requirement” means any requirement on an accountable person under, or under regulations made under, this Part except one that is prescribed for the purposes of this section.

**Special measures**

95 **Notification by regulator before making application under section 96**

(1) This section applies where the regulator proposes to make an application under section 96 in relation to an occupied higher-risk building.

(2) The regulator must give the accountable person for the building notice of the proposal.

(3) The regulator may not make the application before the end of the period of 14 days beginning with the day on which the notice is given.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision in relation to notices under this section, including in particular provision—
   (a) about the form and content of the notice;
   (b) about the way in which the notice must be given;
   (c) as to the making of representations by the accountable person in response to the notice;
   (d) requiring the regulator to take account of such representations.

96 **Order appointing special measures manager**

(1) This section applies where—
   (a) the regulator applies to the tribunal for an order under this section in relation to an occupied higher-risk building, and
   (b) no building assurance certificate is in force in relation to the building.

(2) The tribunal may by order appoint a person to be a manager (a “special measures manager”) for the building, to carry out such functions mentioned in subsection (3) as the tribunal considers appropriate.

(3) The functions are—
   (a) any function relating to the management of the building safety risks (including in particular any function under, or under regulations made under, this Part);
   (b) any function as a receiver.

(4) The tribunal may make the order only if satisfied—
(a) that there has been a serious failure, or repeated failures, by the accountable person for the building to comply with their duties under, or under regulations made under, this Part, or
(b) that there have been repeated failures by the accountable person to hold any amounts received in respect of building safety charges in accordance with the relevant requirements.

(5) An order may make provision with respect to—
(a) any matter relating to the exercise of the manager’s functions, and
(b) any incidental or ancillary matter.

(6) In particular it may include provision—
(a) modifying any provision of, or of regulations made under, this Part as it applies in relation to the building;
(b) for rights and liabilities arising under contracts to which the special measures manager is not a party to become rights and liabilities of the manager;
(c) for the manager to be entitled to bring a claim accruing before or after the date of the appointment;
(d) for a person specified in the order to pay the manager remuneration.

(7) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend subsection (4).

(8) In subsection (4)—
“building safety charge” has the same meaning as in section 17G of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985;
“the relevant requirements” means the requirements under section 17H, 17U and 17V of that Act.
(7) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about how monies received by a person appointed under section 96 are to be dealt with and accounted for.

(8) In this section “the relevant functions” means the functions of an accountable person for a higher-risk building under, or under regulations made under, this Part except the functions under subsection (6) and section 100(1) (powers to apply to tribunal).

98  **Amendment of other orders on making of order under section 96**

(1) This section applies where—
   (a) a tribunal makes an order under section 96 appointing a special measures manager for a higher-risk building, and
   (b) an order under section 24 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 appointing a manager in relation to that building is in force (a “section 24 order”).

(2) The tribunal may amend the section 24 order so as to ensure that the functions to be carried out by virtue of that order do not include any function that the order under section 96 provides is to be carried by the special measures manager.

(3) After section 24(2B) of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 insert—
   “(2C) Where an order under section 96 of the Building Safety Act 2020 appointing a special measures manager in relation to the building is in force, an order under this section may not provide for a manager to carry out a function which the section 96 order provides is to be carried out by the special measures manager.”

99  **Notifications about orders under section 96**

(1) The regulator must take all reasonable steps to notify prescribed persons, within the prescribed period, of—
   (a) the making of an order under section 96 in relation to an occupied higher-risk building, and
   (b) the variation or revocation of such an order.

(2) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about notices under this section, including in particular provision about—
   (a) the form and content of the notice;
   (b) any information or documents that must accompany the notice;
   (c) the way in which the notice, and anything that is to accompany it, must be given.

100  **Variation or revocation of orders under section 96**

(1) On an application made by the regulator or the accountable person for the higher-risk building in question, the tribunal may vary or revoke an order under section 96.

(2) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision about the grounds on which an order may be varied or revoked.
(3) Where the order is varied or revoked, the tribunal may give directions to any person with respect—
   (a) to any matter relating to the variation or revocation, and
   (b) any incidental or ancillary matter.

Miscellaneous and general

101 Guidance

(1) The regulator may issue guidance about any of the following matters—
   (a) the assessment by the accountable person of the matters mentioned in section 67(3)(b) and (c) (appointment of building safety manager: assessment of competence);
   (b) the performance of any duties under section 78 (mandatory reporting requirements);
   (c) the performance of any duties under section 79 or 80 (duty to keep or give information);
   (d) the performance of any duties under section 83 (duty to give further information to residents);
   (e) the performance of any duties under section 84 (complaints procedure).

(2) The regulator may revise or withdraw any issued guidance.

(3) Where in any proceedings it is alleged that a person has contravened a provision mentioned in subsection (1)—
   (a) proof of a failure to comply with any applicable guidance may be relied on as tending to establish that there was such a contravention, and
   (b) proof of compliance with any applicable guidance may be relied on as tending to establish that there was no such contravention.

(4) In any proceedings, a document purporting to be guidance under this section is to be taken to be such guidance unless the contrary is proved.

(5) Guidance under this section may be issued, revised or withdrawn only with the consent of the Secretary of State.

(6) In this section any reference to a provision includes regulations made under the provision.

102 Cooperation and coordination

(1) Subsection (2) applies to the accountable person for an occupied higher-risk building if there are one or more other persons who are responsible persons within the meaning of article 3 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 in relation to the building.

(2) The accountable person must cooperate with each responsible person for the purpose of each responsible person carrying out their duties under the Order.

(3) In article 22 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/1541) (cooperation and coordination) after paragraph (2) insert—
   “(3) Paragraph (4) applies to a responsible person in relation to premises if there are one or more other persons who are accountable persons
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within the meaning of section 61 of the Building Safety Act 2020 for the premises.

(4) The responsible person must cooperate with each accountable person for the purpose of each accountable person carrying out their duties under the Act.”

103 Appeals against decisions of the regulator

(1) This section applies in relation to a prescribed decision of the regulator made under, or under regulations made under, this Part (other than a decision to give a compliance notice).

(2) A prescribed person may appeal to the tribunal against the decision.

(3) An appeal may be made only on prescribed grounds.

(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations—

(a) provide for the suspension during the appeal period of the effect of a notice given or other thing done by the regulator, or make other provision about the effect during the appeal period of an appeal (including provision conferring powers on the tribunal);

(b) make provision about the powers of the tribunal on determining the appeal (including provision conferring a power to give directions).

(5) In subsection (4)(a) “the appeal period” means the period beginning with the making of the appeal and ending with the final determination or withdrawal of the appeal.

104 Managers appointed under Part 2 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987

(1) Section 24 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 (appointment of a manager by a tribunal) is amended as follows.

(2) After subsection (2ZA) insert—

“(2ZB) Subsection (2)(a) does not apply in respect of a breach of a building safety obligation by a building safety manager.

(2ZC) In this section—

“building safety manager” has the meaning given in section 105 of the Building Safety Act 2020;


(3) After subsection (2C) (inserted by section 98) insert—

“(2D) An order under this section may not provide for a manager to carry out a function in relation to a building where Part 4 of the Building Safety Act 2020 provides for that function to be carried out by the building safety manager for that building.”

105 Interpretation of Part 4

In this Part—

“the accountable person” has the meaning given by section 61;

“building safety manager” means a person appointed under section 67;
“building safety risk” has the meaning given by section 16;
“contravention” includes a failure to comply;
“the data protection legislation” has the meaning given by section 35;
“fire and rescue authority” has the meaning given by section 35;
“flat” means premises—
(a) which form part of a building,
(b) which are constructed or adapted for use as a separate dwelling, and
(c) either the whole or a material part of which lie above or below some other part of the building;
“higher-risk building” has the meaning given by section 19;
“local authority” has the meaning given by section 35;
“occupied”: any reference to an “occupied” higher-risk building is to be read in accordance with section 60;
“owner” means the person—
(a) for the time being receiving the rackrent of the premises in question, whether on the person’s own account or as agent or trustee for another person, or
(b) who would so receive it if those premises were let at a rackrent; and for this purpose “rackrent” has the meaning given by section 126 of the Building Act 1984;
“prescribed” means prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State;
“the regulator” has the meaning given by section 2;
“resident” has the meaning given by section 60;
“special measures manager” means a person appointed under section 96;
“the tribunal” means the First-tier Tribunal.

PART 5

SUPPLEMENTARY AND GENERAL

New homes ombudsman scheme

106 The new homes ombudsman scheme

(1) The Secretary of State must make arrangements for there to be a scheme which meets the conditions in subsection (2).

(2) The conditions are that—
(a) membership of the scheme is open to all developers,
(b) the scheme enables relevant owners of new build homes to have complaints against members of the scheme investigated and determined by an independent individual, and
(c) the scheme meets the requirements in Schedule 7.

(3) The scheme is to be known as “the new home ombudsman scheme” and the individual who is to investigate and determine complaints under the scheme is to be known as “the new homes ombudsman”.
The scheme may also include provision for persons other than relevant owners of new build homes to have complaints against members of the scheme investigated and determined under the scheme.

Arrangements under subsection (1) may be arrangements—
(a) with another person under which that other person agrees to establish and maintain the new homes ombudsman scheme in accordance with the terms of the arrangements, or
(b) under which the new homes ombudsman scheme is established and maintained by (or by a person appointed by) the Secretary of State.

The Secretary of State may—
(a) give financial assistance (by way of grant, loan, guarantee or in any other form) to a person who establishes and maintains the new homes ombudsman scheme;
(b) make payments to such a person (otherwise than as financial assistance) in accordance with arrangements under subsection (1).

For the purposes of this section, a person is a “relevant owner” of a home if the person—
(a) is an individual,
(b) has a relevant interest in land that includes the home, and
(c) meets the occupation condition.

A person meets the occupation condition if—
(a) in relation to a home in England and Wales or Northern Ireland, the person occupies the home or is the landlord under a lease of land that includes the home granted for a term not exceeding 21 years to another individual for that individual’s occupation of the home, or
(b) in relation to a home in Scotland, the person occupies the home or is the landlord under a lease of land that includes the home granted to another individual for that individual’s occupation of the home.

For the purposes of this section, a home is a “new build home” if—
(a) the home is, or is contained in—
   (i) a building the construction of which began after the coming into force of this section, or
   (ii) a building that has been converted so that it consists of or contains the home, where the conversion began after the coming into force of this section,
(b) there is a person who is, or was, a developer in relation to the home, and
(c) no more than two years have elapsed since the first acquisition, by any person, of a relevant interest in land that includes the home from the person mentioned in paragraph (b).

In this section—
“developer” has the meaning given in section 107;
“home” means a private residence;
“occupies” means occupies as a private residence (and “occupation” is to be construed accordingly);
“relevant interest” means—
(a) in relation to land in England and Wales, a legal estate which is—
   (i) an estate in fee simple absolute in possession, or
(ii) a term of years absolute granted for a term of more than 21 years from the date of the grant;
(b) in relation to land in Scotland, the interest of an owner of land;
(c) in relation to land in Northern Ireland, a legal estate which is—
   (i) an estate in fee simple absolute in possession,
   (ii) an estate in fee simple in possession subject to a rent payable under a fee farm grant, or
   (iii) a term of years absolute granted for a term of more than 21 years from the date of the grant.

107 Meaning of developer

(1) A “developer” is a person—
   (a) who undertakes or commissions—
      (i) the construction of a new building that is to consist of or contain a home,
      (ii) the conversion of an existing building so that it consists of or contains a home, or
      (iii) the conversion of an existing building so as to alter the number of homes contained in it,
      with a view to granting, or disposing of, a relevant interest in land that includes the home or, in the case of a conversion within sub-paragraph (iii), any of the homes, or
   (b) who is of a description specified in regulations made by the Secretary of State.

(2) Regulations under subsection (1)(b) may, among other things, specify a description of persons by reference to a connection with a person mentioned in subsection (1)(a).

(3) In subsection (1)(a), “home” and “relevant interest” have the meanings given in section 106.

108 Power to require persons to join scheme

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations—
   (a) require persons who are developers, or developers of a specified description, to become members of the new homes ombudsman scheme;
   (b) require persons who are required to become members of the scheme under paragraph (a) to remain members of the scheme for a period specified in the regulations (even if they are no longer developers);
   (c) make provision for sanctions to be imposed in respect of a breach of a requirement imposed by regulations under paragraph (a) or (b);
   (d) make provision for the investigation of suspected breaches of such a requirement.

In this subsection, “developer” has the meaning given in section 107 and “specified” means specified in the regulations.

(2) Provision made by virtue of subsection (1)(a) or (b) may require persons who are members of the new homes ombudsman scheme to—
   (a) obtain a certificate confirming their membership of the scheme;
   (b) display or publish the certificate in accordance with the regulations;
(c) produce a copy of the certificate, on request, in accordance with the regulations.

(3) The sanctions authorised by subsection (1)(c) are—
   (a) civil penalties;
   (b) orders prohibiting a person from carrying out any activities specified in such orders.

(4) Regulations under this section may provide for the breach of an order mentioned in subsection (3)(b) to be a criminal offence.

(5) Provision made for the imposition of a sanction by virtue of subsection (1)(c) must include—
   (a) provision for appeals to a court or tribunal against the imposition of the sanction, and
   (b) such other provision as the Secretary of State considers appropriate for safeguarding the interests of persons on whom the sanction may be imposed.

(6) Provision made by virtue of subsection (1)(c) or (d) may—
   (a) confer functions on a person (including functions involving the exercise of a discretion);
   (b) require a person on whom functions are so conferred to have regard to any relevant guidance issued by the Secretary of State relating to the exercise of those functions.

(7) The Secretary of State may make payments to a person on whom functions are conferred by virtue of subsection (6).

109 Developers’ code of practice

(1) The Secretary of State may issue or approve a code of practice about the standards of conduct and standards of quality of work expected of members of the new homes ombudsman scheme.

(2) The Secretary of State may from time to time revise or replace the code or approve its revision or replacement.

(3) The Secretary of State must ensure that the code, and any revision of it, is published.

Construction products

110 Construction products

Schedule 8 contains provision for regulations relating to construction products.

Architects

111 Architects: discipline and continuing professional development

(1) The Architects Act 1997 is amended as follows.
(2) In section 3 (the register), after subsection (2) insert—

“(2A) The Register shall show disciplinary orders made in relation to a registered person for such period as may be prescribed.”

(3) In section 9 (competence to practise)—

(a) in subsection (1), in the words after paragraph (c), after “practical experience” insert “or undertaken such recent training”;

(b) after subsection (1) insert—

“(1A) Before prescribing recent practical experience or training for the purposes of subsection (1) the Board shall consult the bodies representative of architects which are incorporated by royal charter and such other professional and educational bodies as it thinks appropriate.,”, and

(c) after subsection (2) insert—

“(3) Where the Board decides that the name of a person to whom paragraph (b) of subsection (1) applies is by virtue of that subsection to be removed from Part 1 of the Register—

(a) the person shall be entitled to apply to the Board within a prescribed period for an extension of time to gain the prescribed experience or undertake the prescribed training or to otherwise satisfy the Board of the person’s competence to practise, and

(b) the Board shall not remove the name of the person from the Register unless—

(i) the person has not made an application for an extension of time within the prescribed period,

(ii) an extension of time granted by the Board has expired and the Board is not satisfied that the person has gained the prescribed experience or undertaken the prescribed training or is otherwise competent to practise, or

(iii) the Board has decided not to grant an extension of time in respect of an application made by the person.”

112 Power of Architects Registration Board to charge fees

In the Architects Act 1997, after section 24 insert—

“24A Fees

(1) The Secretary of State may make regulations for, and relating to, the charging of fees by the Board in respect of services which it provides.

(2) Regulations under this section may in particular make provision about—

(a) the services, or types of services, in respect of which the Board may charge a fee;

(b) the persons who are liable to pay a fee;

(c) how fees charged by the Board are to be calculated;

(d) how fees charged by the Board are to be paid.

(3) In this section, a “service”—
(a) includes any exercise by the Board of its power to prescribe qualifications for the purposes of section 4(1)(a);

(b) does not include any service in respect of which a fee may be prescribed under any other provision of this Act.

(4) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument.

(5) A statutory instrument containing regulations under this section is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.”

Housing complaints

113 Housing complaints made to a housing ombudsman

(1) Schedule 2 to the Housing Act 1996 is amended in accordance with subsections (2) and (3).

(2) In paragraph 7 (determinations by housing ombudsman)—

(a) after sub-paragraph (1) insert—

“(1A) However, a housing ombudsman under an approved scheme may not investigate or determine any complaint where—

(a) the social landlord has procedures for considering the complaint, and

(b) those procedures have not been exhausted at the time the complaint is made to the ombudsman.”;

(b) in sub-paragraph (2), in the opening words, for “He” substitute “The housing ombudsman”.

(3) Omit paragraphs 7A to 7C (complaints to a housing ombudsman to be referred by designated person and exceptions).

(4) The amendments made by this section apply in relation to a complaint made to a housing ombudsman—

(a) after the time this section comes into force, or

(b) before the time this section comes into force, but only if a determination by a housing ombudsman is still pending in respect of the complaint at such time.

General

114 Liability of officers of body corporate etc

(1) Where an offence under Part 2 or 4 committed by a body corporate—

(a) is committed with the consent or connivance of any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the body corporate, or any person who was purporting to act in any such capacity, or

(b) is attributable to any neglect on the part of any such person, that person as well as the body corporate commits the offence and is liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly.

(2) In subsection (1) “director”, in relation to a body corporate whose affairs are managed by its members, means a member of the body corporate.
(3) Subsection (1) also applies in relation to a body that is not a body corporate, with the substitution for the reference to a director of the body of a reference—
   (a) in the case of a partnership, to a partner;
   (b) in the case of an unincorporated body other than a partnership—
      (i) where the body’s affairs are managed by its members, to a member of the body;
      (ii) in any other case, to a member of the governing body.

115 Power to make consequential provision

(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision that is consequential on this Act.

(2) Regulations under this section may amend, repeal or revoke provision made by or under—
   (a) an Act passed before this Act or later in the same session of Parliament as this Act, or
   (b) retained direct EU legislation.

116 Regulations

(1) In this section “regulations” means regulations under any provision of this Act except section 118 (commencement and transitional provision) or Schedule 8 (construction products regulations).

(2) A power to make regulations includes power to make—
   (a) consequential, supplementary, incidental, transitional, transitory or saving provision;
   (b) different provision for different purposes or for different areas.

(3) Regulations may describe a building by reference to its height, size, design, use, purpose or any other characteristic.

(4) Regulations are to be made by statutory instrument.

(5) A statutory instrument containing any of the following (whether alone or with other provision) may not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid before and approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament—
   (a) regulations under section 12 (power to amend or repeal provisions relating to committees);
   (b) regulations under section 16 (meaning of “building safety risk”);
   (c) regulations under section 19 (meaning of “higher-risk building”);
   (d) regulations under section 20 (modifications of Part 4 for description of higher-risk building);
   (e) regulations under section 60 (power to amend definition of “occupied” higher-risk building etc);
   (f) regulations under section 61 (power to amend definition of “accountable person” and modify Part for case where more than one accountable person for building);
   (g) regulations under section 82(9) (power to amend content of residents’ engagement strategy);
   (h) regulations under section 86(8) (power to amend residents’ duties);
   (i) regulations under section 96(7) (power to amend grounds for appointing special measures manager);
(j) regulations under section 107 (meaning of “developer” for new homes ombudsman scheme);
(k) regulations under section 108 (power to require persons to join new homes ombudsman scheme);
(l) regulations under section 115 that amend or repeal provision made by an Act or retained direct principal EU legislation;
(m) regulations under paragraph 4(7) of Schedule 3 (power to amend persons to whom duties and powers in that paragraph apply).

(6) Any other statutory instrument containing regulations is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

117 Extent

(1) Part 1 extends to England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
(2) Parts 2 to 4 extend to England and Wales only, subject to subsection (5).
(3) This Part extends to England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, subject as follows.
(4) Section 114 extends to England and Wales only.
(5) Any amendment or repeal made by this Act has the same extent as the provision amended or repealed.

118 Commencement and transitional provision

(1) The provisions of this Act come into force on such day as the Secretary of State may by regulations appoint, subject as follows.
(2) The following provisions of this Act come into force on the day on which this Act is passed—
   (a) section 16,
   (b) section 19,
   (c) section 78,
   (d) sections 115 to 117,
   (e) this section, and
   (f) section 119.
(3) The following provisions come into force at the end of the period of two months beginning with the day on which this Act is passed—
   (a) section 110 (and Schedule 8),
   (b) section 111, and
   (c) section 112.
(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations make transitional or saving provision in connection with the coming into force of any provision of this Act.
(5) The powers to make regulations under this section include power to make different provision for different purposes or for different areas.
(6) Regulations under this section are to be made by statutory instrument.
(7) A statutory instrument containing regulations under subsection (4) is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.
119 Short title

This Act may be cited as the Building Safety Act 2020.
SCHEDULE 1 — Amendments of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974

1 The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 is amended as follows.

2 (1) Section 11 (functions of the Executive) is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (5)—
(a) in paragraph (a) after “functions” insert “other than its building functions”;
(b) in paragraph (b) after “activities” insert “other than its building functions”.

(3) In subsection (6)(b) at the end insert “or to its building functions.”

3 After section 11 insert—

“11A Powers of the Executive: buildings in England

(1) The Executive may do such things and make such arrangements as it considers appropriate in connection with any of its building functions.

(2) In particular, it may—
(a) assist and encourage persons concerned with matters relevant to those functions;
(b) make arrangements for—
(i) the carrying out of research and the publication of the results of research;
(ii) the provision of training and information;
(c) encourage research and the provision of training and information by others;
(d) make arrangements for the provision of a service providing information or advice on such matters, and to such persons, as it considers appropriate;
(e) institute criminal proceedings.

(3) And it may—
(a) appoint persons or committees of persons to provide it with advice, or to do such other things as it considers appropriate, in connection with any of its building functions, and
(b) remunerate those persons.

Nothing in paragraph (b) limits section 13(8).
(4) Any amounts paid under subsection (3)(b) are to be such as may be determined by the Secretary of State.”

4 In section 12(3) (control of the Executive) after “provisions” insert “, or the building enactments,”.

5 (1) Section 13 (powers of the Executive) is amended as follows.
(2) In subsection (6) after “Part” insert “or in connection with its building functions”.
(3) In subsection (7) after “functions” insert “except its building functions”.

6 In section 27 (information powers) after subsection (4) insert—
“(5) In this section any reference to the Executive’s functions does not include its building functions.”

7 In section 53 (general interpretation) at the appropriate place insert—
““the building enactments” means the provisions of, and of instruments made under—
(a) the Building Act 1984, and
(b) Parts 2 and 4 of the Building Safety Act 2020;”;
““building function” has the meaning given by section 3 of the Building Safety Act 2020;”.

8 In Schedule 2 (constitution of the Executive)—
(a) in paragraph 2(3)(d)(iii) at the end insert “, building safety, building standards or fire safety.”;
(b) in paragraph 9(3)(b) after “provisions” insert “, or the building enactments,”.

SCHEDULE 2

Section 27

AUTHORISED OFFICERS: INVESTIGATORY POWERS

Entry to non-domestic premises without warrant

1 (1) An authorised officer may enter any non-domestic premises which the officer has reason to believe it is necessary for the officer to enter for a relevant purpose—
(a) at any reasonable time, or
(b) at any time, in a situation which in the officer’s opinion is or may be dangerous.
(2) The officer may be accompanied by any person, and bring anything, required for any purpose for which the officer is exercising the power of entry.
(3) If the officer has reasonable cause to expect any obstruction in the exercise of any relevant power, the officer may be accompanied by a constable.
(4) The officer may—
(a) take measurements and photographs, and may make recordings;
(b) take samples of anything.
(5) The officer may seize anything if it appears to the officer—
   (a) to be evidence of an offence under this Act or the Building Act 1984,
   and
   (b) to be necessary to seize it to prevent the evidence being concealed,
       lost, altered or destroyed.

Entry to non-domestic premises with warrant

2 (1) A justice of the peace may issue a warrant in respect of non-domestic premises specified in the warrant if satisfied, on an information in writing made by an authorised officer, that it is necessary—
   (a) for an authorised officer to enter the premises for a relevant purpose,
   and
   (b) to confer a power to enter by force (if necessary).

(2) The warrant authorises any authorised officer to enter the premises at any time (subject to sub-paragraph (3)) for the purposes specified in the warrant, by force (if necessary).

(3) The warrant may limit the times at which the power of entry may be exercised.

(4) Sub-paragraphs (2) to (5) of paragraph 1 apply in relation to the power of entry conferred by a warrant under this paragraph as they apply in relation to the power of entry conferred by sub-paragraph (1) of that paragraph.

Entry to domestic premises (with warrant)

3 (1) A justice of the peace may issue a warrant in respect of domestic premises specified in the warrant if satisfied, on an information in writing made by an authorised officer, that—
   (a) it is necessary for an authorised officer to enter the premises for a relevant purpose, and
   (b) one of the following conditions is met—
      (i) that entry to the premises for the relevant purpose has been, or is likely to be, refused;
      (ii) that no person entitled to grant entry to the premises can be found;
      (iii) that requesting entry may frustrate or seriously prejudice the purpose of entry.

(2) The warrant—
   (a) authorises any authorised officer to enter the premises at any time (subject to sub-paragraph (3)) for the purposes specified in the warrant, and
   (b) confers such additional powers as may be specified in the warrant.

(3) The warrant may limit the times at which the power of entry may be exercised.

(4) For this purpose “additional powers” means—
   (a) the power to enter by force (if necessary);
   (b) the powers under sub-paragraphs (2) to (5) of paragraph 1.
(5) An additional power may be specified in the warrant only if the justice of the peace is satisfied that it is necessary to confer the power.

**Power to require information, documents etc**

4 (1) An authorised officer may for a relevant purpose require a person to give specified information, or produce specified documents, to the officer by such time as may be specified.

(2) In the case of a document consisting of information held in electronic form, the officer may require it to be produced—
   (a) in a legible form, or
   (b) in a form from which it can readily be produced in legible form.

(3) The officer may inspect and take copies of (or of any information in) any document that is produced.

(4) An authorised officer may for a relevant purpose require a person to provide such facilities and assistance to the officer as may be specified, by such time as may be specified.

(5) In this paragraph—
   “document” includes information recorded in any form;
   “specified”, in relation to a requirement, means specified in writing by the person imposing the requirement.

**Retention of evidence etc**

5 Anything that has been seized under paragraph 1(5), or any document produced under paragraph 4, may be retained for so long as is necessary in all the circumstances.

**Offence of failing to provide information, documents etc**

6 (1) A person who fails without reasonable excuse to comply with a requirement under paragraph 4 commits an offence.

(2) A person guilty of an offence under this paragraph is liable—
   (a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or a fine (or both);
   (b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years or a fine (or both).

(3) In relation to an offence committed before section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 comes into force, the reference in sub-paragraph (2)(a) to 12 months is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

**Interpretation**

7 In this Schedule—
   “authorised officer”, in relation to the exercise of any power conferred by or the doing of anything else mentioned in a paragraph of this Schedule for the purpose of a relevant building function, means a person authorised under section 27 in relation to that paragraph for the purposes of that function;
“domestic premises” means premises (in England or Wales) used wholly or mainly as a private dwelling;
“non-domestic premises” means premises (in England or Wales) that are not domestic premises;
“relevant purpose”, in relation to an authorised officer, means the purpose of any relevant building function specified in the officer’s authorisation.

Saving for material subject to legal professional privilege

8 Nothing in this Schedule confers power to—
(a) seize anything, or
(b) compel the production by any person of a document or information, in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in legal proceedings.

SCHEDULE 3

Cooperation and Information Sharing

Interpretation

1 In this Schedule any reference to a function under an enactment includes a function under an instrument made under the enactment.

Local authorities

2 (1) The regulator and a local authority must cooperate with each other in the exercise of—
(a) any building function of the regulator, and
(b) any relevant function of the authority.

(2) The regulator may disclose to a local authority information held in connection with any of its building functions, for the purpose of any of those functions or any relevant function of the authority.

(3) A local authority may disclose to the regulator information held in connection with any relevant function, for the purpose of any relevant function or any building function of the regulator.

(4) In this paragraph “relevant function” means any function of a local authority under any of the following—
(a) the Prevention of Damage by Pests Act 1949;
(b) Part 2 of the Public Health Act 1961;
(c) Part 11 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982;
(d) the Building Act 1984;
(e) Part 3 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990;
(f) Parts 1 to 4 of the Housing Act 2004;
(g) section 13 of this Act;
and any other prescribed function of a local authority.
Fire and rescue authorities

3 (1) The regulator and a fire and rescue authority must cooperate with each other in the exercise of—
   (a) any function of the regulator under the Building Act 1984, so far as relating to higher-risk buildings,
   (b) any function of the regulator under Part 4 of this Act,
   (c) any function of the authority under section 6 or 7 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 or the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, so far as relating to higher-risk buildings, and
   (d) any function of the authority under section 13 of this Act.

(2) The regulator may disclose to a fire and rescue authority information held in connection with any of its building functions, for the purpose of—
   (a) any of those functions, or
   (b) any function of the authority under the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 or the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005.

(3) A fire and rescue authority may disclose to the regulator information held in connection with any of its functions under section 6 or 7 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 or the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, for the purpose of—
   (a) any of those functions, or
   (b) any building function of the regulator.

Ombudsmen

4 (1) The regulator and a person mentioned in sub-paragraph (4) must cooperate with each other in the exercise of—
   (a) any building function of the regulator, and
   (b) any relevant function of the person.

(2) The regulator may disclose to a person mentioned in sub-paragraph (4) any prescribed information, for the purposes of a prescribed function of either of them.

(3) A person mentioned in sub-paragraph (4) may disclose to the regulator any prescribed information, for the purposes of a prescribed function of either of them.

(4) The persons are—
   (a) the Regulator of Social Housing;
   (b) a person who administers a relevant scheme.

(5) “Relevant scheme” means—
   (a) a scheme approved under Schedule 2 to the Housing Act 1996 (housing complaints: social landlords),
   (b) a redress scheme to which persons are required by virtue of section 83 of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (lettings agency work) to be members,
   (c) a redress scheme to which persons are required by virtue of section 84 of that Act (property management work) to be members, or
   (d) the new homes ombudsman scheme.

(6) In this paragraph “relevant function” means—
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(a) in relation to the Regulator of Social Housing, any of its functions;
(b) in relation to a person who administers a relevant scheme, any function relating to that scheme.

(7) The Secretary of State may by regulations amend any of sub-paragraphs (4) to (6).

Secretary of State

5 (1) The regulator may disclose to the Secretary of State information held in connection with any of its building functions, for the purpose of any of those functions or any relevant function of the Secretary of State.

(2) The Secretary of State may disclose to the regulator information held in connection with any relevant function, for the purpose of any relevant function or any building function of the regulator.

(3) In this paragraph “relevant function” means any function of the Secretary of State (whether or not under an enactment) that relates to buildings.

Police

6 The regulator may disclose to a constable information held by it in connection with any of its building functions, for the purposes of criminal investigation or proceedings.

SCHEDULE 4

TRANSFER OF APPROVED INSPECTORS’ FUNCTIONS TO REGISTERED BUILDING CONTROL APPROVERS

1 The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

2 In section 42(1) (appeals) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

3 In the heading before section 47, for “approved inspectors” substitute “registered building control approvers”.

4 (1) Section 47 (giving and acceptance of initial notice) is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1) —
   (a) in paragraph (a) for “an approved inspector” substitute “a registered building control approver”;
   (b) in the words after paragraph (d) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

(3) In subsection (5)(b) —
   (a) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”;
   (b) for “his” substitute “their”.

5 Omit section 49 (approved inspectors).

6 (1) Section 50 (plans certificates) is amended as follows.
(2) In subsection (1)—
(a) in the words before paragraph (a) for “an approved inspector” substitute “a registered building control approver”;
(b) in paragraph (a) for “him” substitute “them”;
(c) in the words after paragraph (c) for “he” substitute “they”.

(3) In subsection (7) for “approved inspector”, in both places it occurs, substitute “registered building control approver”.

7 In section 51(1) (final certificates)—
(a) for “an approved inspector” substitute “a registered building control approver”;
(b) for “him” substitute “them”;
(c) for “he” substitute “they”;
(d) for “his” substitute “their”.

8 In section 51A(2)(a)(ii) (variation of work) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

9 In section 51C(2)(a) (change of person carrying out work) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

10 (1) Section 52 (cancellation of initial notice) is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1)—
(a) in paragraph (a)—
(i) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”;
(ii) for “his” substitute “their”;
(b) in paragraph (b)—
(i) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”;
(ii) for “he is” substitute “they are”;
(iii) for “his” substitute “their”;
(c) in paragraph (c) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

(3) In subsection (2)(a) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

11 In section 56(5) (powers to require information) for “approved inspector” substitute “registered building control approver”.

12 In section 57 (offences), for subsection (3) substitute—
“(3) Where a registered building control approver is convicted of an offence under this section, the court by or before which they are convicted must, within one month of the date of conviction, forward a certificate of the conviction to—
(a) the regulator, or
(b) if the regulator has delegated its functions in relation to the register of building control approvers to another person under section 58X, that person.”

13 In section 58(3) (construction of Part 2)—
(a) for “an approved inspector” substitute “a registered building control approver”;
(b) for “him” substitute “them”.

14 In section 126 (general interpretation)—
(a) omit the definition of “approved inspector”;  
(b) at the appropriate place insert—
““registered building control approver” has the meaning given by section 58M;”;
““registered building inspector” has the meaning given by section 58A;”.

SCHEDULE 5

MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS IN CONNECTION WITH PART 3

PART 1

AMENDMENTS OF THE BUILDING ACT 1984

1 The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

2 In section 2(3) and (4) for “local authority” substitute “building control authority”.

3 In section 3(3)—
(a) omit “not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale”;
(b) for “£50” substitute “level 1 on the standard scale”.

4 In section 5(3)(b) omit “of building regulations”.

5 (1) Section 6 is amended as follows.
(2) After subsection (5) insert—
“(5A) A notice under subsection (3) or (5) may contain transitional or saving provision (and different provision may be made for different purposes or for different areas).

(5B) A body may give an approval under subsection (1) or (4), or withdraw an approval under subsection (5), only with the consent of the Secretary of State.”

(3) After subsection (8) insert—
“(9) An order under subsection (8) may provide that a body is designated only in relation to—
(a) buildings of a specified description;  
(b) work of a specified description;  
(c) specified provisions of building regulations.”

6 (1) Section 7 is amended as follows.
(2) In subsection (1)(a) for the words from “document” to “provision” substitute “relevant approved document”.

Section 36
After subsection (1) insert—

“(1A) In subsection (1) “relevant approved document” means a document approved for the purposes of the provision that applies in relation to the work or other matter in question.”

In section 8 after subsection (3) insert—

“(3A) If, in a case where the regulator is the building control authority—

(a) an application for a direction under this section is made to the regulator, and

(b) the regulator considers that the operation of a requirement in building regulations would be unreasonable in relation to the particular case,

it may give a direction dispensing with or relaxing the requirement.

(3B) No application under subsection (1) or (2) may be made in a case where the regulator is the building control authority.”

(1) Section 9 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1) for “or (2) above” substitute “, (2) or (3A)”.

(3) In subsection (2) for “The application” substitute “An application under section 8(1) or (2)”.

(4) In subsection (3) at the end insert “or in a case where the regulator is the building control authority.”

(1) Section 10 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1) after “(2)” insert “, (3A)”.

(3) In subsections (1), (2) and (5) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

(1) Section 11 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (6)—

(a) omit “not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale”;

(b) for “£50” substitute “level 1 on the standard scale”.

(3) In subsection (7) for the words from “before that time” to the end substitute “an application for building control approval in relation to the proposed work was made before that time.”

In section 12(10) for the words from “before that time” to the end substitute “an application for building control approval in relation to the proposed work was made before that time.”

Before section 14 insert—

“13A Proposals and consultation relating to building regulations

(1) The regulator may at any time make proposals to the Secretary of State for the making of building regulations.

(2) Before making a proposal, the regulator must consult such persons as it considers appropriate.
(3) Before making building regulations, other than regulations proposed by the regulator, the Secretary of State must consult—
   (a) the regulator, and
   (b) any other person that the Secretary of State considers appropriate.”

13 (1) Section 14 is amended as follows.
   (2) Omit subsections (1) to (4).
   (3) In the heading at the end insert “: Wales”.

14 In section 15 after subsection (2) insert—
   “(3) As regards a requirement of a kind mentioned in subsection (1), the regulator must consult the fire and rescue authority before exercising the power under section 8(3A) in relation to any premises or proposed premises.”

15 Omit sections 16 and 17.

16 (1) Section 19 is amended as follows.
   (2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs except subsection (1), substitute “building control authority”.
   (3) In subsection (1)—
      (a) for the words from the beginning to “plans show” substitute “Where an application for building control approval in respect of a proposed building is made to a building control authority, and it appears”;
      (b) for “plans conform” substitute “application conforms”;  
      (c) in paragraph (a) for “the plans” substitute “the application”;  
      (d) in paragraph (b) for “passing the plans” substitute “granting the application”.
   (4) In subsection (2)—
      (a) for “plans ought under the building regulations to have been deposited, but have not been deposited,” substitute “an application for building control approval ought to have been made but was not made”; 
      (b) in paragraph (b) for “passing of plans for the building” substitute “granting of such an application”.
   (5) In subsection (4) for “plans” substitute “an application”.

17 (1) Section 20 is amended as follows.
   (2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs except subsection (1), substitute “building control authority”.
   (3) In subsection (1)—
      (a) for the words from the beginning to “plans show” substitute “Where an application for building control approval in respect of any proposed work is made to a building control authority, and it appears”;
      (b) for “plans conform” substitute “application conforms”;
      (c) in paragraph (a) for “the plans” substitute “the application”;
(d) in paragraph (b) for “passing the plans”, in both places it occurs, substitute “granting the application”.

(4) In subsection (2)—
(a) in the words before paragraph (a), for the words from “plans” to “so deposited” substitute “an application for building control approval ought to have been made but was not made”;
(b) in paragraph (b) for “passing plans” substitute “granting the application”.

(5) In subsection (3)—
(a) in the words before paragraph (a), for the words from “plans” to “so deposited” substitute “an application for building control approval was not required by building regulations to be made and was not made”;
(b) in paragraph (b) for the words from “if plans” to the end substitute “if an application for building control approval in respect of the work had been required to be made and had been made, might have been imposed under subsection (1) in granting the application,”.

(6) In subsection (5)(a) for “plans” substitute “an application”.

(7) In subsection (7)—
(a) omit “not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale”;
(b) for “£50” substitute “level 1 on the standard scale”.

18 (1) Section 21 is amended as follows.
(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.
(3) In subsection (3) for “plans are deposited” substitute “an application for building control approval is made”.
(4) In subsection (4) for the words from “plans” to “deposited with” substitute “an application for building control approval in respect of a building or an extension of a building is made to”.

19 (1) Section 22 is amended as follows.
(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.
(3) In subsection (2) for the words from “for whose drainage” to the end substitute “if building control approval has been given in respect of work comprising drainage for the building.”

20 In section 23(3) for “local authority”, in both places it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

21 (1) Section 24 is amended as follows.
(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.
(3) In subsection (1)—
(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “plans” to “deposited with” substitute “an application for building control approval in respect of a building or an extension of a building is made to”;
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116 (b) in the words after paragraph (b) for “plans” substitute “application”.

(4) In subsection (2) for “plans are deposited” substitute “an application for building control approval is made”.

22 (1) Section 25 is amended as follows.

(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

(3) In subsection (1) —
   (a) for “plans of a house are, in accordance with building regulations, deposited with” substitute “an application for building control approval in respect of a house is made to”;
   (b) for “the plans” substitute “the application”.

(4) In subsection (2) —
   (a) for “plans are deposited” substitute “an application for building control approval is made”;
   (b) for “pass the plans” substitute “grant the application”.

(5) In subsection (3) for “plans as aforesaid have been passed” substitute “application has been granted”.

23 Omit section 31.

24 (1) Section 33 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsections (1), (2), (4), (5) and (6) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

(3) After subsection (3) insert—
   “(3A) The tests that may be required or carried out under subsection (2) include in particular tests involving the cutting into, laying open, or pulling down of any work.”

25 For section 35 substitute—

“35 Offence of contravening building regulations etc

(1) A person who contravenes a provision of building regulations, or a requirement imposed by virtue of any such provision, commits an offence.

(2) Building regulations may provide that subsection (1) does not apply in relation to a prescribed provision of the regulations.

(3) Building regulations may provide that, in relation to a prescribed provision of the regulations, it is a defence for a person charged with an offence under this section to prove such matters relating to the contravention as may be prescribed.

(4) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable on summary conviction to—
   (a) a fine, and
   (b) a further fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale for each day on which the default continues after the person is convicted.”
26 (1) Section 35A is amended as follows.

(2) After subsection (5) insert—

“(5A) In the case of proceedings commenced by the regulator—

(a) evidence is to be regarded for the purposes of subsection (4) as sufficient to justify the proceedings if in the opinion of an authorised officer it is sufficient to justify the proceedings, and

(b) a certificate of the authorised officer as to the date on which evidence which, in the officer’s opinion, was sufficient to justify the proceedings came to the knowledge of the person commencing the proceedings is conclusive evidence of that fact.

In this subsection “authorised officer” means a person in respect of whom an authorisation under section 27 of the Building Safety Act 2020 is in force.”

27 (1) Section 36 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsections (1) to (3) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

(3) In subsection (1) after “those regulations” insert “or a requirement imposed by virtue of any of those regulations”.

(4) In subsection (2)—

(a) for “any section of this Part of this Act other than section 16” substitute “any of sections 19 to 25”;

(b) for “plans”, in the first place it occurs, substitute “an application for building control approval”;

(c) for paragraphs (a) and (b) (including the “or” at the end of paragraph (b)) substitute—

“(a) without such an application having been made,

(b) notwithstanding the refusal of such an application, or”;

(d) in paragraph (c) for “passed the plans” substitute “granted such an application”;

(e) in paragraph (ii) for “passing plans” substitute “granting such an application”.

(5) For subsection (5) substitute—

“(5) Subsection (5A) applies where—

(a) an application for building control approval is made to a building control authority in respect of any work that is not higher-risk building work,

(b) the application is granted, and

(c) work that is shown on the plans approved by the granting of the application (“the work”) is executed in accordance with—

(i) the plans, and

(ii) any requirement imposed by the building control authority.

(5A) A section 36 notice may not be given on the ground that the work contravenes—
(a) any building regulations or any requirement imposed by virtue of the regulations, or (as the case may be)
(b) any requirement under any of sections 19 to 25.”

(6) In subsection (6)—
(a) for “does” substitute “, and sections 35B and 35C, do”;
(b) for “local authority”, in the first place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”;
(c) for paragraphs (a) to (c) substitute—
“(a) an application for building control approval was made to the local authority in respect of the work,
(b) the application was granted, and
(c) the work was executed in accordance with—
(i) the plans approved by the granting of the application, and
(ii) any requirement imposed by the authority,”.

28 In section 37(1) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

29 Omit section 38.

30 In section 39(1) and (2) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

31 In section 40(2), (3) and (6) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

32 In section 42(1) for “local authority”, in both places it occurs, substitute “building control authority”.

33 In the heading of Part 2 for “LOCAL AUTHORITIES” substitute “BUILDING CONTROL AUTHORITIES”.

34 (1) Section 47 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (2)—
(a) for “plans of it had been deposited with” substitute “an application for building control approval in respect of it had been made to”;
(b) for “passing the plans” substitute “granting the application”.

(3) After subsection (3) insert—
“(3A) Subsection (3) does not apply in prescribed circumstances.”

35 (1) Section 48 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1)—
(a) in paragraph (a) after “section” insert “35B, 35C or”;
(b) in paragraph (b) omit “of building regulations”.

(3) In subsection (2)—
(a) in paragraph (a) for “deposit of plans” substitute “making of an application for building control approval”;
(b) in paragraph (b) for “deposited plans” substitute “plans accompanying the application for building control approval”;
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(c) in paragraph (c) for “passing or, as the case may be, the rejection of plans” substitute “approval or rejection of the application”;

(d) for paragraph (d) substitute—

“(d) an initial notice ceasing to be in force under section 53A is treated as section 32 providing that this Act and building regulations have effect as if the application for building control approval was not made (and the approval was not given).”

36 (1) Section 51A is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (4) for—

(a) for “plans of it had been deposited with” substitute “an application for building control approval in respect of it had been made to”;

(b) for “passing the plans” substitute “granting the application”.

(3) After subsection (5) insert—

“(5A) Subsection (5) does not apply in prescribed circumstances.”

37 In section 51B(1) —

(a) in paragraph (a) for “deposit of plans” substitute “making of an application for building control approval”;

(b) in paragraph (b) for “passing or, as the case may be, the rejection of plans” substitute “approval or rejection of the application”;

(c) in paragraph (c) —

(i) in the words before sub-paragraph (i) for “deposited plans” substitute “plans treated as accompanying the application for building control approval”;

(ii) in sub-paragraph (ii) for “the deposited plans” substitute “accompanying the application”;

(d) for paragraph (d) for the words from “the cancellation” to the end substitute “the initial notice ceasing to be in force under section 53A is treated as section 32 providing that this Act and building regulations have effect as if the application for building control approval was not made (and the approval was not given).”

38 (1) Section 52 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (4) omit “not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale”.

(3) In subsection (6) for “(5)” substitute “(5A)”.

39 In section 54(2) —

(a) for “plans of it had been deposited with” substitute “an application for building control approval in respect of it had been made to”;

(b) for “passing the plans” substitute “granting the application”.

40 In section 57(1)(a)(i) for the words from “of this Act” to the end (not including the “and”) substitute “or a provision of building regulations that is designated by the regulations for the purposes of this section,”

41 In the italic heading before section 91 at the end insert “and the regulator”.

42 (1) Section 91A is amended as follows.
(2) In subsections (1), (2) and (4) for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “relevant authority”.

(3) In subsection (2)(a) omit “, or deposited with,”.

(4) In subsection (5) insert at the appropriate place—
“relevant authority” means a local authority or the regulator.”

(5) In the heading after “local authorities” insert “and the regulator”.

In section 92(1) after “authority”, in both places it occurs, insert “or the regulator”.

In section 94A(7)(a) omit “16(6),”.

In section 95 after subsection (2) insert—
“(2A) Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply in relation to premises used wholly or mainly as a private dwelling.”

In section 97 after “authority” insert “or the regulator”.

In section 99(2)(a) after “authority” insert “or the regulator (as the case may be)”.

(1) Section 100 is amended as follows.

(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “relevant authority”.

(3) After subsection (3) insert—
“(4) In this section “relevant authority” means a local authority or the regulator.”

(1) Section 101 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1) for “local authorities” substitute “any relevant authority”.

(3) In subsection (2) for “local authority” substitute “relevant authority”.

(4) After that subsection insert—
“(3) In this section “relevant authority” means a local authority or the regulator.”

In section 102(3)(b)(ii) after “authority” insert “or the regulator”.

(1) Section 104 is amended as follows.

(2) In the provision—
(a) after “authority”, in the first place it occurs, insert “or the regulator”;
(b) after “authority”, in the second place it occurs, insert “or regulator”.

(3) In the heading after “authority” insert “or regulator”.

(1) Section 106 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (2) omit “Subject to subsection (3) below,”.

(3) Omit subsection (3).

(1) Section 107 is amended as follows.

(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “relevant authority”.
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(3) After subsection (5) insert—
“(6)
54

In this section “relevant authority” means a local authority or the
regulator.”

(1) Section 108 is amended as follows.
(2) For “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “relevant authority”.
(3) After subsection (4) insert—
“(5)

55

In this section “relevant authority” means a local authority or the
regulator.”

(1) Section 110 is amended as follows.
(2) In the existing provision (which becomes subsection (1) of that section) for
“local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute “relevant authority”.
(3) After that subsection insert—
“(2)

56

In this section “relevant authority” means a local authority or the
regulator.”

(1) Section 112 is amended as follows.
(2) The existing provision becomes subsection (1) of that section.
(3) In that subsection for “level 1” substitute “level 3”.
(4) After that subsection insert—
“(2)

57
58

Subsection (1) does not apply where the person obstructed is an
authorised officer (within the meaning of section 27 of the Building
Safety Act 2020).”

In section 113(b) after “authority” insert “, the regulator”.
(1) Section 119 is amended as follows.
(2) In the existing provision (which becomes subsection (1) of that section)—
(a) after “Secretary of State” insert “or the regulator”;
(b) after “he” insert “or it”.
(3) After that subsection insert—
“(2)

Section 250 of the Local Government Act 1972 (power to direct
inquiries) applies in relation to a local inquiry caused to be held by
the regulator as it applies in relation to one caused to be held by the
Secretary of State.”

59

In section 120(1) omit—
(a) “16(13)”;
(b) “, or under paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 1 to this Act,”.

60

Omit section 124.

61

(1) Section 126 is amended as follows.
(2) At the appropriate place insert—
““building control approval” has the meaning given by
paragraph 1B of Schedule 1;”;


“building control authority” has the meaning given by section 121A;“;
“higher-risk building” has the meaning given by section 19 of
the Building Safety Act 2020;”;
“higher-risk building work” has the meaning given by section
91ZB of this Act;”;
“the regulator” means the Health and Safety Executive;”;
“the tribunal” means the First-tier Tribunal;”.

(3) Omit the definition of “relevant period”.

62 (1) Schedule 1 is amended as follows.

(2) Omit paragraphs 2 to 5.

(3) In paragraph 6—
(a) for “local authorities”, in both places it occurs, substitute “building
control authorities”;
(b) for “local authority” substitute “building control authority”.

(4) In paragraph 8—
(a) in sub-paragraph (2) for “(6)” substitute “(7)”;
(b) after sub-paragraph (6) insert—
“(7) The provision that may be made by building regulations
includes provision imposing a requirement to do things
for the purpose mentioned in section 1(1)(b) (conserving
fuel and power) in any case where a building becomes a
building of a prescribed description.”

(5) Omit paragraph 9.

(6) For paragraph 10 substitute—
“10 (1) Building regulations may make supplementary, incidental,
transitional or saving provision.

(2) Building regulations may make—
(a) different provision for different purposes, and
(b) different provision for different areas.

(3) The power conferred by sub-paragraph (2)(a) includes in
particular the power to make different provision for—
(a) higher-risk buildings or proposed higher-risk buildings, or
(b) higher-risk building work,
and different provision for different descriptions of such buildings
or work.

(4) Nothing in sub-paragraph (3) is to be read as limiting the effect of
section 34 (classification of buildings).”

63 In Schedule 2 for “local authority”, in each place it occurs, substitute
“building control authority”.

...
PART 2

OTHER AMENDMENTS

Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967 (c. 13)

64 In Schedule 2 to the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967, omit the entry relating to the Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England.

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (c. 36)

65 In Schedule 1 to the Freedom of Information Act 2000, in Part 6 omit the entry relating to the Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England.

Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act 2004 (c. 22)

66 In the Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act 2004, in section 4 omit subsection (3).

SCHEDULE 6

APPEALS AND OTHER DETERMINATIONS

1 The Building Act 1984 is amended as follows.

Transfer from Secretary of State to the regulator

2 In section 10(6) (procedure where appeal against decision of local authority under section 8) for “Secretary of State” substitute “regulator”.

3 (1) Section 20 (use of materials unsuitable for permanent building) is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (5) omit the words from “to the Secretary of State” to the end.

(3) After that subsection insert—

“(5A) The appeal is to be made to—
(a) the regulator, in the case of action by a local authority;
(b) the tribunal, in the case of action by the regulator.”

4 (1) Section 39 (appeal against refusal to relax building regulations) is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (1) omit “to the Secretary of State”.

(3) After that subsection insert—

“(1A) The appeal is to be made to—
(a) the regulator, in the case of a refusal by a local authority;
(b) the tribunal, in the case of a refusal by the regulator.”

(4) Omit subsections (3) to (6).

5 (1) Section 42 (appeal and statement of case to High Court in certain cases) is amended as follows.
(2) In subsection (1)—
   (a) omit paragraphs (a) and (b);
   (b) for “relevant person” substitute “applicant”.

(3) Omit subsection (2).

(4) In subsection (3) omit “appeal, reference or”.

(5) Omit subsection (7).

6 Omit section 43 (procedure on appeal to Secretary of State on certain matters).

7 After that section insert—

“43A Appeals under section 20, 39 and 50

(1) This section applies to an appeal under section 20(5), 39 or 50(2).

(2) On determining the appeal, the regulator or the tribunal may give any directions it considers appropriate for giving effect to its determination.

(3) Where the appeal is determined by the regulator, a relevant person may appeal to the tribunal against the regulator’s decision (and subsection (2) applies in relation to this appeal).

(4) “Relevant person” means—
   (a) the appellant;
   (b) the local authority or registered building control approver.”

8 In section 50 (plans certificates) for subsections (2) and (3) substitute—

“(2) If a registered building control approver refuses to give a plans certificate on being requested to do so, the person intending to carry out the work may appeal to the regulator.”

Transfer from magistrates’ court to the tribunal

9 In the following provisions for “a magistrates’ court” substitute “the tribunal”—
   (a) section 19(4) (use of short-lived materials);
   (b) section 21(3), (4) and (6) (provision of drainage);
   (c) section 22(4) (drainage of buildings in combination);
   (d) section 24(2) (provision of exits etc);
   (e) section 25(2) and (5) (provision of water supply);
   (f) section 33(6) (tests for conformity with building regulations);
   (g) section 36(3) (period for compliance with section 36 notice);
   (h) section 40(1) (appeal against section 36 notice);
   (i) section 55(1) (appeal against rejection of certain notices);
   (j) section 62(2) (disconnection of drain);
   (k) section 68(3) (erection of public conveniences);
   (l) section 73(2) (raising of chimney);
   (m) section 75(2), in both places it occurs, and section 75(3) (cellars etc below subsoil);
   (n) section 77(1), in both places it occurs (dangerous buildings);
(o) section 78(7)(a) (dangerous buildings - emergency measures);
(p) section 85(3) (maintenance of entrances to courtyards);
(q) section 98 (power to require occupier to permit work);
(r) section 102(1) (appeal against notice requiring works);
(s) section 103(3) (notification requirement as regards right of appeal);
(t) in Schedule 2, paragraph 3(3) (application under section 8).

10 In section 7(2)(b) after “court” insert “or tribunal”.

11 In section 25(5) for “the court”, in both places it occurs, substitute “the
tribunal”.

12 In section 33(6) for “the court”, in both places it occurs, substitute “the
tribunal”.

13 In section 37(3) for “a court” substitute “the tribunal”.

14 In section 40 for “the court”, in each place it occurs, substitute “the tribunal”.

15 Omit section 41.

16 (1) Section 55 is amended as follows.

(2) In subsection (2) for “court” substitute “tribunal”.

(3) Omit subsection (3).

17 In section 62(2) for “the court” substitute “the tribunal”.

18 In section 64(5)(b) for “court” substitute “tribunal”.

19 In section 70(4)(b) for “court” substitute “tribunal”.

20 In section 75(2) for “the court” substitute “the tribunal”.

21 In section 77(1) for “the court” substitute “the tribunal”.

22 In section 78(7)(b) for “court” substitute “tribunal”.

23 In section 83(3)(b) for “court” substitute “tribunal”.

24 Omit section 86.

25 In section 98—

(a) for “a complaint” substitute “an application”;
(b) for “the court” substitute “the tribunal”.

26 In section 102(2), (3) and (4) for “court”, in each place it occurs, substitute “tribunal”.

27 (1) Section 103 is amended as follows.

(2) For subsection (1) substitute—

“(1) This section applies where this Act provides for an appeal to the
tribunal against a requirement, refusal or other decision of a relevant
authority.”

(3) In subsection (2)—

(a) for “local” substitute “relevant”;
(b) for “complaint” substitute “application”.
(4) In subsection (3) “local” substitute “relevant”.

(5) After that subsection insert—

“(4) In this section “relevant authority” means a local authority or the regulator.”

(6) For the heading substitute “Appeal to the tribunal: procedure”.

28 In section 104—

(a) for “a court” substitute “the tribunal”;

(b) for “the court” substitute “the tribunal”.

29 In section 105 after “court” insert “or tribunal”.

30 In Schedule 2 in paragraph 2(b) after “court” insert “or tribunal”.

Appeal: local authority decision not to consider application etc

31 After section 101 insert—

“Appeal against refusal to consider application etc on ground is higher-risk building work

101A Appeal: refusal to consider application etc on ground is higher-risk building work

(1) This section applies where a local authority refuses to consider—

(a) an application for building control approval,

(b) an initial notice (within the meaning of section 47), or

(c) an amendment notice (within the meaning of section 51A),

on the ground that all or part of the work to which it relates is higher-risk building work.

(2) The person intending to carry out the work may appeal to the Secretary of State, before the end of the prescribed period, on the ground that none of the work is higher-risk building work.

(3) An appeal is made by—

(a) giving a notice in the prescribed form, and prescribed information, to the Secretary of State in the prescribed way, and

(b) paying the prescribed fee.

(4) The Secretary of State must appoint a person to determine the appeal (“the appointed person”).

(5) On the appeal—

(a) the appointed person may allow or dismiss the appeal, and

(b) the appointed person’s decision is treated as that of the Secretary of State.

(6) The decision made on the appeal is final (subject to subsection (7)).

(7) The appellant or the authority may, before the end of the prescribed period and with the permission of the High Court, appeal to the High Court against the decision of the Secretary of State on a point of law.
(8) In this section “prescribed” means prescribed by regulations made by the Secretary of State by statutory instrument.

(9) The regulations may make provision about the procedure for the determination of appeals under this section (including provision conferring powers on the Secretary of State or the appointed person).

(10) The regulations may make—

(a) different provision for different purposes;
(b) transitional or saving provision.

(11) A statutory instrument containing regulations under this section is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.”

SCHEDULE 7

Section 106

REQUIREMENTS OF THE NEW HOMES OMBUDSMAN SCHEME

1 The new homes ombudsman scheme must be readily accessible and its procedures easy to use.

2 The scheme must include provision about each of the following—

(a) the appointment of the new homes ombudsman;
(b) the procedure for becoming and remaining a member of the scheme, which may include a requirement to pay a fee and a requirement to provide information;
(c) the matters in relation to which complaints against members of the scheme may be made under the scheme (which may include complaints about non-compliance with a code of practice issued or approved under section 109);
(d) the procedure for making complaints under the scheme;
(e) the investigation and determination by the new homes ombudsman of complaints made under the scheme;
(f) the enforcement of determinations made by the new homes ombudsman;
(g) the making of recommendations by the new homes ombudsman, where following the investigation of a complaint the ombudsman identifies widespread or regular unacceptable standards of conduct or standards of quality of work on the part of members of the scheme, about changes that members may make in order to improve those standards;
(h) the acceptance and handling of complaints transferred from a scheme previously available under section 106 but which is no longer available;
(i) the manner in which complaints about the operation of the scheme may be made by members of the scheme or by persons who have asked for a complaint to be investigated under the scheme;
(j) arrangements for a person exercising functions under the scheme to do so jointly with a person exercising functions under another redress scheme, including for the making of joint determinations by
the new homes ombudsman and an independent person making
determinations under another redress scheme;
(k) where the scheme is established and maintained by a person other
than the Secretary of State, the provision of information to the
Secretary of State;
(l) the making of reports on the operation of the scheme.

3 The scheme may provide for different categories of member and the
provision mentioned in paragraph 2(b) may differ as between such
categories.

4 The provision mentioned in paragraph 2(d) must not include any
requirement to pay a fee.

5 The provision mentioned in paragraph 2(e) must include provision—
(a) requiring the new homes ombudsman, in determining a complaint,
to have regard to any code of practice issued or approved under
section 109,
(b) for the new homes ombudsman to require members of the scheme to
provide information, and
(c) for the new homes ombudsman to require members of the scheme to
provide complainants whose complaints are determined to be well-
founded with any one or more of the forms of redress in paragraph 6.

6 The forms of redress are—
(a) paying compensation;
(b) making an apology;
(c) providing an explanation;
(d) taking such other action in the interests of the complainant as the
new homes ombudsman may specify.

7 The provision mentioned in paragraph 2(f) may include provision for the
expulsion of a member from the scheme (and the requirement in section
106(2)(a) is not to be read as preventing the new homes ombudsman scheme
from including such provision).

8 In paragraph 2(j), “redress scheme” means a scheme under which
complaints against members of the scheme may be made to, and
investigated and determined by, an independent person.

SCHEDULE 8

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS REGULATIONS

Introductory

1 (1) The Secretary of State may by regulations make provision in relation to the
marketing and supply of construction products in the United Kingdom.

(2) In this Schedule, regulations under this paragraph are called “construction
products regulations”.
Construction products with designated standards

2 Construction products regulations may—
   (a) make provision for and in relation to designated standards for construction products,
   (b) impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors of construction products for which there are designated standards under the regulations, and
   (c) confer powers on relevant authorities to impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors of such products.

3 (1) Provision under paragraph 2(a) may include provision—
   (a) for the designation by the Secretary of State of standards prepared in accordance with the regulations;
   (b) for the designation by the Secretary of State of EU harmonised standards or other overseas standards;
   (c) for EU harmonised standards or other overseas standards to be designated standards for the purposes of the regulations.

   (2) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(a) may include provision as to—
      (a) the persons by whom standards may be proposed;
      (b) the means by which and persons by whom standards are to be prepared;
      (c) the matters to be covered by a standard.

4 (1) Provision under paragraph 2(b) may include provision for the imposition of requirements relating to—
   (a) declarations of performance in respect of products which are or are to be marketed;
   (b) the marking or packaging of products;
   (c) the provision of information, including information about risk, to persons to whom products are supplied;
   (d) the monitoring, assessment and verification of product performance, including sample testing;
   (e) the storage and transportation of products;
   (f) the withdrawal of products from the market or recall of products from persons to whom they have been supplied;
   (g) recording and investigating complaints;
   (h) the production and retention of documentation;
   (i) the notification of risks to relevant authorities;
   (j) information which must or may be provided to relevant authorities;
   (k) co-operation with relevant authorities;
   (l) the appointment by manufacturers, importers and distributors of authorised representatives.

   (2) Provision about declarations of performance under sub-paragraph (1)(a) may include provision as to—
      (a) the technical documentation to be prepared in relation to a declaration of performance;
      (b) the content of a declaration of performance;
      (c) the form of a declaration of performance;
(d) how a declaration of performance is to be supplied or made available.

(3) Provision about the marking of products under sub-paragraph (1)(b) may include provision as to—
   (a) the form and content of any marking;
   (b) circumstances in which products must or must not be marked.

(4) Requirements which may be imposed on manufacturers, importers or distributors under paragraph 2(b) may also be imposed on the authorised representatives of such persons.

5 (1) Provision under paragraph 2(c) may include provision conferring powers on a relevant authority to impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors where—
   (a) there has been no failure to comply with requirements imposed under paragraph 2(b), but
   (b) in the view of the relevant authority the products nevertheless risk causing death or serious injury to any person.

(2) Those powers may include powers by notice to—
   (a) require a person to warn others of the risks attaching to a product;
   (b) require the marking of a product in respect of the risks attaching to it;
   (c) suspend for a specified period or prohibit the marketing or supply of a product (or suspend or prohibit the marketing and supply of the product without the consent of a specified person);
   (d) require the withdrawal of a product from the market;
   (e) require the recall of a product from persons to whom it has been supplied.

(3) Provision under sub-paragraph (2) may include provision for appeals against a notice.

6 (1) Provision under paragraph 2 may include any provision—
   (a) which is made by the 2011 Regulation, or
   (b) which relates to any matter in respect of which provision is made by the 2011 Regulation.

(2) The references in sub-paragraph (1) to the 2011 Regulation are to that Regulation as it forms part of the law of England and Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland immediately after IP completion day.

Safety-critical products

7 (1) Construction products regulations may—
   (a) impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors of construction products to which this paragraph applies, or
   (b) confer powers on relevant authorities to impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors of such products.

(2) This paragraph applies to construction products—
   (a) for which there are no designated standards under paragraph 2,
   (b) for which there are no standards which are designated standards for the purposes of the 2011 Regulation,
   (c) which are not the subject of a UK technical assessment, and
(d) which are safety-critical products.

8 (1) For the purposes of this Schedule, “safety-critical products” means construction products which are included in a list contained in construction products regulations for the purposes of those regulations.

(2) A construction product may only be included in a list under sub-paragraph (1) if, in the view of the Secretary of State, any failure of the product would risk causing death or serious injury to any person.

(3) Before including a product in the list, or amending the list, the Secretary of State must consult such persons as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

9 Paragraph 4 applies for the purposes of provision that may be made under paragraph 7(1)(a) as it applies for the purposes of paragraph 2(b).

10 (1) Provision under paragraph 7(1)(b) may include provision conferring powers on a relevant authority to impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors where—

(a) there has been no failure to comply with requirements imposed under paragraph 7(1)(a), but

(b) in the view of the relevant authority the products nevertheless risk causing death or serious injury to any person.

(2) Those powers may include powers by notice to—

(a) require a person to warn others of the risks attaching to a product;

(b) require the marking of a product in respect of the risks attaching to it;

(c) suspend for a specified period or prohibit the marketing or supply of a product (or suspend or prohibit the marketing and supply of the product without the consent of a specified person);

(d) require the withdrawal of a product from the market;

(e) require the recall of a product from persons to whom it has been supplied.

(3) Provision under sub-paragraph (2) may include provision for appeals against a notice.

General safety requirements

11 (1) Construction products regulations may impose requirements on manufacturers, importers and distributors of construction products which are not safe products and—

(a) for which there are no designated standards under paragraph 2,

(b) for which there are no standards which are designated standards for the purposes of the 2011 Regulation,

(c) which are not the subject of a UK technical assessment, and

(d) which are not safety-critical products.

(2) Those requirements may include requirements relating to the assessment of risk and the taking of steps to avoid or reduce risk, including any of the requirements referred to in paragraph 4(1)(b) to (l).

12 For the purposes of paragraph 11 a construction product is a “safe product” if, under normal conditions of use (including duration of use and any
conditions relating to installation or maintenance), and taking into account any packaging, warnings or information with which it is supplied—
(a) the product does not present any risk to the health or safety of persons, or
(b) if it does, the risk is as low as it can be compatibly with using the product at all.

Enforcement

13 (1) Construction products regulations may make provision for and in relation to—
(a) monitoring compliance with requirements imposed by or under the regulations and investigating suspected non-compliance;
(b) securing compliance with the requirements imposed by or under the regulations;
(c) penalties for—
   (i) non-compliance with requirements imposed by or under the regulations;
   (ii) obstruction of persons carrying out functions under the regulations.

(2) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(a) may include —
(a) provision for relevant authorities to carry out market surveillance and test purchases;
(b) provision for relevant authorities to search premises and to seize and retain products (including provision for the payment of compensation);
(c) provision requiring the retention and provision of information (including provision for relevant authorities to require the provision of information).

(3) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(b) may include provision conferring powers on a relevant authority by notice to—
(a) require a person to warn others of the risks attaching to a product;
(b) require the marking of a product in respect of the risks attaching to it;
(c) suspend for a specified period or prohibit the marketing or supply of a product (or suspend or prohibit the marketing and supply of the product without the consent of a specified person);
(d) require the withdrawal of a product from the market;
(e) require the recall of a product from persons to whom it has been supplied.

(4) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(b) may also include provision for the forfeiture of products by court order (or, in Scotland, order of the sheriff).

(5) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(c) may include—
(a) provision creating criminal offences;
(b) in relation to England and Wales and Northern Ireland, provision for the prosecution by relevant authorities of criminal offences created under paragraph (a);
(c) provision conferring powers on relevant authorities to impose civil penalties (including fines).
(6) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(b) or (c) conferring powers to issue a notice or make an order or to impose a civil penalty may include provision for appeals against the notice, order or penalty.

(7) Where provision is made creating a criminal offence under sub-paragraph (5)(a), the provision must have the effect that—
   (a) the offence is punishable on summary conviction,
   (b) the offence is punishable—
      (i) with a fine, or
      (ii) with a term of imprisonment or a fine (or both),
   (c) any fine with which the offence is punishable in Scotland or Northern Ireland does not exceed level 5 on the standard scale, and
   (d) any term of imprisonment with which the offence is punishable does not exceed—
      (i) in England and Wales, 51 weeks,
      (ii) in Scotland, 12 months, and
      (iii) in Northern Ireland, 6 months.

(8) Until the coming into force of section 281 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003, the reference in sub-paragraph (7)(d)(i) to 51 weeks is to be read as a reference to 6 months.

Information-sharing

14 (1) Construction products regulations may in connection with the exercise by relevant authorities of their functions under the regulations make provision for and in relation to the sharing of information—
   (a) between relevant authorities, and
   (b) between relevant authorities and the authorities specified in sub-paragraph (2).

(2) The authorities referred to in sub-paragraph (1)(b) are—
   (a) the Scottish Ministers,
   (b) the Welsh Ministers,
   (c) a Northern Ireland department,
   (d) the Health and Safety Executive and the Health and Safety Executive for Northern Ireland,
   (e) a fire and rescue authority, within the meaning of Part 1 of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004, for an area in England or Wales, the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service and the Northern Ireland Fire and Rescue Service Board, and
   (f) the chief officer of police for a police area in England or Wales, the chief constable of the Police Service of Scotland and the Chief Constable of the Police Service of Northern Ireland.

(3) Provision under sub-paragraph (1)(a) may include provision—
   (a) as to the circumstances in which information may or must be disclosed;
   (b) as to the uses to which information disclosed may be put;
   (c) for the purpose of preventing further disclosure;
   (d) for the purpose of securing that there is (taking into account any power or duty to disclose information under the regulations) no contravention of the data protection legislation.
General and supplementary

15 (1) Construction products regulations may make—
   (a) different provision for different purposes;
   (b) different provision for or in relation to different parts of the United Kingdom;
   (c) transitional, transitory, consequential and supplementary provision or savings.

   (2) The provision made by paragraphs 2 to 14 does not limit the power conferred by paragraph 1.

16 (1) Construction product regulations may make provision by repealing, amending or re-enacting—
   (a) retained EU law (and in particular the 2011 Regulation);
   (b) the Construction Products Regulations 2013 (S.I. 2013/1387);
   (c) any enactment other than this Act, whenever passed or made.

   (2) Construction products regulations making consequential provision under paragraph 15(1)(c) may also amend this Schedule.

Procedure

17 (1) Construction products regulations are to be made by statutory instrument.

   (2) Construction products regulations which contain provision specified in sub-paragraph (3) (with or without other provision) may not be made unless a draft of the instrument containing them has been laid before, and approved by resolution of, each House of Parliament.

   (3) The provision referred to in sub-paragraph (2) is—
      (a) the first provision to be made under paragraph 8(1) (list of safety-critical products);
      (b) provision under paragraph 13(5)(a) (creation of criminal offences);
      (c) provision which repeals or amends retained EU law or any Act.

   (4) A statutory instrument containing construction products regulations to which sub-paragraph (2) does not apply is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.

Interpretation

18 In this Schedule—
   the “2011 Regulation” means Regulation (EU) No. 305/2011 (regulation laying down harmonised conditions for the marketing of construction products) as it forms part of the law of England and Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland;
   “authorised representative” has the same meaning as in the 2011 Regulation (see Article 12.22);
   “construction products” means products which are designed to be incorporated permanently into building or civil engineering works (with or without further processing);
   “the data protection legislation” has the same meaning as in the Data Protection Act 2018 (see section 3 of that Act);
“distributor” means any person other than a manufacturer or importer who, in the course of a business, markets or supplies a construction product to others;

“EU harmonised standard” means a harmonised standard adopted at any time by a standardisation body of the European Union in accordance with Directive 98/34/EC;

“importer” means a person who imports construction products into the United Kingdom for marketing or supply in the course of a business;

“local authority” means—
(a) a county or district council in England,
(b) a London borough council,
(c) the Common Council of the City of London,
(d) the Council of the Isles of Scilly,
(e) a county or county borough council in Wales,
(f) a council constituted under section 2 of the Local Government etc (Scotland) Act 1994, and
(g) a district council in Northern Ireland;

references to the “marketing” of products are to making them available on the market in the United Kingdom;

“relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority (including, in England, Wales and Scotland, a local authority in its capacity as a local weights and measures authority), and
(b) the Secretary of State or other Minister of the Crown;

“requirement” includes a prohibition or restriction;

“safety-critical products” has the meaning given in paragraph 8;

“UK technical assessment” has the same meaning as in the 2011 Regulation (see Article 2.13E).
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These Explanatory Notes relate to the Building Safety Bill as published in Draft on 20 July 2020 (Bill CP 264)
Overview of the Bill


2 The draft Bill also acts as the vehicle to introduce a requirement that developers of new build housing belong to a new homes ombudsman and to remove the need for social housing residents to pass through the ‘democratic filter’ in order to access the Housing Ombudsman.

3 The objectives of the draft Bill are to learn the lessons from the Grenfell Tower fire and to remedy the systemic issues identified by Dame Judith Hackitt by strengthening the whole regulatory system for building safety.

4 This will be achieved by ensuring there is greater accountability and responsibility for fire and structural safety issues throughout the lifecycle of buildings in scope of the new regulatory regime for building safety.

5 This involves establishing a new Building Safety Regulator to oversee the new, more stringent regime for higher-risk buildings and drive improvements in building safety and performance standards in all buildings; ensuring residents have a stronger voice in the system; driving industry culture change and incentivising compliance; and providing a stronger and clearer framework for national oversight of construction products.

6 Part 1 provides an overview of the Bill. The draft Bill contains five parts and eight schedules addressing a range of issues relating to building safety and standards. The draft Bill makes a number of changes to existing legislation, most notably the Building Act 1984.

7 Part 2 establishes a new Building Safety Regulator within the Health and Safety Executive. It also defines the scope of the regime with respect to the definition of risks that it is intended to manage and creates a power to set out in secondary legislation the buildings that are included in the scope of the regime.

8 Part 3 deals with amendments to the Building Act 1984 as it applies to England. It sets out the provisions for the new regulatory regime during the design and construction phase for higher-risk buildings, and provides for the registration of building inspectors and building control approvers to improve competence levels in the building control sector by better regulation.

9 Part 4 is concerned with higher-risk buildings when they are occupied, defines and places duties on the Accountable Person (the dutyholder in occupation) and Building Safety Managers in relation to building safety risks in their building.

10 Part 5 details supplementary information, including provisions to require a new homes ombudsman scheme to be established. It creates powers to make provision about construction products. It allows disciplinary orders made against architects by the Professional Conduct Committee (PCC) of the Architects Registration Board to be listed alongside an architect’s entry in the Register of Architects. It also removes the ‘democratic filter’ which requires social housing residents to refer unresolved complaints to a ‘designated person’ or wait eight weeks before they can access redress via the Housing Ombudsman.
Policy background

The Grenfell Tower Fire

11 On 14 June 2017, a fire broke out at Grenfell Tower, a 24-storey residential tower block in West Kensington, London. Starting on the Tower’s fourth floor, the fire quickly spread throughout the building and took 24 hours for firefighters to bring under control. 71 fatalities were confirmed by the coroner – and a further former resident passed away in January 2018. It was the greatest loss of life in a residential fire since the Second World War.

12 Following the fire, the Government commissioned the Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety¹, led by Dame Judith Hackitt. Dame Judith’s final report, Building a Safer Future, was published on 17 May 2018. The Independent Review found that the system for ensuring fire and structural safety for high-rise residential buildings is not fit for purpose. The Independent Review made 53 recommendations, calling on the Government to:

- Create a more effective regulatory and accountability framework to provide greater oversight of the building industry;
- Introduce clearer standards and guidance;
- Put residents at the heart of a new system of building safety, empowering them with more information, engaging them on how risks are managed in their building and ensuring effective routes for raising and escalating safety concerns; and
- Help to create a culture change and a more responsible building industry, from design, through to construction, management and refurbishment.

13 The Government accepted all the Independent Review’s findings and recommendations.


15 The Government’s response to the consultation was published on 2 April 2020. At the heart of the proposals, to be legislated for in this Bill, is a more stringent regulatory regime for higher-risk residential buildings.

16 The more stringent regulatory regime involves:

- The introduction of dutyholders that will have accountability and statutory responsibilities for managing risks across the design, construction, and occupation of buildings on an ongoing basis;
- Gateway points (stop/go decision points) which will provide rigorous inspection of regulatory requirements to help ensure building safety risks are considered during planning, design and construction;
- Requiring a ‘golden thread’ of building information to be created, stored and updated through the Gateway process and throughout the building’s lifecycle.

¹ Throughout this document, this will be referred to as the ‘Independent Review’.
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And requiring mandatory reporting to the new Building Safety Regulator of fire and structural safety occurrences which could cause a significant risk to life safety;

- Building registration and a certificate that confirms a building is fit for occupation and provides transparency on the assessment and findings at the time of certification. The Building Assurance Certificate is periodically reviewed;

- Creating an ongoing duty on the Accountable Person (who is the dutyholder in occupation). This duty will be to assess building safety risks, taking all reasonable steps to prevent the occurrence of a major incident in the building as a result of these risks;

- A statutory requirement for the Accountable Person to provide a ‘Safety Case Report’ which demonstrates how building safety risks are being identified, mitigated and managed on an ongoing basis;

- Requiring the Accountable Person to appoint a competent Building Safety Manager to support them in managing fire and structural safety risks in the building day-to-day;

- Requirements to engage and develop a strong partnership with residents to keep the building safe through greater transparency and effective complaints handling.

This more stringent regime for higher-risk buildings is coupled with enhancements to the regulatory regime that applies to all buildings, including:

- Oversight of the building safety and performance system. The Building Safety Regulator will undertake several regulatory functions that will apply to all buildings, working with building control authorities, technical experts and the construction industry;

- The Building Safety Regulator will have a duty to establish a new industry-led committee to advise on industry competence, oversee the longer-term development of the competence frameworks, and driving improvements in levels of competence;

- The Building Safety Regulator will be responsible for oversight of the competence and performance of registered building inspectors and the building control bodies in which they work.

The ‘policy background’ of these notes details the new regime that the clauses in this Bill will give effect to. It explains the interaction between the various elements of the enhanced new regime, as well as outlining other provisions that seek to improve the safety of all buildings.

Some of the measures in the Bill, such as the removal of the democratic filter and the new homes ombudsman, sit alongside the original package of reforms proposed in the Independent Review.

It should be noted that this section’s explanation of the new building safety regime is not organised in the same way as the provisions in the Bill itself. The ‘Overview of the Bill’ section provides a summary of provisions as they are ordered in the Bill. Detailed, clause-by-clause
explanations of all of the Bill’s measures is provided in the ‘commentary of provisions’

section.

The Building Safety Regulator

21 The Bill establishes the Health and Safety Executive as the Building Safety Regulator, to
underpin the key regulatory reforms in the new building safety regime.

Functions of the Building Safety Regulator

22 The Building Safety Regulator has three broad functions. These are:

- **Implementing the new, more stringent regulatory regime for higher-risk buildings.** This means being the building control authority in respect of building work on higher-risk buildings and overseeing and enforcing the new regime in occupation for higher-risk buildings. Building control authorities are responsible for checking building work to verify that it complies with the building regulations.

- **Overseeing the safety and performance of all buildings.** This has two key aspects:
  - Overseeing the performance of other building control bodies (local authorities and registered building control approvers (currently known as Approved Inspectors). This will involve collecting data on the performance of these bodies and having the power to impose sanctions for poor performance.
  - Understanding and advising on existing and emerging building standards and safety risks including advising on changes to regulations, changes to the scope of the regime, commissioning advice on risks in and standards of buildings, and so on.

- **Assisting and encouraging competence among the built environment industry, and registered building inspectors.** This has two key workstreams:
  - Assisting and encouraging improvement in competence of the built environment sector through several functions, including: establishing and setting strategic direction of the proposed industry-led competence committee, carrying out research and analysis, publishing non-statutory advice and guidance, and so on.
  - Establishing a unified building control profession with competence requirements for registration as a building control professional that will be common across both public sector (local authorities) and private sector (registered building control approvers, currently known as Approved Inspectors).

23 As the regulator leading delivery of the new enhanced regime, the Building Safety Regulator will be responsible for all regulatory decisions under the new regime during the design, construction, occupation and refurbishment of higher-risk buildings.

24 The Building Safety Regulator will work closely with and take advice from other regulators and relevant experts in making key decisions throughout the lifecycle of a building. It will
have the powers necessary to bring together teams including the Fire and Rescue Services expertise, and local authority expertise (notably local authority building control teams) to assist it in making major regulatory decisions.

Committees

25 To assist in carrying out its functions, the Bill gives the Building Safety Regulator the power to establish and maintain committees to advise on building functions. The Bill gives the Building Safety Regulator a duty to establish and maintain three specific committees. These are:

- **Building Advisory Committee**. Replacing the Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England (BRAC), this committee will give advice and information to the Building Safety Regulator about matters connected with most of its building functions.

- **Committee on industry competence**. This is concerned with the competence of those in the built environment industry. The committee will advise both the Building Safety Regulator and those in the built environment industry about industry competence.

- **Residents’ panel**. This committee will consist of higher-risk building residents and relevant other persons (if any) that the Building Safety Regulator considers appropriate. The Building Safety Regulator must consult this committee before issuing or revising certain guidance related to residents of higher-risk buildings.

A more stringent regime for higher-risk buildings

26 One of the Building Safety Regulator’s three functions is to implement a more stringent regime for higher-risk buildings.

27 The Building Safety Regulator will be responsible for all regulatory decisions under the new regime during the design, construction, occupation and refurbishment of higher-risk buildings.

28 The Building Safety Regulator will work closely with and take advice from other regulators and relevant experts in making key decisions throughout the lifecycle of a building. It will have powers necessary to bring together teams including the Fire and Rescue Services expertise, and local authority expertise (notably local authority building control teams) to assist it in making regulatory decisions.

29 The Bill gives the Secretary of State the power to amend the definition of a higher-risk building and the definition of building safety risks through affirmative regulations in light of Government research or on the basis of evidence and advice from the Building Safety Regulator.

Higher-risk buildings in design and construction

Dutyholders

30 The Bill allows for a new dutyholder regime to be incorporated across the lifecycle of higher-risk buildings. This is based on the principle that the person or entity that creates a building safety risk should, as far as possible, be responsible for managing that risk.

31 Many aspects of the regime as described below will be taken forward through secondary legislation. The description here is therefore intended to provide an overall explanation of how the Government intends to use the powers in this Bill.
When buildings are designed, constructed or refurbished, those involved in the commissioning, design, construction or refurbishment process will have formal responsibilities for compliance with building regulations. These provisions will apply to all work to which building regulations apply, and these dutyholders will include those appointed under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM 2015). The main dutyholder roles under CDM 2015 are:

- **Client** - Any person or organisation for whom a construction project is carried out, including as part of their business;
- **Principal Designer** - Appointed by the Client under CDM 2015, when there is more than one contractor working on the building project, to plan, manage, monitor and coordinate the pre-construction phase, when most design work is carried out. The Principal Designer is in control of the pre-construction phase;
- **Principal Contractor** - Appointed by the Client under CDM 2015, when there is more than one contractor working on the building project, to plan, manage, monitor and co-ordinate the construction phase. The Principal Contractor is in control of the construction phase;
- **Designer** - Carries on a trade, business or other undertaking in connection with which they prepare or modify a design or instruct any person under their control to prepare or modify a design.
- **Contractor** - Manages or controls construction work (e.g. building, altering, maintaining or demolishing a building or structure). Anyone who manages this work or directly employs or engages construction workers is a contractor.

Dutyholder roles may be fulfilled by either an individual or an organisation/legal entity. A dutyholder can hold more than one role in a building project. The Principal Designer will be a Designer and will therefore also have Designer duties; and the Principal Contractor will also be a contractor and will therefore also have contractor duties.

The Bill also introduces a general duty to govern the way building work is carried out. This is to ensure that dutyholders engage with the requirements and the safety and performance outcomes they are trying to secure, and do not view building regulations as a tick-box exercise.

**Industry competence**

The Bill creates powers to prescribe in building regulations competence requirements on the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor, and any prescribed person, and to impose duties on the persons appointing them to ensure they meet the competence requirements. This is to ensure everyone doing design or building work is competent to carry out that work in line with building regulations. Statutory guidance, in the form of an Approved Document, will be provided to support these requirements.

For higher-risk buildings, the Bill provides powers to prescribe documents to be supplied with building control applications, including a signed declaration from the Client that they have assessed and are content with the competence of the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor.

**Gateways**

The amendments to the Building Act 1984 in this Bill, coupled with existing powers both in...
the Building Act 1984 and in other legislation, will allow for the creation of a new Gateway regime. This will ensure that building safety risks are considered at each stage of a building’s design and construction.

38 The new Building Safety Regulator will be able to oversee the building work and ensure appropriate measures are being implemented to manage risk.

39 Gateways policy will be implemented through statutory instruments, which will set out the practical details of the Gateways approach. The essentials of each Gateway are detailed below.

**Planning Gateway one**

40 Planning Gateway one utilises the existing process by which planning permission is granted in England. This requirement will be taken forward through secondary legislation and statutory guidance under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, and this description is provided here for information purposes only.

41 This Gateway occurs before dutyholders are required to be in place and its requirements will be fulfilled by those applying for planning permission for developments containing a higher-risk building.

42 Information will need to be submitted to the Local Planning Authority with the planning application information that demonstrates fire safety requirements which impact on planning considerations have been considered at an early stage and incorporated into the proposals. This information will take the form of a Fire Statement.

43 A new statutory consultee, in the form of the Building Safety Regulator, will be introduced for all planning applications containing a higher-risk building, this will provide specialist fire safety input on the proposals to assist the Local Planning Authority in their decision-making process.

44 Where a planning application is not currently required (e.g. because it has been permitted by the General Permitted Development Order 2015), the requirements of Planning Gateway one will not apply, and development proposals will proceed straight to Gateway two.

**Gateway two**

45 Gateway two occurs prior to construction work beginning. It bolsters the current building control ‘deposit of full plans’ stage where a dutyholder provides a building control body with their full design intention.

46 Gateway two provides a ‘hard stop’ where construction cannot begin until the Building Safety Regulator is satisfied that the dutyholder’s design meets the functional requirements of the building regulations and does not contain any unrealistic safety management expectations.

47 Dutyholders will be required to submit key information to the Building Safety Regulator to demonstrate how the building, once built, will comply with the requirements of building regulations. Design decisions in relation to fire and structural safety should be well considered and justified, to ensure they will work effectively during occupation.

**Gateway three**

48 Gateway three is at the current completion/final certificate phase, where building work has finished, and the building control body assesses whether the work has been carried out in accordance with the building regulations.

49 At this point all prescribed documents and information (the golden thread) must be handed over to the Accountable Person. Dutyholders will be required to submit to the Building Safety Regulator prescribed documents and information on the final, as-built building.
Once the Building Safety Regulator is satisfied, they will issue a completion certificate.

Golden thread

The Bill includes provisions that will help create a golden thread of information. The intention of the clauses in the Bill are to ensure that the right people have the right information at the right time to ensure buildings are safe and building safety risks are managed throughout the building’s lifecycle.

This information will be held digitally and will ensure that the original design intent and any subsequent changes to the building are captured, preserved and used to support safety improvements.

For new builds the dutyholders must start to collect this information during the design and construction process. Once construction is complete, the information must be handed over to the Accountable Person.

Mandatory occurrence reporting

Provisions are included in the Bill that will allow for a Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System to be established. This involves the obligatory reporting of structural and fire safety occurrences which could cause a significant risk to life safety to the Building Safety Regulator.

Dutyholders in design and construction are required to establish a framework for mandatory occurrence reporting that will enable workers on-site to report potential occurrences.

Mandatory occurrence reporting also continues in occupation. The Accountable Person must set up a similar framework, and the Building Safety Manager will be required to report occurrences to the Building Safety Regulator.

The Bill also includes measures requiring the Building Safety Regulator to publish aggregated information it has received from dutyholders as part of the mandatory occurrence reporting regime on an annual basis.

Higher-risk buildings in occupation

The Accountable Person and Building Assurance Certificate

The Accountable Person is the dutyholder during occupation. They may be an individual, partnership or corporate body and there may be more than one Accountable Person for a building.

The Bill makes the Accountable Person responsible for registering the building and applying for a Building Assurance Certificate.

Existing buildings that are already occupied will also need to be registered, and existing buildings which are unoccupied at the introduction of the new regime will have to be registered by the point the building is occupied.

Once the building is registered, the Accountable Person must also apply to the Building Safety Regulator for a Building Assurance Certificate. The Building Safety Regulator will issue a Building Assurance Certificate if it is satisfied that the Accountable Person is complying with meeting the statutory obligations placed on them.

The Accountable Person will be required to comply with all the statutory obligations on an ongoing basis. The Bill includes provisions allowing the Building Safety Regulator to take enforcement action for non-compliance.

One of the statutory obligations detailed in the Bill is for the most recent issue of the certificate.
Building Safety Manager

64 Another statutory obligation is for the Accountable Person to appoint a Building Safety Manager, who must have the organisational capability and relevant skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours.

65 The Accountable Person must notify the Building Safety Regulator who has the power to veto the appointment of the Building Safety Manager.

66 The Building Safety Manager can be an individual or organisation whose principal role is to support the Accountable Person in the day-to-day management of fire and structural safety in the building. Responsibilities include:

- Complying with their own statutory duties as set out in the Bill;
- Managing the building in accordance with the Safety Case Report for the building and ensuring that the requirements of the Building Assurance Certificate are complied with;
- Keeping informed and co-operating with the managing agents (if any) of the building (if different) about safety measures and works;
- Complying with all directions given and statutory notices issued by the Building Safety Regulator;
- Co-operating with other occupiers or owners of the building, including any other person acting as the Responsible Person under the Fire Safety Order, to secure an integrated approach to managing building safety risks.

Duty to manage risks and safety cases

67 The Bill creates an ongoing duty on the Accountable Person to assess the building safety risks relating to their building, and to take all reasonable steps to prevent the occurrence, and control the impact, of a major incident resulting from those building safety risks in or around the building.

68 The Accountable Person will need to demonstrate how they are meeting this ongoing duty through a Safety Case Report which they will be required to keep up to date.

69 The Bill also includes a provision stating that the Accountable Person must review the risk assessments on which the Safety Case Report is based, and revise the report, if they suspect the report is no longer valid or they are requested to do so by the Building Safety Regulator.

70 The Safety Case Report is the document that goes to the Building Safety Regulator to make the ‘claim’ of and argument for resident safety. It is essentially the response to the exam question: Can you identify the building safety risks in your building, and show me how you manage these on an ongoing basis, as far as you can, so that it is safe?

71 The Safety Case Report summarises all the key components of the safety case with references to supporting documentation. It is supported by the wider safety case which refers to the totality of the building safety information and includes all the evidence that supports how these building safety risks are being managed, contained within the golden thread of information.

72 The building’s Safety Case Report will need to be submitted by the Accountable Person either to be displayed in a prominent position in the building.
as part of the process for issuing a Building Assurance Certificate or on request from the Building Safety Regulator.

73 On assessment, if the Building Safety Regulator is of the opinion that the Safety Case Report does not demonstrate that the ongoing duty is met, they will enter into a dialogue with the Accountable Person as to what further measures need to be included in their safety arrangements and evidenced within the Safety Case Report.

74 Where agreement cannot be reached, the Building Safety Regulator will be able to issue a compliance notice, setting out specific actions the Accountable Person must take in order to ensure the duty is met. Continued failure to comply with the notice means there is continued breach of the statutory obligation and criminal proceedings may ensue.

Resident

75 The Bill also places statutory obligations on the Accountable Person that will help to promote a strong partnership between residents and the Building Safety Manager. These obligations cover engagement and participation, complaints handling, information provision and the role of residents in helping keep the building safe.

76 One such obligation is to produce and keep up to date a Residents’ Engagement Strategy setting out how the obligations will be delivered in practice, for example, how they will run inclusive opportunities to participate in decision-making and what the process will be for residents to get access to all the safety information they are entitled to or to raise a complaint when things go wrong.

77 Alongside this, residents will also have clear legal responsibilities to keep in repair and proper working order any relevant resident’s items, take reasonable steps to avoid damaging any relevant safety item, and comply with a request made by the Accountable Person in connection with their duty to assess safety risks in the building and take steps to prevent serious harm.

Enforcement and sanctions

78 The Building Safety Regulator will ensure compliance with the measures outlined in the Bill through a combination of toughened existing powers and new powers.

Toughened existing powers

79 The Bill extends time limits in Sections 35 and 36 of the Building Act 1984 to apply formal enforcement powers in relation to non-compliance with building regulations. This will extend the time limit for prosecution from two years to ten years, and from one year to ten years for section 36 notices, which require correction of non-compliant work.

New powers

80 The Building Safety Regulator will have powers to prosecute all offences in the Bill and the Building Act 1984, including section 35. In addition, for all offences in the Building Act 1984 and the new legislation, where an offence is committed by a corporate body with the consent or connivance of a director, manager etc, or is attributable to their neglect, that person will be liable to be prosecuted as well as the corporate body.

81 The Building Safety Regulator will also be able to issue compliance notices (requiring issues of non-compliance to be rectified by a set date) and, in design and construction, stop notices (requiring work to be halted until serious non-compliance is addressed).

82 Failure to comply with compliance and stop notices will be a criminal offence, with a maximum penalty of up to two years in prison and an unlimited fine.
83 The Bill includes powers of entry to gather evidence for compliance action. A warrant from a magistrates’ court will be required for domestic premises, or where force needs to be used to enter business premises.

84 The Building Safety Regulator will also hold to account building control bodies, e.g. where they haven’t registered or are performing below the set standard, and will be able to suspend or remove inspectors from the register and to prosecute where necessary.

85 The Bill also includes powers for the Building Safety Regulator to appoint a Special Measures Manager to replace the Accountable Person or Building Safety Manager where there are serious failures endangering the life safety of residents in the building.

Building control reform

86 The Bill includes provisions to improve competence levels and accountability in the building control sector by creating a unified professional and regulatory structure for building control, changing and modernising the existing legislative framework.

87 This is achieved through proposals for the Building Safety Regulator to establish and maintain a register of building inspectors (individuals) and building control approvers (either organisations or individuals). The changes introduced by the Bill provisions are reflected in new titles for individuals and organisations.

88 Under the provisions being introduced in this Bill, individuals and organisations currently known as ‘Approved Inspectors’ who wish to continue undertaking building control work will need to register as ‘building control approvers’.

89 The role of a registered building inspector being introduced in this Bill is new. A registered building inspector is an individual who will be able to provide advice to local authorities or registered building control approvers overseeing building work. Many inspectors in local authorities and Approved Inspectors are expected transition to this role.

90 The Bill also removes the ability for a person carrying out any building work for higher-risk buildings to choose their own building control body.

91 Additional amendments to existing legislation will:

- Give powers and obligations to the local authority, registered building control approver and person carrying out the work to cancel an initial notice when the works on the notice becomes high risk building work;

- Amend the existing powers and obligations for the local authorities, registered building control approver and the person carrying out the work to cancel initial notices for non-higher-risk building work, in prescribed circumstances;

- Giving powers to the Building Safety Regulator to be able to enforce building regulations when non-higher-risk building work becomes high risk;

- Allow the Secretary of State to make regulations as to how the new regulatory regime for higher-risk buildings will be applied (if at all) to a public body designated under section 5 and 54 of the Building Act 1984;

- Enable a local authority and the Building Safety Regulator to seek information from a registered building control approver where it has ceased to supervise a project;
• Require the Building Safety Regulator to set up the new national electronic register/portal of information governing the work of registered building control approvers;

• Amend the existing powers to give the Secretary of State the ability to designate bodies for the purposes of publishing a criteria and/or approving an insurance scheme;

• Create new processes to appoint a new registered building control approver where existing works may or may not have been signed off by the previous approver.

Other provisions

Construction products

92 The current regulatory framework for construction products, derived from the EU Construction Products Regulation 2011 (EU No 305/2011), covers some of the products placed on the UK market. This framework only applies to products where an EU harmonised standard has been adopted or a European Technical Assessment applies - some 400 product families. The Bill provides powers so that all construction products marketed in the UK fall under a regulatory regime, allowing them to be withdrawn from the market if they present a risk.

93 The Bill creates powers to make provision for regulation of all construction products placed on the UK market. It creates powers for the regulation of “designated products” which covers the same products regulated by the EU framework.

94 The Bill creates the concept of a “safety critical product” and gives the Secretary of State the power to make regulations to place safety critical products on a statutory list. The Bill takes powers for the regulation of such products.

95 Where products do not fall under the existing regulatory regime and are not included on the statutory list of safety critical products, the Bill takes powers to make regulations requiring manufacturers to ensure that the products they supply are safe.

96 The Bill creates powers to create new civil penalties and criminal offences for breach of the new regulations. The existing regime is mainly enforced locally by Trading Standards. The Bill will give enforcement powers for all the existing and new parts of the regulatory regime to the Secretary of State, which will enable us to build up national oversight in central government. Trading Standards’ enforcement powers will be extended under the existing regime to the new regulatory requirements.

97 The Bill creates powers to make regulations allowing the sharing of information about construction products between regulators, for example, between the new national construction products regulatory role, the Building Safety Regulator and local building control.

98 Powers will also be taken in the Bill to amend the existing regulatory regime, allowing this part of the regime to be amended in the future.

Improving the competence of architects

99 The Bill introduces a power for the Architects Registration Board (ARB) to monitor competence of the architects on their Register. In order to use the title ‘architect’, a person
must be on the Architects Registration Board’s register. Currently, architects are not required to undertake Continuing Professional Development (CPD) or any competence checks throughout their career.

100 This power will extend to all architects on the Register. The Architects Registration Board will set the criteria, in conjunction with other relevant bodies (such as the Royal Institute of British Architects) and after consultation with the sector. If an architect does not meet these requirements or is found to be guilty of professional misconduct or serious professional incompetence with regards to the criteria, the Architects Registration Board will have the power to remove them from the Register.

101 Architects will be able to apply to the Architects Registration Board for time extensions if they are unable to meet the prescribed criteria by the set date. If they do not meet the criteria by the extended date, they will be removed from the Register.

102 Currently, if an architect is sanctioned, their ruling is listed on the Architects Registration Board website. The Bill amends the Architects Act 1997 to allow disciplinary orders to be listed alongside the architect’s name on the Register, to increase transparency for consumers wishing to procure architectural services. The Architects Registration Board will create rules to determine the length of time until a disciplinary order is “spent” and can be removed from the Register.

103 The Bill will allow the Architects Registration Board to expand their list of chargeable services, as the current list is limited and does not cover the full range of services provided by the Architects Registration Board. This would be on a cost-recovery basis, as the Architects Registration Board is self-funded.

Removal of the democratic filter

104 The Bill includes provisions that enable social housing complainants to escalate a complaint to the Housing Ombudsman service directly, once they have completed their landlord’s complaints process, thereby increasing the speed of redress.

105 This is achieved by removing the existing requirement (‘the democratic filter’) for social housing residents to make their complaint via a ‘designated person’ that is, an MP, Councillor or recognised tenant panel or wait eight weeks after the end of their landlords’ complaints process.

New homes ombudsman scheme

106 The Bill includes provisions that allow relevant owners of new build homes to escalate complaints to the new homes ombudsman scheme. The Secretary of State must make arrangements for a scheme to be available for complaints against members of the scheme to be investigated and determined by an independent person.

107 The new homes ombudsman scheme must meet minimum requirements set out in the Bill. The Bill includes provision for the Secretary of State to provide financial assistance to the new homes ombudsman scheme.

108 The Bill introduces a power to require developers, or developers of a specified description, to become, and remain, members of the new homes ombudsman and make provision for sanctions should developers breach requirements. Developers who receive a sanction will be able to appeal that decision. The Bill includes the provision for the Secretary of State to make payments to enforcement bodies to investigate and impose sanctions in respect of breaches by a developer.

109 The Bill introduces a power to issue or approve a code of practice for the conduct and
workmanship expected of members of the new homes ombudsman scheme. Where a code of practice is issued or approved by the Secretary of State, the new homes ombudsman scheme, (which will include provision about the matters in relation to which complaints about members may be made under the scheme) must include provision for complaints about non-compliance with the code of practice.

**Structure of these notes**

110 The clause-by-clause commentary in these notes follows a set structure. The explanatory notes for each clause are divided as follows:

**Effect**

111 Details exactly what the clause is going to do. It also explains whether the clause needs to be considered in conjunction with other provisions of the Bill.

**Background**

112 Explains what the current legal position is. This might be the position under an existing piece of legislation which is being textually amended by the Bill, or the position under common law. For example: ‘this clause replaces X provision in the XX Act 2000’ or ‘this is a new provision’.

113 It also provides some explanation as to why this change to the law is being made by the Bill. For many of the clauses in the Bill this will relate to specific recommendations in the Independent Review.

**Proposed use of power**

114 Where applicable, this section outlines how it is intended any powers to make regulations will be used.

**Examples**

115 Where possible, examples are provided detailing how the provision will operate in practice. The descriptions provided are based on an assumption that the relevant provisions are enacted as proposed in this draft Bill.

116 A glossary of key terms is included in Annex B.

**Legal background**

**Building Safety Regulator**

117 The Building Safety Regulator will be established in the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) by amending the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.

**Higher-risk buildings in design and construction**

118 The new measures in the design and construction phase of a higher-risk building’s life cycle are based on strengthening the existing regime for regulating building work under the Building Act 1984, and three sets of building regulations made primarily under the section 1 power to make building regulations. These are: The Building Regulations 2010; the Building (Approved Inspectors etc) Regulations 2010; and the Building (Local Authority Charges) Regulations 2010.

119 The dutyholders in design and construction are borrowed from the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015, which are health and safety regulations made under the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.
Higher-risk buildings in occupation

120 Unlike the measures in design and construction, the more stringent building safety regime for higher-risk buildings in occupation is being created from scratch and therefore does not require substantial amendments to current legislation.

121 The Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 is amended to imply terms into long leases of dwellings in higher-rise buildings so that building safety measures, the associated costs and the related charges that may be passed onto leaseholders will not be reliant on the service and service charge provisions in each lease. Under the new statutory implied terms, the landlord makes a commitment to the leaseholder to carry out the necessary measures, to apply for any financial support available, and to observe the statutory requirements in relation to raising charges; and the leaseholder makes a commitment to the landlord pay a fair share of reasonable charges and co-operate with the building safety regime.

Other provisions

Architects

122 Measures to improve the competence of architects are achieved by amending the Architects Act 1997.

Democratic filter

123 The Housing Act 1996 is amended to remove the democratic filter and speed up redress for social housing residents.

Construction products

124 Regulation of construction products in the EU is under the provisions of the EU Construction Product Regulations (305/2011). This will be brought into UK law immediately following Transition Day by the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 and amended for the UK by the Construction Products (Amendment, etc) (EU Exit) regulations 2019 (2019/465) (EU Exit Regulations).

125 This sets out mandatory requirements for construction products where an EU harmonised standard exists (or a European Technical Assessment) and ensures that in the UK market the same products perform to the same standard. In the UK these are “designated products” (or subject to a UK Technical Assessment) and the Secretary of State has powers to add to or amend designation.

126 There is a general safety requirement that applies to products to be used by consumers only (implemented in the General Product Safety Regulations 2005 (2005/1803)).

127 An exhaustive list of legislation referenced or amended by the Building Safety Bill is as follows (alphabetised):

- Architects Act 1997;
- Building Act 1984;
- The Building Regulations 2010;
- The Building (Approved Inspectors etc.) Regulations 2010;
- The Building (Local Authority Charges) Regulations 2010;
- Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015;
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- The Construction Product Regulations 2013 (2013/1387)
- The Construction Products (Amendment, etc) (EU) Regulations 2019 (2019/465)
- EU Construction Product Regulations EU No 305/2011;
- Freedom of Information Act 2000;
- Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974;
- Housing Act 1996;
- Landlord and Tenant Act 1985;
- Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967;
Territorial extent and application

128 See the table in Annex A for a summary of the position regarding territorial extent and application in the United Kingdom. The table also summarises the position regarding legislative consent motions and matters relevant to Standing Orders Nos. 83J to 83X of the Standing Orders of the House of Commons relating to Public Business.

129 Clause 117 sets out the territorial extent of the Bill - the jurisdictions which the Bill forms part of the law of.

130 The extent of a Bill can be different from its application. Application is about where a Bill produces a practical effect.

131 The Bill extends to England and Wales only, with the exception of:

132 Part 1, which contains an overview of the Bill and extends to the whole of the UK,

133 Part 5, which extends to the whole of the UK other than amending or repealing provisions (as to which see below) and clause 114, and which contains:

- Technical clauses (Clauses 115-119);
- Clause 114, which creates liability for directors etc of corporate bodies (in relation to offences in Parts 2 and 4 of the Bill, and which extends to England and Wales only);
- Clauses introducing a statutory requirement for developers to belong to a New Homes Ombudsman (Clauses 106-109 and see also Schedule 7);
- A clause relating to the provision of a legislative framework to strengthen the oversight of the existing construction products regulatory regime (Clause 110 and see also Schedule 8);
- Clauses amending the Architects Act 1997 to allow the Architects Registration Board (ARB) to monitor the competence of architects and to charge fees for services which it provides (Clauses 111-112); and
- A clause amending the Housing Act 1996 in relation to the process for bringing complaints to a housing ombudsman which has the same extent as the provisions in the Housing Act 1996 (clause 113).

134 Throughout the Bill, clauses which amend, or repeal provisions have the same extent as the provision they amend or repeal. So, for example, Schedule 1, which amends the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 extends to England, Wales and Scotland.

135 In terms of the Bill’s application, the Bill applies in the main to England only, but with the following exceptions:

- The Part 5 provisions as above relating to construction products, architects and the creation of the new homes ombudsman, which apply to the whole of the UK;
- Paragraph 8(a) of schedule 1 (amendments to the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974) will apply in England and Wales and Scotland;
- In addition, Schedule 2, paragraphs 1-3 (Authorised officers: investigatory
powers) powers of entry)) will apply in England and Wales.

136 There is a convention that Westminster will not normally legislate with regard to matters that are within the legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament, the Senedd or the Northern Ireland Assembly without the consent of the legislature concerned.

137 The subject matter of the provisions of the Bill in Part 5, in relation to the new homes ombudsman scheme, is housing which is a devolved matter in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. A legislative consent motion will therefore be sought from the Scottish Parliament, Senedd and Northern Irish Assembly.

138 The subject matter of the provisions of the Bill in Part 5, in relation to the regulation of construction products, is a reserved matter. There is provision made for information sharing, which currently includes the Scottish Ministers, the Welsh Ministers and a Department for Northern Ireland. The detail of this has not yet been worked out, but as it may impact on the legislative competence of these bodies, legislative consent motions may need to be sought from the Scottish Parliament, Senedd and Northern Irish Assembly.

139 Whilst Part 1 extends to the whole of the UK, it has no operative application as it simply contains signposting provisions to the rest of the bill. However, for completeness, when we engage in the legislative consent process with relation to clauses 106-109 in Part 5, we will include reference to this Part. Technically speaking, the new homes ombudsman provisions in Part 5 do not relate to reserved matters and it would be within the competence of the devolved administrations to make provision in their legislation along the same lines, ie signposting to Part 5 devolved provisions.

140 See the table in Annex A for a summary of the position regarding territorial extent and application in the United Kingdom. The table also summarises the position regarding legislative consent motions and matters relevant to Standing Orders Nos. 83J to 83X of the Standing Orders of the House of Commons relating to Public Business.
Commentary on provisions of Bill

Part 1: Introduction

Clause 1: Overview of Act

Effect

141 Clause 1 is intended to assist the reader of the Bill to understand the provisions that follow. It sets out the reason why the Bill has been brought forward and signposts the main elements of the Bill. This clause is not intended to have legal effect; rather it guides the reader through the remaining provisions of the Bill, which are intended to have legal effect.

Background

142 This is a new provision. However, it does highlight that this Bill amends the Building Act 1984.

Part 2: The regulator and its functions

Chapter 1: The regulator and its general functions

Clause 2: The building safety regulator

Effect

143 Clause 2 establishes the new Building Safety Regulator within the Health and Safety Executive.

Background

144 This is a new provision.

145 Following advice from Dame Judith Hackitt (as Independent Ministerial adviser on the Building Safety Regulator), the Government intends that the Building Safety Regulator will take the form of a new division within the Health and Safety Executive.

Clause 3: The regulator’s objectives

Effect

146 Clause 3 sets out the objectives that the Health and Safety Executive must follow when exercising its functions as the Building Safety Regulator (such functions are referred to as building functions).

147 The first objective is to secure the safety of people in or about buildings. This aim applies to risks to safety that are associated with buildings (rather than, for example, broader issues of general crime and disorder). The objective covers people either in buildings or in their immediate vicinity, as (for example) people close to a building could be hit by material from the building.

148 The second objective is to improve the standard of buildings. The Health and Safety Executive could fulfil this objective by taking steps that either improve the quality of a standard or lead to more consistent compliance with an existing standard. A standard is defined in clause 35 and can cover the requirements of the building regulations, guidance in Approved Documents, as well as non-legislative British Standards set by the British Standards Institute, and standards recognised within industry.
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When undertaking a specific activity, the Building Safety Regulator may consider that only one objective is relevant, or that one objective should carry more weight than the other.

The Building Safety Regulator will not be responsible directly for the construction or management of buildings - this Bill, alongside the Building Act 1984 and building regulations, assigns clear duties in respect of those matters. For example, the Accountable Person and Building Safety Manager are primarily responsible for ensuring that a higher-risk building is managed safely when occupied (see later clauses). The intention of the statutory objective is to ensure that the Health and Safety Executive exercises its regulatory functions with the aim of securing safety and improving standards.

Clause 3 further defines the Building Safety Regulator’s “building functions” as:

- Building functions provided for in this Bill, the Building Act 1984, and regulations made under those two pieces of legislation;
- Functions of the Health and Safety Executive defined as building functions by regulations made under this clause;
- Functions of the Health and Safety Executive provided for under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 that related directly to the other building functions (such as new section 11A Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974, which enables the Health and Safety Executive to make administrative arrangements to deliver its building functions).

Building functions are subject to the Building Safety Regulator’s objectives, would form part of the Building Safety Regulator’s strategic plan (see clause 23), can be subject to powers to share information and duties to cooperate (see clause 32 and schedule 3) and are subject to the regular review of the regulatory system (see clause 30).

Background

Clause 3 is a new provision.

Example 1
When making proposals to the Secretary of State for changes to the building regulations, the Building Safety Regulator could act in line with its objectives by suggesting changes to the regulations to seek to resolve a recurring problem with standards of buildings, and so improve the standards of buildings by acting to ensure that such problems are tackled.

Example 2
When undertaking its functions in respect of higher-risk buildings under the new regime in Part 4 of the Bill, the Building Safety Regulator could secure the safety of people in or about buildings by preparing best practice guidance encouraging dutyholders to deliver their responsibilities for resident safety effectively.

Example 3
Where dutyholders do not respond positively to encouragement and information, active enforcement of the new regime could also help meet the objective to secure safety.
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Clause 4: Duty to facilitate building safety: higher-risk buildings

Effect

154 Clause 4 requires the Building Safety Regulator to assist and encourage those responsible for the safe construction and management of higher-risk buildings (see clause 19), as well as residents in those buildings, to secure the safety of people in or around those buildings in relation to building safety risks (see clause 16). This clause should be read alongside Part 3 and Part 4 of the Bill.

155 The effect of clause 4 is to ensure that the Building Safety Regulator takes a proactive role and does not limit its regulatory activity in respect of higher-risk buildings to enforcement. This clause requires that the Building Safety Regulator takes other steps to enhance the safety of people in higher-risk buildings in relation to building safety risks, such as developing and publishing best practice guidance or running workshops with those responsible for building and managing higher-risk buildings.

156 Clause 4 does not create any individual right to assistance in a particular case.

Background

157 This is a new provision.

Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator could meet this duty in respect of Accountable Persons and Building Safety Managers by setting up working groups to understand the obstacles to compliance with the new regime, and then taking steps to overcome difficulties identified such as providing better quality information and guidance to these groups.

Example 2
The Building Safety Regulator could test publicity materials aimed at residents of higher-risk buildings with the residents’ panel to help ensure that the Building Safety Regulator’s communications with residents are well-targeted and effective.

Clause 5: Duty to keep safety and standard of buildings under review

Effect

158 Clause 5 requires the Building Safety Regulator to monitor the safety of people in buildings and the standard of buildings, on an ongoing basis. Once the Building Safety Regulator has undertaken a review of the safety and standard of buildings, it must exercise its general functions as it considers appropriate in light of the findings of the review. The general functions are the Building Safety Regulator’s functions under Part 2 of the Bill; section 13A of the Building Act 1984 (inserted by this Bill); and its functions under the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, in relation to building functions.

Background

159 This is a new provision.
Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator will be required to keep under review on an ongoing basis the safety of people in and about buildings and the risks arising from buildings and the standards of buildings. It could meet this duty by working with its Building Advisory Committee to review the structural safety of buildings, for example in response to a number of buildings, built using the same materials and construction methods, collapsing. Following this review, if the Building Safety Regulator considers that an amendment to the building regulations is needed to strengthen structural safety of buildings which use that particular construction method and material. The Building Safety Regulator will make this recommendation to the Secretary of State, following a public consultation.

Clause 6: Facilitating improvement in competence of industry and building inspectors

Effect

160 Clause 6 provides that the Building Safety Regulator must provide assistance and encouragement to persons in the built environment industry and to registered building inspectors to facilitate improvement of competence of organisations and individuals in the industry, or members of the profession.

Background

161 This is a new provision. The Independent Review recognised competence as an area where improvement was needed across the built environment sector.

Example 1: Functions in relation to industry competence
Under this duty the Building Safety Regulator may undertake activities such as setting the strategic direction of the competence committee (see clause 10) to increase competence within the built environment industry, carrying out research and analysis, convening working groups, developing a communications strategy and other activities which support this duty. For example, the Building Safety Regulator may use the insights it gains into the competence levels within the built environment industry to focus the Committee’s activities on areas where additional work is most needed and can have the most impact.

The Building Safety Regulator can also develop and implement a communications plan with the industry competence committee to encourage industry’s use of the competence frameworks and to highlight the legal requirements regarding competence.

The Building Safety Regulator may work with the competence committee to share its insights from reviewing Gateway two applications containing evidence of the competence of the Principal Contractor and Principal Designer, to improve the guidance to industry.

Example 2: Functions in relation to registered building inspectors
Under this duty the Building Safety Regulator can develop a strategy to increase the
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competence of registered building inspectors through advice, guidance, training, working groups, advisory committees or research and analysis. One way the regulator might do this could be through commissioning research to look into current competence within the profession and producing advice on key areas for improvement. Following this advice, the Building Safety Regulator could then publish new guidance for registered building inspectors on how to improve their competence and recommend training to help achieve this.

Clause 7: Proposals and consultation relating to regulations

Effect

162 Clause 7 creates a power for the Building Safety Regulator to propose regulations to the Secretary of State and sets out the process the Building Safety Regulator must follow when it does so. This approach reflects the fact that the Building Safety Regulator will be, in most cases, best positioned to propose changes to the regulations.

163 The Secretary of State will be responsible for the making of regulations and can make regulations that have not been proposed by the Building Safety Regulator.

164 Clause 7 ensures that there will always be consultation before the making of regulations. The Building Safety Regulator must consult on proposed regulations before recommending them to the Secretary of State, and the Secretary of State must consult before making regulations which have not been proposed by the Building Safety Regulator.

165 This clause applies to regulations made under Parts 2 and 4 of the Bill, with the exception of regulations that change the scope of the higher-risk regime (made under clause 16, clause 19 and clause 20), where there are specific procedures in place for the making of regulations.

Background

166 Clause 7 is a new provision which applies exclusively to regulations made under this Bill. However, it follows the same principles as section 11(3) and section 50 of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.

167 The Bill provides for an equivalent provision (new section 13A Building Act 1984) at schedule 5, paragraph 12 in relation to building regulations which are made under the Building Act 1984, including in relation to regulations made under the new provisions inserted into the Building Act 1984 by Part 3 of this Bill.

Example 1

If the Building Safety Regulator wishes to propose amendments to regulations to the Secretary of State setting out changes to the content of Safety Case Reports for higher-risk buildings under clause 74 in relation to fire safety, the Building Safety Regulator would first need to consult.

The Building Safety Regulator would have discretion over whom to consult and might consult (amongst others) government departments who have a strong policy interest, existing committees of the Building Safety Regulator (such as the residents’ panel), and Fire and Rescue Authorities. The Building Safety Regulator would also have the option to undertake a full public consultation.
Clause 8: Duty to establish system for giving of building safety information

Effect

168 Clause 8 requires the Building Safety Regulator to establish and operate a system for the voluntary reporting of information about building safety. The clause also specifies that the Building Safety Regulator may alternatively make arrangements for a person to operate such a system. This means that the Building Safety Regulator can either carry out the function itself or arrange for another party to do so. The current proposal is for this function to be fulfilled through the expansion of the Confidential Reporting on Structural Safety scheme (CROSS), which will be extended to include fire safety, in addition to structural safety, within its remit.

Background

169 This is a new provision. Recommendation 1.4 of the Independent Review sets out the recommendation that the existing Confidential Reporting on Structural Safety scheme be extended to cover a wider range of engineering concerns.

Example 1

Safety occurrences which cause a significant risk to life safety in higher-risk buildings should be reported through the mandatory occurrence reporting system. Occurrences of a lower risk level and in other buildings are not mandatory to report but may still be of value to the Building Safety Regulator and industry in developing a broader understanding of safety concerns. Occurrences which fall into this latter category will be captured as part of the voluntary system set up under this clause.

Chapter 2: Committees

Clause 9: Building Advisory Committee

Effect

170 Clause 9 sets out a duty for the Building Safety Regulator to set up an advisory committee. The name of this new committee will be the Building Advisory Committee. This committee will provide advice and information to the Building Safety Regulator in relation to its functions, other than issues of competence of persons within the building industry or registered building inspectors.

171 The existing Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England is to be abolished.

Background

172 This is a new provision.

173 The Independent Review recommended that the Government should create a new structure to validate and assure guidance, oversee the performance of the built environment sector and provide expert advice.

Example 1

The Building Safety Regulator exercises its duty and sets up an advisory committee called the Building Advisory Committee. In carrying out its general functions, the Building Safety Regulator identifies an emerging issue relating to the safety of buildings in Part B of the guidance to the Building Regulations which requires
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Clause 10: Committee on industry competence

Effect

174 Subsection (1) will require the Building Safety Regulator to establish and maintain an industry competence committee and provide support as necessary (e.g. by providing the secretariat function).

175 Functions of the committee may include other matters but must include the functions set out in subsection (2), which include monitoring industry competence and facilitating its improvement, advising the Building Safety Regulator and others about industry competence, and providing guidance on industry competence.

176 The Building Safety Regulator may set up sub-committees of the committee, to consider specific issues or areas of interest.

Background

177 This is a new provision that will require Building Safety Regulator to establish an industry competence committee with the prescribed functions. This is in addition to the general powers to set up committees relating to building functions and pay committee members under new section 11A (3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.

178 The Independent Review identified that the current landscape for ensuring competence is fragmented, complex and inconsistent - different disciplines have various routes for assessing competence which are not always clear or consistent. The Review recommended that the built environment industry should work together to develop proposals for a system for competence oversight, which include the establishment of an industry-led committee within the Building Safety Regulator to ensure a consistent approach to improving competence across industry.

Example 1: Advising the Building Safety Regulator

The Building Safety Regulator has appointed an industry competence committee as required by this provision. The committee provides advice to the Building Safety Regulator as the Regulator develops statutory guidance to the industry advising on how to comply with the legal requirements for industry competence.

The committee also provides wider advice to the Building Safety Regulator on competence to support the Building Safety Regulator’s wider industry competence function. The committee oversees, advises and monitors the built environment sector in relation to competence requirements for higher-risk buildings, including by reviewing sector-specific competence frameworks against the overarching competence framework standard (currently being developed by British Standards Institution), and makes recommendations for improvements. It publishes non-statutory guidance on the competence frameworks and advice and guidance for
actors in the system to help them determine competence, and to signpost schemes or registers which the committee has assessed as meeting the overarching competence framework standard.

Example 2: Working with stakeholders
The committee convenes stakeholders to enhance competence within industry. This provides a forum for industry to work collaboratively to monitor, refresh and review competence frameworks and to drive competence more widely.

Example 3: Research and analysis
The committee carries out research and analysis to support all of the above work. One example could be an analysis of the effectiveness of the competence schemes operated in various sectors and whether there are gaps that need to be addressed for any particular sector.

Clause 11: Residents’ panel

**Effect**

179 Clause 11 requires the Building Safety Regulator to establish a committee known as the residents’ panel. The purpose of the panel is to ensure that residents have a voice in the work of the Building Safety Regulator, and the Building Safety Regulator has a broad power to consult the residents’ panel on any of its functions which impact the residents of higher-risk buildings.

180 The panel must include residents, and may also have members from the following groups: owners of flats in higher-risk buildings who are not occupying the property (who could, for example, be impacted by expenses relating to the higher-risk building); and groups or organisations which are representative of residents and/or non-occupying leaseholder owners, advocate for them or support them.

181 The Bill also requires that the Building Safety Regulator must consult the residents’ panel on certain matters which we expect would be of particular interest and importance for residents of higher-risk buildings, specifically:

- Under this clause, the residents’ panel must be consulted on guidance to residents on their rights and obligations under the new regulatory regime for higher-risk buildings in occupation;

- Under this clause, the residents’ panel must be consulted on guidance relating to any duties under clause 80 (Provision of information etc. to the regulator, residents and other persons) where the guidance is about information provision to residents;

- Under this clause, the residents’ panel must be consulted on guidance relating to clause 82 (residents engagement), clause 84 (Accountable Person’s complains procedure), clause 86 (duties on residents) or regulations made under any of those clauses.

- Clause 23 requires that the Building Safety Regulator must consult the residents’ panel on its strategic plan; and
• Clause 85 requires that the regulator consult the residents’ panel on its system for dealing with complaints from residents that are escalated to the Building Safety Regulator.

182 Clause 11 should also be read alongside clause 26, which requires the Building Safety Regulator to publish a statement regularly on how it engages with the residents’ panel, in addition to any other wider engagement with residents and related groups.

**Background**

183 This is a new provision. The provision reflects that the Independent Review found that trust in the building regulation and fire safety system needs to be rebuilt, with resident involvement and engagement placed at the heart of the new system.

184 Having in place a residents’ panel will ensure that residents are able to contribute to key policy changes related to residents made by the Building Safety Regulator, and also empower the Building Safety Regulator to call on the expertise of the residents’ panel for insight and support, wherever necessary.

**Clause 12: Committees: power to amend or repeal**

**Effect**

185 Clause 12 enables the Secretary of State to amend the provisions creating the three statutory committees (the Building Advisory Committee, the committee on industry competence and the residents’ panel), and to make consequential changes to the Act itself, by regulations subject to the affirmative procedure.

**Background**

186 This is a new provision. Clause 9, clause 10 and clause 11 of this Bill make provision for the creation of a Building Advisory Committee, a committee on industry competence, and a residents’ panel.

187 The Building Safety Regulator has general powers to set up committees and change their remit over time under new section 11A (3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. The Government expects the role of the Building Advisory Committee, the committee on industry competence and the residents’ panel to evolve over time. These three committees could have been set up under this general power to allow for this flexibility, without any specific provision on the face of the Bill.

188 However, given the importance of these committees to the delivery of the reforms recommended by the Independent Review, the Government concluded that the role of the committees should be made clear in legislation, and any future changes in the role of the committees overseen by Parliament through this delegated power.

**Example 1**

Over time the role and function of these committees and the Building Safety Regulator itself could change, for example if the scope of the more stringent regulatory regime changes. In such instances, the effective working of the Building Safety Regulator could be supported by a change in the remit or membership of the committees, or their replacement with a more effective alternative.

The use of this power in relation to the three committees could involve:

• In relation to the Building Advisory Committee, the regulation-making
power could be utilised once the Building Safety Regulator and industry have matured, such that their respective roles in developing proposals for guidance and regulations need adapting following experience.

- In relation to the committee on industry competence, the Government considers that the committee’s role is essential in the coming years to ensure the delivery of the Independent Review’s recommendations on industry competence. However, the long-term objective of the policy is that the built environment industry will mature to the point where it can take on greater responsibility for its own standards-setting and competence oversight. Therefore, the eventual repeal of the committee on industry competence provisions could be an indication of success.

- In relation to the residents’ panel, the provisions would need to be reviewed if there are major changes in scope. For example, if hospitals were brought into scope, consideration would be given as to whether to extend the provisions to include engagement with patients and NHS staff, and representatives of those groups. In those circumstances the consequential amendments power might also be used to amend clause 26.

Chapter 3: Staff etc

Clause 13 Local authorities and fire and rescue authorities: provision of assistance etc to regulator; and Clause 14 Provision of assistance etc: supplementary

Effect

189 Clause 13 enables the Building Safety Regulator to call on assistance from local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities when regulating higher-risk buildings. It ensures that local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities have the legal power to provide assistance requested by the Building Safety Regulator.

190 These provisions also extend to the provision of local authority support to the Building Safety Regulator, when the Building Safety Regulator acts as building control authority for a non-higher-risk building (notably in a mixed development including a higher-risk building).

191 Clause 13 enables the Building Safety Regulator to direct a local authority or Fire and Rescue Authority to provide support requested under clause 13. Clause 13 includes safeguards, which are intended to ensure that direction of these independent bodies (who are subject to democratic local accountability) is not undertaken lightly.

- Before making a direction, the Building Safety Regulator must first make a formal, written request to the local authority or Fire and Rescue Authority setting out the reason why the assistance is being requested. The local authority or Fire and Rescue Authority must be given the opportunity to give reasons why it should not be required to provide the assistance.

- If the local authority or Fire and Rescue Authority does not undertake the requested activity, the Building Safety Regulator may direct the relevant authority to do so. However, the Building Safety Regulator must have considered
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any reasons provided by the authority for not undertaking the activity, still consider it expedient for the authority to undertake the activity, and have secured the consent of the Secretary of State for the direction.

192 Clause 14 makes further provisions in relation to the assistance to be provided by local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities. Clause 14 enables appropriate funding to be provided for the activity requested from local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities, and any activity necessary to support this.

193 Clause 14 achieves this by enabling funding to be provided both through grants from the Secretary of State and enabling regulations to be made setting out how the Building Safety Regulator would reimburse local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities for costs incurred in supporting it.

194 Clause 14 places a duty on Fire and Rescue Authorities and local authorities to use competent staff when supporting the Building Safety Regulator.

195 Clause 14 also enables the Secretary of State to make regulations in respect of the provision of support by local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities to the Building Safety Regulator, at the request or direction of the Building Safety Regulator.

Background

196 Clause 13 and clause 14 are new provisions.

197 The Independent Review found that major regulatory decisions on higher-risk buildings could be improved by bringing together Health and Safety Executive expertise, local authority building control expertise (and where appropriate, expertise from the private sector) and fire safety expertise from Fire and Rescue Authorities. Clause 13 and clause 14 are intended to enable the Building Safety Regulator to secure the involvement of local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities in decision-making, to secure the objectives of the Independent Review.

Example 1

When the Building Safety Regulator acts as the building control authority for higher-risk buildings, the Building Safety Regulator can use these provisions to put in place a “multi-disciplinary team” including a fire safety expert from the relevant Fire and Rescue Service and a building control specialist from the relevant local authority. Before taking key regulatory decisions such as agreeing that construction can start after reviewing full plans at Gateway two, the Building Safety Regulator would be able to take expert advice from the Fire and Rescue Authority and local authority.

Under its general powers (notably new section 11A Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974), the Building Safety Regulator could also secure expertise from the private sector (where appropriate) to support the work of the multi-disciplinary team.

The power to direct would be used in exceptional circumstances. Local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities will be under duties to cooperate with the Building Safety Regulator (and it with them) under Schedule 3 in respect of the Building Safety Regulator’s building functions for higher-risk buildings and any relevant function of the authorities.
It is expected that the Building Safety Regulator will work cooperatively with Fire and Rescue Authorities and local authorities to secure support from them. If the local authority or Fire and Rescue Authority in the area where the higher-risk building is located is unable to provide support, the Building Safety Regulator could seek support from other Fire and Rescue Authorities and local authorities whose capability is less stretched, or from the private sector.

If there were a consistent problem with a Fire and Rescue Authority or local authority not being able to provide support (e.g. an unwillingness to employ any staff with the requisite competence), the Building Safety Regulator might consider that direction was necessary to secure its ability to effectively regulate higher-risk buildings in that area.

 Clause 15: Section 13: guidance

 Effect

198 Clause 15 enables the Building Safety Regulator to prepare guidance aimed at local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities about how they provide assistance to the Building Safety Regulator in the regulation of higher-risk buildings under clause 13 and clause 14. Local authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities must have regard to such guidance, which can only be issued with the consent of the Secretary of State.

 Background

199 This is a new provision.

 Example 1: Competence

The guidance could set out what type of competence (skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours) should be demonstrated by local authority building control specialists, when supporting the Building Safety Regulator’s work on any complex and higher-risk construction projects, and in order to comply with the requirements around competence in clause 14.

Chapter 4: Building safety risks

 Clause 16: Meaning of “Building safety risk”

 Effect

200 The new regulatory regime will regulate ‘building safety risks’ in higher-risk buildings. These are the risks that dutyholders will manage in design and construction, and in occupation via the safety case, in order to prevent a major incident (serious injury or death to a significant number of people in a single event).

201 Clause 16 defines those ‘building safety risks’ as risks to the safety of persons in or about buildings with regards to risks arising from the building resulting from the occurrence of: fire, structural failure and, any other risk that may be prescribed by regulations in the future. For example, if a fire in a building escaped and spread beyond the compartment of origin, it is more likely to cause a major incident.

202 As what might be considered a ‘building safety risk’ may change over time, this clause
provides a power for the Secretary of State to define, in regulations, new ‘building safety risks’ which once prescribed would then need to be regulated in higher-risk buildings. The clause will therefore allow the future scope of the regulatory regime to remain flexible.

203 The clause is drafted to capture risks inside and outside the building such as fire on the external wall of a building but limited to risks that are associated with the building and/or arising from the building itself. Risks are limited to those affecting people in and about buildings.

204 The power to prescribe a new building safety risk is by regulation and subject to the affirmative procedure in both Houses of Parliament. Before making any regulations prescribing new building safety risks, the Secretary of State must consult with the Building Safety Regulator. The Secretary of State must also consult any persons that they consider appropriate.

205 In addition to the requirement to consult in clause 16, the Secretary of State can ask the Building Safety Regulator to advise them as to whether a particular new building safety risk should be prescribed, the Building Safety Regulator is obliged to provide such advice on request (clause 18).

206 The Building Safety Regulator may proactively recommend to the Secretary of State to specify a new building safety risk (clause 17). Before making a recommendation, the Building Safety Regulator must be satisfied that if the new building safety risk occurred in a higher-risk building it would have the potential to cause a major incident (serious injury or death to a significant number of people in a single event). In prescribing a new building safety risk, if the Secretary of State is giving effect to regulatory advice or recommendation; the requirement to consult the Building Safety Regulator is therefore switched off.

207 Clause 5 will support this function of the Building Safety Regulator and requires the Building Safety Regulator to keep the safety of people in and about buildings in relation to risks arising from buildings under review.

208 Once prescribed, the Secretary of State will have the power, by regulations, to revoke a new prescribed risk from the definition of building safety risks under section 14 of the Interpretation Act 1978. This provides that a power in an Act to do something, by regulations, includes a power to amend, vary or revoke using the same power. This power will only apply to prescribed risks and not to the risks expressly set out on the face of the Bill: fire and structural failure – these should remain at the heart of the Building Safety Regime.

Background

209 This is a new provision.

210 The Independent Review focused on fire and structural safety risks only and recommended these were the initial scope for building safety risks in the new regime.

211 The Government sought research from the Health and Safety Executive in relation to what risks would be considered to be catastrophic to verify our approach and focus. The conclusions of this research were that the major accident hazards in scope for safety management in a higher-risk building would largely be rapid onset escalating fire, structural, or explosion events.

212 There are also other types of hazards that may exist in buildings covered by other existing legislation such as legionella. These would not necessarily meet of the criteria for inclusion as a new building safety risk. The Government therefore expects that expansion to other building safety risks in the future is likely to be minimal. The Government has no current plans for the
higher-risk building regime to extend beyond the risks of fire and structural integrity.

**Example 1: Prescribing a new risk**

As the Government has no current plans for the higher-risk building regime to extend beyond the risks of fire and structural integrity, the following is a hypothetical example.

For day one of the new regime, the Building Safety Regulator will regulate for risk of fire and risk to structural integrity of higher-risk buildings.

Two years later, with the experience of operating the new regime, the Secretary of State may feel that changing weather systems have meant that high winds pose a risk to windows of higher-risk buildings which does not relate to the structural integrity of the building.

If the Secretary of State comes to this view, they must consult the Building Safety Regulator before making regulations to prescribe high winds as a new building safety risk. The Building Safety Regulator is under a duty to provide advice if requested to do so and may proactively recommend that high winds should be prescribed as a new building safety risk. The Secretary of State will also consult other appropriately considered bodies – in this scenario this might include structural engineers, environmental and weather experts.

If, following a consultation on including a new risk, the Minister decides to add the new risk, regulations will be laid in Parliament under the affirmative procedure. Subject to Parliament’s approval, the regulatory regime will then regulate for risk of fire, structural integrity and risk of high winds in higher-risk buildings.

**Clause 17: Recommendations about regulations under section 16; and Clause 18: Advice about regulations under section 16**

**Effect**

213 The new regulatory regime will regulate building safety risks in higher-risk buildings – these are defined in clause 16. As what might be considered a ‘building safety risk’ may change over time, the Bill provides a power for the Secretary of State to prescribe new building safety risks which will be regulated under clause 16. This may only be done following consultation with the Building Safety Regulator and appropriate persons.

214 Clause 17 sets out that the Building Safety Regulator may proactively recommend to the Secretary of State that a new ‘building safety risk’ should be prescribed. Before making a recommendation, the Building Safety Regulator must be satisfied that if a new ‘building safety risk’ occurred in a higher-risk building it would have the potential to cause a major incident, i.e. serious injury or death for a significant number of people in a single event.

215 The Building Safety Regulator may also recommend the removal of a previously prescribed building safety risk on the grounds that it would not cause a major incident. The Building Safety Regulator will include details of the issues that have been considered to reach the recommendation.

216 The Building Safety Regulator does not have the power to recommend that fire or structural integrity is removed from the definition of building safety risks.
217 Supplementary to clause 17 and clause 16 is clause 18. In addition to the requirement to consult in clause 16, the Secretary of State can ask the Building Safety Regulator to advise them as to whether a particular new ‘building safety risk’ should be prescribed. The Building Safety Regulator is obliged to provide the requested advice.

218 Clause 5 will support this function of the Building Safety Regulator and requires the Building Safety Regulator to keep the safety of people in and about buildings in relation to risks arising from buildings under review.

219 If the Secretary of State does not follow the recommendations of the Building Safety Regulator in clause 17 and clause 18, then they must publish a document which sets out the Regulator’s recommendation(s), the Secretary of State’s decision not to follow the recommendation(s) and the reasons for that decision.

Background

220 These are new provisions.

Chapter 5: Higher-risk buildings

Clause 19: Meaning of “higher-risk building”

Effect

221 The new regulatory regime will regulate building safety risks in ‘higher-risk buildings’. Clause 19 gives the Secretary of State the power, by regulations, to define ‘higher-risk buildings’, i.e. those buildings which will be regulated by the new regime. The power to define (and amend the definition of) higher-risk buildings is by regulations, which are subject to the affirmative resolution procedure, i.e. they must be laid in draft, debated and approved in both Houses of Parliament.

222 To ensure the regime has wide coverage, this Bill adopts a broad definition of “building”. Any reference (now or in the future), to the term building can include any permanent or temporary building (in England) including any structure, erection, vehicle, vessel or movable object of any kind (see clause 35). Clause 35 also includes the power to prescribe exclusions from the definition of ‘building’ and the power to extend the definition of building to cover other structures.

223 The power to define higher-risk buildings is also necessarily broad and a higher-risk building can be brought within scope of the regulation by reference to a building’s size, design, use, purpose or other characteristic. Although the intention, following the Independent Review, is to regulate multi-occupied residential buildings, not solely commercial buildings or other structures, this will allow the regime to be flexible in the future.

224 Before making any regulations defining ‘higher-risk buildings’, the Secretary of State must consult with the Building Safety Regulator, as well as any other persons the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

225 In addition to the requirement to consult in clause 19, the Secretary of State can ask the Building Safety Regulator to advise them as to whether a building should become a ‘higher-risk building’ or whether the definition of ‘higher-risk buildings’ should be changed. The Building Safety Regulator is obliged to provide such advice on request (clause 22).

226 Clause 21 allows the Building Safety Regulator to proactively recommend to the Secretary of State that a description of buildings should be added to the definition of ‘higher-risk buildings’, or even that an existing type of higher-risk building should be removed from the definition. In making such recommendations, the Building Safety Regulator should provide
Before amending the definition of higher-risk building, the Building Safety Regulator need not be consulted by the Secretary of State if the Secretary of State is giving effect to advice or recommendation given by the Building Safety Regulator.

Proposed use of power

At the start of the new regulatory regime we propose to define a ‘higher-risk building’ as:

A building which satisfies the height condition and contains:

a) Two or more dwellings (i.e. house, flat or serviced apartment);

b) Two or more rooms for residential purposes (e.g. supported accommodation), or

c) Student accommodation.

Where:

1) The height condition is that:

a) The floor surface of the building’s top storey is 18 metres or more above ground level (ignoring any storey which is a roof-top plant and machinery area or any storey consisting exclusively of plant and machinery rooms); or

b) the building contains more than 6 storeys (ignoring any storey which is below ground level).

And

2) “Room for residential purposes” means a room (other than in a dwelling) which is used by one or more persons to live and sleep but excluding a room in:

a) A residential care home;

b) Secure residential institution (e.g. prison, detention centre);

c) Temporary accommodation (e.g. a hotel, hostel, guest house, hospital, hospice).

Background

This is a new provision.

The Independent Review identified that it is important to ensure that the Government can respond quickly in the future, where necessary, to broaden the definition of ‘higher-risk buildings’ in light of either critical new information emerging or experience of operating the new regime.
Example 1

For day one of the new regime, the Secretary of State proposes to make regulations to define 'higher-risk buildings' as explained above, in summary this would cover all multi-occupied residential buildings of 18 metres or more in height, or more than six storeys (whichever is reached first).²

Two years later, with the experience of operating the new regime, the Secretary of State may feel that purpose-built blocks of flats regardless of height should be considered higher-risk buildings.

If the Secretary of State came to this view, they must consult the Building Safety Regulator and other persons the Secretary of State considers appropriate before making regulations to define (or amend the definition of) 'higher-risk buildings'. Having considered representations made the Secretary of State will decide whether to amend the definition of 'higher-risk buildings'.

If the Minister chooses to make the amendment, the regulations will be laid in Parliament using the affirmative procedure.

Clause 20: Modification of Part 4 in relation to certain kinds of higher-risk building

Effect

231 The new regulatory regime will regulate building safety risks in 'higher-risk buildings'. Clause 19 provides for the definition of the 'higher-risk buildings' to be set out in regulations.

232 Clause 20 provides some further flexibility. It gives the Secretary of State the power to modify Part 4 of this Bill (in occupation rules) in relation to particular higher-risk buildings. This power could be used at the same time as bringing a new type of building within the definition of higher-risk building or could be used in relation to an existing type of higher-risk building. The power is needed as there might be cases where it is not appropriate to apply every provision set out in Part 4 of this Bill to all types of higher-risk buildings, and in such cases the Secretary of State may decide to modify how Part 4 applies to that type of building.

233 Additionally, when providing advice under clause 22 or making its recommendation under clause 21 regarding bringing a building into scope of the regulatory regime, the Building Safety Regulator must also consider whether it is appropriate to make modifications in relation that description of building when putting forward its advice or recommendation.

234 This power to modify parts of the regime applies with respect to the in-occupation regime only. Amendments to the Building Act 1984 already provide for a power to have different provision in building regulations for higher-risk buildings including different types of

---

² Height of a building will be measured in accordance with Diagram D6 of Approved Document B. This is from the ground level of the lowest side of the building to the upper surface floor of the top occupied storey (e.g. excluding any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms).

Counting the number of storeys in a building, or in a separated part of a building is also set out in Approved Document B, diagram D5. Storeys will be counted only at the position which gives the greatest number and exclude any basement storeys. The height of top storey excludes roof-top plant areas and any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms. The height of the top storey is measured from upper floor surface of top floor to ground level on lowest side of the building.
higher-risk buildings.

235 The power to define (and amend the definition of) higher-risk buildings by regulations (clause 19) and the power to apply only certain parts of the regime to higher-risk buildings (clause 20), are both subject to the affirmative procedure.

236 Before making any new regulations under this clause the Secretary of State must consult with the Building Safety Regulator, as well as any other persons the Secretary of State considers appropriate.

Proposed use of power

237 There are currently no proposals to use this power. See clause 19 above for our current proposal for the day one definition of ‘higher-risk building’. We do not propose to make any modifications under clause 20 to the regulatory regime for the types of building falling within the day one definition. Therefore, the whole of the regulatory regime will apply to that description of higher-risk buildings.

Background

238 This is a new provision

Example 1

There are no current proposals to use the power in clause 20 so the following example is purely hypothetical. For day one of the new regime, the Secretary of State proposes to make regulations to define ‘higher-risk buildings’ as explained above in the note for clause 19, in summary this will cover all multi-occupied residential buildings of 18 metres or more in height, or more than six storeys (whichever is reached first)\(^3\).

Two years later, with the experience of the operating the new regime, the Secretary of State may feel that it is not appropriate for the resident engagement requirements to apply to higher-risk buildings which are student accommodation given the nature of the occupants.

If the Secretary of State comes to this view, they must consult the Building Safety Regulator and other appropriate persons before making regulations. In response, the Building Safety Regulator may make representations as to whether it is appropriate for the resident requirements to apply to student occupants.

Having considered the representations received the Secretary of State will then

\(^3\) Height of a building will be measured in accordance with Diagram D6 of Approved Document B. This is from the ground level of the lowest side of the building to the upper surface floor of the top occupied storey (e.g. excluding any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms).

Counting the number of storeys in a building, or in a separated part of a building is also set out in Approved Document B, diagram D5. Storeys will be counted only at the position which gives the greatest number and exclude any basement storeys. The height of top storey excludes roof-top plant areas and any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms. The height of the top storey is measured from upper floor surface of top floor to ground level on lowest side of the building.
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Clause 21: Recommendations about regulations under section 19

Effect

239 The new regulatory regime will regulate building safety risks in higher-risk buildings. Clause 19 provides for the definition of ‘higher-risk buildings’ to be set out in regulations.

240 Clause 21 provides that the Building Safety Regulator must recommend to the Secretary of State that a particular description of buildings should be subject to regulation under the regime if the conditions of the clause are met. The conditions are: the Building Safety Regulator must be of the view that building safety risks in the type of building in question are higher than in buildings in general and that if the prescribed building safety risks arose in the type of building in question it could cause a major incident (serious injury or death to a significant number of people in a single event).

241 In making recommendations, the Building Safety Regulator must also make a recommendation as to which relevant enactments should apply (and not apply) to the classification or description of building which it has recommended should come into scope of the regulatory regime.

242 The relevant enactments are the provisions in the Bill that apply to buildings in scope of the regulatory regime. There might be cases where it is not appropriate to apply every provision of the regime in occupation to a certain description of buildings, and so when making its recommendation about bringing a building into scope of the regulatory regime, the Building Safety Regulator must also consider which provisions it thinks are appropriate to apply to that description of building when putting forward its recommendation.

243 The Building Safety Regulator may also recommend the removal of a description of higher-risk building from the regulatory regime although we think this power is unlikely to be used.

244 If the Secretary of State chooses not to follow the recommendations of the Building Safety Regulator, then they must publish a document which sets out the regulator’s recommendations, the Secretary of State’s decision not to follow the recommendation, and the reasons for that decision. This also applies for recommendations by the Building Safety Regulator to add to the definition of a higher-risk building.

245 Aside from making recommendations to the Secretary of State in regards to higher-risk buildings, the Secretary of State can ask the Building Safety Regulator to advise them as to whether a building should become a higher-risk building; should be removed from that category; or whether the category of higher-risk buildings should be changed. The Building Safety Regulator is obliged to provide such advice on request (clause 22).

Proposed use of power

246 The Building Safety Regulator would use the powers in clause 21 if, following the introduction of the day one definition of higher-risk buildings, the Building Safety Regulator independently considers it needs to make recommendations to the Secretary of State as to the addition or removal of a description of building from the definition.

Background

247 This is a new provision.
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The Independent Review identified that it was important to ensure that the Government can respond quickly in the future, where necessary, to broaden the definition of higher-risk buildings in light of either critical new information emerging or experience of operating the new regime.

Example 1

There are no current proposals to amend the definition of higher-risk buildings, so the following is a hypothetical example. On day one of the new regulatory regime, the Secretary of State proposes to make regulations to define ‘higher-risk buildings’ as explained above in the note on clause 19, which is summary will cover all multi-occupied residential buildings of 18 metres or more in height, or more than six storeys (whichever is reached first)\(^4\).

Two years later, with experience of operating the regime, the Building Safety Regulator may be of the opinion that office blocks, which meet the trigger height threshold (of 18 metres or more than six storeys), should be deemed ‘higher-risk’ and come into scope of the regulatory regime.

In coming to this opinion, the Building Safety Regulator must consider the building safety risks in relation to this type of building and whether the risk of major incident is higher than in buildings in general. The Building Safety Regulator must recommend to the Secretary of State that this particular description of an office block should be considered higher-risk, and therefore that they think it should fall in scope of the regulatory regime.

In this example the Building Safety Regulator must also consider which of the building safety enactments it thinks should apply to office blocks. The Building Safety Regulator might consider that the Safety Case and golden thread provisions are critical to the safety of office blocks, but duties in relation to resident engagement should not apply because office blocks are not residential.

The Secretary of State would then consider this recommendation. In this example, if the Secretary of State agreed with the recommendation, then they have the power, by regulations under clause 19, to bring the particular description of office blocks into scope of the regulatory regime, and this type of buildings would be regulated by the Building Safety Regulator subject to a suitable transition period.

If however the Secretary of State disagreed with the Building Safety Regulator and chose not to prescribe the recommended description of an office block as a higher-risk building, the Secretary of State would be required to publish a document

---

\(^4\) Height of a building will be measured in accordance with Diagram D6 of Approved Document B. This is from the ground level of the lowest side of the building to the upper surface floor of the top occupied storey (e.g. excluding any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms).

Counting the number of storeys in a building, or in a separated part of a building is also set out in Approved Document B, diagram D5. Storeys will be counted only at the position which gives the greatest number and exclude any basement storeys. The height of top storey excludes roof-top plant areas and any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms. The height of the top storey is measured from upper floor surface of top floor to ground level on lowest side of the building.
Clause 22: Advice about regulations under section 19

Effect

249 The new regulatory regime will regulate building safety risks in higher-risk buildings. The Secretary of State can ask the Building Safety Regulator to advise them as to whether a type of building should become a higher-risk building, or a type of building should be removed from that definition.

250 The Building Safety Regulator is obliged to provide such advice if requested. When providing advice on including a new description of higher-risk building, the Building Safety Regulator must also recommend which parts of the regulatory regime should apply.

251 Clause 19 provides for the Secretary of State to set out the definition of higher-risk buildings in regulations. The power in clause 19 to define higher-risk buildings is necessarily broad (in that buildings of any height, size, design, use, purpose or other characteristic can be brought within the scope of regulation). The power is also flexible because clause 20 gives the Secretary of State a power, by regulations, to apply only parts of the regulatory regime to descriptions of buildings.

252 Clause 5 will support this function of the Building Safety Regulator and requires the Building Safety Regulator to keep the safety of people in and about buildings in relation to risks arising from buildings under review.

Background

253 This is a new provision.

254 The Independent Review identified that it is important to ensure that the Government can respond quickly in the future, where necessary, to broaden the definition of higher-risk buildings in light of either critical new information emerging or experience of operating the new regime.

255 The Building Safety Regulator will provide enhanced oversight of the building safety regulatory system and will analyse data from the operating regime to be able to fulfil this duty.

Example 1

There are no current proposals to amend the definition of higher-risk buildings, so the following is a hypothetical example. On day one of the new regulatory regime, the Secretary of State proposes to make regulations to define ‘higher-risk buildings’ as explained above in the note on clause 19, which is summary will cover all multi-occupied residential buildings of 18 metres or more in height, or more than six storeys (whichever is reached first).

---

5 Height of a building will be measured in accordance with Diagram D6 of Approved Document B. This is from the ground level of the lowest side of the building to the upper surface floor of the top occupied storey (e.g. excluding any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms).
Two years later, with the experience of operating the new regime, the Secretary of State might feel that purpose-built blocks of flats regardless of height should be considered higher-risk buildings. To understand more about the issue the Secretary of State could formally request advice from the Building Safety Regulator on inclusion of this type of building in the definition of higher-risk buildings.

The Building Safety Regulator would be required to provide the Secretary of State with advice. If the advice recommended the inclusion of this type of building in the definition the Building Safety Regulator would also be required to explain whether any modifications should be made to the regulatory regime in relation to its application to the proposed new type of building.

Before amending the definition of higher-risk buildings, the Secretary of State would be required to consult such persons as they consider appropriate.

Where the Secretary of State is proposing to make regulations to give effect to the advice of the Building Safety Regulator then the Secretary of State would not be required to re-consult the Building Safety Regulator, but would have to consult such other persons as the Secretary of State considers appropriate. Regulations to include a new type of building in the definition of higher-risk building must be laid in Parliament under the affirmative procedure, i.e. they cannot be made until they have been laid in draft, debated and approved by both Houses.

Chapter 6: Plans and reports

Clause 23: Strategic plan; and Clause 24: Revised strategic plans

**Effect**

256 Clause 23 creates a requirement for the Building Safety Regulator to produce a strategic plan specifying how the Building Safety Regulator proposes to carry out its building functions during the period to which the plan applies.

257 Given that residents are intended to be at the heart of the new regulatory system, the Building Safety Regulator must consult its residents’ panel on the draft plan (and any other persons it considers appropriate) before seeking approval for the plan from the Secretary of State.

258 Once approved by the Secretary of State, the plan must be published and adhered to by the Building Safety Regulator. The first plan must be submitted by the Building Safety Regulator to the Secretary of State for approval as soon as reasonably practicable following the

Counting the number of storeys in a building, or in a separated part of a building is also set out in Approved Document B, diagram D5. Storeys will be counted only at the position which gives the greatest number and exclude any basement storeys. The height of top storey excludes roof-top plant areas and any top storeys consisting exclusively of plant rooms. The height of the top storey is measured from upper floor surface of top floor to ground level on lowest side of the building.
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commencement of clause 23. A new plan must be submitted to the Secretary of State before the period covered by the existing plan finishes.

Clause 24 provides that a strategic plan may be revised at any time. The Building Safety Regulator may submit a revised plan for the Secretary of State’s approval, or the Secretary of State may require that the Building Safety Regulator submit a revised plan. The revised plan must relate to the remainder of the period to which the current plan relates, or a period that the Secretary of State and the Regulator agree it should apply to. This ensures that should a major incident occur which could require a change of priorities, the Secretary of State and Building Safety Regulator are able to put in place a revised plan to reflect those priorities.

Background

Section 11(5)(a)-(b) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1984 requires the Health and Safety Executive to submit particulars of what it proposes to do for the purposes of performing its functions, which must be approved by the Secretary of State and followed by the Health and Safety Executive. Under section 12(1) the Secretary of State may approve Health and Safety Executive’s proposals with or without modifications.

Schedule 1, paragraph 2 excludes building functions from the requirement under section 11 of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 to ensure that this new provision (clause 23) applies exclusively to the Building Safety Regulator’s building functions. The rationale for creating a new requirement for a plan specifically relating to the Building Safety Regulator’s building functions is to reflect the importance and distinctiveness of the Health and Safety Executive’s new building functions, and to allow for the provision of consultation requirements (notably with the residents’ panel) appropriate to the building functions.

Example 1

The only specific requirement for the content of the strategic plan is that it must set out how the Building Safety Regulator proposes to carry out its building functions in the relevant period. The detail of the plan will be a matter for the Building Safety Regulator and Secretary of State to determine. However, the strategic plan will likely include information such as the Building Safety Regulator’s priorities for the period, its key performance and success criteria, and the key risks to delivery.

For its health and safety functions, the Health and Safety Executive publishes a more detailed business plan for each year to support delivery of the plan agreed by Ministers. While not a statutory requirement, we expect that the strategic plan may be supported by a more detailed business plan for the building functions.

Clause 25: Annual report about information provided under mandatory reporting requirements

Effect

The new regulatory regime will require dutyholders to report certain information to the Building Safety Regulator on safety occurrences within higher-risk buildings as part of a mandatory occurrence reporting system.

Clause 25 will require the Building Safety Regulator to publish aggregated information it has received from dutyholders as part of the mandatory occurrence reporting regime on an annual basis. The clause makes clear that information contained within the annual report...
must not contain any personal data.

Background

264 This is a new provision.

265 Recommendation 1.4 of the Independent Review makes clear that the outputs of mandatory reports (and statistical analysis of this data) should be publicly available. This clause ensures that this information is made publicly available.

Example 1: Information published as part on an annual report
An example of information published as part of an annual report could include data on the number of reports received, the distribution of occurrences across different types of buildings, the prevalence of individual categories of occurrence, and interventions made by both dutyholders and the Building Safety Regulator to remediate hazards.

Clause 26: Statement of regulator’s engagement with residents etc

Effect

266 Clause 26 requires the Building Safety Regulator to produce a statement regularly about how it has engaged with the residents and related groups about the work of the Building Safety Regulator. This statement must cover engagement with:

- The residents’ panel (clause 11);
- Residents of higher-risk buildings;
- Owners of the leasehold on flats in higher-risk buildings who are not occupying the property; and
- Organisations that represent, support or promote the interests of residents or owners.

267 The Building Safety Regulator may publish this statement within the Health and Safety Executive’s annual report, as required under paragraph 10(3) of Schedule 2 to the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. However, it could also publish the statement elsewhere.

Background

268 This is a new provision.

Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator may consult with the residents’ panel and (on its advice) set up focus groups with a range of residents from across England to ensure that its advice to residents of higher-risk buildings is helpful to residents with different needs and vulnerabilities. The Building Safety Regulator can include this engagement in the statement. Transparency about this work would help build public confidence that the new system has prioritised the safety of residents.
Chapter 7: Enforcement

Clause 27: Authorised officers

Effect

269 Clause 27 allows the Building Safety Regulator to authorise individuals so that they can exercise specified powers to carry out ‘relevant building functions’ on behalf of the Building Safety Regulator. Authorisation can only be given where the person is considered by the Building Safety Regulator to be qualified to exercise the power. The Building Safety Regulator will provide the person with written proof of this authorisation, which they will be required to produce if asked.

270 ‘Relevant building functions’ are all of the Building Safety Regulator’s enforcement-related functions, including building control functions under the Building Act 1984 and the function of enforcing the new occupation regime set out in Part 4 of this Bill. This excludes the Building Safety Regulator’s general functions that do not have an enforcement element.

271 The powers available to authorised officers are found in Schedule 2 of this Bill.

Background

272 The power set out in this clause is designed to enable the effective functioning of the Building Safety Regulator’s functions in respect of higher-risk buildings. The Independent Review found that the regulation of higher-risk buildings could be improved by bringing together Health and Safety Executive expertise, local authority building control expertise (and where appropriate, expertise from the private sector) and fire safety expertise from Fire and Rescue Authorities. Clause 13 enables the Building Safety Regulator to secure the involvement of Local Authorities and Fire and Rescue Authorities in its work on a higher-risk building.

273 Under its general powers (notably new section 11A Health and Safety At Work etc Act 1974), the Building Safety Regulator could also secure expertise from the private sector (where appropriate) to work on the team delivering the Building Safety Regulator’s responsibilities in respect of a higher-risk building. In this framework, appropriately trained members of the Building Safety Regulator’s team will require powers to carry out functions on the Building Safety Regulator’s behalf. This is what the provision sets out to do.

274 The Building Safety Regulator will have discretion in designating different sets of powers on different individuals, as some will have more competence and expertise than others. This will allow the Building Safety Regulator to assign the relevant powers to those persons who are qualified and equipped to exercise them.

Example 1

The Building Safety Regulator sets up a “multi-disciplinary team” to regulate the construction of a higher-risk building. The Building Safety Regulator requests assistance with building control matters from the local authority, which provides an appropriately trained building control expert to assist the Building Safety Regulator. The building control expert is designated Building Safety Regulator powers to enter non-domestic premises without a warrant and to require information, documents etc (powers under paragraphs 1 and 4 of Schedule 2). However, the Building Safety Regulator decides not to designate this individual with powers to obtain a warrant to enter premises (powers under paragraphs 2 and 3 of Schedule 2), as the inspector has not been trained to draft and swear to an information for a justice of the peace.
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Clause 28: Authorised officers: offences

Effect

275 Clause 28 sets out the criminal offences of obstructing and impersonating authorised officers of the Building Safety Regulator. These offences are designed to protect the effective functioning and decision-making of the Building Safety Regulator by ensuring individuals do not impede the Building Safety Regulator’s operations.

276 Each of the offences have different penalties to reflect the respective gravity of the offence.

277 The offences of obstructing and impersonating an authorised officer will be triable only in the magistrates’ court, with a maximum fine for obstruction of £1000 (mirroring the offence of obstructing a police officer in section 89(2) of the Police Act 1996), while impersonation will carry an unlimited fine (mirroring the offence of impersonating a police officer in section 90(1) of the Police Act 1996).

Background

278 This clause mirrors similar provisions supporting staff of other regulatory bodies such as the Food Standards Agency, Financial Conduct Authority and the Health and Safety Executive. These offences aim to protect staff of the Building Safety Regulator or those working on the Building Safety Regulator’s behalf, as well as residents and those subject to the regulator’s jurisdiction.

279 This is because obstruction could potentially disrupt or sabotage the operations of the Building Safety Regulator, which could adversely impact the safety of individuals in the building. In addition, those seeking unauthorised entry to dwellings could impersonate staff of the Building Safety Regulator to assist them in doing so.

Example 1: Site obstruction

The Building Safety Regulator has agreed an inspection plan for the construction of a higher-risk building with the relevant building owner and main contractors. When the officer arrives on the site, they find that they are obstructed from entering the building. The individual carrying out that obstruction can be prosecuted under this section.

Example 2: Impersonation

A person impersonates an authorised officer and contacts a building owner to obtain confidential information with intent to deceive, such as personal or financial details and resident information, for criminal purposes. This will engage the criminal offence and the person can be prosecuted.

Clause 29: Provision of false or misleading information to the regulator
Effect

280 Clause 29 sets out the criminal offence of providing false or misleading information, in the circumstances described in subsection (1)(a)-(c), to the Building Safety Regulator. As with the previous clause, this offence is designed to protect the effective functioning and decision-making of the Building Safety Regulator.

281 The clause sets out that providing false or misleading information is triable in either a magistrates’ or the Crown court; the broad range of sentencing outcomes gives the courts options to address the different degrees of culpability possible with an offence where the mental element includes both intent and recklessness and the offence covers both false and misleading information. A person deliberately providing false information is quite different from a person recklessly providing misleading information, so the sentencing options available need to be equally disparate. If tried by magistrates, the offence will carry a maximum penalty of an unlimited fine and/or 12 months’ imprisonment (six months until the commencement of section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003). If tried in the Crown court, the maximum penalty will be an unlimited fine and/or two years’ imprisonment.

Background

282 Clause 29, as with the clause 28, mirrors similar provisions supporting staff of other regulatory bodies with the aim of protecting the staff of the Building Safety Regulator or those working on the Building Safety Regulator’s behalf. The offence exists primarily to deter the provision of false information, which could disrupt or sabotage the operations of the Building Safety Regulator, which in turn could adversely impact the safety of individuals in the building.

Example 1: False claim of a fire risk assessment

In a building registration application to the Building Safety Regulator, a building owner falsely claims that a fire risk assessment has been carried out. Upon discovering that the assessment has not been carried out, the Building Safety Regulator will have a range of options, including issuing a compliance notice under clause 91, but would also be able to take criminal proceedings against the building owner under this clause.

Chapter 8: Reviews and appeals

Clause 30: Review by regulator of certain decisions made by it

Effect

283 Clause 30 enables persons directly impacted by the Building Safety Regulator’s decisions to request a review of such decisions. Secondary legislation will set out the category of decisions that will be reviewable under this provision, the persons who can apply for review, and will detail the administrative requirements (i.e. form, period for submission, fee) of such requests.

284 The Building Safety Regulator will assess the request against the circumstances to determine the extent of the review and how the review will take place.

285 Once the Building Safety Regulator comes to a judgement to either uphold or vary the decision, it must notify the person in writing within the period specified in regulations or another agreed period.

286 This clause will operate in conjunction with clause 31. If the person is not content with the
decision reached by the Building Safety Regulator’s review, they may appeal this decision to the First-tier Tribunal, within a prescribed period after the conclusion of the review.

287 The option to appeal to the First-tier Tribunal will not be available in the first instance, only after internal review by the Building Safety Regulator.

**Background**

288 This clause is intended for certain types of regulatory decisions, such as refusal of Gateway applications. This does not include enforcement decisions, which will be appealable directly to the Courts.

289 This new legislation will give the Building Safety Regulator powers to undertake building control functions for higher-risk buildings as well as powers to oversee the performance of other building control bodies in England. The Building Safety Regulator will thus have the power to take individual regulatory decisions.

290 As such, this provision intends to allow interested persons to make a direct request to the Building Safety Regulator for a review of its decision before appealing to the First-tier Tribunal. This aligns with existing guidance that parties may achieve quicker resolution if alternative dispute resolution procedures are adopted.

291 This procedure mirrors the review regime used by the Food Standards Agency and is similarly used by the Social Housing Regulator, Health and Safety Executive and Civil Aviation Authority.

**Example 1**

Where the relevant dutyholders have submitted a full Gateway two application, with all of its constituent parts, the Building Safety Regulator finds some of these documents to be non-compliant and therefore does not approve the application to enable construction to begin. The developer lodges an internal review against the Building Safety Regulator’s decision within the period prescribed. The Building Safety Regulator decides the most appropriate form of review and how comprehensive the review will be. If the developer is not content with the final decision of the Building Safety Regulator, they can appeal that decision through the First-tier Tribunal.

**Clause 31: Right of appeal: requirement for review before appeal**

**Effect**

292 Clause 31 specifies that where a decision by the Building Safety Regulator may be reviewed under clause 30, it must first be lodged with the Building Safety Regulator’s internal review procedure and concluded before being appealed to the First-tier Tribunal.

293 Where a decision has been reviewed by the Building Safety Regulator and is varied, the right of appeal will apply to the varied decision and not the original decision made by the Building Safety Regulator.

294 Where an appeal is lodged in the First-tier Tribunal, this appeal will be in respect of the decision taken by the Building Safety Regulator at the end of the review and will take into account the representations made during the review.

**Background**

*These Explanatory Notes relate to the Building Safety Bill as published in Draft on 20 July 2020 (Bill CP 264)*
This clause is designed to operate in conjunction with clause 30.

Example 1
The example provided for clause 30 is also applicable here.

Chapter 9: Supplementary and general

Clause 32 (and schedule 3): Cooperation and information sharing

Effect

Clause 32 introduces Schedule 3, which creates the power for reciprocal information sharing between the Building Safety Regulator and other persons in connection with certain statutory functions. Schedule 3 also creates legal duties for the Building Safety Regulator and specified bodies to cooperate in connection with certain statutory functions.

Schedule 3 paragraph 2 enables the reciprocal sharing of information between the Building Safety Regulator and local authorities and imposes duties to cooperate between them.

Paragraph 2 also enables the Secretary of State, through statutory instrument, to add to the list of local authorities’ functions to which these provisions apply. This reflects that there are a particularly wide range of potential operational interactions between the Building Safety Regulator and local authorities. The Government does not believe that it can foresee all the functions where operational experience will demonstrate that cooperation and information sharing between the Building Safety Regulator and the local authority would support effective delivery of those agencies’ statutory functions.

Schedule 3 paragraph 3 enables the reciprocal sharing of information between the Building Safety Regulator and Fire and Rescue Authorities. It also imposes duties to cooperate on the Building Safety Regulator and Fire and Rescue Authorities, focused on both authorities’ regulatory functions in respect of higher-risk buildings.

Schedule 3, paragraph 4 requires cooperation between the Building Safety Regulator and ombudsmen. This is intended to ensure that:

- Complaints raised with the wrong organisation initially are promptly and effectively redirected to the right place;
- There is effective joint working where there are several different aspects to a single complaint;
- There is appropriate and timely information sharing to support the delivery of each other’s functions;
- The organisations covered work together in other areas of joint interest such as the production of joint guidance to help residents understand their respective roles and responsibilities;

Schedule 3 paragraph 4(7) enables the Secretary of State, through regulations, to amend and add to the list of relevant functions to which the duties in relation to ombudsmen apply. It also enables the Secretary of State to add and amend the persons subject to the information sharing and cooperation provisions in relation to ombudsmen to enable other organisations to be added or for those no longer providing these services to be removed.
302 Schedule 3 also enables the Building Safety Regulator and the Secretary of State to share information, and allows the Building Safety Regulator to share information with the police in support of criminal investigations or proceedings.

Background

303 Clause 32 and Schedule 3 are new provisions.

304 The duties to cooperate and powers to share information set out in clause 32 and Schedule 3 are designed to foster a culture of joint working between the Building Safety Regulator and other regulators and enforcement bodies operating in the same regulatory landscape (with functions relevant to building standards and safety), to support one another to discharge their statutory functions effectively.

305 Schedule 3 paragraph 4 is specifically designed to make it easier for residents to have their safety concerns addressed effectively and through it help improve complaints handling for residents of all tenures by making sure that complaints quickly get to the right organisation for consideration and action.

Example 1: Local authorities and the Building Safety Regulator
During the course of a local authority environmental health team’s inspection, the team identify a building safety risk in connection with a higher-risk building. Relying on the duty to cooperate and the power to share information, the local authority shares information about the risk with the Building Safety Regulator, and they work together to ensure appropriate action is taken to manage and mitigate the risk identified, using whichever organisation’s expertise and powers are best suited to resolving this issue.

Example 2: Fire and Rescue Authorities and the Building Safety Regulator
The Fire and Rescue Authority identifies a breach of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety Order) 2005, which indicates the potential for a similar breach in the new regulatory regime in relation to occupation of a higher-risk building. Relying on the duty to cooperate and the power to share information, the Fire and Rescue Authority shares information about the issue with the Building Safety Regulator, and the two organisations would work together to ensure appropriate action is taken to deal with the breach and mitigate any risk to safety, using whichever organisation’s expertise and powers are best suited to resolving this issue.

Example 3: Ombudsman and the Building Safety Regulator
A resident of a higher-risk building in the social sector has a safety complaint about a faulty fire alarm system that their Accountable Person has not resolved. They don’t realise that this should be escalated to the Building Safety Regulator for consideration and investigation and send it the Ombudsman by accident. This duty is designed to make sure that in such a case the ombudsman on receipt will quickly redirect the complaint and the supporting information to the Building Safety Regulator for consideration, and work together with them if there are other aspects to the complaint that are more for the Ombudsman to consider.
Clause 33: Fees and charges

Effect

306 This clause allows the Secretary of State to make regulations allowing the Building Safety Regulator to charge fees and recover charges from those it regulates in relation to its functions under Part 2 of the Bill, its functions under Part 4 of the Bill (in relation to the new regulatory regime for higher-risk buildings in occupation), and its functions under the Health & Safety At Work etc Act 1974. Subsection 5 enables the Secretary of State to approve commercial charging by the Building Safety Regulator.

Background

307 This is a new provision.

308 The Independent Review recommended that the regulator for higher-risk buildings be funded through a full cost recovery approach. It is appropriate that regulations can make provisions for fees to be charged for Building Safety Regulator activities to support this policy objective in respect of higher-risk buildings, and for fees to be charged where appropriate for other functions.

309 This provision should be read alongside clause 58, which enables the Secretary of State to make regulations enabling the Building Safety Regulator (and local authorities) to charge for their functions under the Building Act 1984 and regulations made under it.

Example 1

We would expect regulations made under this power to set out fees to be charged to Accountable Persons or other dutyholders for costs incurred regulating against the new more stringent regime for higher-risk buildings in occupation. The fees regulations could provide details of when a fee or charge is payable, by whom, what it is payable for, what triggers the charge, and to set applicable hourly rates and application fees, including potentially different hourly rates for the work of different types of inspector or expert.

Subsection 5 is intended to be used where the Building Safety Regulator shares expertise with international partners and will only be used with the consent of the Secretary of State and in line with Government guidance on charging.

Clause 34: Review of regulatory regime

Effect

310 Clause 34 sets out a mandatory process for the Secretary of State to periodically appoint an independent reviewer to review the effectiveness of the building regulatory regime and make recommendations for improvement where necessary. This is to ensure the whole system is fit for purpose. In the first instance, the Secretary of State must appoint an independent reviewer within five years of the Act being passed. Subsequent appointments must be made within five years of the day on which the most recent appointment was made.

311 The first step is for the Secretary of State to appoint an independent person to undertake the review. The independent person must review the effectiveness of the Building Safety Regulator, the adequacy and effectiveness of the provisions of the Building Act 1984 and this Bill, any connected matters, and any other matters specified in the appointment itself.
Once the review is complete, the independent reviewer must submit a written report to the Secretary of State explaining the outcome of the review and provide any recommendations for improvement where necessary. The Secretary of State is required to publish a copy of this report.

**Background**

This is a new provision.

The Independent Review recommended for there to be a periodic review (at least every five years) of the effectiveness of the overall system of building regulation including accountabilities, responsibilities, guidance, and the effectiveness of the regulator.

---

**Example 1**

Approaching the five-year mark of operating the new building regulatory regime, the Secretary of State feels that a proportionate amount of time has passed to allow the system to be reasonably assessed.

Once the Secretary of State has determined that a review should take place, they must appoint an independent person to conduct this review. In considering the appropriate person to appoint as the reviewer, the Secretary of State must ensure the person is independent from the Secretary of State, the Building Safety Regulator, the building control profession and the built environment industry.

During the review, the independent person may observe that there are non-legislative matters of interest connected to the effectiveness of the Building Safety Regulator that impact the effectiveness of the system. The reviewer would be able to consider these matters as part of the review and make recommendations about them.

At the end of the review, the independent reviewer will need to submit a written report to the Secretary of State detailing the outcome of the assessment. At this stage, the reviewer may have noted various areas for improvement within the system. The reviewer must detail these recommendations for improvement in the report that they submit to the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State must publish a copy of this report.

---

**Clause 35: Interpretation of Part 2**

**Effect**

Clause 35 provides key definitions used in Part 2 of the Bill.

**Part 3: Building Act 1984**

**Chapter 1: Building control authorities and building regulations**

**Clause 36: Building control authorities**

**Effect**

Clause 36 amends section 91 of, and inserts new sections 91ZA, 91ZB, 91ZC and 121A into, the Building Act 1984 to set out the arrangements where the Building Safety Regulator is the

---
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building control authority.

317 The amendments to section 91 make clear that for buildings or building work where the Building Safety Regulator is the building control authority, the local authority is no longer responsible for acting as the building control authority for enforcing the requirements of building regulations in respect of those buildings or that building work.

318 Section 91ZA (1) provides that the Building Safety Regulator is the building control authority for higher-risk buildings, or buildings which are to be higher-risk buildings, i.e. is responsible for supervising building work and enforcing compliance with building regulations’ requirements for those buildings.

319 Section 91ZA (2) provides that the Building Safety Regulator is the building control authority in situations where a non-higher risk building becomes one as a result of building work being undertaken, or where a higher-risk building ceases to be one as a result of building work.

320 Section 91ZB enables the person undertaking the work to issue a notice to the relevant local authority in agreement with the Building Safety Regulator that the Building Safety Regulator is the building control authority for building work on a non-higher risk building (called a ‘regulator’s notice’). A regulator’s notice can only be issued provided that a building control application has not already been made to a local authority or an initial notice or a public body’s notice has not already been issued (subsection (3)).

321 Section 91ZC makes supplemental provision to Section 91ZB. In particular, subsections (2) – (4) provide that regulators’ notices can only be rejected on grounds prescribed in building regulations and that a notice of rejection must be issued within a prescribed period, otherwise the regulator’s notice is treated as being accepted. Subsection (5) allows for building regulations to prescribe the form and content of a regulator’s notice and the way in which it is to be issued.

322 The clause also inserts a new section 121A into the Building Act 1984 to make clear that the Building Safety Regulator is the building control authority where sections 91ZA and 91ZB provide for this to be the case, otherwise the building control authority will be a local authority. The definition of a building control authority being either the Building Safety Regulator or a local authority is the definition for all of the new references to ‘building control authority’ being inserted into the Building Act 1984.

323 Schedule 5 makes consequential amendments to the Building Act 1984.

Background

324 Section 91 of the Building Act 1984 places a duty on the local authority to execute the Act and enforce building regulations’ requirements in its area.

325 To avoid duplication of regulation, the Building Safety Regulator will be responsible for all building regulations matters when building work is undertaken on higher-risk buildings (not just fire and structural safety matters). Therefore, it will be the building control authority for all building work on higher-risk buildings, or for work which leads to a building becoming a higher-risk building, through e.g. the addition of extra storeys to an existing building, or ceasing to be a higher-risk building with the removal of storeys from the building or change of use.

326 Also, there will be multi building sites comprising both higher-risk buildings and non-higher-risk buildings. Although the Building Safety Regulator will automatically be the regulator for the higher-risk building, a local authority or registered building control approver would normally be the building control body for the non-higher risk building.
However, the developer may prefer to deal with one body for the whole site. Given that neither a local authority nor a registered building control approver can undertake building control for the higher-risk building, this would mean the developer would choose the Building Safety Regulator to be responsible for providing building control for the whole site.

The regulator’s notice provides the mechanism for doing this.

Example 1
If a developer (“the relevant person”) wishes the Building Safety Regulator to act as the building control authority for a multi-building site including both higher-risk buildings and non-higher risk buildings, they can seek the Building Safety Regulator’s agreement to issuing, jointly, a regulator’s notice. The Building Safety Regulator has to agree to undertake the building control function for non-higher risk buildings– if they do not, building control would be the responsibility of the local authority or a registered building control approver. A regulator’s notice can only be issued for sites where there is a higher-risk building and where work involves work on the higher-risk building.

It is envisaged that the local authority would have only very limited grounds for rejecting a regulator’s notice on procedural grounds (e.g. incorrect information has been supplied) and this would need to be done within a period prescribed in regulations.

Where the Building Safety Regulator is acting as the building control authority for a non-higher risk building, it will operate the same building control functions for the non-higher risk building as would a local authority where plans have been deposited.

Once work on a non-higher risk building has completed, the Building Safety Regulator will issue a completion certificate as provided for under building regulations. The regulator’s notice still has effect in respect of that work, i.e. a local authority cannot take enforcement action in respect of that work at a later date. However, a new regulator’s notice will be needed for any future building work on the non-higher risk building, or, alternatively, it would be open for the person undertaking the work to use the local authority or a registered building control approver for building control.

Clause 37: Building regulations
Effect

Clause 37 inserts new provisions into Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984 to provide powers for building regulations to set:

- Procedural requirements relating to building control and the issue of notices and certificates (new paragraph 1A);
- Procedures relating to applications for building control approval, and for requirements to be imposed on approvals (new paragraph 1B);
- Approval of schemes whose members can issue certificates, and provision about
those certificates and schemes (new paragraph 1C);

- Requirements on giving, obtaining or keeping of information or documents, in relation to any work or other matter to which building regulations are applicable (new paragraph 1D);

- Requirements for the establishing of a system relating to mandatory occurrence reporting (new paragraph 1E);

- The form and content of documents and information to be provided with building control applications (new paragraph 1F);

- Inspection and testing provisions which building control authorities can undertake (new paragraph 1G);

- Ability of building control authorities to extend prescribed timescales for deciding applications with the agreement of the applicant (new paragraph 1H); and

- Rights to appeal decisions, appeal requirements and procedures (1I).

330 The Building Safety Regulator will be the building control authority for higher-risk buildings and buildings covered by a regulator’s notice (see clause 36), and local authorities will be the building control authority for other buildings.

331 The new regulatory regime will introduce procedures and requirements for new higher-risk buildings as they are designed and built, and for building work carried out on them. Proposals for new higher-risk buildings will go through the Gateway process, and proposals for building work on existing higher-risk buildings will go through the refurbishment process, each of which will be laid out in building regulations.

332 Procedures similar to the current building control routes will continue to be available for buildings not in scope of the more stringent regime where a local authority is the building control authority, namely deposit of full plans or issue of a building notice. Procedures for these are currently set out in Part 3 of the Building Regulations 2010 as amended. Clause 37 provides the powers to make amendments to these current requirements, including the information to be provided, consultation with fire and rescue services and sewerage undertakers, approvals of plans, including with requirements, notification of when stages of work commence, and issue of completion certificates when work has completed.

333 Schedule 5 makes consequential repeals and amendments to relevant provisions in the Building Act 1984.

Background

334 The Independent Review made several recommendations for stringent new building control procedures to increase regulatory oversight of the design and construction of higher-risk buildings and of building work carried out on them. It identified the importance of persons responsible for building safety having access to accurate and up to date information and concluded that a ‘golden thread’ of good quality information would ensure effective building safety management throughout a building’s lifecycle.

335 It also recommended that dutyholders across the building lifecycle be required to report safety concerns to the Building Safety Regulator as part of a Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System.

These Explanatory Notes relate to the Building Safety Bill as published in Draft on 20 July 2020 (Bill CP 264)
Section 16 of the Building Act 1984 sets out general provision for the deposit of plans of proposed building work with local authorities. Specific regulations on procedural matters are in Part 3 of the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended). These provisions are considered to be insufficient to implement the tightened controls needed for high rise residential buildings and so new provisions will be made in regulations for Gateways and refurbishment procedures using the powers provided in clause 37.

Building regulations also set requirements for notices to be given to local authorities.

Sections 16 and 17 of the Act allow the Secretary of State to approve persons who can issue a certificate that work complies with building regulations, and as a consequence have protection from formal enforcement action by the local authority (no persons have been approved under this power).

Some lower risk building work can be certified as complying with relevant building regulations requirements if the person undertaking the work is a member of a competent person scheme, and a local authority can accept the certificate as evidence of compliance. Schemes are authorised by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government and are listed in Schedule 3 of the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended).

Proposed use of powers

New paragraph 1A provides that building regulations may make provision about requirements for building control applications, including the giving of notices and certificates; for consultation arrangements relating to building control applications; for building control authorities to be notified of stages of work; when applications can be deemed to be accepted or refused; and the effect of grants of applications and of certificates.

Paragraph 1B makes provision that prescribed documents must be submitted with an application for building control approval and also provides building control authorities the ability to set requirements when granting applications for building control approval, such as requiring the submission of revised versions of documents, setting out that work cannot proceed beyond a certain stage without further approvals, and requiring applications for the approval of design changes which occur during construction. Paragraph 1B (5) sets out that in prescribed applications for building control approval, intended to only be for refurbishment applications, applicants will be able to submit plans and the prescribed documents that they consider appropriate to the proposed work. Building control authorities will have the ability to request further information and refuse applications where the applicant fails to provide this.

Taken together, the powers in paragraphs 1A and 1B will be used to set out in building regulations the procedures for Gateways and refurbishment routes for building control approval in higher-risk buildings.

New paragraph 1C makes provision for building regulations to set out procedures for the approval of schemes for persons who can provide certificates as evidence that work complies with building regulations requirements; the suspension or withdrawal of scheme approvals, and the time periods for approvals. It is envisaged that a set of conditions of approval will be published which schemes must meet to be approved. These will be used as the basis for ongoing audit of schemes which will be necessary in order to maintain approvals.

New paragraph 1D will enable building regulations to set out the information and documents that must be obtained and kept, and the standards to which these documents and information must be stored and maintained to develop a golden thread of information throughout the building’s lifecycle. Building regulations will specify and define prescribed standards for how
documents and information should be stored and kept, and statutory guidance will be issued to support this. These prescribed standards are to ensure the information is accessible and the information can easily be used during design and construction, and in occupation to ensure building safety. This provision also gives building control authorities or other prescribed persons the power to require documents and information to be shared with them and others in certain circumstances. Building regulations under this clause will define the prescribed circumstances where information must be shared and the prescribed persons it must be shared with in these circumstances.

345 Dutyholders will also be required to report information about safety incidents taking place during building work as part of the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System. A list of reportable occurrences will be included in secondary legislation. New paragraph 1E gives the power to prescribe in building regulations the requirements for the mandatory occurrence reporting process. Regulations will require a Client to establish and operate a framework, according to prescribed requirements, that will enable workers on-site to report potential occurrences. Principal Designers and Principal Contractors should use this information to report structural and fire safety occurrences which could cause a significant risk to life safety in buildings within scope of the wider regime; these occurrences will be on the list mentioned above.

346 Where building regulations provide that any document or information may or must be given, new paragraph 1F provides that building regulations can prescribe the form and content of such documents, the information and other documents that must accompany it, and the way that it is given. This ensures consistency and quality standards. It is linked to paragraph 1D which sets out that the information and documents created and managed by the Client to support building safety must meet prescribed standards. Subparagraph (3) allows building regulations to specify that some documents must be given in accordance with a published direction; so, for example, building regulations might prescribe that Gateway two applications must be given to the Building Safety Regulator in accordance with a direction published by the Regulator; and the Building Safety Regulator might publish a direction saying that these applications should be submitted through an online portal. New paragraph 1F(4) sets out that building regulations can provide that in prescribed applications, intended to be used for refurbishment applications only, applicants must submit prescribed documents as they consider appropriate, and that further information or documents can be required by the building control authority. It also sets out that such applications can be refused if a prescribed document is not provided to the building control authority on request.

347 When checking work, building control authorities may need to undertake tests or take samples of building materials. New paragraph 1G provides that building regulations can make provision relating to the testing and sampling of work, prohibit the covering up of work within a prescribed time period after a specified event, and allow for the cutting into, laying open or pulling down of work in order to test or sample it.

348 It is anticipated that building regulations will set statutory timescales within which building control authorities will need to determine applications for building control approval. However, there will be projects where it will not be possible to review all the documents and make a decision within the statutory timetable. Paragraph 1H allows provision to be made for the building control authority, with the agreement of the applicant, to extend the period within which the application must be determined.

349 New paragraph 1I will enable persons directly impacted by the Building Safety Regulator’s decisions under building regulations to request an appeal of such decisions.
Clause 38: Dutyholders and general duties

Effect

350 Clause 38 amends Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984, by the addition of paragraph 5A, appointed persons, and paragraph 5B, general duties. The new regulatory regime will regulate and hold to account those participating in the design and construction of new buildings, and the refurbishment of existing buildings.

351 This clause creates a power in paragraph 5A to require appointments to be made in relation to any work under building regulations, to make provisions about the nature of the appointment (including the appointer, the appointee and the term of the appointment), and determine situations where an appointment is deemed to have been made.

352 The regulations will apply to all building work, and all persons participating in that building work. The provisions of paragraphs 5A and 5B will also apply to those appointed under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM) when CDM applies to the building work. Those appointed under CDM 2015 will be deemed appointed under the building regulations.

353 This clause also creates a power in paragraph 5B to impose duties on relevant persons throughout the design and construction phase of the project. These dutyholders include those commissioning or undertaking work as well as those appointed, controlling or managing the work.

354 The provisions in this clause will replace paragraph 4B of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984, inserted by the Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act 2004, which provides powers for Building Regulations to make provision with regard to Appointed Persons and paragraph 4B will be repealed as a consequence (see schedule 5 consequential amendments).

Proposed use of this power

355 The power provided by this clause, which is amending Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984, will enable regulations to be made setting out the appointments required when building regulations apply, and the duties which will be imposed. This will include the requirements for dutyholders to cooperate and share information and to ensure compliance with building regulations.

Background

356 This is a new provision, which will amend Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984. Schedule 1 sets out the provision that may be made in building regulations, including detailing what should be done by whom.

357 The Independent Review identified dutyholders (including the Client, and the Principal Designer and the Principal Contractor appointed under CDM 2015) who should be held accountable for building safety during the design and construction phase. CDM 2015 defines these dutyholders and imposes duties on them including appointing the right people for the work and having suitable arrangements to ensure the project is carried out in a way that secures health and safety.

358 This provision will ensure that when buildings are designed, constructed or refurbished, all dutyholders, including existing dutyholders identified in CDM 2015, will have formal responsibilities for compliance with building regulations.

Clause 39: Industry competence

Effect

These Explanatory Notes relate to the Building Safety Bill as published in Draft on 20 July 2020 (Bill CP 264)
359 This clause amends the Building Act 1984, creating powers to prescribe in building regulations competence requirements relating to the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor (appointed persons), and any prescribed person. Building regulations may also impose duties on the person appointing the Principal Designer, Principal Contractor and any prescribed person to ensure that those they appoint meet the competence requirements. These requirements will apply to any design or building work on all buildings.

360 The Principal Designer, Principal Contractor, designers and contractors can be an organisation or an individual. Sub-paragraph (2) provides that the competence requirements can apply to both organisations and individuals. For individuals, the competence requirements will relate to their skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours. For organisations, the competence requirements will relate to the organisational capability - the ability of an organisation to carry out its functions under the building regulations properly. This may include having appropriate management systems, processes and policies to carry out its functions, and having the capability to ensure that its staff have the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours.

361 Where the Principal Designer or the Principal Contractor are organisations, subsection (3) enables building regulations to impose requirements on these organisations to ensure that the individuals leading or managing the work have the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours to manage, on behalf of the organisation, their functions as the Principal Designer or the Principal Contractor.

Proposed use of this power

362 The intention for this provision is to ensure that everyone doing design work or building work is competent to do their work in a way that is compliant with building regulations. Secondary legislation will be laid once the Bill has received Royal Assent, to impose the competence requirements. For any design or building work on all buildings, we intend that building regulations set out these duties:

- The Principal Designer and Principal Contractor (appointed persons) must have the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours and, if they are an organisation, the organisational capability, to carry out their duties specified in building regulations in a way that is compliant with building regulations. They may not accept an appointment unless they fulfil these conditions.

- Anyone who participates in or manages the work must have the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours, and if they are an organisation, the organisational capability to carry out work in a way that is compliant with building regulations. If a person does not have the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours, they must be in the process of obtaining it, and must be appropriately supervised. The latter option is needed to cover individuals in training and apprentices etc.

- Anyone who appoints organisations or individuals to carry out design work or building work must take reasonable steps to ensure that those they appoint meet the competence requirements for their roles.

- For higher-risk buildings, the competence requirements for the Principal Designer, Principal Contractor, and those carrying out design or building work must be appropriate to the particular higher-risk building in question.
363 These duties will apply to any design or building work on all buildings, whether or not the work is higher-risk building work. This includes any design or building work carried out during occupation.

364 Breach of these duties will be a criminal offence, contrary to section 35 of the Building Act 1984.

365 Government intends to provide statutory guidance, in the form of an Approved Document, to support these requirements. In the first instance guidance will be issued for higher-risk buildings, with wider competence guidance to follow later. The guidance will provide examples of the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours (SKEB) and organisational capability required to work on higher-risk buildings, in particular, for the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor. The guidance may make references to the competence standards being developed by British Standards Institution (BSI) for these roles. We expect that over time, the built environment industry will develop sector-specific competence frameworks, which could, if sufficiently rigorous, be recommended and adopted in statutory guidance. We expect the competence committee (see clause 10) to advise the Building Safety Regulator and the Government on this point.

Related provisions

366 Clause 37 provides powers (in new paragraphs 1B and 1F of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984) for Building Regulations to prescribe documents to be supplied with building control applications. This will include as part of the Gateway two application, a signed declaration from the Client that they are content with the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours of the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor, and the evidence of the Client’s assessment process for the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours of the Principal Designer and Principal Contractor.

Background

367 Building regulations do not currently make any particular provision relating to competence of persons carrying out building work. Regulation 7(1)(b) provides that ‘building work shall be carried out in a workmanlike manner’, but this is focused on the quality of the work rather than the competence of the person doing it. Approved Document 7 provides some guidance on meeting the requirement in regulation 7(1)(b).

368 The Construction, Design and Management (CDM) Regulations 2015 include general duties in relation to the competence of designers (including Principal Designers) and contractors (including Principal Contractors). There are also duties on contractors to ensure the competence of those they appoint to work on construction sites. These duties focus on ensuring good management of health, safety and welfare when carrying out construction projects rather than on the safety and quality of buildings, and do not have specific provisions relating to higher-risk buildings.

369 The new provisions will impose general duties in relation to competence of persons carrying out any work on all buildings to ensure compliance with building regulations.

Example 1
The Client intends to commission an eight-storey residential building and appoints a Principal Designer to lead on the design work. Prior to the appointment, the Client must assess that the nominated Principal Designer has the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours and organisational capability to carry out their duties under building regulations in relation to the specific higher-risk
building. In making this assessment, the Client considers statutory guidance which provides examples of the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours and organisational capability required to work on higher-risk building.

The Client decides to appoint a company which demonstrates the organisational capability and ensures that the individual nominated by the company to manage its functions as the Principal Designer has the relevant skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours for the particular building, as explained in guidance. This may be demonstrated by, for example, meeting the competence standards for the Principal Designer and having relevant experience working on the same type of buildings etc. The Principal Designer must also make sure that anyone they appoint to carry out design work is competent for their role.

Once the design stage is completed, the Client then procures for the construction of the building. Before appointing a Principal Contractor, the Client must assess that the nominated Principal Contractor has the appropriate skills, knowledge, experience, behaviours and organisational capability to carry out their duties under building regulations in relation to the specific building. Similarly, the Client considers statutory guidance and appoints a company which demonstrates the organisational capability, and ensures that the individual nominated by the company to manage its functions as the Principal Contractor has the relevant skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours for the particular building, and has met the competence standard for the Principal Contractor, as explained in guidance.

During construction, the Principal Contractor must make sure that anyone they appoint to carry out building work is competent for their role or is being trained and appropriately supervised by a competent supervisor.

Clause 40: Lapse of building control approval etc

**Effect**

370 Clause 40 inserts a new section 32 into the Building Act 1984 which provides for building control approvals to lapse automatically after three years in respect of any buildings in which work has not commenced. It also inserts a new section 53A into the Act which makes provision for initial notices and plans certificates to lapse after three years. A new paragraph 4A is inserted into Schedule 4 to the Building Act 1984 to provide for a public body’s notice and public body’s plans certificate to lapse after three years.

371 Consequential amendments are made to the Building Act 1984, in particular section 47(4) is amended so that it is subject to new section 53A. Consequently, the provisions of section 53 relating to the effect of an initial notice ceasing to have effect do not apply if an initial notice lapses under section 53A.

372 Provision in new subsections 32(5), 53A(7) and paragraph 4A(4) inserted by clause 40 allows building regulations to define when work commences.

**Background**

373 Section 32 of the Building Act 1984 currently provides a power for a local authority to issue a notice declaring that its approval of the plans for that work has no effect, if work has not commenced within three years of the plans being deposited.
Section 52(5) of the Building Act 1984 currently provides a power for a local authority to cancel an initial notice if work has not commenced within three years of the notice being issued, and section 50(8) provides a power for a local authority to rescind acceptance of a plans certificate if work has not started within three years of the certificate being issued. Similar provision is made for a public body’s plans certificate in paragraph 2(6) of Schedule 4 to the Building Act 1984.

Example 1
The deposit of plans, initial notices, plans certificates, and public body’s notices and plans certificates, will lapse automatically rather than requiring a local authority to take proactive action to declare that the deposit of plans has no effect, or to cancel the notice etc. This is in line with the arrangements in planning legislation where planning permission lapses automatically after three years if work on the development has not started.

Also, if work has not started on an individual building on a multi building site within three years, the building control approval in respect of that building will lapse.

Clause 41: Determination of certain applications by Secretary of State

Effect

Clause 41 provides that where the Building Safety Regulator fails to make a decision on a prescribed application for higher-risk buildings within prescribed timescales, and there is no agreement with the applicant to extend the timescale, applicants can apply to the Secretary of State for a decision on the original application within a prescribed time period. The Building Safety Regulator will not be able to continue determining the original application once an application has been made to the Secretary of State for a decision in these cases.

The Secretary of State can appoint persons to determine these applications. Provisions will be made in building regulations for the Secretary of State to appoint a person to determine the original application, including conferring functions on them and on the effect of their decisions. The Secretary of State, and any appointed person, will have the powers of the building control authority to determine the original application with the Building Act 1984 and building regulations applying to them as they apply to the Building Safety Regulator, for example they may impose requirements on approval of an application using powers under building regulations made under clause 37.

Subsection (6) provides powers to make provisions about these applications in building regulations. General procedural matters in regard to these applications will be set out in building regulations, for example the prescribing the categories of applications that can use this procedure, prescribing the time period within which these applications must be made, the procedures for making an application, for determining an application, and specifying the form and content of documents. Building regulations can also place requirements on applicants and impose duties on the Building Safety Regulator in relation to these cases such as requiring applicants to notify the Building Safety Regulator when they submit an application to the Secretary of State, and requiring the Building Safety Regulator to provide relevant documents to the Secretary of State.

Applicants will be able to appeal decisions of the Secretary of State to the First-tier Tribunal.
Background

379 Currently developers can build at risk without building control approval; This will become an offence under the new regime for higher-risk buildings. To minimise the risk of causing undue delays to construction applicants would be able to apply to the Secretary of State for a decision in cases where the prescribed timescale for the Building Safety Regulator to make a decision has passed with no extension agreed.

Clause 42: Enforcement

Effect

380 Subsections (2) and (4) of clause 42 amend sections 35A and 36 of the Building Act 1984 to extend the time limit during which enforcement action in respect of a contravention of building regulations can take place from two years (section 35A – prosecution) or twelve months (section 36 – notice requiring rectification of non-compliant work) to 10 years. The maximum penalty for the criminal offence (set out in section 35 of the 1984 Act, which is repealed and replaced by paragraph 25 of Schedule 5 to this Bill) remains an unlimited fine and a further fine each day the default continues; the amended version of section 35 increases the maximum daily fine from £50 to level 1 on the standard scale (currently £200), reflecting inflation since 1984.

381 Subsection (3) of this clause enables the building control authority (i.e. Building Safety Regulator or local authority) to issue compliance or stop notices where there is or is likely to be a contravention of building regulations by inserting new sections 35B to 35D into the 1984 Act.

382 A compliance notice (new section 35B) can be served on a person who is contravening, or is likely to contravene, building regulations. This notice will require the person to remedy the contravention or to take the steps detailed in the notice within the specified period. This will be most useful in respect of non-safety related obligations outlined in building regulations, such as the provision of broadband.

383 Where work is being carried out that contravenes one or more particular provisions of building regulations that are specified in regulations for this purpose, where a compliance notice has not been complied with or where work would present a risk of serious harm to people in or about the building if the building were used without the contravention being remedied, a stop notice (new section 35C) can be issued, to require a person to stop all work specified in the notice (which could be all work on that project). Once issued, it will take force immediately or from a date specified in the notice. The power to specify particular provisions of the building regulations is intended to enable the Building Safety Regulator to stop work immediately on sites where Gateway requirements have been breached. The Gateway requirements will be set out in building regulations made under new paragraphs 1A and 1B of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984, which are inserted by Clause 37 of this Bill.

384 In line with the existing enforcement protection in section 36(5) of the Building Act 1984, new section 35D(4) sets out that compliance and stop notices cannot be issued where an application for building control approval in respect of non-higher risk building work has been granted by a building control authority and the contravention consists solely of carrying out the approved work etc. This protection does not apply to stop notices issued under new section 35C(1)(c), i.e. where the use of the building in question without the contravention having been remedied would be likely to present a risk of serious harm to people in or about the building (see new section 35D(4)).

385 These notices will be appealable to the First-tier Tribunal (subsection (5), inserting new section 39A into the Building Act 1984). Appeal of a compliance notice will suspend the effect of the
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386 If the person issued with a compliance or stop notice breaches the notice, the building control authority will be able to prosecute for the breach. The offence of breaching a notice will be triable either way, reflecting not only the contravention of building regulations, but also that a formal opportunity to rectify it has been refused. If tried by magistrates, the offence will carry a maximum penalty of an unlimited fine and/or 12 months’ imprisonment (six months until the commencement of section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003). If tried in the Crown court, the maximum penalty will be an unlimited fine and/or two years’ imprisonment.

Background

387 This clause introduces new powers for building control authorities to enhance their ability to address noncompliance with building regulations without resorting to criminal prosecution.

388 Stop notices are being introduced as, before the Bill, there was no power available to stop non-compliant building work from being continued or completed; the issue of such a notice will also avoid any nugatory further work being done on a non-compliant building by ensuring each stage is compliant before the next is done.

389 These measures have been modelled on notices under Section 21 of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 and are intended to be used in similar circumstances.

Example 1
During the construction of a higher-risk building, an authorised officer of the Building Safety Regulator notices that a non-compliant material is being used in construction, contrary to what has been specified in the full plans during the Gateway two process. The officer serves the person carrying out the work with a compliance notice, detailing the reason for non-compliance and the requirement to remedy this.

Example 2
The Building Safety Regulator becomes aware of construction of a higher-risk building where the applicant has not received approval of their Gateway two application. The Building Safety Regulator can issue a stop notice under new section 35C(1)(a) to the building owner and the Principal Contractor, requiring them to cease work immediately. Failure to comply with this notice will be a criminal offence.

Example 3
A person carrying out refurbishment work has been issued with a compliance notice due to their fitting non-compliant cladding on the external walls of a building. The person has failed to comply with the compliance notice. The building control authority decides that the appropriate next step is to issue the person with a stop notice, ordering them to stop all work on site until the cladding is replaced. Non-compliance with a stop notice will be a criminal offence.

Clause 43: Liability of officers of body corporate

Effect
Clause 43 inserts new section 112A into the Building Act 1984 which provides that, where a corporate body commits a criminal offence under that Act, any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of that body is also deemed to have committed that offence in certain circumstances. Those circumstances are where the individual has consented to or connived in the commission of the offence or where the offence is attributable to any neglect on their part. Clause 114 makes similar provision in respect of the criminal offences in Parts 2 or 4 of this Bill.

Background

Many of those bodies carrying out duties under the Building Act 1984 and the new regime are and will be corporate bodies rather than individuals. As a corporate body operates only by and through the actions of its employees, including managers and directors, if there is an offence by a body corporate, then there is likely also to be some measure of personal failure by one or more individuals, particularly those in a position to make critical decisions.

It will be appropriate to consider what evidence has been obtained against the company and the director or senior manager, taking into account the management arrangements. One purpose of bringing a prosecution under this clause should be to bring home the importance of building safety responsibilities to those directing companies.

Where there is sufficient evidence and the public interest test is met, prosecutions could be brought against directors/managers as well as prosecuting the company for an offence under the relevant statutory provisions, even where there is a sole director. This would not be regarded as prosecuting the same person twice, as the two are separate legal entities. Should both matters result in a conviction, it will be for the sentencing court to sentence the individual(s) and the corporate body appropriately.

New section 112A has been modelled on Section 37 of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974.

Example 1

If a subcontractor working on a project in the build phase decides to substitute agreed materials for inferior and noncompliant ones in order to increase their profit margin, the building control authority’s first response is likely to be to point out the problem and ask that it be rectified. If the inferior materials are not replaced with compliant ones, the building control authority could serve a compliance notice under new section 35B of the Building Act 1984, non-compliance with which would be an offence under new section 35B(4). If the subcontractor is a corporate body and there is evidence that a particular director or manager has made the decision not to replace the noncompliant material, that director or manager could be prosecuted as well as or instead of the corporate body and could be sentenced to imprisonment by the court.

Chapter 2: Building control approvers and building inspectors

Clause 44: Regulation of building control profession

Effect

Clause 44 amends the Building Act 1984 by inserting a new Part 2A which provides for the registration of building inspectors and building control approvers. The overall purpose of Part
2A is to improve competence levels and accountability in the building control sector by creating a unified professional and regulatory structure for building control, changing and modernising the existing legislative framework. The Building Safety Regulator will also assist and encourage building inspectors under its duty in clause 6(2).

396 In future the Building Safety Regulator and each local authority (to be collectively known as building control authorities, as defined in clause 36) and each registered building control approver will be required, before exercising specified building control functions in relation to a building project (such as approving plans or submitting an initial notice), to obtain and consider advice from a registered building inspector.6

397 Individuals in both the private and public sector who wish to be registered building inspectors must in the future meet the same minimum standard criteria to be placed on the register. Registered building inspectors will be able to provide advice to the building control authorities or registered building control approvers, in line with the type of registration they hold. Current “Approved Inspectors” (i.e. organisations) wishing to undertake building control work will also have to meet minimum criteria to become registered as building control approvers, becoming subject to the oversight of the Building Safety Regulator. We are not requiring local authorities to register as they are the default building control authority in an area and are already subject to intervention powers (including their building control functions being transferred to another local authority) where they are failing (see section 116 of the Building Act 1984, as amended by clause 47).

398 Local authority (or Building Safety Regulator) employees who are currently building inspectors may wish to formally register as a ‘registered building inspector’. The registered building inspector that building control authorities use to provide advice on specified functions could be an employee or someone contracted to provide the advice. An individual who is currently an Approved Inspector could register:

- As a registered building inspector (which would allow them to provide advice to others);
- As a registered building control approver (which would allow them to undertake work under Part 2 of the Building Act 1984, but they would need to obtain advice from a registered building inspector before exercising prescribed functions); or
- As both (which would allow them to undertake Part 2 work and rely on their own expert advice before exercising the prescribed functions).

399 New sections 58A to 58C set out the requirements for the registration of individuals as registered building inspectors by the Building Safety Regulator. The new sections provide for the Building Safety Regulator to publish the criteria for registration, an application procedure and enables the Building Safety Regulator to grant registration with restrictions (e.g. as to the type of buildings on which an inspector can give advice) or subject to conditions (e.g. requiring regular training) and for the Secretary of State to set, in regulations, the length registrations are valid (e.g. five years).

400 New sections 58D to 58L set out more detail on the ongoing regulation of registered building inspectors including an inspector applying to vary or cancel their registration (for example to be able to provide advice on further types of buildings after improving their competence through training), that the Building Safety Regulator will publish a code of conduct for

---

6 This requirement may not include all types of non-statutory inspections, for example of Crown buildings.
inspectors, how to deal with professional misconduct by inspectors (including a power to seek information from inspectors), disciplinary action that can be taken (including varying, suspending or cancelling an inspector’s registration) and appeals. The new sections set out a new offence of acting outside the scope of their registration without reasonable excuse i.e. providing advice on a type of building which is outside the restrictions specified on their registration or providing advice whilst suspended. It also sets out two new offences of (1) providing advice outside of the scope of one’s registration without a reasonable excuse (for instance where the inspector has not been informed by the Building Safety Regulator that it has been suspended) and (2) impersonating a registered building inspector with intent to deceive.

401 Sections 58M to 58O set out the requirements for the registration of persons (i.e. organisations or individuals) as building control approvers by the Building Safety Regulator. The new sections provide for the Building Safety Regulator to determine the criteria for registration, an application procedure for the registration of building control approvers and enables the regulator to grant registration with restrictions (e.g. as to the type of buildings the registered building control body can work) or subject to conditions, and for the Secretary of State to set, in regulations, the length of registrations.

402 Sections 58P to 58W set out more detail on the ongoing regulation of registered building control approvers including applying for a variation or cancellation of registration, that the Building Safety Regulator will publish professional conduct rules, a power for the Building Safety Regulator to seek information from registered building control approvers, and investigations and sanctions if a registered building control approver contravenes the professional conduct rules. It also sets out two new offences of (1) exercising a building control function outside the scope of its registration (i.e. outside the restrictions specified on its registration or taking on new work when suspended), without reasonable excuse (for instance where the approver has not been informed by the Building Safety Regulator that it has been suspended) and (2) of impersonating a registered building control approver with intent to deceive.

403 Section 58X enables the Building Safety Regulator to designate some or all of the Regulator’s building control duties under sections 58A to 58W to be undertaken by another body.

404 New section 58Y enables the regulator to make operational standards rules for local authorities and registered building control approvers. Local authorities and registered building control approvers must comply with the rules in the exercise of their building control functions. The Building Safety Regulator must publish the rules and may revise and republish these rules from time to time.

405 Section 58Z enables the Building Safety Regulator to direct local authorities and registered building control approvers to provide at specified times or intervals, such specified reports, returns and other information relating to the exercise of their building control functions. A registered building control approver who fails to comply with the direction or provides false or misleading information commits an offence. This offence is punishable by a fine.

406 Section 58Z1 enables the Building Safety Regulator to request a local authority or registered building control approver to provide any documents or information relating to the exercise of their building control functions. A notice must be provided to the local authority or registered building control approver in writing to specify the nature and type of information required. A registered building control approver who fails to comply with the notice or provides false or misleading information commits an offence that is punishable by a fine.

407 Section 58Z2 enables the regulator to investigate a local authority or registered building control approver if they may have failed to meet the operational standards rules. The Building
Safety Regulator must first publish a statement of the investigation procedure it intends to follow and allow for the authority or building control approver to make representations. The Building Safety Regulator may revise and publish the revised statement at any time.

408 Section 58Z3 allows the Building Safety Regulator to issue an improvement notice to a local authority or registered building control approver if following an investigation or otherwise, they have breached the operational standards rules. The purpose of an improvement order is to direct the authority or registered building control approver in default to remedy the breach as specified in the order. The improvement notice must be served with a statement of reasons to explain why it has been served. Copies must be provided to the Secretary of State. In the case of a registered building control approver, copies must additionally be provided to each local authority. The notice has effect for the timeframe specified in the notice or until it is revoked. A local authority or registered building control approver may appeal the improvement notice to the First-tier Tribunal.

409 Section 58Z4 allows the Building Safety Regulator to issue a serious contravention notice to a local authority or a registered building control approver if following an investigation or otherwise, it is found that the operational standards rules have been breached and this poses a risk to the safety of people in or about buildings. The purpose of the notice is to direct an authority or registered building control approver to take specific action as set out in the notice to remedy the breach. The serious contravention notice must be served with a statement of reasons to explain why it has been served. Copies must be provided to the Secretary of State. In the case of a registered building control approver, copies must additionally be provided to each local authority. The notice has effect for the timeframe specified in the notice or until it is revoked. An authority or registered building control approver may appeal the serious contravention notice to the First-tier Tribunal. A person who contravenes the notice commits an offence and is liable to pay a fine.

410 Section 58Z5 - If the Building Safety Regulator has given a local authority one or more serious contravention notices and considers the way in which the authority exercises their building control functions falls short of the expected standards, puts the safety of persons in or about buildings at risk and is likely to continue to do so, the Regulator may recommend to the Secretary of State to make an order for the authorities functions to be transferred to the Secretary of State or another local authority. The Building Safety Regulator must initially notify the authority that it is considering taking such action and explain its reasons for this. The authority must be invited to make any representations in respect of the proposed action within specified timeframes which must be no less than 14 days. Where the Building Safety Regulator proceeds to act, it must notify the authority that it has done so and provide a statement explaining why the decision has been taken. A local authority may appeal to the First-tier Tribunal against such recommendation.

411 If the Building Safety Regulator has given a registered building control approver one or more serious contravention notices and considers the way in which the registered building control approver exercises their building control functions falls short of the standards expected, puts the safety of persons in or about buildings at risk and is likely to continue to do so, the Building Safety Regulator may cancel the building control approver’s registration. The Building Safety Regulator must first notify the registered building control approver that it is considering taking this action and explain its reasons for this. The building control approver must be invited to make any representations in respect of the proposed action within specified timeframes which must be no less than 14 days. Where the Building Safety Regulator proceeds to cancel the approver’s registration, it must notify the approver and each local authority that it has done so and provide a statement explaining why the decision has been taken. A registered building control approver may appeal to the First-tier Tribunal against the
cancellation of its registration.

Background

412 This is a new provision.

**Example 1: Individual building inspector registration**

An individual who wants to work as a registered building inspector will need to submit an application to the Building Safety Regulator demonstrating how they meet the published criteria. The criteria set by the Building Safety Regulator may include measures of competence, being a fit and proper person, previous experience etc. Upon reviewing the application, the Building Safety Regulator will decide whether or not to grant registration and if any restrictions or conditions should be imposed on the inspector’s registration. Restrictions may include matters such as the type or height of buildings an inspector may advise on.

**Example 2: Building control approver registration**

A person (e.g. private sector company or sole trader) who wishes to undertake building control work under Part 2 of the Building Act 1984 will need to be registered. A person will need to submit an application to the Building Safety Regulator demonstrating how they meet the Building Safety Regulator’s criteria for registration as a building control approver. After reviewing the application, the Building Safety Regulator will decide whether or not to grant registration and if there are any restrictions or conditions that should be imposed on the building control approver’s registration. Restrictions may include matters such as the type or height of buildings a building control approver can work on.

Section 58Y - The Building Safety Regulator publishes operational standards rules for local authorities and registered building control approver. Local authorities and registered building control approver have to adhere to these rules and comply with the requirements in the exercise of their duties and functions. Over the course of time, there are changes within the industry which mean that the rules need to be revised to reflect best practice requirements for local authorities and registered building control approver. The Building Safety Regulator may revise the rules and must publish the revised rules for local authorities and registered building control approvers to see so that they have access to it.

Section 58Z - The Building Safety Regulator requires information from a registered building control approver in relation to the exercise of its building control function. The Building Safety Regulator writes to the building control approver to direct it to provide specific reports, returns and other information and specifies the date when the information is to be provided. In providing its return to the Building Safety Regulator, the building control approver provides false and misleading reports and therefore commits an offence. The registered building control approver is convicted of the offence and ordered to pay a fine.

Section 58Z1 - The Building Safety Regulator requires information from a registered building control approver in relation to its building control functions. The Building Safety Regulator provides a notice in writing to the registered building control
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approver which specifies the information required, the date by which it is required and the form the information must be provided in. The registered building control approver fails to comply with the notice. The registered building control approver commits an offence by failing to provide the information requested. The registered building control approver is convicted of the offence and ordered to pay a fine.

Section 58Z2 - The Building Safety Regulator receives a complaint that a local authority has failed to meet the operational standards rules in the exercise of their building control functions. The Building Safety Regulator decides to investigate the local authority. The Building Safety Regulator will have published a statement outlining the procedures it will follow in relation to investigations and provides an opportunity for the local authority to make representations during the investigation.

Section 58Z3 - Following an investigation, it is established that the operational standards rules have been breached by local authority. To remedy the situation, the Building Safety Regulator serves an improvement notice on the local authority together with a statement of reasons explaining why the notice has been served. The Building Safety Regulator also provides copies to the Secretary of State. The Building Safety Regulator sets out in the notice what specific actions the authority must take to resolve the breach and sets a timeframe of 28 days to complete these actions. The local authority reads the statement of reasons and understands why the decision has been taken to serve the notice. The local authority chooses to comply with the notice and does not appeal to the First-tier Tribunal. The local authority undertakes all actions set out in the improvement notice within 28 days to remedy the breach.

Section 58Z4 - Following an investigation, it is established that the operational standards rules have been breached by a local authority and this represents a risk to the safety of people in or about the buildings in concern. To remedy the situation, the Building Safety Regulator serves a serious contravention notice on the local authority together with a statement of reasons to explain why the notice has been served. The Building Safety Regulator also provides copies to the Secretary of State. The Building Safety Regulator sets out in the notice what specific actions the authority must take to resolve the breach and sets a timeframe of 28 days to complete these actions. The local authority reads the statement of reasons and understands why the decision has been made to serve the notice. The local authority does not appeal the notice to the First-tier Tribunal. The local authority, however, fails to comply with the notice and does not undertake the actions as set out within the 28-day timeframe. The local authority does not have reasonable justification for failing to carry out the actions as directed in the notice and is therefore convicted of this offence and is ordered to pay a fine.

Section 58Z5 - The Building Safety Regulator has given a local authority a serious contravention notice, and the local authority appears to be continuing to exercise their building control functions below the expected standard, putting the safety of persons at risk. The Building Safety Regulator considers that the appropriate next step is to recommend to the Secretary of State to make an order to transfer the authority’s functions to another local authority. The Building Safety Regulator notifies the local authority that it is considering taking such action and explain its
reasons. The local authority is invited to make any representations within 14 days in respect of this proposed action. After representations have been made, the Building Safety Regulator considers it appropriate to proceed to act and it notifies the authority that it has done so and provides a statement explaining why the decision has been taken. The local authority chooses not to appeal this decision to the First-tier Tribunal.

Clause 45: Transfer of approved inspectors’ functions to registered building control approvers

Effect

413 Part 2 of the Building Act 1984 currently provides for Approved Inspectors (including organisations and individuals) to supervise building work. This clause makes a number of consequential amendments to provisions in the Building Act 1984, mainly in Part 2, so that references to Approved Inspectors are changed to become references to registered building control approvers. Both private sector companies and sole traders that were previously operating as Approved Inspectors will be able to register with the Building Safety Regulator to become registered building control approvers.

414 Local authorities will not have to register as building control approvers and will continue to perform their building control functions. This is because local authorities have a statutory duty to enforce building regulations in their area under section 91(2) of the Building Act 1984. It should be noted that under section 116 of the Building Act 1984 (as amended by clause 47) where a local authority is failing, its building control functions can be transferred by the Secretary of State to another local authority.

Background

415 This clause makes a number of amendments to the Building Act 1984 which are consequential on Approved Inspectors being replaced by registered building control approvers.

Example 1
In future initial notices etc for building control work under Part 2 of the Building Act 1984 will need to be issued by a registered building control approver instead of an Approved Inspector.

Clause 46: Functions exercisable only with advice of registered building control approvers

Effect

416 Clause 46 provides that some building control functions will be specified as functions which building control authorities (defined as the Building Safety Regulator and local authorities in clause 36) or registered building control approvers will only be able to carry out having first obtained and considered the advice of a registered building inspector. This is to ensure that individuals who have demonstrated relevant competence are advising decision-makers before important building control decisions are taken. These restricted functions will be set out in secondary legislation.

417 Building control authorities have a statutory duty to supervise and enforce building
regulations in their area under section 91(2) of the Building Act 1984 in the case of local authorities, and the new building control regime for higher-risk buildings (and other buildings where a regulator’s notice is in force (see clause 37)) in the case of the Building Safety Regulator. It is not intended that all of the work they do under this duty will be specified as a function which they must not exercise before they have obtained and considered a registered building inspector’s advice. We have in mind that a building control authority’s functions are equivalent to those of a registered building control approver for building work, and not its functions of checking the initial notices etc. of registered building control approvers, will be specified.

418 Some examples of local authority functions that could be specified in secondary legislation as functions which an authority can only exercise after obtaining and considering advice from a registered building inspector may include approval or rejection of full building plans and issuing completion certificates. Examples of local authority functions that are unlikely to be included in the list of functions are accepting and rejecting initial notices from registered building control approvers, accepting or rejecting plans certificates from such bodies and accepting or rejecting amendment notices from such bodies. Some examples of Building Safety Regulator functions that might be specified include approving a construction Gateway application for a higher-risk building or issuing a completion certificate.

419 This clause requires that building control authorities and registered building control approvers must obtain and consider the advice of a registered building inspector each time they want to make a decision on a restricted function. If a registered building control approver breaches this requirement it can be fined. For building control authorities, in the case of failure to seek advice from a registered building inspector, their decision could be subject to judicial review for failing to follow the legislative process.

Background

420 This clause inserts new sections 46A and 54A into the Building Act 1984.

Example 1: Local authority
A local authority wishes to issue a final completion certificate on a building. The local authority will be required to obtain advice from a registered building inspector (who may or may not be directly employed by them) who provides advice. The local authority will then consider the advice received and make a decision on whether or not to issue the completion certificate.

Example 2: Building Safety Regulator
The Building Safety Regulator is reviewing full plans under the new construction Gateway two arrangements for higher-risk buildings. Before deciding whether to allow construction to start, it will be required to obtain advice from a registered building inspector on the proposed plans. The Building Safety Regulator will then consider the registered building inspector’s advice before making a decision on whether or not the plans provided at construction Gateway two are sufficient to allow construction to begin.

Example 3: Registered building control approver
A registered building control approver wishes to issue a plans certificate for a building. It will be required to obtain advice from a registered building inspector on the proposed plans. The body will then consider the registered building inspector’s
advice before making a decision on whether or not to issue the plans certificate.

Clause 47: Default powers of Secretary of State

Effect

421 Clause 47 amends section 116 of the Building Act 1984. If the Secretary of State is satisfied that a local authority has failed to perform their functions, he may make an order which declares them to be in default and instruct them to discharge their functions in a specific way and within a specific timeframe. If a local authority fails to comply with this order, the Secretary of State may make a transfer order to assign to himself or to another local authority, specified building control functions belonging to the authority in default. The Secretary of State must first consult the Building Safety Regulator before making any orders.

422 The Secretary of State may also make a transfer order if the Building Safety Regulator makes a recommendation and if he is satisfied that the authority is exercising its functions below the standard expected, which puts, or may put, the safety of persons in or about buildings at risk, and is likely to continue to do so.

423 This clause amends section 117 of the Building Act 1984. Where the Secretary of State has transferred functions to himself, any expenses incurred in carrying out those functions should initially be paid from money provided by Parliament. The amount of these expenses is recoverable as a debt due to the Crown and is to be paid to the Secretary of State by the authority in default.

424 This clause also amends section 118 of the Building Act 1984. The Secretary of State may at any time vary or revoke a transfer order but must first consult with the Building Safety Regulator. The Secretary of State may make any provisions to deal with the transfer, vesting and discharge of any property or liabilities incurred by the person to whom the functions were transferred to, either through the revoking order or a new order.

Background

425 This clause amends sections 116, 117 and 118 of the Building Act 1984, to clarify the Secretary of States powers to intervene where a local authority has failed to perform their functions under the Building Action 1984, and to recognise the role of the Building Safety Regulator in advising the Secretary of State in relation to this power.

Example 1
A local authority has failed to perform its building control functions to the required standard. To remedy the situation, the Secretary of State first consults with the Building Safety Regulator and makes an order which declares the authority to be in default and directs them to carry out their functions in a specific way within a period of 28 days. The authority fails to comply with a requirement of this order within the timeframe. The Secretary of State considers that the appropriate next step is to make a transfer order and first consults with the Building Safety Regulator. The Secretary of State proceeds to make the transfer order which assigns to another local authority specified building control functions that belong to the authority in default.

Example 2
The Building Safety Regulator notices that a local authority is failing to perform its functions to the required standard and recommends to the Secretary of State that a
transfer order should be made. The Secretary of State reviews this recommendation and is satisfied that this authority is likely to continue to exercise its functions below the standard expected and put the safety of people at risk. The Secretary of State proceeds to make the order which assigns the functions of the authority in default to himself.

Example 3:
The Secretary of State considers that the circumstances of the local authority which led to the transfer of its functions has now been resolved. The Secretary of State first consults with the Building Safety Regulator on this issue and then proceeds to makes an order to revoke the transfer order. Within this revoking order, the Secretary of State sets out any steps to be taken to deal with the assignment and release of any property or liabilities incurred as a result of the original transfer.

Clause 48: Higher-risk building work: registered building control approvers

Effect

426 This clause amends Part 2 of the Building Act 1984 in relation to higher-risk building work.

427 The amendments to sections 47 and 51A of the Building Act 1984 remove the ability for persons carrying out any building work for or on higher-risk buildings to choose their own building control body. Technically this is achieved by prohibiting the submission of an initial notice or an amendment notice in relation to such building work.

428 It is important to note that any initial notice (or other notice or certificate under Part 2) which specifies building work for or on a higher-risk building will be invalid and Part 2 (including the immunity from enforcement action) would not apply if that building work is carried out.

429 For building work for or to such buildings, only the Building Safety Regulator can carry out supervision of building control work (see section 91ZA of the Building Act 1984, inserted by clause 36). A person wishing to carry out building work in relation to such buildings is unable to use a registered building control approver (currently known as Approved Inspectors) or a local authority to supervise that work.

430 New section 52A is inserted into the Building Act 1984 to deal with the situation where there are changes to original plans which, if built, would result in works becoming a higher-risk building. In this scenario the registered building control approver (or the person carrying out or intending to carry out the work) must cancel the original initial notice. It is a criminal offence if without reasonable excuse the body or the person fails to cancel to the notice. The local authority is also required to cancel the initial notice if it becomes aware that the work is high risk building work.

431 New section 52B is inserted into the Building Act 1984 by virtue of section 47(4)(b)(ia) (higher-risk building work). This clarifies that where an initial notice is cancelled under section 52A and work has become high risk building work, the building safety regulator will enforce building regulations in respect of the work, regardless of whether it is in relation to a period before or after the work became higher-risk building work.

Background

432 This clause amends sections 47, 51A and 53 of the Building Act 1984 and inserts new provisions, section 52A and 52B into that Act. The current provisions in the Building Act 1984
allow for supervision of plans and building work to be undertaken either by local authority building control or by an Approved Inspector (or by a public body itself – see clause 49).

433 Clause 48 amends the Building Act 1984 to prevent a dutyholder of higher-risk buildings from choosing their building control body, as recommended by the Independent Review. The amendments ensure the new Building Safety Regulator is the building control body for these types of buildings and is able to apply the new regulatory arrangements to improve the safety of such buildings. The definition of ‘higher-risk building’ is dealt with in clause 19.

These examples apply in circumstances where there is a new non-higher-risk building due to be constructed and there is a change to the use or the height of, or number of storeys in the building such that after the works the building is a higher-risk building. In these scenarios, the dutyholder for the building work must follow the regulatory process for higher-risk buildings, and only the Building Safety Regulator can supervise the building work relating to such buildings.

**Example 1: Registered Building Control Approver**
A registered building control approver may have submitted an initial notice for a building which was not higher-risk building work, but which subsequently becomes high risk building work. They will be required to submit a cancellation notice to the local authority. The supervision of building work in relation to higher-risk buildings is to then be the role of the Building Safety Regulator (see section 91ZA of the Building Act 1984 as inserted by clause 36) and the construction Gateways etc processes must be used.

**Example 2: Person(s) carrying out the work**
The person(s) carrying out the work under an existing initial notice wishes to change their building plans for a development to such an extent that it results in the building if built being a higher-risk building. If the change requires planning permission, then planning Gateway one will apply and the local planning authority will inform them that the development will be required to be submitted with a Fire Statement. If the change is possible without a new planning permission, then their existing registered building control approver (currently known as Approved Inspector) should inform the person(s) that this will result in the works becoming higher-risk building work. If the person(s) carrying out the work wishes to continue with the change they should then cancel the existing initial notice and follow the new Gateway etc process.

**Example 3: Local authority**
A local authority may receive a amendment notice which amends the original initial notice so that the works become higher-risk building work. An amendment notice, which purports to specify higher-risk building work would be invalid and the local authority should explain this to the registered building control approver / person intending to carry out the works. The local authority has no power to accept or reject the amendment notice as it is void. If the local authority becomes aware that the higher-risk building work has started, then it must cancel the original initial notice under the power in section 52A notifying the registered building control approver and person(s) carrying out the work. The supervision of building work in relation to higher-risk buildings is the role of the Building Safety Regulator (see section 91ZA of the Building Act 1984 as inserted by clause 36) and the construction gateways etc processes must be used.
Clause 49: Higher-risk building work: public bodies

Effect

434 Clause 49 amends the Building Act 1984 by inserting a new section 54A into the Act. Section 54A gives the Secretary of State the power to make regulations amending sections 5, 54 and Schedule 4 to the Act in relation to higher-risk buildings. This would enable the Secretary of State to prevent a public body from submitting a public body notice (a notice given to the local authority to supervise their own building work instead of the local authority) for higher-risk building work, or to create a modified regime for public bodies.

Background

435 A public body is defined as a body (corporate or unincorporated) that acts under an enactment for public purposes and not for its own profit and is, or is of a description that is, approved by the Secretary of State in accordance with building regulations.

436 Historically, provision for public body notices under section 54 of the Building Act 1984 allowed public bodies to carry out supervision of their own building work. This means it is allowed to supervise its own building work only where a public notice has been accepted.

437 Moreover, section 5 of the Building Act 1984 enabled public bodies to benefit from an exemption from procedural requirements of the building regulations. This meant that an ‘exempt body’ does not have to notify a local authority when starting any works.

438 Were such a public body to supervise their own higher-risk building work and/or have the ability not to notify the Building Safety Regulator there would be a potential conflict of interest.

Proposed use of power

439 This provision allows the Secretary of State to make regulations as to how the new regulatory regime for higher-risk buildings will be applied (if at all) to a public body designated under section 5 and 54 of the Building Act 1984.

Example 1

The Secretary of State becomes aware that a public body is proposing to build a residential building of 18metres or higher, and the Secretary of State decides it is not appropriate for the public body to supervise its own higher-risk building work without the regulatory oversight of the Building Safety Regulator.

The Secretary of State decides to make regulations that prevent such public bodies from doing this and the body would be required to follow the construction Gateways etc and proceed under the supervision of the Building Safety Regulator.

Clause 50: Information gathering

Effect

440 Clause 50 amends section 53 of the Building Act 1984 in order to enable a local authority to seek information from a registered building control approver where it has ceased to supervise a project. This could include requiring all its records of supervision of building work to be made available. The provision requires that any information provided to the local authority...
must also be copied to the person carrying out the work.

The clause also amends section 57 of the Building Act 1984 to make it a criminal offence to fail, without a reasonable excuse, to provide the information requested.

Background

The clause is a new power in response to issues arising from a number of Approved Inspectors that went into administration in 2019. It was found that some administrators refused to provide information to local authorities and the clients of the Approved Inspector because they considered they were under no duty to do so in the Building Act 1984. This clause places registered building control approvers (formerly Approved Inspectors) under a new duty to provide all information requested by a local authority and also to the person intending to carry out the work.

Proposed use of power

This provision allows the Secretary of State to make regulations in regard to the prescribed period in which the registered building control approver must furnish information to the local authority and prescribing the period and information to be sent to the person carrying out the work.

Example 1: Local authority
A registered building control approver has its registration suspended and as a result a local authority cancels a number of its initial notices for work in the local authority’s area.

In order to facilitate the functions of the local authority, it may issue a notice to the original registered building control approver requiring it to provide the local authority with the relevant information it holds on the building works. A copy of the information provided must also be sent to the person carrying out the work.

Example 2: Person carrying out the work
A registered building control approver has its initial notice cancelled as it appears to the person carrying out the work that the registered building control approver is no longer willing or able to carry out its functions with respect to any of that work.

As directly interested in the building control information relating to works the person intending to carry them out is entitled to received certain information from the former registered building control approver. The Secretary of State has the power to prescribe the information be provided under building regulations.

Clause 51: Insurance

Effect

Clause 51 amends section 47 of the Building Act 1984. The amendment allows the Secretary of State to designate bodies to approve insurance schemes and also to publish guidance as to the adequacy of insurance schemes.

Background

Section 47(6) of the Building Act 1984 currently allows for the Secretary of State to approve a scheme that appears to secure the provision of adequate insurance for the work undertaken.
by registered building control approvers. The Secretary of State publishes criteria for schemes of insurance. We are amending this section to allow the Secretary of State to designate bodies to undertake this function. The insurance market for registered building control approvers is intricate and some bodies have specialist insurance expertise in this area. This power will enable the Secretary of State to appoint specialist bodies to undertake this work.

**Example 1**

The Secretary of State will be able to approve insurance schemes, or designate bodies (corporate or unincorporated) to approve schemes and publish guidance.

An insurer or broker wants to submit a scheme of insurance to the Secretary of State or a body the Secretary of State has designated. This designated body will be able to approve the scheme following consultation with the Secretary of State.

The power conferred to the Secretary of State to designate bodies allows restriction to be placed on any designation - for example a body might be asked only to approve particular types of schemes.

**Clause 52: Information**

**Effect**

446 Clause 52 amends the Building Act 1984 by inserting sections 56A to 56C.

447 The clause repeals the requirement under section 56 of the Building Act 1984 for local authorities to hold local registers of information received from registered building control approvers (although information registered will need to be saved in their historic form for a long transitional period) or uploaded to the new electronic register/portal.

448 Under section 56A the Building Safety Regulator must establish and maintain a facility which is the national electronic register/portal.

449 The provision gives the Secretary of State the power to set out in regulations a requirement for specified person such as the registered building control approver, the person carrying out the work or the local authority to use the national electronic portal to submit information. This power also enables the Secretary of State to authorise specified persons to submit information through other means such as physical documents.

450 Under section 56B the Building Safety Regulator must keep a register of specified information. The register must be maintained in electronic form and ensure that any specified parts of the register are available for inspection by members of the public. In specified circumstances, where a request has been made for copies of documents, these must be made available to members of the public. The information covered will be set out in regulations and is likely to include, but is not limited to, notices, certificates, orders, consents, demands and plans.

451 Under section 56C the Building Safety Regulator is given the power to delegate another body to carry out the function of setting up and running the new electronic portal/register.

**Background**

452 The Building Act 1984 provides for registers of documentation in the Approved Inspector system to be held locally by each local authority. In some cases, local authorities have developed their own electronic registers, but in many cases these registers are still maintained in paper form, and it is difficult to access and utilise the information they contain.
These provisions are designed to modernise the sections of the Building Act 1984 which facilitate the efficient functioning of the new registered building control approver system and its oversight.

Existing registers established under section 56 of the Building Act 1984 must be still maintained and accessible to the public for a period set out in regulations; or historic information may be uploaded to the electronic register/portal.

Proposed use of this power

Once this clause and subsequent repeal and amendments is commenced, further regulations will be laid to provide clarity on the prescribed portal, information and persons.

Example 1: Submitting an initial notice

A registered building control approver and person(s) carrying out the works submit an initial notice under section 47 of the Building Act 1984. They will submit the prescribed information via the new electronic portal. The local authority will be notified immediately of the submission by the electronic portal and will accept or reject the initial notice via the electronic portal, or the initial notice might be deemed to be accepted by virtue of the prescribed time period elapsing (in section 47 of the Building Act 1984).

If the local authority accepts the initial notice with conditions or rejected it under prescribed grounds, it will be required to file this acceptance or rejection via the electronic portal.

Clause 53: New initial notices

Effect

This clause amends sections 47, 53 and 55 of the Building Act 1984 and inserts new sections 53B to 53E.

The amendments to section 53(7) of the Building Act 1984 clarify the effect of an initial notice ceasing to be in force by virtue of either disciplinary action taken by Building Safety Regulator, cancellation of initial notice, or where the initial notice lapses.

Section 53 sets out the process where there is a change of registered building control approver as a result of disciplinary action taken by the Building Safety Regulator, where the person carrying out the work wishes to appoint a new registered building control approver and not the local authority.

The provisions require the registered building control approver, once the initial notice has been accepted, to submit a transfer certificate which must confirm that unfinished work up to the date of the certificate do not contravene any provision of building regulations.

The registered building control approver must also submit a transfer certificate along with the transfer report with any plans, documents or other information related to the confirmation of the transfer certificate.

This must be submitted to the local authority within the relevant period set out in this section (21 days or such other period prescribed in regulations) or any agreed extension to that period as agreed with the local authority.
Under section 53C the local authority must, by notice, accept or reject the certificate and report before the end of the relevant period. This provision also allows the local authority, by notice, to request further information and require the registered building control approver to give to the local authority such information as may be specified in the notice within the relevant period. Where the local authority requests further information, a copy of the notice must also be given to the person carrying out the work.

The registered building control approver must give the information specified in the notice to the local authority before the end of the period of seven days beginning with the day on which the notice is given, or such other period as may be prescribed in regulations. The registered building control approver can request for this period to be extended with the agreement of the local authority.

Section 53D sets out the effect of a cancellation of an initial notice where a new initial notice has been submitted. Section 53D requires the local authority to cancel the initial notice where the registered building control approver does not give the local authority a transfer certificate and transfer report in accordance with section 53B(2) or the local authority rejects the transfer certificate and transfer report in accordance with section 53C.

Section 53D also gives powers to the person carrying out the work to cancel the initial notice before the local authority accepts or rejects the transfer certificate and report in accordance with section 53B, i.e. voluntarily withdraw from the transfer process. Where a transfer certificate is rejected, or the developer withdraws from the transfer process then the transfer process ends and any work becomes subject to local authority enforcement and supervision.

Section 53E restricts the functions of registered building control approver where an initial notice has been accepted following a change of registered building control approver and a cancellation of initial notice as a result of disciplinary action.

During the transfers period the ‘transfer process’ removes the ability for the registered building control approver to issue plans, a final certificate or an amendment notice.

The amendments made to section 47 cross refer to the new provisions and amendments to section 55 ensuring that there is a right of appeal against rejection by a local authority of a transfer certificate or report.

**Background**

Currently if a registered building control approver is unable to undertake their function, their work reverts to the local authority system unless another initial notice has been accepted. A few Approved Inspectors were unable to secure insurance and went into liquidation in 2019, and the consequential unplanned transfers to the local authorities caused disruptions to clients and some local authorities.

Similar circumstances such as this could also arise in the future. These measures create greater flexibility and capacity for the building control system to address such issues, while satisfying the local authorities that any work by a new registered building control approver is adequate.

**Example 1: Person(s) carrying out the work**

A registered building control approver is subject to disciplinary action from the Building Safety Regulator and as a result loses their ability to continue their function and the initial notice is cancelled.

The person(s) carrying out the work wishes to continue with the private building control route and has seven days to submit a new initial notice with the registered
Example 2: Registered building control approver
The new registered building control approver submits a new initial notice and must carry out necessary activities and verify works.

If satisfied, the registered building control approver submits a transfer certificate and transfer report to the relevant local authority within 21 days or the prescribed period in regulations. It is able to ask for an extension to the local authority (which they should not unreasonably withhold).

The certificate must have the prescribed information and be accompanied by a transfer report. This transfer certificate and report must be submitted to the new national register.

Example 3: Local authority
The local authority receives an initial notice from the person(s) carrying out the work and the registered building control approver. The local authority can either accept or reject the notice under prescribed grounds in building regulations.

Once a transfer certificate and accompanying report have been received by the local authority, they can either request more information from the registered building control approver, by notice, which should also go the person carrying out the work; or they can accept or reject under prescribed grounds in building regulations.

When further information is requested by the local authority, the registered building control approver must provide the specified information within a prescribed period. The local authority will then have a prescribed period of time in which to accept or reject the certificate/report under prescribed grounds. If the registered building control approver fails to provide information within the prescribed time, the local authority must reject the transfer certificate and transfer report and cancel the initial notice. The project will then revert to the relevant local authority building control.

Clause 54: Cancellation of initial notice

Effect
471 This clause amends section 52 of the Building Act 1984 to make new provision in relation to cancellation of initial notices by registered building control approvers, local authorities and the person intending to carry out the work.

472 Section 52(1) is amended to require a registered building control approver to cancel its relevant initial notices where it is facing disciplinary action from the Building Safety Regulator in relation to the work – this links to the new sanctions in relation to registration.

473 The existing offence under this section has been extended to registered building control approvers so that ineffective action in regard to cancelling initial notices will result, if found liable on summary conviction, to a fine.

Background
474 At present, if a registered building control approver ceases to operate and has not cancelled its initial notices, only the person(s) carrying out the work is able to do so. This has been a
significant problem in transitioning such work to local authority building control. This clause amends section 52 of the Building Act 1984 to introduce new powers and obligations on a registered building control approver, local authority and person carrying out the work to cancel initial notices and ensure that this process can happen efficiently in the future.

**Example 1: Registered building control approver**

It is expected that the Building Safety Regulator might use one of its disciplinary powers for a registered building control approver where the body does not have insurance for the type of work covered by an initial notice.

Where the registered building control approver only has insurance to supervise domestic projects, if the Building Safety Regulator finds out that it is working on commercial projects without insurance, then its registration may be suspending in relation to commercial projects.

The Building Safety Regulator will notify the body and all local authorities. Under new section 52(1) the body will be required to cancel its own initial notices, in this case for commercial projects.

Under the amendments to section 52(5) local authorities will also be required to cancel initial notices in this scenario. However, the local authority must give the registered building control approver seven days' notice of the intended cancellation to give the body an opportunity to make representations to the local authority.

**Example 2: Local authority**

A registered building control approver may be subject to a disciplinary sanction by the Building Safety Regulator (or its designated body), for example because there had been a significant breach in their registration such as failing to carry out inspections which resulted in property damage or personal injury.

The local authority is required to cancel the initial notice when it was informed by the Building Safety Regulator.

A seven-day notice is required to the registered building control approver so that it can make any representations to the local authority (e.g. to correctly identify the initial notices affected). Following this, the local authority must cancel the initial notice.

---

**Chapter 3: Miscellaneous and general**

**Clause 55: Functions under Part 3 of Building Act 1984**

**Effect**

475 Clause 55 provides powers for the Secretary of State, by regulations, to allocate responsibilities in respect of functions provided to local authorities in Part 3 of the Building Act 1984 between the Building Safety Regulator and local authorities.

476 Subsection 2 allows for notification requirements to be imposed on the regulator and/or local authorities. We expect that we will use this power to require that, where the local authority retains the function in respect of higher-risk buildings, it must notify the regulator before
taking action, and vice versa.

477 Subsection (3) allows for consequential amendments to be made to the Building Act 1984.

478 Regulations will be subject to the affirmative procedure.

**Background**

479 Part 3 of the Building Act 1984 places a number of functions on local authorities in relation to buildings. These include the ability to issue a notice to the building owner requiring work to be undertaken on the building relating to matters such as drains, sanitary conveniences, provision of food storage, and means of escape. Functions are also placed on local authorities to enable them to require action to be taken, or take action themselves in relation to dangerous, defective and dilapidated buildings. Part 3 also provides functions for local authorities in relation to demolitions of buildings.

Example 1

There is a potential overlap in respect of higher-risk buildings between some of the functions placed on local authorities under Part 3 and the Building Safety Regulator’s regulatory role for higher-risk buildings in occupation. A specific example is the ability under of the Building Act 1984 for a local authority to issue a notice requiring extra means of escape from the building in a fire. For higher-risk buildings, the Accountable Person will have needed to demonstrate the adequacy of the means of escape in the safety case for the building.

To avoid any confusion and potential duplication of regulation, therefore, the Secretary of State will be able to allocate functions under Part 3 for higher-risk buildings formally to the Building Safety Regulator. Alternatively, those functions may continue to rest with the local authority or be exercised jointly. This approach may be needed for matters where there are links with local authority responsibilities under the Housing Act 2004 or environmental health legislation. It will be important that where the local authority retains responsibility for certain matters, it informs the Building Safety Regulator if it intends to exercise the relevant function(s) so that there is effective coordination between the two.

**Clause 56: Minor and consequential amendments**

480 The provisions of Part 3 of the Bill involve changes to the Building Act 1984. Minor and consequential amendments which flow from those changes are set out in Schedule 5.

**Clause 57: Appeals**

**Effect**

481 Clause 57 relates to Schedule 6, which makes provision for changes to the appeals process under the Building Act 1984.

482 It sets out that that Schedule 6 to this Bill contains amendments to provisions in the Building Act 1984 where appeals and other decisions currently sit with the Secretary of State or the magistrates’ court. These are amended to sit with the Building Safety Regulator and First-tier Tribunal respectively.

483 The Schedule also makes provision for a right of appeal against a local authority decision not
to consider an application for building control approval or initial notice where it relates to higher-risk building work.

Background

484 The Building Safety Regulator’s functions will include overseeing the safety and performance of all buildings. The Building Safety Regulator will be overseeing the performance of other building control bodies (local authorities and Approved Inspectors), so appeals should go to it, rather than the Secretary of State.

485 Appeals on building control matters have historically been heard in the magistrates’ court, but they are civil issues. The Bill creates routes of appeal to the First-tier Tribunal.

Example 1
A developer wishes to appeal a decision made by the Building Safety Regulator on a building control matter; this will be heard by the First-tier Tribunal rather than the Secretary of State or the magistrates’ court. This will create a level of expertise within the First-tier Tribunal to deal with building safety hearings, which previously would have been heard by a local magistrate who may only hear one construction related case per year.

Further notes are provided for this section in Schedule 6.

Clause 58: Fees and charges

Effect

486 Clause 58 allows the Secretary of State to make regulations to enable fees and charges to be levied by both the Building Safety Regulator and local authorities in connection with the exercise of their respective functions under the Building Act 1984 and regulations made under it.

487 The power allows for regulations to prescribe the levels of fees and charges and to make provisions for schemes under which charges are fixed; the principles to be followed in setting up schemes; and to enable different levels of fees and charges to be levied for different purposes.

Background

488 Paragraphs 5 and 9 of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984 provide powers for building regulations to be made to enable local authorities to make schemes to set charges for functions which they undertake under the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended). These powers have been used to make the Building (Local Authority Charges) Regulations 2010 (the “Charging Regulations”), as amended.

489 New section 105A of the Building Act 1984 extends these powers to cover all functions exercised by local authorities and the Building Safety Regulator under the Building Act 1984 and regulations made under it. The power in new section 105A enables levels of fees and charges to be prescribed in the regulations or to be fixed in schemes drawn up by local authorities or the Building Safety Regulator in accordance with principles set out in the regulations. This will allow the relevant authority to set levels of fees and charges to take account of their different circumstances. Fees and charges set in schemes will need to adhere to the principles of Managing Public Money. Regulations will be subject to the negative procedure, as are the current Charging Regulations.
Paragraph 61 of Schedule 5 to this Bill repeals paragraphs 5 and 9 of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984.

Example 1
The regulations made using this power will allow local authority charges to include not only specified building regulations functions but all functions they perform under the Building Act 1984 and building regulations. For example, local authorities have functions related to demolitions under Part 3 of the Act, including issuing demolition notices, for which currently they cannot levy charges. Extending the power will enable activities such as this to be covered by charging schemes.

The Building Safety Regulator will have a significant number of functions under the Building Act 1984 and regulations made under it, including acting as building control authority for higher-risk buildings and certain other buildings, and overseeing the performance and competence of building control professionals. The Independent Review recommended that the Building Safety Regulator for higher-risk buildings should be funded through a full cost recovery approach. We therefore expect the Building Safety Regulator to charge fees for its activities as a building control authority, and to charge fees where appropriate for other functions it performs under the Building Act 1984 (e.g. applications for registration as a registered building inspector).

Clause 59: Application of amendments

Effect

This provision specifies that all amendments to the Building Act 1984, made by Part 3 of this Act and related Schedules, apply to England only.

Background

The Building Act 1984 extends to, and applies in, England and Wales. Building regulations is a devolved matter and within the legislative competence of the Senedd, and regulations can be made independently under the Building Act 1984 by the UK and Welsh Government. The UK Government can make amendments to the Building Act 1984 that apply only to England, and therefore do not require legislative consent from the Senedd.

Part 4: Higher-risk buildings

Chapter 1: Key definitions

Clause 60: Meaning of “occupied” and “resident”

Effect

The majority of this part of the regulatory regime, apart from obligations relating to the provision of information by Accountable Persons and obligations to apply for registration, will only apply to buildings which meet the definition of ‘higher-risk buildings’ (clause 19) which are “occupied”. The clause defines the meaning of “occupied” and requires that the building is in multi-occupation by two or more resident households for this part to take effect.

Subsection (3) of this clause defines who is a “resident” for the purposes of this part and
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includes any person who lawfully resides in a dwelling within the building under a contract or licence. For the avoidance of doubt this includes minors and others who have obtained lawful permission to live in a dwelling within the building (subsection (4)).

495 The clause also creates a power for the Secretary of State to amend this definition. The power allows through regulations for the definition to be modified to ensure that the regime is adaptable for the future. Although the regime is expected to cover residential occupied buildings it allows for the scope of this part to be narrowed or extended to align with building safety objectives.

Background

496 This is a new provision.

497 The Independent Review identified that there should be a clear dutyholder during occupation who will have statutory obligations to maintain the fire and structural safety of the building. These will take effect on occupation of a building in scope.

Example 1
From commencement of this part of the Act, the occupation provision will bring multi-occupied residential buildings into the regime. Should a policy rationale become apparent, such as evidence that there are other categories of occupancy in buildings that should also be included in the regime, the Secretary of State could lay regulations to widen the definition.

Clause 61: Accountable person

Effect

498 Clause 61 sets out the definition of an Accountable Person. For the purposes of this part of the Bill they will be responsible for meeting the statutory obligations for occupied higher-risk buildings.

499 Subsection (1) states that the Accountable Person is the person who either has the legal estate in possession of, or is under a relevant repairing obligation, for any part of the of the common parts of the building.

500 Subsection (2) sets out the test identifying the Accountable Persons where there are two or more persons with legal interests in a building in scope. This is formulated on the legal estate in possession in relation to the common parts and the lease arrangements in relation to the repair and maintenance of those common parts. It therefore makes provision for management bodies to be defined as Accountable Persons in circumstances where the lease sets out repair and maintenance obligation on that management body.

501 The clause defines common parts in relation to this section and includes the structure and exterior of the building and any part of the building which is provided for the use of the residents in the building, except for those demised to individual dwellings. It also clarifies references to a lease to include right to buy, right to acquire and shared ownership leases.

502 Subsection (5) gives powers to the Secretary of State to amend the definition in the case where more than one Accountable Person is present in a higher-risk building.

503 Subsection (7) gives powers to the Secretary of State to amend the definition as set out in subsections (1) – (5) by way of regulations.
Background

504 This is a new provision.

505 The Independent Review identified that there should be a clear dutyholder during occupation who will have statutory obligations to maintain the fire and structural safety of the building. Building ownership in the UK is complex and the definition has been devised to ensure that the right person is defined as the Accountable Person according to their obligations that have been demised under concepts in property law.

Example 1

From commencement of this part of the Act, the Accountable Person(s) will be defined as such and therefore responsible for the statutory obligations under the building safety regime. This will in the main be the freeholder of the property, but in the case where the interest of the building has been demised to other lessees, and they retain the obligation to repair and maintain a common part as defined in this clause, the definition will also make those persons Accountable Persons. This will include individuals, investment companies, local authorities and housing associations. In the future the Government may take the decision to widen the scope of the regime and the Secretary of State will by regulations change the definition to identify the appropriate Accountable Person for those new buildings brought into the scope of the Building Safety Regime.

Chapter 2: Registration and certificates

Clause 62: Occupation: registration requirement

Effect

506 The Accountable Person must apply to register a higher-risk building before it becomes occupied, as defined in clause 60, and commits an offence if they fail to do so. The clause also gives a power to the Secretary of State to prescribe the circumstances in which the Accountable Person must apply to register a higher-risk building and to set out the period, in regulations, within which the application must be made. This will be used for example to specify when and in what circumstances existing occupied buildings will need to be registered.

507 Failing to meet the obligation to register will result in sanctions, if found liable on summary conviction, of an unlimited fine or imprisonment up to 51 weeks, or both. Where there is a continued breach of the obligation a daily fine may be imposed until the Accountable Person has made an application to register the building. There is a defence however where the Accountable Person has a reasonable excuse for why they were unable to make their application by the required time.

508 Subsection (3) sets out the maximum penalty for the criminal offence of breaching the registration requirement. The offence will be triable either way; the broad range of sentencing outcomes gives the courts options to address the different degrees of culpability possible with a strict liability offence. If tried by magistrates, the offence will carry a maximum penalty of an unlimited fine and/or 12 months’ imprisonment (six months until the commencement of section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003). If tried in the Crown court, the maximum penalty will be an unlimited fine and/or two years’ imprisonment. Any fine placed on the Accountable Person for a breach of this requirement would not be recoverable from residents.
(i.e. through service charges), as set out in the implied terms.

**Background**

509 This is a new provision

510 It enables the Building Safety Regulator to take a systematic approach to the oversight of buildings in scope of the new regime. Many of the obligations on Accountable Persons in Part 4 of the regime apply where higher-risk residential buildings become occupied. The meaning of “occupied” for these purposes is set out in clause 60. Registration will provide information about the building to the Building Safety Regulator who will then be able to use this for the effective regulation of higher-risk buildings.

**Example 1**

For new buildings, an Accountable Person will be required to apply to register their building before it becomes occupied. If the Accountable Person fails to apply to the regulator to register the building prior to occupation, they will commit an offence, as detailed above, unless they have a reasonable excuse.

As the new regime comes into force, existing occupied buildings will be transitioned into the new regime. The information from building registration is intended to enable the Building Safety Regulator to consider for instance whether to undertake any regulatory investigation before Accountable Persons have to apply for Building Assurance Certificates.

**Clause 63: Registration of higher-risk buildings**

**Effect**

511 Clause 63 makes provisions for registration and applications that must be made by the Accountable Persons.

512 The Building Safety Regulator may include a building on the register of higher-risk buildings if the required information has been provided and must also publish a copy of the register. Subsection (5) allows the Secretary of State, through regulations, to make provision about the register, including the information it contains and the procedure for removing a building from the register. Buildings may be removed from the register where they are no longer occupied, or no longer fall within the scope of the regime as set out in clause 19.

513 Subsection (6) gives the Secretary of State a regulation-making power to set out the requirements of the registration application. This includes the form and content, information and documents to be provided, the way in which the application needs to be made and the circumstances and method for withdrawal of an application.

**Background**

514 This is a new provision.

515 The Independent Review identified that there should be clear dutyholders during occupation who will have statutory obligations to maintain the fire and structural safety of the building. The registration system ensures that dutyholders identify themselves to the Building Safety Regulator, who is then able to use this information to operationalise compliance and enforcement activity.

516 An important recommendation from the Independent Review was that the name and UK
contact information of the dutyholder(s) in occupation should be notified to the Building Safety Regulator and to residents and any other landlords of dwellings in the building. Notification of dutyholders’ information to the Building Safety Regulator will be accomplished through registration.

Example 1
Before new buildings become occupied, Accountable Person(s) will need to come forward and register their details and that of the higher-risk building with the Building Safety Regulator. Once the applicant has met the requirements of registration, which will be set out in regulations, the Building Safety Regulator will add them to the building register. Regulations will set out the information that would have to be provided with a registration application, which we intend should include an address in England or Wales at which notices can be served on the Accountable Person. The process is likely to be digitalised.

Clause 64: Occupied buildings: requirement to apply for a certificate

Effect
517 As part of the new building safety regime, Accountable Persons will be responsible for registering the higher-risk buildings that they are responsible for with the Building Safety Regulator (see clause 62 for the obligation to do so). The Accountable Person will also be required to apply for a Building Assurance Certificate as per this clause.

518 The clause enables the Building Safety Regulator to prescribe the period within which an application for the Building Assurance Certificate must be made. Failing to apply for a certificate within this period, without a reasonable excuse for doing so, will result in sanctions. If found liable on summary conviction an Accountable Person can face an unlimited fine or imprisonment up to 51 weeks, or both; and on conviction on indictment can face a fine, imprisonment for up to 2 years, or both.

Background
519 This is a new provision.

520 The Independent Review identified that there should be clear dutyholders during occupation who will have statutory obligations to maintain the fire and structural safety of the building. The requirement to apply for a Building Assurance Certificate ensures that dutyholders consider their obligations and carry out actions to comply.

Example 1
For new buildings, Building Assurance Certificates given by the regulator are intended to provide an indication to residents that the Accountable Person(s) for their building meet specified statutory requirements at the time of applying for their certificate, including that reasonable steps are being taken under clause 73 to prevent major incidents occurring as a result of building safety risks (as defined in clause 16).

As the new regime comes into force, existing occupied buildings will be ‘transitioned’ into the new regime and Accountable Persons will need to apply for Building Assurance Certificates in the same way as for new buildings. Again, where they are granted, they are intended to provide an indication to residents that
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Clause 65: Building assurance certificate

Effect

521 Once the Accountable Person has applied for a Building Assurance Certificate as required by clause 64, clause 65 requires that the Building Safety Regulator issues a Building Assurance Certificate if it is satisfied that the Accountable Person has not contravened specific statutory obligations. These obligations include duties to: appoint a Building Safety Manager under clause 67; assess building safety risks under clause 72; take steps to prevent a major incident under clause 73, produce a safety case report under clause 74, give certain information to residents under clause 80 and produce a residents’ engagement strategy under clause 82. If after the assessment of evidence provided at the time of application, it transpires that there is non-compliance with the relevant statutory duties the Building Safety Regulator will refuse issuance of the certificate. Subsection (2) details these duties on the regulator. Where the Building Safety Regulator refuses an application it must notify the Accountable Person.

522 Subsection (4) gives a power to the Secretary of State to set out the procedural matters pertaining to the certificate in regulations, including the duration of the certificate, form and content, the way in which is it to be given and the circumstance and procedures for revocation.

523 The circumstances in which a certificate will be revoked are likely to include where the Accountable Person has contravened one or more of the specified duties, such as the duty to appoint a Building Safety Manager.

524 The clause also makes it a requirement that the Accountable Person must display the certificate in a conspicuous position in the building.

Background

525 This is a new provision.

526 The Independent Review identified that residents in higher-risk buildings need assurance in terms of the fire and structural safety of their buildings. Provisions relating to a Building Assurance Certificate help to ensure statutory obligations under the new regime have been met and the display of that certificate within the building provides residents with assurance.

Example 1

The Building Safety Regulator will set out in regulations what information will be included on the certificate. This is likely to be details of the Accountable Person(s) and the Building Safety Manager.

Once displayed in the building, the residents would have assurance about their Accountable Person’s compliance with specific statutory obligations and will be able to contact the Building Safety Manager about any issues. The requirement to renew
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Clause 66: Applications for certification: further provision

Effect

527 Clause 66 sets out the requirements with regards to the types of information that need to be submitted by the Accountable Person at the time that they apply for their Building Assurance Certificate as set out in clause 65. The application must include a copy of the Safety Case Report, prescribed information about the Accountable Person’s Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System for the building in question, prescribed information that demonstrates they are meeting their duties with regards to resident engagement, and prescribed information about the Building Safety Manager. Regulations will set out what prescribed information must include.

528 The clause also includes a regulation-making power which allows the Secretary of State to make further provisions regarding the application process. This includes the form and content, the way in which the application should be made and circumstances and method of withdrawal of applications.

Background

529 The Independent Review recommended that there needs to be a Building Safety Regulator for the whole of the building (referred to as the Joint Competent Authority in the Review) in relation to fire and structural safety in occupation which can hold dutyholders to account with robust sanctions where necessary. The issuance of the certificate provides a start of this process and provides assurance that the Accountable Person is meeting certain of their statutory obligations under the Building Safety Bill at the time of application for the certificate.

Example 1

The clause sets out some of the documents that must be provided with an application for a Building Assurance Certificate, including a Safety Case Report. We intend that the Secretary of State will also make regulations setting out other documents that will be required, with a failure to do so resulting in compliance and enforcement action. If the applicant failed to include such documentation, the Building Safety Regulator could reject the application.

Chapter 3: Building safety managers

Clause 67: Appointment of building safety manager

Effect

530 Clause 67 establishes the role of the Building Safety Manager.

531 The clause imposes an obligation on the Accountable Person to appoint a Building Safety Manager for a higher-risk building. The Building Safety Manager must be appointed prior to occupation of the building.

532 The clause requires that the Accountable Person appoints a Building Safety Manager as soon as reasonably practicable if at any time there is no Building Safety Manager in post for an
occupied higher-risk building. The clause also requires the Accountable Person is able to appoint the Building Safety Manager if the Building Safety Regulator has not given notice to them of its intention to veto and the Accountable Person is satisfied that, where the Building Safety Manager is an individual he or she has the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours to carry out the role, and where the Building Safety Manager is not an individual that it has the capability to carry out the role’s functions.

533 Failing to meet this obligation is an offence. If found liable on summary conviction, the Accountable Person can face a fine or imprisonment up to 12 months, or both. If there is conviction on indictment, the imprisonment term is up to 2 years or a fine (or both). Where there is a continued breach of the obligation a daily fine may be imposed until the Accountable Person has appointed a suitable Building Safety Manager.

Background

534 This is a new provision.

535 The Independent Review identified that there should be a nominated Building Safety Manager for all higher-risk residential buildings. The day to day management of the safety and engagement with residents will be undertaken by this person, and the Accountable Person may wish to appoint itself in the role. The obligation to meet the overarching statutory requirements of the regime sit with the Accountable Person and cannot be delegated to the Building Safety Manager. The Building Safety Manager has its own statutory functions.

Example 1

From commencement of this part of the Act, both empty buildings which will become occupied and existing occupied higher-risk buildings will need to have a Building Safety Manager in place. The Building Safety Manager will be the person on the ground who ensures that the building was managed in line with the safety case and that other statutory obligations are discharged on behalf of the Accountable Person. Whilst the Building Safety Manager might be responsible for carrying out certain duties, accountability will always lie with the Accountable Person. The requirement to register a building will also trigger the requirement to have a nominated Building Safety Manager in place ready for approval. The Accountable Person will need to appoint a Building Safety Manager as soon as reasonably practicable which will help the industry upskill the competency of managing agents and others likely to take on the role.

Clause 68: Regulator’s power of veto over appointment

Effect

536 Clause 68 gives the Building Safety Regulator a power of veto in relation to the Accountable Person’s appointment of its Building Safety Manager and sets out the circumstances and powers in terms of how this power would be exercised.

537 The Building Safety Regulator may veto the appointment if the Building Safety Manager appears to be unsuitable, but in doing so it must first consult with relevant authorities such as the local fire and rescue service who may be able to provide a view on the appointment.

538 Subsection (6) provides the Secretary of State with a regulation making power. This will be able to make provision for the of notice of veto covering the form and content, delivery to the
Accountable Person and the timescales for that delivery.

Background

539 This is a new provision.

540 The Independent Review identified that there should be a nominated Building Safety Manager for all higher-risk residential buildings. It also recommended that there should be a drive to ensure “dutyholders seek out and employ people that have the appropriate skills and capability and will produce high quality work”.

541 To ensure this Ministers wished to go further and introduce an approval process of the Building Safety Manager. To expedite the appointment process Government intends to implement a power for the Building Safety Regulator to veto the accountable person’s Building Safety Manager. This will ensure that the Building Safety Regulator is able to raise any concerns they might have about the suitability of the Building Safety Managers.

Example 1
Within their application for the Building Assurance Certificate the Accountable Person will need to give details of their proposed appointment of the Building Safety Manager. If the Building Safety Regulator is not satisfied with the proposal or has concerns that the Building Safety Manager is not competent to fulfil the role which they have not been able to address through dialogue with the Accountable Person, then the Building Safety Regulator will issue a notice vetoing the appointment.

Clause 69: Terms of appointment

Effect

542 Clause 69 sets out the tenure of the Building Safety Manager. The clause states that the Building Safety Manager will hold the role by virtue of the contractual arrangements made by the Accountable Person in its appointment.

543 The clause also allows for the Building Safety Manager to resign from its position at any time and for the Accountable Person to terminate the contract, by giving the required notice.

544 Subsection (4) gives a power to the Secretary of State to make regulations about the form and content of notices given under this clause, as well as to define the way in which they are given.

Background

545 This is a new provision. The Independent Review identified that there should be a nominated Building Safety Manager for all higher-risk residential buildings. The clause sets out the nature of its tenure.

Example 1
The Building Safety Manager will be carrying out the day to day functions to ensure that the statutory obligations which sit with the Accountable Person are discharged. However, the Building Safety Manager could choose to resign of its own volition regardless of the statutory nature of the role, and conversely the Accountable Person may find that the service provided by the Building Safety Manager is below standard and choose to dismiss that person. In both circumstances the Accountable Person will need to give details of their proposed appointment of the Building Safety Manager. If the Building Safety Regulator is not satisfied with the proposal or has concerns that the Building Safety Manager is not competent to fulfil the role which they have not been able to address through dialogue with the Accountable Person, then the Building Safety Regulator will issue a notice vetoing the appointment.
Person would need to contact the Building Safety Regulator to nominate a replacement Building Safety Manager.

Clause 70: Nominated individual

Effect

546 Clause 70 sets out the regulatory circumstances pertaining to the appointment of a person other than an individual as Building Safety Manager. In this circumstance, the Building Safety Manager must appoint an individual nominated person to carry out the functions of the Building Safety Manager as soon as reasonably practicable. If at any time there is no appointed individual in place, the Building Safety Manager must find a replacement as soon as reasonably practicable. The individual must manage the Building Safety Manager’s functions, such as the managing the building in accordance with the safety case. The Building Safety Manager must be satisfied that the individual is equipped with the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours to carry out the nominated individual role.

Background

547 This is a new provision.

548 The Independent Review identified that there should be a named Building Safety Manager for all higher-risk residential buildings. To meet this recommendation the clause sets out the requirement for the appointment of a named individual in circumstances where a corporate body has been appointed as the Building Safety Manager.

Example 1

An Accountable Person may appoint a company as the Building Safety Manager rather than an individual. In those circumstance, the Building Safety Manager must appoint a nominated individual who is sufficiently competent to carry out its functions on its behalf. This would ensure that the building had a named person responsible for the management of safety.

Clause 71: Directions to remove building safety manager or nominated individual

Effect

549 Clause 71 gives a power to the regulator to direct the Accountable Person to dismiss the Building Safety Manager. The Building Safety Regulator must exercise this power when it considers that the Building Safety Manager is not carrying out its role and aiding the Accountable Person in meeting its statutory obligations as set out by Part 4 of the Bill.

550 There are some circumstances where the Building Safety Manager is not an individual and has therefore appointed a nominated individual. The Building Safety Regulator may, in circumstances prescribed in regulations by the Secretary of State, require the Building Safety Manager to change the nominated individual.

551 The clause also gives a power to the Secretary of State to set out provisions in regulations with regards to the direction. This includes the form and content of the direction and delivery of such direction.

Background

These Explanatory Notes relate to the Building Safety Bill as published in Draft on 20 July 2020 (Bill CP 264)
552 This is a new provision. The Independent Review identified that there should be a nominated Building Safety Manager for all higher-risk residential buildings. It also recommended that there should be a drive to ensure “dutyholders to seek out and employ people that have the appropriate skills and will produce high quality work”.

553 To ensure this, Ministers wished to go further and introduce a process whereby the Building Safety Regulator is able to direct the dismissal of the Building Safety Manager. This will help to ensure that there is continued regulatory oversight of higher-risk buildings and that Building Safety managers have an incentive to carry out their role to the highest standard. If they do not, they run the risk of dismissal.

Example 1
If upon repeated inspections of a higher-risk building, the Building Safety Regulator is of the opinion that statutory obligations had been breached, and there is the necessary evidence that the Building Safety Manager is responsible for this repeated failure and thus not suitable for the role, it may wish to direct that the Accountable Person should dismiss its appointed Building Safety Manager. This is likely to be a course of action where the Accountable Person has failed to take its own steps to manage the performance of the Building Safety Manager.

Chapter 4: Duties relating to building safety risks

Clause 72: Assessment of building safety risks

Effect

554 Clause 72 provides that every Accountable Person is under an ongoing obligation to carry out an assessment of the building safety risks in/of/arising from a higher-risk building for which they are responsible. The definition of building safety risks is that provided for in clause 16. The assessment must be suitable and sufficient so that the Accountable Person is able to comply with their safety duties imposed by this Part of the Bill including to take steps to prevent and mitigate major incidents, prepare a Safety Case Report and provide information about the building to other persons (under clauses 73, 74 and 80, respectively).

555 This duty will apply as soon as the building is in multiple occupation by residents and the first assessment must be carried out as soon as it is reasonably practicable after that point. New Accountable Persons must carry out their risk assessment as soon as it is reasonably practicable to do so after having become the Accountable Person.

556 Further assessments must be carried out by the Accountable Person at regular intervals, when directed to do so by the Building Safety Regulator, when notified by the Building Safety Manager of a suspicion the assessment is invalid or additional control measures are required, and when the Accountable Person suspects the assessment is no longer valid or they become aware of a significant change to the building.

557 The Accountable Person is defined in clause 61 as a person with a legal estate in possession of any part of the common parts of a higher-risk building. The definition of occupied is set out in clause 60 and means where there is at least one resident in two or more flats or premises in the building.

Background

558 This is a new provision.
The Independent Review identified that a new approach, built on existing risk management principles, was needed to manage risks to residents higher-risk buildings and ensure that the whole building is properly, regularly and proactively considered by a dutyholder against the principles of what is reasonably practicable to reduce risk.

The Independent Review recommended new responsibilities to be placed on dutyholders to proactively manage risks and work with residents (by which we mean both those residing in the property and, depending on the ownership model, the landlord or leaseholder of the flat) to ensure that the building remains safe throughout its life cycle.

Example 1

Both higher-risk buildings that have passed through the Gateway process and are recently occupied as well as existing higher-risk buildings that have long been occupied by residents will be covered by clause 72.

Undertaking a suitable and sufficient risk assessment of the building safety risks is the initial step of a systematic approach that the Accountable Person will need to adopt to achieve the outcome of managing the building safety risks. That is to say the Accountable Person will follow a set process of identifying the hazards within their building, decide who might be harmed by those hazards, evaluate the likelihood and consequence of those hazards becoming a major incident, decide on the measures that are needed to lower the risks of the hazards becoming a major accident to an acceptable level, decide what measures are needed to mitigate further risk of harm to residents in the event a major incident is realised and how they will ensure those measures remain fit for purpose whilst the building is occupied.

For example, we would expect the following to be appropriate in terms of a regular review where a building is fully occupied (and settled) and/or the building has been occupied for some time:

The Building Safety Manager has scheduled a review of the building’s risk assessment, as per the arrangements in the Safety Case Report, to comply with the duty and checks that the assessment of the potential causes of fire remain valid. The potential causes of the outbreak of fire or rapid fire development beyond a single fire compartment are confirmed by the assessment to be: hoarding, uncontrolled combustible materials in the common corridors; unchecked fire spread through voids and penetrations; uncontrolled or unreported penetrations through walls by residents (or their contractors); uncontrolled changes to front doors of flats (meaning they are no longer 30 minutes fire resisting), damage to fire resisting doors in the common areas; obstructed open vents (especially in winter when common areas can get very cold and windy). The Building Safety Manager finds no new foreseeable causes of escalation and that the existing control and mitigation measures are adequate to deal with the identified hazards. They schedule a further review in 3 months.

The Accountable Person should conduct a reassessment of the building safety risks following notification by the Building Safety Manager that they believe the assessment to be invalid or that further control measures are required to manage the risks. An example of how and when this should be carried out is included under
clause 76 management of the building by the Building Safety Manager.

The Accountable Person should be reassessing the building safety risks whenever they have reason to suspect a change in the risks and proactively whenever there is a significant change in the building, for instance refurbishment work is carried out.

For example, the Accountable Person would have reason to suspect an assessment is no longer valid if it relied on the presence of an alarm system that had become defunct, assumed complete compartmentation between flats that was no longer there or relied on residents having the ability to escape fire/respond to emergencies in certain ways which no longer applied to new residents with mobility impairments.

Even where they are of the opinion that a change to the building would not alter the level of risk, the assessment should be undertaken to verify if that assumption is correct. For example, the Accountable Person should review their assessment of the risks if there is a significant change to matters which may impact on fire or structure and their management of those risks, such as a change to the timing of bin collections which would mean that a bin store is no longer big enough to store all the building’s cumulative waste for the whole period between collections so that rubbish bags begin to be left outside, increasing the risk of fire spread. In that case, the Accountable Person would make a new assessment of risks and the ways of managing those risks given the likely build-up of bin bags, and to update their steps/actions to ensure the risks do not materialise.

Clause 73: Steps to prevent a major incident

Effect

561 Clause 73 imposes an ongoing duty on Accountable Persons to take all reasonable steps and actions necessary to ensure the prevention of major accidents and/or fires arising from the building safety risks and the reduction in severity of any such accident or fire.

562 The duty to take the necessary steps will apply as soon as the building is occupied. Any necessary steps must be taken promptly.

563 This duty will run parallel to that of needing to undertake a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, under clause 72.

564 To make informed decisions, the Accountable Person should have identified the hazards within their building in accordance with their risk assessment duty, decided who might be harmed by those hazards, evaluated the likelihood and consequence of those hazards becoming a major incident. This clause then requires the Accountable Person to decide on and take all those steps or measures that are reasonably needed to both prevent the hazards becoming a major incident and to mitigate the severe impact of such an incident on those in or around the building.

565 When deciding on the measures needed to meet the duty, The Accountable Person must have regard to a set of principles, set out in regulations, ordered to form a best practice approach to risk management, from most efficient to least efficient, the most efficient being to avoid risk.

566 Where those measures prove insufficient, the Building Safety Regulator will have the power to direct the Accountable Person to take the steps needed in order to comply with the duty.
567 The Accountable Person is under an ongoing duty to ensure these measures are kept under review and Subsection (6) requires a systematic approach to be adopted, that is used in other risk management frameworks, to ensure the Accountable Person fully understands the measures employed and that those measures remain appropriate and effective whilst the building is occupied.

**Background**

568 This is a new provision

569 The Independent Review identified that a new approach, built on existing risk management principles, was needed to manage risks to residents in higher-risk buildings and ensure that the whole of the building is properly, regularly and proactively considered by a dutyholder against the principles of what is reasonably practicable to reduce risk.

570 The Independent Review recommended new responsibilities be placed on dutyholders to proactively manage risks and work with residents (by which we mean both those residing in the property and, depending on the ownership model, the landlord or leaseholder of flats) to ensure that the building remains safe throughout its life cycle.

**Example 1**

Both higher-risk buildings that have passed through the Gateway process and are recently occupied as well as existing higher-risk buildings that have long been occupied by residents will be covered by clause 73. The Building Safety Regulator will have the power to issue guidance as to how those building safety risks may be managed and mitigated to an acceptable level and relevant factors to be taken into account in assessing what it is reasonable/practicable to do and what circumstances may be relevant.

For example, the Accountable Person and Building Safety Manager take on management of a higher-risk building and when the first residents are settled, set about assessing the building safety risks:

After the first residents move in, the Building Safety Manager undertakes an assessment of building safety for the Accountable Person in accordance with the duty to undertake a suitable and sufficient risk assessment. The Building Safety Manager uses golden thread and Gateway information to gather intelligence on the safety measures designed into the building and confirms the suitability of those measures by inspecting the premises and understanding how residents are using the building.

They consult guidance issued by the Building Safety Regulator. The Building Safety Regulator will have the power to issue guidance as to how those building safety risks may be managed and mitigated, the likely relevant factors to be taken into account in assessing what it is reasonable to do and what circumstances might be relevant.

A key control measure, to ensure that the existing protective measures continue to provide safety, is to subject contractors to a building safety induction, tailored to the specific building. On checking the induction pack, the Building Safety Manager realises that the training materials are out of date. The Building Safety Manager escalates this to the Accountable Person, because the training materials are derived...
from a package used throughout the organisation. The Accountable Person updates the induction pack across the organisation, with the Building Safety Manager tailoring the package to accurately reflect the specific building. The Accountable Person makes resident safety the focus of the induction pack and the Building Safety Manager can use the content to populate sections of the Resident Engagement Strategy. As part of the system for ongoing management of risk, the Building Safety Manager includes a regular review of training materials to make sure they remain relevant and up to date.

Example 2
There may be instances where the Accountable Person and the Building Safety Manager, as a first step, need to gather intelligence on the safety measures designed into the building. The building may be a stock transfer from a housing association that was subject to a management takeover. The building safety information handed over might be incomplete. There might be no evidence supporting the fire resistance of fire compartments, which have been assumed based on what should be there, rather than what is actually present. In this instance, they might contract for invasive structural surveys to give them a reliable starting point and evidence for the baseline resistance of the building to a major fire or structural collapse.

In this instance, the Accountable Person and Building Safety Manager know that the building is designed to operate a stay-put strategy in the event of a fire. The invasive survey provides evidence that the compartmentation is reliable and has not been compromised. However, the survey identifies that the electronic security doors to the residential floors do not release in the event of power failure e.g. resulting from a fire in the electrical circuits. This finding would potentially lock residents on their respective floor plate. This security feature was part of the original building design, but did not take fire safety into account. The entrapment risk is assessed as a high consequence, low likelihood event, but the Building Safety Manager decides to install a green break-glass box to over-ride the electronic locks from the residential side, to put any potential likelihood beyond doubt. Residents are informed of the reason for the override being installed. Inspection of the override feature is included in the maintenance and auditing schedule once the works are complete.

Example 3
An example of ongoing steps to meet the duty would be where a resident notifies the Building Safety Manager that combustible materials are being stored in common areas. The Building Safety Manager undertakes routine checks and whilst nothing was noted on the previous inspection, on a spot check, empty cardboard boxes are found stacked in a stairwell. The Building Safety Manager removes the boxes, puts a reminder notice on the resident’s internet pages, increases the preventative signage prohibiting storage in common areas and alters their scheduled walkthrough of the common areas both in terms of time and frequency.

Example 4
In examples below, the risk assessment undertaken for the purposes of complying with clause 72 highlights necessary steps to reduce (or further reduce) building
safety risks:

The Accountable Person and Building Safety Manager assess the building safety risks as a part of a planned regular assessment. They are aware that the bin store is the likeliest source of a fire and there have been several incidents of residents dropping discarded cigarettes butts down the bin chutes, which have resulted in the fire brigade needing to be called out. As this is a building from the 1960s, the chutes are located in common areas and the store is next to the entrance and smoke often comes up the chute when there has been a fire.

Having consulted guidance issued by the Building Safety Regulator as to best practice, they decide to fit fire shutters on fusible links to the base of the chute, install open sprinkler heads directed into the bin beneath the chute, and fusible link sprinkler heads above the other bins stored against the walls within the bin store. They update the resident internet pages to advise residents of the actions taken and to remind residents not to throw any hot materials (including cigarettes) down the chutes. They also improve the safety signs in each chute room.

At a regular site inspection, the Building Safety Manager notices that one of the anti-vehicle barriers installed close to the building has been knocked out of position and needs to be replaced to be fit for purpose and to reduce any risk of accidental mechanical damage to the building structure from vehicular transport. The Building Safety Manager notifies residents that the barrier will be replaced, contracts a competent company to replace the barrier and in the meantime puts out cones to ensure vehicles are kept a safe distance from the building to reduce the risk of damage.

As part of the ongoing management of building safety, the Building Safety Manager and their maintenance team undertake regular inspections of service risers into the building. They note on their inspection that the padlock has been removed on the electrical supply room and people have been able to gain access. The Building Safety Manager decides to replace the padlock with a keypad system, changes the scheduled inspections to be more frequent, updates the resident internet pages and makes all warning signage on services risers more prominent.

Clause 74: Safety case report

Effect

571 Clause 74 provides that the Accountable Person is under a duty to produce a Safety Case Report that demonstrates that they have both assessed the building safety risks and taken all reasonable steps to prevent major incidents arising from those risks and to reduce the severity of such incidents for any higher-risk building for which they are responsible. A major incident arising from the building safety risks is defined in clause 73(7) as an incident resulting in a significant number of deaths or serious injury to a significant number of people.

572 The duty to prepare a Safety Case Report containing the Accountable Person’s assessment of the building safety risks relating to the building and any steps taken under clause 73 starts to apply as soon as the building is occupied. Regulations may also be made by the Secretary of State under the power in subsection (3) to set out other requirements about the form and
content of Safety Case Reports.

573 Once the Accountable Person has written their Safety Case Report, they must notify the Building Safety Regulator, under clause 75.

574 The Safety Case Report will be the vehicle through which the Accountable Person is able to demonstrate compliance with their ongoing duty to take all reasonable steps to prevent a major incident arising from the building safety risks and reduce the severity of any incident. The clause provides a duty on the Accountable Person to revise it following any further assessments of the building safety risks relating to the building under clause 72 and following the taking of any further steps under clause 73. The intention is that at any point the Safety Case Report demonstrates that the arrangements the Accountable Person has in place are reasonable for managing their specific building. Where there is a change to the Accountable Person, there is a requirement for the new Accountable Person to prepare a Safety Case Report as soon as reasonably practicable after becoming the Accountable Person.

575 The Safety Case Report can be reviewed and revised under an Accountable Person’s own volition however the clause also provides a power for the Building Safety Regulator to direct the Accountable Person to review the Safety Case Report.

Background

576 This is a new provision.

577 The Independent Review recommended new responsibilities should be placed on dutyholders to proactively manage risks and work with residents to ensure that the building remains safe throughout its life cycle. It set out that the dutyholder should do this by undertaking regular safety case reviews of the building in which they must demonstrate to a regulator that they are reducing building safety risks.

578 The new ‘safety case review’ system is therefore the main way that the Building Safety Regulator will hold the Accountable Person to account for identifying the hazards and risks in their building, describing how risks are controlled and describing the safety management system in place so that building safety risks are reduced and all reasonable steps are taken to prevent major incidents arising from building safety risks.

579 Safety case requirements are employed in many high hazard industries. They provide the means by which dutyholders demonstrate to themselves and regulators that they are effectively identifying and managing risks to an acceptable level. In these regimes the regulator gives permission to a dutyholder to carry out certain categories of intrinsically high-hazard work. In a safety case review system, the dutyholder provides information to the regulator to demonstrate that they have considered what could go wrong in an installation, what the worst case scenarios are, the consequences if those scenarios are realised and to show that they have preventive, protective and reactive measures in place to manage the risks of the scenarios occurring. When the regulator is content that the dutyholder has fulfilled the relevant requirement(s) they ‘permit’ operation and subsequently seek reassessments for any significant changes as well as reviewing safety case reports on a routine cycle.

580 In the context of managing building safety risks in higher-risk buildings, the Accountable Person will therefore make the claim that the building is safe for occupation (meets the outcome of clause 73), argue that the sum of the measures they have in place support that claim, that decisions have been taken in accordance with the prescribed principles and direct the reader to the evidence that supports that argument.

Example 1
In safety case review systems, there are two key terms:

- **Safety case** – the full body of evidence, comprising a comprehensive and structured set of documents. It will often include evidence from test results, detailed safety analysis reports etc. For the purposes of the regulation of higher-risk buildings this may also be referred to as the golden thread information (the concept of golden thread goes further, to include specific digital standards).

- **Safety Case Report** – a summary of the key components derived from the full body of evidence, with appropriate references to supporting evidential documents, which makes the claim of and argument for safety.

These terms are often interchangeable; however, it is the Safety Case Report in this regime that is the key document and is submitted to the Building Safety Regulator.

From commencement, if a building is occupied by residents in more than one dwelling, the Accountable Person has an obligation to assess the building safety risks relating to the building and to take all reasonable steps and actions necessary to ensure the prevention of major incidents arising from the building safety risks and the reduction in severity of any such incident (clauses 72 and 73). They are also under a duty to produce a Safety Case Report to demonstrate how they have complied with these obligations.

Therefore, having undertaken the required risk assessments, surveys, analysis etc. and decided on and implemented necessary control, reduction and mitigation, the Accountable Person must produce a Safety Case Report, which should summarise the findings and demonstrate how the duties in clauses 72 and 73 are being met.

The Report must comply with the content requirements as set out in secondary legislation and should take account of any guidance issued by the Building Safety Regulator about Safety Case Reports.

In developing their Safety Case Report, the Accountable Person may wish also to proactively seek the views of the Building Safety Regulator.

A well-structured and coherent Safety Case Report will allow the Accountable Person to demonstrate that they have a good understanding of the factors that influence risk and the controls required to minimise the chance of risks causing harm to people.

The Safety Case Report must be specific to the building in question, a generic report is not acceptable. It will describe the building, set out the hazards and risks that have been identified and the arrangements in place for controlling and managing those. It is important for the Safety Case Report to explain why the measures employed were chosen, why they are suitable to the level of risk in the building and how the Accountable Person is implementing them. The adopted control measures must be shown to collectively control the risks and reduce them so that major incidents will be prevented, and their severity reduced.

The Safety Case Report must also explain the management systems the Accountable
Person has implemented to ensure the safety arrangements remain fit for purpose and that the risks are managed consistently and on an ongoing basis. It should also explain the emergency plans that would be relied on if something did go wrong and there was a failure in the safety arrangements.

Clause 75: Notification and provision of report to the regulator

Effect

581 As soon as the Accountable Person has complied with the duty to produce a Safety Case Report as described in clause 74, they must notify the Building Safety Regulator. The notification must be sent as soon as reasonably practicable.

582 When a Safety Case Report is revised, owing to a change in building safety risks, a change to the Accountable Person or a change to the steps the Accountable Person is taking to manage those risks, the Accountable Person has to notify the Building Safety Regulator.

583 The Safety Case Report can then subsequently be reviewed and revised under the Accountable Person’s own volition (clause 74), however this clause also provides a power for the Building Safety Regulator to require the Accountable Person to send in their Safety Case Report for review by the Building Safety Regulator. If requested by the Building Safety Regulator, the Safety Case Report must be provided by the Accountable Person as soon as is reasonably practicable.

584 This clause also gives a power to the Secretary of State to set out in secondary legislation, with accompanying guidance, the form and process that a notification will need to follow in order to enable the Building Safety Regulator to make a decision as to whether the Safety Case Report needs to be called in for assessment.

Background

585 This is a new provision.

586 The Independent Review recommended new responsibilities should be placed on dutyholders to proactively manage risks and work with residents to ensure that the building remains safe throughout its life cycle.

587 The new safety case review system, is the main way that the Building Safety Regulator will hold the Accountable Person to account for identifying the hazards and risks in their building, describing how risks are controlled and describing the safety management system in place so that building safety risks are reduced and kept to an acceptable level.

Example 1

Once the Accountable Person has complied with the steps in clause 74, they must notify the Building Safety Regulator. In the context of higher-risk buildings within the scope of the new regime, the Accountable Person will therefore notify the regulator that they are able to make the claim that they are meeting the requirement of clause 73, argue that the sum of the measures they have in place support that claim and direct the reader to the evidence that supports that argument.

The Building Safety Regulator can decide whether to assess the Safety Case Report at this stage or whether to assess it when provided as part of an Accountable Person’s
application for a Building Assurance Certificate, as described in clause 65.

An example as to when the Building Safety Regulator might exercise its power request the Safety Case Report would be where an incident in another building reveals a major incident scenario not previously considered or where recommendations have been made following a major accident or public inquiry.

The review of the Safety Case Report is likely to involve the Building Safety Regulator assessing not only whether the Report complies with the requirements of clause 74 and regulations made under it, but also whether it suggests compliance with the obligations in clauses 72 and 73. This might for instance include an assessment of whether the steps being taken under clause 73, both technical and procedural, remain appropriate in light of new knowledge or requirements.

The Accountable Person might notify the Building Safety Regulator that they have made revisions to the Safety Case Report to accommodate new steps in the light of recommendations from an inquiry. Upon receiving the notification, the Building Safety Regulator could request submission of the revised Safety Case Report and assess it. Where the regulator has reason to suspect from this assessment that the steps taken are deficient, it will be open to it to, for instance, inspect the building to investigate further. If the inspection confirms the deficiency in the steps employed, the Building Safety Regulator will work with the Accountable Person to remove the deficiency; it has the power, where necessary, to direct the Accountable Person to take these measures under clause 72 and/or to issue a compliance notice under clause 91 requiring contraventions of the Accountable Person’s obligations to be remedied.

Clause 76: Management of the building by the building safety manager

Effect

588 Clause 76 places an obligation on the Building Safety Manager to manage an occupied building within the scope of the new regime in accordance with the Safety Case Report for the building. The Building Safety Manager is also required to inform the Accountable Person if they believe that the assessment of building safety risks is invalid or further steps are required to control the risks.

Background

589 This is a new provision.

590 The Independent Review identified that a new approach, built on existing risk management principles, was needed for managing risks to residents in higher-risk buildings. This is to ensure that the whole of a higher-risk building is properly, regularly and proactively considered by a dutyholder against the principles of what is reasonably practicable to reduce risk. This duty – to assess and manage building safety risks – falls on the Accountable Persons for building in scope of the new regime.

591 Linked to the assessment, the Accountable Person is under a duty to produce a Safety Case Report that demonstrates that they have assessed the building safety risks and taken all reasonable steps to manage those risks. In line with the Independent Review, the day-to-day management of the building sits with the Building Safety Manager. This clause requires the
Building Safety Manager to manage the building in line with the report that the Accountable Person has produced. The clause also places a duty on the Building Safety Manager to inform the Accountable Person that they need to carry out a further assessment of the risks, should the Building Safety Manager suspect that the safety case report needs to be revised owing to a change in the building.

Example 1
Both higher-risk buildings that have passed through the Gateway process and are recently occupied as well as existing higher-risk buildings that have long been occupied by residents will be covered by clause 76.

Having conducted a full assessment of building safety risks, taken the necessary steps to prevent major incidents caused by building safety risks and produced a Safety Case Report to demonstrate these duties have been met (under clauses 72, 73 and 74 respectively), the Accountable Person will in practice rely on the Building Safety Manager for the day-to-day management of the building. This is likely to include an expectation that the Building Safety Manager can be relied upon to immediately alert the Accountable Person if they are concerned the assessment of risks has become invalid or the steps to control them insufficient. This clause makes it an obligation for the Building Safety Manager to do so.

For example, the Building Safety Manager might become aware from conducting site visits that numerous residents leave bicycles and prams outside their front doors, in communal areas. The issue seems to be systemic across the building and the Building Safety Manager is concerned that residents do not appreciate the risks this poses. This hadn’t been accounted for when the last risk assessment was carried out, and the steps to manage building safety risks set out in the Safety Case Report are based on an expectation that communal corridors will be kept clear of obstacles at all times. The Building Safety Manager therefore draws this to the attention of the Accountable Person.

Clause 77: Duty as regards building insurance

Effect

592 Clause 77 gives the Secretary of State the power to make regulations requiring the Accountable Person for a high-risk residential building to ensure there is adequate insurance to cover losses associated with building safety risks occurring. It also gives the power for regulations to prescribe the kinds of losses arising from building safety risks that such insurance should cover.

593 Subsection (2) sets out that compliance with this clause requires there to be a contract for building insurance in place, of a kind that complies with the requirements as set out in regulations made under subsection (1).

Proposed use of power

594 The Government recognises the need for insurance against the materialisation of building safety risks, and the subsequent funding of remediation work or compensation. The Secretary of State will use its delegated powers to implement insurance requirements that help to ensure building safety.
Background

595 This is a new provision.

596 Not all residential buildings have adequate buildings insurance in place, to ensure that funds are available for urgent works or compensation where losses arise because of building safety risks in a high-risk residential building due to building safety risks materialising as identified as part of the safety case. This clause enables regulations to be made requiring such insurance to be in place.

597 The Accountable Person will need to ensure that there is adequate insurance cover in relation to building safety matters for their higher-risk residential building.

Example 1
Where an Accountable Person for a high-risk residential building fails to have (any, or adequate) buildings insurance to cover loss associated with building safety risks (or losses of a kind described in regulations), the Building Safety Regulator may serve a compliance notice requiring such insurance to be procured. Failure of the Accountable Person to take steps to adhere to a compliance notice could lead to fines and/or court action in accordance with clause 91(6).

Chapter 5: Duties relating to information and documents

Clause 78: Mandatory reporting requirements

Effect

598 Clause 78 places a duty on the Building Safety Manager to report information related to the safety of an occupied building to the Building Safety Regulator in a manner prescribed by the Secretary of State.

599 The clause also places a duty on the Accountable Person to establish and operate a system that will enable reportable information to be given to the Building Safety Manager. This system will be assessed as part of the Building Assurance Certificate application.

600 The power is flexible as it is expected that reportable information may be varied and subject to change over time in line with developments of the safety landscape of buildings.

601 Information submitted in an occurrence report cannot be used as evidence in criminal proceedings against any person, except in relation to non-compliance of the report maker with the duty to report under subsection (1). Information from reports can, however, be used by defendants in their own defence. An equivalent provision will be made in building regulations for the design and build phase.

Proposed use of power

602 It is intended that the power given to the Secretary of State will be used to require the Building Safety Manager to report certain structural and fire safety occurrences to the Building Safety Regulator as part of a Mandatory Occurrence Reporting scheme, similar to those that exist in other industries such as aviation. This will involve the Building Safety Manager reporting to the Building Safety Regulator any structural and fire safety event that occurs within a higher-risk building and which causes a significant risk to life safety.

603 Secondary legislation will include a list of categories of occurrences which must be reported to the Building Safety Regulator. This list will be compiled based on occurrences which, if they
were to occur within a higher-risk building, would likely meet the threshold of a significant risk to life safety. Guidance will be provided to the Building Safety Manager to assist them in determining whether an occurrence falls within the categories laid out in secondary legislation.

604 The specified manner of reporting will likely be via an online portal. Current proposals for the timeframe for reporting are three working days from the time an occurrence is noticed.

Background

605 This is a new provision.

606 The Independent Review recommended that it should be mandatory for key dutyholders to report particularly dangerous safety-related events to the Building Safety Regulator. This section contributes to the fulfilment of this recommendation.

**Example 1**
The list of occurrences specified in secondary legislation may include the discovery of a structural safety or fire safety related defect. If the Building Safety Manager discovered during a test of the fire response system that the fire alarms did not operate as expected, then the Building Safety Manager must report this to the Building Safety Regulator via an online portal.

**Clause 79: Keeping information about higher-risk buildings**

**Effect**

607 The new regulatory regime will regulate building safety risks in higher-risk buildings. This clause places requirements about information keeping on the person responsible for higher-risk buildings - the Accountable Person. Higher-risk building is defined in clause 19.

608 This clause imposes a requirement that the Accountable Person must keep and maintain certain required information about the building (the prescribed information) and ensure it is up to date as far as possible. If the Accountable Person does not have the prescribed information this clause imposes a requirement that they obtain this information, unless it is not practicable for them to do so.

609 The prescribed information is also called the “golden thread” of information. The specific documents, data and information that will make up the prescribed information will be set out in regulations.

610 The prescribed information will generally be information about the building and information relevant to the management and reduction of building safety risks (as defined in clause 16) in the building.

611 This clause also imposes a requirement that the prescribed information must be kept in accordance with prescribed standards. Regulations will set out the standards to which the information should be stored and kept, to ensure the information is accessible.

612 The Building Safety Regulator will also be able to issue statutory guidance about how to comply with the duties in this clause under the power set out in clause 101(1)(c). The guidance will provide best practice examples and detail to support the Accountable Person in fulfilling their duties under this clause and the regulations.

613 Regulations may also be made under this clause to set out when the duties to keep and obtain...
the prescribed information will apply.

**Proposed use of power**

614 Regulations made under this clause will set out what the “prescribed information” is and what “prescribed standards” it needs to be stored/kept in accordance with, and when the duties to do so will apply.

**Background**

615 This is a new provision.

616 The Independent Review identified that a golden thread of information would ensure more effective building safety management throughout a building’s life cycle. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the persons responsible for building safety maintain and have access to accurate and up to date information.

617 Requiring the prescribed information to be stored to the prescribed standards will improve the accessibility of this important information which is likely to be key in enabling compliance by the Accountable Person with their safety case-related duties in clauses 72-75.

**Example 1**

Information that must be obtained, kept up to date and in accordance with prescribed standards could for example include information about the alarm system that is installed in the building and when it was last tested or information about where the fire stopping is in the building. This information must be stored digitally (to the required prescribed standards set out in regulations and exemplified in statutory guidance). This information can then be used for example to inform the Accountable Person’s risk assessment under clause 72. Capturing the information and storing it in an accessible fashion will also ensure that those working on the building can be made aware of key aspects of the building that may be affected by their work.

**Clause 80: Provision of information etc to the regulator, residents and other persons**

**Effect**

618 Clause 80 sets out that the Secretary of State may make regulations requiring the Accountable Person to share prescribed information and documentation about their building in certain prescribed circumstances. It will also enable the Secretary of State to make regulations to make exceptions to any duty imposed under the regulation, as well as set out the manner, form and standards which must be met in provision of this information and documentation.

619 The clause sets out that the Accountable Person may be required to provide prescribed information, or copies of that information, to the Building Safety Regulator, to residents of the building and owners of flats in the building, and it also allows regulations to be made setting out other types of person who it should be supplied to.

620 Residents means all adults lawfully residing at the property This clause also extends to the legal owner (where this is not the same as the residential occupier) of an individual dwelling, for example a non-occupying leasehold landlord who is renting out an individual flat.

**Proposed use of this power**
621 Regulations under this clause will set out the circumstances in which an Accountable Person for a higher-risk building must provide others with the prescribed information and documentation about the building. This will include a requirement to provide all new residents with a range of building safety information, and requirements to provide the regulator with information about the building, such as information about the Building Safety Manager as required. Regulations will also lay out what information or documentation must be shared, the form of the prescribed information, the way in which it must be given, the standard to which it must be given, and any exceptions to any duty imposed under the regulations.

Background

622 This is a new provision.

623 The Independent Review identified the importance of accurate and up to date information for ensuring building safety. The availability and accessibility of this information to the regulator and residents is crucial to ensure people feel safe in their homes and ensure those responsible for building safety are held to account. This clause and clause 79 are intended to help ensure that residents, the regulator and other persons have this information, and those who need to be are provided with relevant information about that particular building.

624 Regulations under this clause will also set out the circumstances when the Accountable Person must provide information to the regulator and the form in which this information should be submitted. Regulations may also make requirements to ensure information is presented to the regulator in a standard format as this will enable the regulator to more easily review and analyse the information. This will support the regulator in their role in ensuring building safety and holding Accountable Persons to account.

Example 1
The Accountable Person for a higher-risk residential building must collect and maintain information relevant to the safety of that building (prescribed information). They must provide prescribed information from this to their residents. When a person purchases a leasehold flat within their property, the building owner must ensure the new leaseholder is provided with the prescribed information.

Clause 81: Provision of information etc to a new accountable person

Effect

625 Clause 81 applies where the Accountable Person for a higher-risk building changes. It relates to clause 79, and regulations made under that clause which will set out ‘prescribed information’ that must be obtained, kept up to date and kept in accordance with specified standards. This prescribed information is also known as the golden thread.

626 This clause sets out that an ‘outgoing Accountable Person’ i.e. one who is selling or otherwise changing their interest in the building so that they are no longer an Accountable Person must provide certain information, or copies of certain documents, to their successor, the ‘incoming’ Accountable Person.

627 This clause gives the Secretary of State the power to issue regulations setting out the information that must be provided by the outgoing Accountable Person, the circumstances when they must provide it, the timescale within which they must do so and any standards that the information must be provided in accordance with.
628 Not complying with these requirements will be an offence and the clause sets out the maximum penalties for conviction including daily fines for ongoing contravention.

Proposed use of power

629 Regulations under this clause will set out the circumstances in which an Accountable Person for a higher-risk building must hand over the prescribed information about the building. In particular, these will provide for when an outgoing Accountable Person must provide the prescribed information to the incoming Accountable Person, what that information should contain and standards that it must accord with.

Background

630 This is a new provision.

631 The Independent Review identified that a ‘golden thread’ of good quality information would ensure more effective building safety management throughout a building’s life cycle. Therefore, it is important to ensure that provisions are made so that golden thread information is provided by one Accountable Person to those who purchase or obtain an interest in the building from them. Penalties are available where the Accountable Person does not comply.

Example 1
The Accountable Person for a higher-risk building has to collect and maintain information relevant to the safety of that building (prescribed information). When they sell the building, they must ensure that all this information is handed over to the buyer. Requirements setting out how the information is stored, and the format of the information are intended to make this information accessible to new owners.

Chapter 6: Engagement with residents etc

Clause 82: Residents’ engagement strategy

Effect

632 Clause 82 requires all Accountable Persons to produce a Resident Engagement Strategy to promote the participation of residents and flat owners in the decision-making about building safety risks in their building. The high-level requirements for meeting this obligation are set out in subsection (3) and confirm that the Strategy will need to the information that the Accountable Person will provide to residents, the scope of what they will consult residents about, the methods the Accountable Person will use to seek residents’ views and details of how they will measure the effectiveness of their strategy.

633 The Secretary of State will also have the power to make regulations to change or provide more detail on the requirements for the Resident Engagement Strategy. We also envisage these provisions will be supported by Good Practice Guidance to provide practical help to Accountable Persons in developing their Strategy including worked examples and templates, for which the Residents Panel should be one of the statutory consultees (see clause 11).

Background

634 This is a new provision.

635 The Independent Review found that residents did not have a strong enough voice in the safe management of their homes and specifically that they often did not have the chance to offer
views and participate in the decision-making process. This requirement is designed to tackle that by placing an obligation on all Accountable Persons to have a Resident Engagement Strategy that sets out how they will deliver inclusive resident participation and involvement as well as measuring its effectiveness and making improvements as necessary.

Clause 83: Requests for further information

Effect

636 Clause 83 provides that the Accountable Person shall provide further and more detailed information or documentation about a building’s safety systems to a resident on request. A list of the more detailed safety information and documentation that can be obtained on request will be set out in regulations to be made by the Secretary of State. The regulations may also make provision about:

- The way in which information or a copy of a document must be provided under this section;
- The form in which information is to be provided under this section, and may in particular require that the information is provided in an accessible form.

637 The Secretary of State may also make regulations which set out the circumstances when an Accountable Person is exempt from the requirement in this provision to make a copy of a document available or some or all of the information requested.

Background

638 In addition to recommending that residents should automatically receive key building safety information, the Independent Review also recommended that further and more detailed information about the safety of their building should be made available to any resident on request. The further information to be provided under this clause will be set out in regulations and is currently envisaged to comprise the following:

- Full, current and historical fire risk assessments;
- Planned maintenance and repairs schedules;
- Outcome of Building Safety inspection checks;
- How assets in the building are managed;
- Details of preventive measures;
- Fire protection measures in place;
- Information on the maintenance of fire safety systems;
- Fire strategy for the building;
- Structural assessments; and
- Planned and historical changes to the building.

639 The clause also provides that the Secretary of State may make regulations setting out the circumstances when an Accountable Person is exempt from the requirement to make some or all of this information or documentation available. The exemptions are envisaged to be as follows:
• The security of the building and/or the residents of that building, for example technical and operational information about the lifts in a building. That information could be misused by someone who wanted to cause damage to the building and/or harm to residents;

• The security of other buildings in the vicinity, for example, information about the technical system that controls sprinklers in a building. Disabling the sprinkler system could have a negative impact on surrounding buildings because of the risk of fire spread;

• Intellectual property rights or commercial confidentiality. This could include proprietary information to which a third party has intellectual property rights;

• Individual residents through the release of personal information about them, for example, the nature and extent of any vulnerabilities an individual resident may have.

Clause 84: Complaints procedure: accountable person

Effect

640 Clause 84 requires all Accountable Persons to establish a complaints process and system for residents and flat owners to raise safety concerns and for the Building Safety Manager to then handle all complaints in line with that process. More detail on the requirements will be set out in secondary legislation, including but not limited to the process for making a complaint, the need for a timely response and the points at which a complaint should be referred to the Building Safety Regulator for consideration.

Background

641 This is a new provision to increase transparency and strengthen complaints handling in higher-risk Buildings.

642 The Independent Review found that residents did not have a strong enough voice in the safe management of their homes and specifically that they often struggled to get their complaints addressed. This requirement is designed to tackle that by placing an obligation on all Accountable Persons to have a transparent, clear and effective complaints process for residents to use when things go wrong.

Clause 85: Complaints procedure: regulator

Effect

643 Clause 85 requires the Building Safety Regulator to establish and operate a complaints procedure and system to handle resident’s safety concerns escalated to them either direct by the resident or via the Accountable Person or Building Safety Manager. In establishing or making changes to their complaints process the Building Safety Regulator must consult with the Residents Panel which will be established as one of their Advisory Committees - see clause 11 for more detail.

644 More detail on the requirements for the establishing and operating of the Building Safety Regulator’s complaints process will be set out in secondary legislation including but not limited to the process for escalating a complaint to the regulator, the need for a timely response and the set of actions available to the regulator on receipt of a complaint.

Background
This is a new provision to increase transparency and strengthen complaints handling in higher-risk buildings, as defined in clause 19.

The Independent Review found that residents did not have a strong enough voice in the safe management of their homes and specifically that they often struggled to get their complaints addressed. This requirement is the second part of tackling that systemic weakness and closely links to clause 84. It is designed to make sure that residents have an effective escalation route to the Building Safety Regulator where the Accountable Person has not resolved their safety concerns.

Chapter 7: Residents’ duties

Clause 86: Duties on residents

Effect

Clause 86 provides that a resident of a higher-risk building (aged 16 or over) must:

- Keep any relevant resident’s item in repair and proper working order;
- Take reasonable care not to damage any relevant safety item;
- Comply with a request from an Accountable Person to provide information reasonably required for the Accountable Person to perform their duties to carry out an assessment of building safety risks and take steps to reduce those risks; and
- Comply with such other duties as may be prescribed.

In this clause “Relevant resident’s item” means any electrical or gas installation or appliance in a dwelling, other than those which somebody else has responsibility for. “Relevant safety item” means anything in the common parts of a building that is intended to improve the safety of anyone in the building or its vicinity, for example, signage, sprinklers, smoke alarms.

The clause permits an Accountable Person to serve a notice on a resident of a higher-risk building where it appears that they have not complied with one or more of the duties listed above.

A notice under this clause is a notice that specifies:

- What the resident has supposed to have done and why this is a breach of one or more of their duties;
- What action the resident should take so that they are no longer in breach and the deadline for doing so;
- Anything the resident should not do to avoid further breaches of the duty; and
- What may happen next if the resident fails to comply with the notice.

The clause further provides that the Secretary of State may make regulations about notices under this section, including:

- Details about the form of a notice and the way it is to be given; and
- Further provision about the content of the notice.
Following service of a notice on the resident, the Accountable Person may request the county court to make an order. The court will make an order provided that it is satisfied that:

- A notice has been served on the resident;
- The resident has breached the duty alleged in that notice; and
- It is necessary to make the order.

An order made by the county court under this clause may require a person:

- To provide specified information, or do a specified thing, within a certain timescale;
- Not to do a specified thing.

**Background**

The Independent Review recommended that residents should have a clear understanding of their responsibilities in relation to helping to keep their building safe. This clause sets out a number of duties which must be complied with by residents. It also sets out the process that an Accountable Person will follow to enforce those duties in the event of non-compliance, including formal action through the courts.

**Example 1**

A leaseholder of a flat will be responsible for ensuring that any gas boiler in the dwelling is regularly serviced and kept in good working order. Where an Accountable Person has reasonable grounds for believing that the leaseholder is failing to keep their boiler in good working order, they may serve a notice to require the person to have the boiler checked by a gas engineer. If the resident refuses to do so, the Accountable Person could seek an order from the county court requiring the resident to have their boiler checked.

**Clause 87: Access to dwellings etc**

**Effect**

This clause provides that the county court may, following an application by the Accountable Person for an occupied higher-risk building, make an order in respect of any dwelling in the building provided that it is satisfied:

- The Accountable Person has made a written request seeking permission to access dwelling;
- The request is either made in connection with the Accountable Person’s duty to assess building safety risks or in connection with duties on residents and owners;
- Entry to the dwelling has not been permitted; and
- The order needs to be made so that the Accountable Person is able either to determine whether a resident has breached their duties, or so that the Accountable Person is able to perform the relevant duty for which access is required.
656 An order made under this section:

- Requires the resident to allow the accountable person, or a person authorised by them, access to the dwelling at a reasonable time on a specified date or within a specified period; and
- May, if it appears to the court necessary, permit the taking of measurements, photographs, recordings or samples.

Background

657 Residents of higher-risk buildings are required to comply with a range of duties designed to ensure that the Accountable Person is able to effectively discharge their duty to minimise the risk of fire or structural safety risks so far as is reasonably practicable. Those duties are as follows:

- Keep in repair and proper working order any relevant resident’s item,
- Take reasonable care to avoid damaging any relevant safety item,
- Comply with a request made by the accountable person for information reasonably required for the purposes of their duty to assess building safety risks and take reasonable steps to minimise them; and
- Comply with such other duties as may be prescribed.

658 The Accountable Person may need access to one or more dwellings in the building so that they can satisfy themselves that the resident is complying with a specified duty, or in order to perform their own duties to assess building safety risks and take reasonable steps to minimise them.

Example 1
A situation where this power may need to be exercised is where the Accountable Person has reasonable grounds for believing that a resident has failed to ensure that gas installations in the dwelling are being maintained and kept in good working order. The Accountable Person may seek access to the dwelling in order to check whether or not the installation is in fact being maintained and kept in good working order.

Chapter 8: Recovery of safety related costs

Clause 88: Higher-risk buildings: implied building safety terms

Effect

659 Leases of flats generally make provision for the landlord to carry out works and provide services to the building, and for the leaseholder to pay a proportion of the costs involved through a service charge. What the landlord can be called upon to do, and the costs that the leaseholder can be required to contribute towards, depend on the precise wording of the lease in question. The wording of leases varies from building to building. This clause implies terms into all relevant leases to ensure that all contain appropriate and consistent arrangements in relation to carrying out, and recovering the costs of, building safety measures.
660 This clause amends the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 to imply terms into every long lease of a higher-risk building so that every landlord will owe duties to each leaseholder regarding building safety measures and each leaseholder will owe corresponding duties to the landlord.

661 The landlord’s duties are to carry out the appropriate safety measures, as Accountable Person. The provisions allow the landlord to re-charge to the leaseholders the cost of building safety measures. The leaseholders’ duties are to pay their fair share of the reasonable costs, to cooperate with the Accountable Person and to allow access where necessary.

Details of the clause

17A Implied building safety terms

662 New section 17A sets out the terms (covenants) which are implied in a long lease of a dwelling in a higher-rise building. The landlord covenants that any building safety charges will be levied in accordance with new statutory procedures in 17F; to carry out/cooperate with Accountable Person in carrying out building safety measures; to cooperate with any Special Measures Manager that may be appointed; and to take all reasonable steps to apply for any financial support that may become available to mitigate building safety costs. The section also sets out the covenants on the part of the leaseholder in relation to paying the reasonable building safety charges demanded, allowing access to their property where needed for building safety purposes and complying with the duties on residents provided for in the Bill.

17B Meaning of long lease

663 New section 17B defines a long lease as a lease granted for a term of over 21 years, including Right to Buy and Right to Acquire leases granted to former social housing tenants and also shared ownership leases. It makes reference to the relevant housing legislation in doing so.

17C Restrictions on contracting out of section 17A

664 New section 17C provides that a covenant in a lease, or other agreement, intending to contract out, or restrict, the requirements in section 17A has no effect.

17D Jurisdiction of county court

665 New section 17D provides that the county court is the court for determining any question or issue under section 17A.

17E Specific performance of implied building safety term

666 New section 17E explains that where the court orders a party to a lease to comply with the obligations (implied covenants in the lease) under section 17A, the order can apply in relation to parts of the building not let to the leaseholder and notwithstanding any rule that would otherwise restrict a remedy.

17F Interpretation

667 This is a new clause to align the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 with the new Building Safety Bill. It ensures that there are dedicated provisions in long leases of dwelling in higher-rise buildings dealing with the carrying out of building safety works and the recovery of associated costs.

Clause 89: Building safety charges

Effect
This clause inserts new sections (17G to 17X) into the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 concerning building safety charges payable by tenants under long leases of dwellings in high risk buildings. These establish the concept of a new ‘building safety charge’ to facilitate transparent recovery of costs incurred by landlords in putting in place building safety measures. The charges which will be separate from the service charge, so that costs incurred on building safety measures will be readily identified and accounted for (17G).

The new sections place obligations on the landlord in relation to providing budgets and estimates to tenants and making demands for building safety charges. In addition, there is an obligation on the landlord to deduct the value of any funding received (17P).

They make provision for some costs to be excluded from recovery and for those costs which are recoverable to be subject to certain restrictions. Costs will normally only be recoverable to the extent that they are reasonably incurred (17J), have been subject to a timely demanded (17Q), and have been subject to prior consultation where required (17K-M).

These sections establish the rights of tenants to receive pertinent information from the landlord and from the Accountable Person. They also establish the rights of tenants (and landlords) to apply to the Tribunal for determination of issues that arise in relation to building safety charges (17T).

It is the policy intention that as far as possible leaseholders should not have to face unaffordable costs. The Government is currently conducting further work to explore appropriate funding models that would mitigate unaffordable costs, if they were faced by leaseholders, and will update on any further measures before the final Bill is introduced.

Details of the clause

17G Building safety charges

New section 17G provides the landlord may demand in writing from the leaseholder a charge, called a “building safety charge” in respect of building safety costs. It explains that building safety costs are those incurred by the landlord or other Accountable Person, in respect of building safety measures.

Subsections (5) and (6) provide that building safety measures will be prescribed by negative regulations. Measures may, for example, include:

- The commission and production of the safety case, resident engagement strategy and mandatory reporting scheme;
- The appointment of the Building Safety Manager;
- Building safety works;
- Monitoring and management of day to day safety in the building, resident engagement and using the mandatory reporting system;
- The costs of compliance with statutory notices, obligations and requirements (but not the cost of enforcement action); and
- Fees and other charges payable to the regulator.

The clause also defines ‘relevant landlord’ and ‘relevant tenant’ which applies to the sections 17G to 17W.

17H Building safety charges: landlord obligations
New section 17H sets out certain obligations the landlord must comply with when demanding a building safety charge.

Subsection (1) provides that a budget has to be prepared for the annual accounting period with the estimate of the building safety costs to be incurred and the charge payable by the leaseholder.

Subsection (2) states that the landlord must apportion costs between all of the dwellings in the building, that the landlord must hold the charge received by leaseholders on trust in a separate account, and that the landlord must provide the leaseholder with a reconciliation account within 28 days of the end of the annual accounting period. The reconciliation account must specify:

- The building safety measures carried out and costs incurred during the accounting period;
- The total of building safety charges due from all of the relevant leaseholders in the building;
- The building safety charges payable by and received from the individual leaseholder;
- Any other relevant financial contributions towards the costs received or made by the landlord;
- The amount of any remaining balance in the account, which must be used to defray the charges payable in the next annual accounting period;
- Any enforcement action taken by the regulator under this Act, and the costs incurred by the landlord.

Subsection (3) provides that a building safety charge demand cannot be served at intervals of less than three months.

Subsection (4) provides that the leaseholder can withhold a payment until any overdue estimate, budget or reconciliation account has been provided.

Subsections (6) and (7) provide that regulations may be made by the Secretary of State altering the landlord obligations under subsections (1) - (3).

17I Apportionment of building safety costs

New section 17I applies where the landlord is required by subsection 17H (2) (a) to apportion building safety costs. Where a lease sets out a method for apportionment of costs this must be used and if the lease silent on such terms, then a method agreed in writing between the landlord and leaseholder can be applied. Subsection (4) allows for applications to be made to the Tribunal, where there is disagreement on the apportionment, for determination of a fair apportionment method for the parties. The determination must be complied with by the landlord who must then apportion the building safety costs using that method. Subsection (6) sets out the meaning of terminology referred to in this section.

17J Limitation of building safety charges: reasonableness

New section 17J provides that building safety costs are only payable as a building safety charge by the leaseholder to the extent that the costs are reasonably incurred. The landlord will need to be able to demonstrate that services such as maintaining a fire detection system or
works such as the installation of such a system, were warranted. In addition, the works or services have to be of a reasonable standard. If the costs incurred are not reasonable, the charge payable is limited to the amount that would be reasonable.

17K Limitation of building safety charges: consultation requirements

684 New section 17K provides that in relation to “qualifying building safety works” or a “qualifying building safety agreement”, the “relevant contribution” recoverable from a leaseholder as a building safety charge is limited to an “appropriate amount” except in the circumstances set out in subsection (1). Those circumstances are:

- The consultation requirements have been complied with or those requirements have been dispensed with by the First-tier Tribunal;
- The works are urgent; or
- The works are carried out, or the agreement is entered into, whilst the building is in special measures.

685 Subsection (2) describes the concept of a “relevant contribution” – the amount that a leaseholder will be due to contribute in building safety charges towards the cost of qualifying works or a qualifying agreement.

686 Subsection (3) introduces the notion of an “appropriate amount”. Where a leaseholder’s relevant contribution will exceed an appropriate amount, the landlord will usually be required to carry out a formal consultation of the leaseholders before deciding on what contracts to enter into.

687 Under subsection (4) the Secretary of State is given power to make regulations specifying the appropriate amounts. Under sub-sections (6) and (7), if the formal consultation requirements are not complied with, then, unless the Tribunal grants dispensation or the works are urgent or the building is in special measures (as per subsection (1), the amount the landlord can recover from the leaseholder in respect of the works or the agreement will be limited to the appropriate amount.

17L Consultation requirements: supplementary

688 New section 17L deals with some of the detail in relation to consultation.

689 Subsection (1), the Tribunal can dispense with the consultation requirements in any particular case if it is satisfied that it is reasonable to do so.

690 Subsections (2) – (4) what are “qualifying building safety works”, what is a “qualifying building safety agreement” and what are “the consultation requirements”, will be set out in regulations made by the Secretary of State.

691 Sub-section (5) makes clear that an agreement appointing a Building Safety Manager will not be a qualifying agreement.

17M Consultation requirements: urgent cases

692 New section 17M applies if the qualifying building safety works are required under a compliance notice or an urgent action notice issued by the Building Safety Regulator.

693 In those circumstances, urgent building safety works will be exempted from the consultation requirements if the landlord or the accountable person serves on the leaseholders an exemption notice in the prescribed form, certified by the Accountable Person. The prescribed form will include information such as to the type of work that needs to be carried out and
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why the works are urgent. It must be accompanied by a copy of the compliance notice or the urgent action notice. Subsection (5) provides the Secretary of State with power to prescribe the form of the exemption notice.

17N Consultation requirements: special measures

694 New section 17N applies where a Special Measures Manager has been appointed by order of the Tribunal and the qualifying building safety works are to be carried out by that manager or a qualifying building safety agreement is entered into by that manager, in this circumstance the consultation requirements are also automatically dispensed with 17K (1).

17O Limitation of building safety charges: excluded costs

695 New section 17O provides that certain costs cannot be recovered through the building safety charge. These include costs incurred as a result of enforcement action and costs incurred by reason of breach of contract, unlawful act or negligence. It also provides a new power to prescribe certain costs that will be excluded from being building safety costs through negative regulations.

17P Limitation of building safety charges: financial support

696 New section 17P provides that where financial support has been obtained to defray the costs of building safety works to the landlord, superior landlord or Accountable Person, such sums must be deducted from the building safety costs and, therefore, cannot also be recovered as part of the building safety charge.

17Q Limitation of building safety charges: time limit on making demands

697 New section 17Q limits the amount of building safety costs that can be recovered as a building safety charge by excluding any costs incurred more than 18 months before the demand for payment is made. However, this rule does not apply if within 18 months of incurring the building safety costs the leaseholder is notified that the costs have been incurred and that the leaseholder will subsequently be required to make a contribution in respect of those costs.

17R Limitation of building safety charges: costs of proceedings

698 New section 17R provides that in connection with proceedings before a Tribunal or a court under the Building Safety Bill, a leaseholder may make an application for an order that the costs (or part of the costs) incurred by the relevant landlord are not to be treated as building safety costs and cannot, therefore, be recovered through the building safety charge. The Tribunal may only make such an order if it just and equitable to do so in the circumstances of the case.

17S Notice to accompany demands for building safety charges

699 New section 17S requires that any demand for a building safety charge to be accompanied by a notice summarising the rights and obligations of the leaseholder.

700 Subsection (2) provides the Secretary of State with power to prescribe the form and content of the notice.

701 Subsection (4) sets out that a leaseholder is not required to pay a building safety charge demand unless it is accompanied by the notice and, where a leaseholder chooses to withhold payment in these circumstances, provisions within the lease, relating to non-payment or late payment of charges, do not apply.

17T Liability to pay building safety charges: jurisdiction

702 New section 17T subsections (1) and (2) provide an application can be made to the Tribunal...
for determination as to whether a building safety charge is payable and if so by whom; to whom it is payable; how much is payable and when it is payable. Such an application can be made regardless of whether the building safety charge has been paid by the leaseholder.

703 Subsection (3) provides that an application can be made to the tribunal for determination as to whether costs that could be incurred in carrying out building safety measures are recoverable as a building safety charge and if so from whom, to whom, how much is payable etc.

704 But no application may be made under these provisions if the charge has been admitted or agreed by the leaseholder or has been determined by a court as set out in subsection (4). A leaseholder is not to be regarded as having admitted or agreed the charge only because they have paid it as per subsection (5).

17U Building safety charge contributions to be held on trust

705 New section 17U applies to any building safety charges paid by a leaseholder to the relevant landlord. These charges are to be held by the landlord in trust in a fund to be used in connection with the matters for which they were payable. Subsection (5) sets out that the charges are for the building safety works and therefore not owed back to the leaseholder on the termination of a lease. Subsection (6) covers the dissolution of the trust fund and its use by the landlord.

706 Subsection (9) and (10) provides the Secretary of State with regulation making powers to determine the use of any sums which may remain on credit in the fund. These can set out the provisions to deal with different cases and may contain supplementary, incidental, consequential etc provisions as necessary.

17V Building safety charge contributions to be held in designated account

707 New section 17V specifies that amounts held on trust must be held in a designated account with a relevant financial institution. The definition of a relevant financial institution is to be set out in regulations made under this section (subsection (18)). It sets out that an account is designated once the relevant financial institution has been notified that the sums are held on trust and gives the Secretary of State powers to specify the description of a designated account (subsection (2)). These regulations can also restrict the movement of monies between trust funds.

708 Subsection (4) allows a leaseholder, or a recognised tenants' association, with notice, to inspect documentation and obtain copies evidencing that the requirements set out under subsection (1) – (3) are being complied with. This notice may be served by the secretary of the recognised tenants' association, and can be served on the landlord or on a person who collects the building safety charge on the landlord's behalf. The request must be complied with, within 21 days, and that must be done free of charge at the point of request.

709 Subsection (11) allows for any contributing leaseholder to withhold payment of the building safety charge if that person has reasonable grounds for believing that the landlord has not complied with subsection (1). The Secretary of State is given power to make regulations in relation to the withholding of payment.

17W Failure to comply with section 17V

710 New section 17V provides that failure to comply with the requirements in section 17V to hold building safety charge contributions on trust in a designated account is a summary offence in respect of which prosecutions may be brought by the local authority.

17X Interpretation
New section 17X explains the meaning of certain terms in referenced sections 17G to 17V.

Existing Section 18 is amended by the insertion of subsection (2A) which provides that, where a cost incurred by the landlord could either fall within the costs associated with the general service charge or be a building safety cost, it is to be treated as a building safety cost only.

**Proposed use of power**

Clause 89 confers powers on the Secretary of State to make provision about the building safety charges. The amendments made by new sections 17G - 17W enable regulations to be made in relation to Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 enabling the recovery of costs incurred by the landlord in complying with the statutory obligations under the new regulatory regime.

**Background**

This clause sets out how building safety charges may be incurred in relation to building safety works required to maintain the fire and structural safety of higher-risk residential buildings as set out in the Independent Review. It adds new sections to the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 concerning building safety charges payable under long leases of dwellings in high risk buildings.

**Chapter 9: Enforcement**

**Clause 90: Duty on regulator to enforce Part**

**Effect**

This clause is self-explanatory.

**Clause 91: Compliance notices**

**Effect**

Clause 91 enables the Building Safety Regulator to issue a compliance notice to a ‘relevant person’ (i.e. the Accountable Person or Building Safety Manager) where they are contravening, or appear likely to contravene, a ‘relevant requirement’ under this Part of the Bill or a requirement set out in regulations made under it. Regulations may set out requirements that are excluded from enforcement action under this clause. The notice will either require that particular, specified steps are taken within a period of time set out in the notice or will require the relevant person to remedy the contravention in question within the period of time set out in the notice.

If the contravention is one that places people in or about the building in imminent danger, in the Building Safety Regulator’s view, the compliance notice is termed an ‘urgent action notice’. The consequences of this are i) that the regulator is likely to set a shorter period to rectify the contravention and ii) any appeal against the notice will not suspend its effect unless the Tribunal determines that it should (see clause 93(3)).

If the person issued with a compliance or urgent action notice does not comply by the date specified, or otherwise breaches the notice, the Building Safety Regulator will be able to prosecute for the breach. The offence of breaching a notice will be triable either way, reflecting that not only will a contravention have occurred, but a formal opportunity to rectify it will have been refused. If tried by magistrates, the offence will carry a maximum penalty of an unlimited fine and/or 12 months’ imprisonment (six months until the commencement of section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003). If tried in the Crown court, the maximum penalty will be an unlimited fine and/or two years’ imprisonment. Under clause 114, certain
corporate officers could also be liable for prosecution.

These notices will be appealable to the First-tier Tribunal (see clause 93 for further detail).

Background

This clause introduces a power for the Building Safety Regulator to address non-compliance with the new regime for the safety of higher-risk buildings without having to resort immediately to criminal prosecution.

These measures have been modelled on notices under section 21 of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 and are intended to be used in similar circumstances.

Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator becomes aware that an Accountable Person has not been maintaining the information as required by clause 79 above and regulations made under it. The Regulator issues a compliance notice to the Accountable Person identifying the contravention in question and setting a period of time for the Accountable Person to rectify that contravention.

Clause 92: Compliance notices: supplementary

Effect

Clause 92 enables the making of regulations to set out further detail as to how compliance notices will work in practice, including what should be specified in notices; how notices should be given to relevant persons; how notices can be amended or withdrawn; and how arrangements can be made to extend the set period for compliance.

This clause also requires the Building Safety Regulator to notify other relevant bodies where it serves a compliance notice, including the local authority, relevant Fire and Rescue Authority, the Regulator of Social Housing (in appropriate cases) and any other body prescribed in regulations.

Clause 93: Appeals against compliance notice

Effect

Clause 93 sets out that a person receiving a compliance notice as described above may appeal against that notice to the First-tier Tribunal, and that appeal of a compliance notice that is not an urgent action notice will suspend the effect of the notice pending the resolution of the appeal. However, as set out in the note above in respect of clause 91, given the increased seriousness of the issues justifying the issue of an urgent action notice, the clause sets out that an appeal against such a notice will not suspend its effect unless the First-tier Tribunal determines that it should.

Clause 94: Offence: contravention giving rise to risk of death and serious injury

Effect

Clause 94 creates an offence of breaching a ‘relevant requirement’ under the new regime set out in this Part of the Bill, or regulations made under it, without reasonable excuse, where that failure places those in or about the building at a significant risk of death or serious injury arising from a building safety risk. A ‘relevant requirement’ is defined as a requirement that is not excluded from enforcement action by secondary legislation. ‘Building safety risks’ are defined in clause 16.
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The offence is triable either way, with a maximum penalty on indictment of an unlimited fine and/or two years in prison. If the breach continues after conviction, the court will also be able to impose an ongoing penalty until such time as the breach is remedied; that penalty will be set at a daily rate of a level 1 fine (currently £200).

**Background**

Where a requirement under the new regime is breached, we would normally expect the Building Safety Regulator to use a compliance notice as described in the previous clauses to secure compliance from the Accountable Person or Building Safety Manager — or an urgent action notice, where the contravention places people in or about the building in imminent danger. For the most serious breaches of these requirements, where the failure places those in or about the building at a significant risk of death or serious injury, the Building Safety Regulator will be able to move directly to prosecution for the offence described in this clause, if it considers that to be the most effective and appropriate course of action.

### Example 1

On a first inspection of an existing higher-risk building, the Building Safety Regulator finds evidence that, while the building’s main exit route is in constant use, the emergency exit at the foot of the stairs is seldom used and, over time, has warped to the point where it has become stuck in the frame and cannot be opened, even by putting a shoulder to it. In addition, the building’s office is on the ground floor and has no self-closing device on the door, with numerous ignition sources in the office and deliveries stored there, giving a high risk of fire open to the living accommodation. This means that a fire in the office would affect the means of escape for anyone wanting to evacuate because, due to the stuck emergency exit, they have to pass the office and, for the accommodation on the ground floor, the fire and smoke will be right outside their front doors.

Given the potential seriousness of these risks, the Building Safety Regulator issues the Accountable Person with an urgent action notice (as described in clause 91 above), requiring the issues to be rectified within seven days. In addition, as the Building Safety Regulator has found similar failings in other buildings under the control of the Accountable Person, and given the significant risk of death or serious injury to those living in the building, the Building Safety Regulator decides it would be appropriate to prosecute the Accountable Person for this offence and seek a significant penalty from the courts to punish this non-compliance.

### Chapter 10: Special Measures

**Clause 95: Notification by regulator before making application under section 96**

**Effect**

Clause 95 provides that the Building Safety Regulator has to give formal notice to the Accountable Person that it proposes to trigger the special measures provisions, namely that it will apply to the First-tier Tribunal to appoint a manager in place of the Accountable Person. It gives the power to the Secretary of State to make provisions in regulations about the form and content and the method of issuance of the notice. There is also a power for the Secretary of State to set out in regulations the procedure for how the Accountable Person can respond.
and challenge the notice and the way in which the regulator must have regard to such representations. The Building Safety Regulator may not make an application within the first 14 days of the notice being issued to the Accountable Person.

729 The circumstances in which a Special Measures Manager can be appointed and the functions they can be given are set out in clause 96.

Background

730 This is a new provision.

731 Where the Building Safety Regulator proposes to apply to the First-tier Tribunal to intervene on the Accountable Person’s management of their building, procedural fairness dictates they should have the opportunity to challenge and provide representations. The clause ensures that the Building Safety Regulator discharges its power to apply for a special measures order in a fair way.

Example 1
The Secretary of State in regulations will set out the process and the procedure for the way in which the Accountable Person will be able to make representations to the Building Safety Regulator. The notification before seeking an order will allow the Accountable Person time to put forward representations as to why a special measures order is not necessary or appropriate and to agree a different course of action with the Building Safety Regulator. The Building Safety Regulator will need to decide whether it accepts these representations or whether to progresses to the next stage and submit an application to the First-tier Tribunal for an order appointing a Special Measures Manager.

Clause 96: Order appointing special measures manager

Effect

732 Clause 96 sets out a power for the court to appoint a Special Measures Manager, for an occupied building in scope of the regime, further to an application made by the Building Safety Regulator. The clause sets out the grounds for when the First-tier Tribunal can make an order appointing a Special Measures Manager. It sets out the functions which a First-tier Tribunal can give to the appointed manager i.e. any functions under Part 4 of this Bill or regulations made under it that relate to the management of building safety risks, and any function as a receiver of funds.

733 The First-tier Tribunal only has the power to make an order in respect of occupied higher-risk buildings that don’t have a Building Assurance Certificate, if there has been ongoing, or a one-off serious, non-compliance by the Accountable Person with their statutory obligations under Part 4 of this Bill or where the Accountable Person has repeatedly mismanaged building safety charges.

734 Subsections (5) and (6) give the First-tier Tribunal the powers to specify any matters, including incidental/ancillary matters, in the order that may relate to the Special Measures Manager’s functions. This includes that the First-tier Tribunal can make modifications to any provisions or regulations as set out in Part 4 of this Bill, as necessary for the order. It can also order that rights and liabilities under third party contracts will fall to the manager, and that the manager may bring claims in relation to those contracts, regardless of whether they accrued before or after the manager’s appointment. This subsection also makes provision for
the order to include matters pertaining to renumeration of the manager and the persons who shall be deemed responsible for making that payment. Subsection (7) gives the Secretary of State power to amend, by affirmative regulations, the grounds upon which a First-tier Tribunal must be satisfied before appointing a Special Measures Manager.

735 Subsection (8) set out that the definition of “building safety charge” is the same as defined in clause 89 (section 17G of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985) of this Bill.

Background

736 This is a new provision.

737 The Independent Review recommended that there needs to be a regulator in relation to fire and structural safety in occupation who can hold dutyholders to account with robust sanctions where necessary.

738 Ministers wished to go further and introduce a Special Measures Manager who would take on the management of risks in a building as a last resort, where the Building Safety Regulator considers that poor management of the building places residents’ lives at risk relating to the building safety risks.

Example 1
Where an Accountable Person has failed or continues to fail to meet the statutory obligations under the new regime, as set out in this Part 4 of this Bill, after using the compliance and enforcement tools at its disposal, the Building Safety Regulator may be of the opinion that for the safety of the residents, the building should be managed by a Special Measures Manager. The Building Safety Regulator may apply to the First-tier Tribunal and once the grounds for appointment have been met an order to put the Special Measures Manager in place may be issued. The Special Measures Manager would manage the building and ensure compliance with statutory obligations under Part 4 as directed in the First-tier Tribunal’s order. This a last resort regulatory tool and would most likely be implemented for a short, specified period such as in circumstances of insolvency of the Accountable Person, until a purchaser or replacement Accountable Person is found for the building.

Clause 97: Orders under section 96: Supplementary Effect

739 Clause 97 further explains orders to appoint Special Measures Managers under clause 96.

740 It requires that the Special Measures Manager must display a copy of the order appointing them in a prominent place in the building, as soon as reasonably practicable after being appointed. It automatically brings to an end the appointment of the building’s Building Safety Manager (if that appointment has not already ended) and it provides that the functions given to Accountable Persons by Part 4 of the Bill and by regulations made under it will no longer apply to that building’s Accountable Person for the period that the special measures order is in place.

741 The clause also allows for the Special Measures Manager or the Building Safety Regulator to apply to the First-tier Tribunal to include directions in the order in relation to the carrying out of the functions or other matters by the manager. It can include directions to third parties, such as managing agents, to facilitate the execution of the functions.
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742 The clause also provides the power for the Secretary of State to make regulations about how Special Measures Managers should receive and account for money received in the course of their functions.

743 Orders made under clause 96 cancel any unexpired compliance notices issued in respect of the building once in effect. The Accountable Person, however, remains liable for breaches of any compliance notices contravened before this time.

Proposed use of power

744 This power sets out what happens to the Accountable Person and Building Safety Manager for a building where a Special Measures Manager is appointed.

745 This power will also ensure applications to the court for a special measures order are set out in a clear and uniform manner of an appropriate standard – by amending the requirements as necessary, ensuring they remain relevant, and it allows regulations to be made setting out requirements for how Special Measures Managers should deal with and account for monies received.

Background

746 This clause supplements clause 96 as described in the note above.

Clause 98: Amendment of other orders on making of order under section 96

Effect

747 This section gives a power to a First-tier Tribunal to amend an existing order to appoint a manager for a building made under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987, section 24. In some buildings, where a Special Measures Manager is appointed a section 24 order may already be in place after an application by leaseholders, appointing a manager. The First-tier Tribunal may amend the section 24 order to ensure that a manager appointed under section 24 ceases to hold functions that are given to the Special Measures Manager (appointed under clause 96) in the same occupied building.

Proposed use of power

748 This power will ensure there is no overlap in functions of the two managers in situations where two separate managers have been appointed under both this Bill and the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987, section 24.

Background

749 Under section 24 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987, Leaseholders may have the right to apply to the First-tier Tribunal for a new manager to be appointed to manage the provision of services and works at their building or development. Clause 96 of this Bill also allows for the Building Safety Regulator to make an application to the First-tier Tribunal for a Special Measures Manager to be put in place within a building under some circumstances.

750 This clause will ensure that the First-tier Tribunal approving a Special Measures Manager can amend an order made under section 24 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 so that there is no overlap in the functions of the managers where they are appointed under different sets of legislation.

Example 1

A circumstance may arise where an Accountable Person has repeatedly failed to fulfil their duties under Part 4 of this Bill in relation to an occupied higher-risk
building. The Building Safety Regulator can apply to the First-tier Tribunal to request that a Special Measures Manager be put in place in the building to ensure that the required functions are carried out. However, it may transpire that an existing manager was appointed through a section 24 order. In this circumstance, the First-tier Tribunal can amend the section 24 order to exclude functions from that role that are to be assigned to the Special Measures Manager.

Clause 99: Notifications about orders under section 96

Effect

When an order under clause 96 is made (to appoint a Special Measures Manager) the Building Safety Regulator is required to serve a notice on those prescribed persons who are listed in regulations made under this clause. A notice must also be served where the order is varied or revoked. The persons who will be prescribed in regulations are likely to include the Accountable Person and the Building Safety Manager (if there is one), as well as other interested bodies such as the local housing authority, Fire and Rescue Service and residents of the building. This clause also gives the Secretary of State the power to set out in regulations the form and contents of the notices, any information they must contain as well as their delivery.

Background

This is a new provision to ensure the Accountable Person (and other relevant persons) is aware of action taken by the Building Safety Regulator and the court’s decision. It is similar to the requirements in the Housing Act 2004, Schedule 5, where the local housing authority proposes to revoke a House in Multiple Occupation licence.

Example 1

If the Building Safety Regulator did not receive a response to its notice of intention and then obtained an order from the court, it would then serve the notice on persons listed in regulations, which it is intended will include the Accountable Person and other interested bodies. It is intended that regulations making provisions about notices will require that they set out details of the court order including the date it comes into force, the reasons why it has been served, and details of the special measures regime and manager.

Clause 100: Variation or revocation of orders under section 96

Effect

Clause 100 gives a power to a First-tier Tribunal to vary or revoke an order to impose a Special Measures Manager made under section clause 96 in relation to an occupied building, should such a First-tier Tribunal receive a request from the Accountable Person or Building Safety Manager of that building to do so. The clause also gives a power to the Secretary of State to make regulations which can specify under what conditions a First-tier Tribunal may vary or revoke a clause 96 order using this clause. When varying or discharging the order, the First-tier Tribunal also has the power to instruct a person with respect to matters relating to the variation or discharge of the order.

Proposed use of power

These Explanatory Notes relate to the Building Safety Bill as published in Draft on 20 July 2020 (Bill CP 264)
754 This clause gives a power to the Secretary of State to make provision in regulations about the grounds on which a First-tier Tribunal may vary or revoke an order. The grounds will be laid out in secondary legislation.

Background

755 This is a new provision which allows a First-tier Tribunal to revoke an order made under clause 96.

Example 1
An Accountable Person may apply to the First-tier Tribunal to revoke a special measures order placed upon their buildings. The First-tier Tribunal may decide to revoke the order if the grounds for revocation are met. These grounds might be:

- The reasons for cancelling the certificate have been addressed or will be addressed if the certificate is reinstated;
- The Building Safety Regulator has confidence that those problems will not be repeated;
- Any monies owed to the Building Safety Regulator or the Special Measures Manager by the Accountable Person or a former Building Safety Manager have been paid; and
- The Accountable Person has not obstructed or hindered the operation of the special measures scheme.

Chapter 11: Miscellaneous and general

Clause 101: Guidance

Effect

756 Clause 101 sets out the areas of the building safety regime where the Building Safety Regulator may issue guidance with statutory force, including the process to be followed in relation to the guidance and the potential consequences of complying – or not complying – with the content of that guidance.

757 Subsection (1) sets out the areas where the Building Safety Regulator may issue guidance; they are:

- How to assess the competence of a prospective Building Safety Manager;
- Mandatory reporting requirements for Accountable Persons and Building Safety Managers;
- Duties to keep or give information to residents and others; and
- How an Accountable Person should operate a complaints procedure for residents.

758 Subsection (6) makes clear that the references to specific provisions of the Bill includes regulations issued under those provisions.
Subsections (1), (2) and (5) set out that the regulator may issue, withdraw or amend guidance, but only with the consent of the Secretary of State. Subsection (3) makes clear that, as with the approved documents issued in accordance with Part I of the Building Act 1984, compliance with the guidance can be relied on in court or First-tier Tribunal proceedings as tending to establish compliance with the provision to which the guidance relates, while not following the guidance will tend to establish non-compliance with the relevant provision. Finally, subsection (4) provides that any document seeming to be such guidance will be taken to be such unless the contrary is proved.

Background

Historically, there has always been detailed guidance (the Approved Documents) to give further detail in respect of the functional requirements set out in the Building Act 1984. This clause sets out those areas of this Bill where similar guidance, with statutory force, is needed to give guidance to those with duties under the new building safety regime.

Example 1

In order to assist Accountable Persons with setting up and operating a complaints procedure for the residents of its higher-risk building(s), the Building Safety Regulator will have the power to set out in guidance with statutory force the key features of such a scheme. Even if the Accountable Person does not have particular experience in operating such a scheme, if it sticks to the requirements set out in the regulator’s guidance, they will have comfort that, because of subsection (3), they will be able to rely in court or First-tier Tribunal proceedings on compliance with the guidance as tending to establish compliance with the legal requirements.

Clause 102: Cooperation and coordination

Effect

Clause 102 requires the Accountable Person for a higher-risk building to assist a Responsible Person who, within the same building, also has responsibilities for the fire safety of the occupants and people who might be affected by a fire.

Responsible Person(s) are defined under Article 3 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005.

The clause also amends Article 22 of Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 to provide a reciprocal duty on the Responsible Person to assist each Accountable Person carrying out their duties in respect of the same higher-risk building.

Background

This is a new provision.

Example 1

Higher-risk buildings are often mixed use, owned and managed by more than one entity, and include commercial areas that are not for residential use, such as shops, gyms, restaurants etc. There are many different ownership models, many of them complex with different bodies responsible for managing the same or similar risks within different part of the building or its structure, such as roofs or individual
To support the “whole building” approach set out by in the Independent Review, this clause requires Accountable Persons and Responsible Persons under the Fire Safety Order to work together to share relevant fire safety information.

For example, the Accountable Person and Responsible Person should proactively share the results of their risk assessments, including providing an overview of the risks and safety measures that are in place to control the identified risks. The Accountable Person should factor these results into their own decision making and ensure that the safety arrangements they have are suitable for controlling any additional risks that may arise from a part of the building which is out of their direct responsibility. Furthermore, both the Accountable Person and Responsible Person are dutybound to ensure that their safety arrangements do not have the effect of rendering the others’ arrangements ineffective.

Clause 103: Appeals against decisions of the regulator

Effect

765 Clause 103 related to Part 4 only, and sets out that prescribed persons have the right to appeal prescribed Part 4 decisions of the Regulator. These appeals can only be made on the grounds prescribed.

766 The clause also allows regulations to make provision about the effect of an appeal on a regulatory decision, for example, they may provide that bringing an appeal suspends, or does not suspend, the effect of a regulatory decision (see clause 93 for comparison). In addition, regulations may make provision about the powers of the tribunal when dealing with an appeal, including power to give directions.

Background

767 This section is intended to be used to provide a comprehensive right to appeal for most of the decisions the Regulator will be able to make for higher-risk buildings under this new legislation.

Example 1

The Building Safety Regulator has decided to cancel a Building Assurance Certificate for a higher-risk building due to non-compliance. This is appealed by the Accountable Person to the First-tier Tribunal. The regulations might provide that the Certificate is not cancelled while the appeal is ongoing, until it is finally decided.

Clause 104: Managers appointed under Part 2 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987

Effect

768 Clause 104 makes amendments to section 24 of the Landlord and Tenant Act and ensures that where the Accountable Person has a Building Safety Manager in place, a manager appointed by the court for that building should not have conflicting fire and structural safety duties. It ensures that tenants are unable to appoint their own Building Safety Manager without the Building Safety Regulator’s knowledge or approval.
Background

769 This is a new provision in line with the Independent Review, which stated that “The dutyholder must nominate a ‘Building Safety Manager’ with the relevant skills, knowledge and expertise to assist in discharging their duties and to be available to residents concerned about safety in their building”. Section 24 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 currently allows for the tenants to apply to the court to appoint a building manager. If that right were to apply within this regime, it could compromise the implementation of the building safety measures.

Example 1
If the residents of a building are unhappy with their Building Safety Manager, they will be unable to circumvent the regulator by going to the Tribunal to obtain the appointment of their chosen building manager, whose responsibilities would then overlap with those of the appointed Building Safety Manager. In the event that there are lapses associated with the Building Safety Manager, it is the regulator who would direct the Accountable Person to take action, to remove a Building Safety Manager who is not fulfilling their functions.

Clause 105: Interpretation of Part 4
Effect

770 Clause 105 provides key definitions used in Part 4 of the Bill.

Part 5: Supplementary and general

Chapter 1: New homes ombudsman scheme

Clause 106: The new homes ombudsman scheme
Effect

771 Clause 106 requires the Secretary of State to arrange for there to be a redress scheme available for people who are ‘relevant owners’ of new build homes. The scheme selected must meet the conditions at subsection (2), including the requirements set out in Schedule 7.

772 The purpose of such a scheme is to enable relevant owners to make complaints against scheme members (developers) and to have such complaints investigated and determined by an independent ombudsman.

773 The Secretary of State can arrange with a person to establish the scheme and implement it or the Secretary of State could establish the scheme itself and implement the scheme directly (or appoint a person to undertake the implementation of it). This will provide flexibility for how the scheme is established and maintained, and who will be the new homes ombudsman.

774 The clause allows the Secretary of State to provide financial assistance to the new homes ombudsman scheme, including through non-repayable forms (grants) as well as repayable forms of assistance (such as loans and guarantees). In the alternative, if the scheme is procured and is not self-financing there is also provision to allow the Secretary of State to pay for the service. However, the intention is for the new homes ombudsman scheme to cover its own costs and to finance itself through fees charged to developers.

775 As stated above, the scheme must manage complaints made by relevant owners of new build
homes. The definition of ‘relevant owner’ covers individuals rather than businesses. Such individuals must own the relevant interest in land. The individual bringing the complaint must occupy the home as a private residence but may let the property to another person for that person to occupy the home.

776 The clause doesn’t restrict the new homes ombudsman scheme to receiving complaints from ‘relevant owners’ only. It may include provision for other people or organisations, however, it will be up to the new homes ombudsman scheme to set out who can complain to it in these circumstances.

Background

777 This is a new provision. There is no previous provision for owners of new build homes to complain to an ombudsman or redress scheme. Residents living in the private rented sector and social housing already have provision to seek redress set out in legislation.

Example 1
An individual who owns a new build home will be able to bring a complaint against developers who are members of the new homes ombudsman scheme about the developer’s conduct and standards of work. The complaint can be raised about matters occurring within two years from the date the home was purchased from the developer. There is flexibility for the new homes ombudsman to include provision in its rules so that it can receive complaints where the purchaser wasn’t an individual (for example, small organisations who purchase a new build home from a developer and do not have the capacity to pursue cases through the courts). Complaints can be made for new build homes developed or converted after the clause comes into effect.

Clause 107: Meaning of developer

Effect

778 Clause 107 defines who is a developer, establishing who must become a member of the new homes ombudsman scheme.

779 The clause also allows the Secretary of State to set out, in regulations, an additional description of persons (for example by reference to their connection with a “developer” as defined in the first part of the clause), so that anyone of such a description is also a ‘developer’ for the purpose of the legislation.

Proposed use of this power

780 If, based upon experience in administering the scheme, it transpires that alternative company structures are utilised so that the definition of a developer is inadequate and is not able to capture all those required to be a developer for the purposes of membership of the new homes ombudsman, regulations can provide additional provisions to supplement the definition under this clause, for example by adding related companies as a developer.

Background

781 This is a new provision.

Example 1: Review the definition of a developer
The Secretary of State may review the definition of a developer after a certain period.
Clause 108: Power to require persons to join scheme

Effect

Clause 108 creates a power for the Secretary of State to make regulations which will require developers of new build homes within scope, to join the scheme and remain members of the scheme for a specified period. The Secretary of State may also in regulations set out the framework for enforcement including: enforcement body, types of sanctions for failing to comply, and the right to appeal the sanctions, and may include the imposition of a criminal offence where one of the forms of sanction (prohibition order) is breached. The clause also covers publicity by enabling the Secretary of State to make regulations which will require developers of new build homes to obtain a certificate to prove or advertise their membership.

Proposed use of power

We intend that when a new homes ombudsman scheme is available, affirmative regulations will be laid which, once approved by both houses of Parliament, will require developers to belong to the new homes ombudsman, and publicise their membership of the same. We also intend that the regulations will set out the enforcement of the provisions.

Background

This is a new provision.

There is presently no statutory obligation upon developers of new build homes to belong to a redress scheme or way to enforce the requirements. This represents a significant gap for purchasers of new build homes.

Example 1

Once the regulations have been approved, developers of new build homes will be required to belong to the new homes ombudsman scheme. Developers may have to remain members of the scheme until such a time that they are no longer bound by schemes terms. The Government may want developers to be able to confirm or prove their membership (for example, by displaying a copy of their membership in their sales offices).

The clause provides for regulations to be laid regarding the enforcement of any duties introduced by this clause. Where a developer receives a sanction, this could be a fine or prohibition order (for example, a prohibition against marketing or developing new homes), but the regulations must allow for a right of appeal against such sanctions, for example to a court or First-tier Tribunal. If a person breaches a prohibition order, the regulations may include a new criminal offence with a maximum level of penalty to be defined.

In addition, the clause allows the Secretary of State to designate the body or organisation to impose the sanctions or investigate suspected breaches of...
requirements. This could be a new or existing body to undertake the enforcement role, and the clause allows the Secretary of State to make payments for that body to undertake the role. The power is flexible to take into account both the existing or new regulatory environment, and territorial extent.

When the Secretary of State chooses to make regulations, a draft of the regulations would be subject to approval by each House of Parliament.

Clause 109: Developers’ code of practice

Effect

786 Clause 109 allows the Secretary of State to give approval to a code of practice that covers the conduct and workmanship of members of the new homes ombudsman scheme. Alternatively, if the industry or others do not come forwards with its own code, or it is not one which can be approved (for example, as it does not cover the whole of the UK), the clause allows the Secretary of State to issue a code.

787 If a code is issued or approved it must be published by the Secretary of State. If the code of practice needs adjustment or replacement in the future, there is provision to allow this to happen. The Secretary of State can revise or replace it, or approve its revision/replacement, and again such revised or replaced code must be published. In accordance with the Schedule, where there is a code of practice which has been issued or approved then the scheme may accept complaints about non-compliance with such a code. In considering a complaint under the scheme, however, whatever the issue, the scheme must have regard to any code of practice that has been issued or approved.

Proposed use of power

788 The Secretary of State is not required by this clause to issue or approve any code of practice. The ability of the Secretary of State to issue or replace a code of practice is included as a potential option only.

789 It is anticipated that an independent board incorporating the housebuilding industry, consumer groups and others will produce a code of practice governing the standards which owners can expect from a developer, in terms of service and quality/workmanship. A draft code of practice has been seen in draft form.

Background

790 This is a new provision.

Example 1

A code of practice may be used by developers (members of the new homes ombudsman scheme) and the public who buy the homes so that they are all aware of the standards that are expected. These standards could be in relation to the sales, marketing, and after-sales services expected of the developer of the new build home, and on the standards of workmanship/quality. It is expected that if a code of practice is issued or approved by the Secretary of State the new homes ombudsman will require its members to follow it and will consider compliance with the code when investigating complaints.

The intent behind this provision is to create a level playing field for owners and
developers alike and to allow the new homes ombudsman to investigate and determine complaints between purchasers of new build homes and developers in a consistent manner.

In the future once the new homes ombudsman scheme is set up, it may be necessary to adjust the scheme and amend a code of practice. The Secretary of State may then approve, revise or replace a code of practice to reflect circumstances at the time.

To enable purchasers and developers to be aware of the code of practice and expected standards. The Secretary of State will ensure it is publicised and could publish it on the Government’s website or signpost to where the code of practice is published.

Chapter 2: Construction products

Clause 110: Construction products

Effect

791 The current regulatory framework covering some construction products placed on the UK market, is derived from the EU Construction Products Regulation 2011. This regime was brought into UK law, as retained EU Law (“the Exit CPR”), via the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 and amended for the UK by the Construction Products (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019.

792 Currently this framework only applies to products with an EU harmonised standard or a European Technical Assessment (now in the UK a designated standard and a United Kingdom Technical Assessment). The Secretary of State has powers to add further products. Certain other construction products where they are used by consumers may fall under the requirements of the General Product Safety Regulations 2005 for products to be safe. However, there are many construction products where there is no existing EU harmonised standard, or European Technical Assessment, and they are not used by consumers – Aluminium composite material (ACM) cladding being one example and fire doors another. This gap in regulation became apparent after the Grenfell fire.

793 We want to make sure that all construction products made available on the UK market fall under a regulatory regime. The Building Safety Bill will do this in two ways, by taking powers to:

- Create a statutory list of ‘safety critical’ construction products; and
- Require construction products that are not covered by the existing regime or included on the statutory list to be safe products

794 The Bill will also ensure that the Secretary of State has powers to amend the legislation relating to designated products and United Kingdom Technical Assessments, so we can ensure it remains fit for purpose.

795 This section gives the Secretary of State the power to regulate construction products.

796 The power applies to the whole of the United Kingdom.

Proposed use of this power

797 The details of such regulation is set out in Schedule 8 to the Bill.
798 This power will be used to create regulations by the Secretary of State for the marketing and supply of construction products in the United Kingdom. This will be achieved in three ways: (a) for designated products (products which perform to a designated standard), (b) to create a list of safety critical products (where the failure of such products would result in death or serious injury) and (c) for all construction products on the market not otherwise designated, subject to a United Kingdom Technical Assessment, or on the list of safety critical products are subject to a general safety requirement.

Background

799 The purpose of this power is to provide that all construction products placed on the UK market are safe and, in the case of products subject to designated standards, United Kingdom Technical Assessments or are on the safety critical list, that they will perform to certain technical standards. For these products, where they are placed on the UK market, this will ensure reliable information is available to anybody who wishes to buy or use these products.

Example 1
The commentary on Schedule 8 sets out the detail of how this power is intended to be used and provides examples of how it would work in practice.

Chapter 3: Architects

Clause 111: Architects: discipline and continuing professional development

Discipline

Effect

800 Clause 111 allows the disciplinary orders made against architects by the Professional Conduct Committee (PCC) of the Architect Registration Board (the Board) to be listed alongside an architect’s entry in the Register of architects. This is to provide greater transparency to members of the public procuring architectural services as the Register entry, accessible through the Board’s website, will show whether an architect has been disciplined recently. The Board will determine rules for the length of time that a disciplinary order will be listed on the Register, depending on the severity of the order.

Background

801 This is a new provision to increase transparency for those procuring architectural services, in line with wider reform for greater assurance of competence of built environment professionals.

802 Disciplinary orders are published on the Board’s website under “Previous PCC decisions”, with separate lists for ‘current’ and ‘spent’ orders. These lists show all cases heard by the PCC since 1997 and include the date, architect, nature of offence and penalty imposed. This website is not easy to navigate and does not display the information to the public in a transparent way.

Example 1
An architect is found guilty of unacceptable professional conduct by the PCC and is reprimanded but able to continue practicing. When a member of the public searches for this architect on the Register, there will be a note on the architect’s entry stating that they have been reprimanded. This will be listed for a period of time determined by the Board depending on the severity of the order. Once this time period has
lapsed, the note on the architect’s Register entry will be removed.

If an architect is issued with an erasure order then their name is removed from the Register. They may reapply for re-entry no less than two years from the date of erasure (or longer if so specified by the PCC). The Board will decide as part of the prescribed Rules whether the original disciplinary order will be marked on the Register if the sanctioned individual should obtain restored registration.

**Continuing professional development**

**Effect**

803 Clause 111 (3)(a) and (3)(b) allow the Architects Registration Board (the Board), the statutory regulator of architects in the UK, to monitor the competence of architects throughout their Registration. This power will allow the Board to determine which practical experience or training should be assessed and how the assessment should take place. The Board must consult professional bodies and other stakeholders before introducing a competence regime.

804 If an architect does not meet the requirements set out by the Board, or the Board is not satisfied that the person has met the requirements to a sufficient standard, the individual may be removed from the Register.

805 Clause 111(3)(c) allows the Board to determine a period of extension for an individual architect to complete their recent training. The clause also sets out the conditions for when the Board can remove an architect from the Register, including if the individual has not requested an extension or if the Board remains unsatisfied with the standard of competence demonstrated.

**Background**

806 Sections 4(1) and 4(2) of the Architects Act 1997 provide broad powers for the Board to determine the criteria and process for registering as an architect in the UK. However, the Architects Act does not provide powers for the Board to scrutinise competence after the initial registration and throughout an architect’s career unless an allegation of unacceptable professional conduct is brought before the Board. This means that an architect may be practicing for a prolonged period without any further proactive regulatory oversight.

807 This provision will apply to all architects on the Register, not only those working on higher-risk buildings, due to the public safety aspect of all construction. Most other regulated professions require their registrants to demonstrate competence throughout their career and most professional membership bodies have mandatory Continuous Professional Development requirements. This proposal brings the architects profession in line with best practice and gives greater assurance to those procuring and inhabiting buildings.

**Example 1**

The exact requirements for the assessment of practical experience or training will be determined by the Board following a full review and consultation. This review was commenced in March 2020.

**Clause 112: Power of Architects Registration Board to charge fees**

**Effect**
Clause 112 allows the Secretary of State by regulations (subject to the negative procedure) to make provision for the services for which the Board may charge a fee. Regulations will set out the services, or types of services, in respect of which the Board may charge a fee. Regulations will also make provisions about the persons who are liable to pay a fee, and how fees charged by the Board are to be calculated and how they are to be paid.

Background

Currently, the Architects Act 1997 prescribes a small amount of services for which the Board may charge. The costs of all of the Board’s functions are currently met by the annual fee for retention on the Register of Architects under section 8 of the 1997 Act, which is charged by the Board to all architects. After the EU Exit Transition Period, there will be an expansion in the services the Board provides to implement Mutual Recognition Agreements or Memoranda of Understanding relating to the regulation of architects. This clause will allow the Secretary of State to lay regulations to make additional provision for separate fees for additional chargeable services, in order to keep the retention fee down for the architects that do not utilise additional services. This will be after a full impact assessment and consultation.

Example 1
This will be determined in secondary legislation, however the services that will be considered for charging fees are the Board’s role in considering and recognising international qualifications, and the Board’s function in providing evidence for UK architects registering abroad.

Chapter 4: Miscellaneous and general

Clause 113: Housing complaints made to a housing ombudsman

Effect

Clause 113 will enable social housing complainants to escalate a complaint to the Housing Ombudsman service directly, by removing the existing requirement (‘the democratic filter’) to make their complaint via a ‘designated person’. A ‘designated person’ may be an MP, Councillor or recognised tenant panel.

The new paragraph inserted into the Housing Act 1996 (1A) retains the existing procedures. This being that a resident who wishes to escalate a complaint to the Housing Ombudsman Service first needs to have completed their landlord’s own complaints process.

Removing the democratic filter seeks to improve and expedite access to the Housing Ombudsman Service (HOS) for social housing complainants, who have exhausted their landlord’s internal complaints procedure and still have unresolved complaints. The objective is to promote equity of provision for those seeking redress in the social housing sector with those in other tenures which are not subject to a democratic filter process.

This should speed up redress for social housing complainants as well as creating equity of provision.

Background

This provision applies to England only.

The requirement to refer a complaint through a designated person/tenant panel, introduced in the Localism Act 2011, was intended to strengthen the accountability of landlords, enable housing complaints to be resolved using local knowledge and help to reduce the number of
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formal investigations by the Housing Ombudsman Service.

816 Through amendments made by The Localism Act 2011 (section 180), a role was given to ‘designated persons’ in dealing with disputes between members of the Housing Ombudsman Scheme and their tenants/leaseholders. This was in circumstances where complaints had not been resolved in the landlord’s procedures and before they could be referred to the Housing Ombudsman. It meant that a complaint against a social landlord cannot be ‘duly made’ (formally submitted for investigation) to the Housing Ombudsman unless it is made in writing to the Ombudsman by a designated person by way of referral of a complaint made to the designated person.

817 A designated person can be an MP, a Councillor or a recognised tenant panel. If, after a landlord’s internal complaints process has been exhausted, and the complaint is still not resolved, a complainant (whose landlord is a member of the Housing Ombudsman Scheme), has to refer any outstanding complaints to such a designated person, before a complaint can be formally referred to the Housing Ombudsman Service. Alternatively, a complainant must wait eight weeks after their complaint has exhausted the landlord’s complaints process before they can formally refer their complaint to the Housing Ombudsman Service.

818 This is known as the democratic filter. It has been criticised for undermining consumer empowerment and is counter to the principles of the ombudsman institution. The Housing Ombudsman’s own consultation also uncovered concerns and found that while some local ‘designated person’ arrangements work well, in many cases they do not and that there were designated persons who did not fully understand their role.7

819 It also emerged that in some areas tenant panels either do not exist or are not used. Removing the democratic filter was supported by the majority of respondents when the Housing Ombudsman Service consulted on its Corporate Plan 2019-22 and Business Plan 2019-20, with low support being expressed for the designated person role.

Example 1: New complaints process

Current process

1. A resident makes a complaint to their landlord and completes the landlords complaints/dispute process.

2. The resident remains dissatisfied and decides to escalate the complaint to redress level and to the Housing Ombudsman Service. They contact a designated person for assistance (the Democratic Filter). If the designated person is unable to help, after 8 weeks from the landlord’s decision they then refer the complaint to the Housing Ombudsman Service.

Following removal of the democratic filter

1. Again, a resident makes a complaint to their landlord and completes the landlords complaints/dispute process.

2. The resident remains dissatisfied and decides to escalate to redress level and contacts the Housing Ombudsman Service directly asking them to investigate their complaint.

---

Clause 114: Liability of officers of body corporate etc

Effect

820 Clause 114 provides that, where a corporate body commits a criminal offence under Parts 2 or 4 of this Bill, any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of that body is also deemed to have committed that offence in certain circumstances. Those circumstances are where the individual has consented to or connived in the commission of the offence or where the offence is attributable to any neglect on their part. Clause 43 makes similar provision in respect of the criminal offences in the Building Act 1984.

Background

821 Many of those persons carrying out duties under the Building Act 1984 and the new regime are and will be corporate bodies rather than individuals. As a corporate body operates only by and through the actions of its employees, including managers and directors, if there is an offence by a body corporate, then there is likely also to be some measure of personal failure by one or more individuals, particularly those in a position to make critical decisions.

822 It will be appropriate to consider what evidence has been obtained against the company and the director or senior manager, taking into account the management arrangements. One purpose of bringing a prosecution under this clause should be to bring home the importance of building safety responsibilities to those directing companies.

823 Where there is sufficient evidence and the public interest test is met, prosecutions could be brought against directors/managers as well as prosecuting the company for an offence under the relevant statutory provisions, even where there is a sole director. This would not be regarded as prosecuting the same person twice, as the two are separate legal entities. Should both matters result in a conviction, it will be for the sentencing court to sentence the individual(s) and the corporate body appropriately.

824 Clause 114 has been modelled on section 37 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.

Example 1
If an Accountable Person allows a higher-risk building for which they are responsible to be occupied before an application to register the building was made to the Building Safety Regulator, that would be an offence under Clause 62. If the Accountable Person was a corporate body and there was evidence that a particular director or manager had made the decision to allow the building to be occupied, that director or manager could be prosecuted as well as or instead of the corporate body.

Clause 115: Power to make consequential provision

Effect

825 Clause 115 confers on the Secretary of State a regulation-making power to make further consequential amendments which arise from this Bill or regulations made under it. Regulations that make consequential provision may amend, repeal or revoke an enactment. Any regulations that amend or repeal primary legislation are subject to the affirmative procedure. Any other regulations under this clause are subject to the negative procedure.

Clause 116: Regulations
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Clause 116: Extent

Effect

 Clause 116 ensures that regulations made under the new Building Safety Act 2020 can include any consequential amendments as well as transitional provisions and cover any other incidental matters.

Clause 117: Commencement and transitional provision

Effect

 Clause 117 details the territorial extent of the provisions in the Bill. See Annex A for additional detail.

Clause 118: Commencement and transitional provision

Effect

 Clause 118 is self-explanatory.

Clause 119: Short title

Effect

 Clause 119 is self-explanatory.

Schedule 1: Amendments of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974

Effect

 Schedule 1 makes a number of amendments to the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to support the formation of the new Building Safety Regulator within the Health and Safety Executive.

Paragraph 2 amends section 11(5) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to exclude the Health and Safety Executive’s new Building Safety Regulator “building functions” from the existing requirements for the Health and Safety Executive to agree how it undertakes its activities with the Secretary of State. This change reflects the new requirement under clause 23 and clause 24 for the Building Safety Regulator to produce a strategic plan exclusively in connection with its building functions.

Paragraph 3 inserts a new section 11A into the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. Subsection 11A(1) is intended to give the Health and Safety Executive the power to determine how it delivers its building functions. New subsection 11A(2) illustrates the types of activity the Health and Safety Executive could undertake using this power, such as encouraging compliance with the new regime, undertaking research or providing training. New subsection 11A(3) enables the Health and Safety Executive to set up committees relating the building functions, and pay committee members for their work.

Paragraph 4 amends section 12(3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974, relating to the Secretary of State’s power to direct the Health and Safety Executive. Section 12(3) provides a safeguard around the use of the power to direct by precluding the Secretary of State from issuing any directions relating to enforcement in a particular case. The amendment ensures this safeguard also applies in relation to the Health and Safety Executive’s new building functions.
Paragraph 5(2) makes a minor consequential amendment. Paragraph 5(3) excludes the building functions from provisions in relation to committees of the Health and Safety Executive in section 13(7) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974; this reflects that new section 11A(3) of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 makes specific provision for committees to be set up to support the building functions.

Paragraph 6 amends section 27 of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. The effect is to exclude the Health and Safety Executive’s new Building Safety Regulator functions from provisions enabling the Health and Safety Executive to serve notices for the purpose of obtaining information pertinent to the discharge of its functions. Paragraph 4 of Schedule 2 of this Bill provides authorised officers of the Building Safety Regulator with specific powers by which they may obtain information relevant to the Building Safety Regulator’s building functions. Therefore, it is not necessary for section 27 to apply in respect of the Health and Safety Executive’s building functions.

Paragraph 7, which amends section 53, makes clear the meaning of ‘building functions’, and ‘building enactments’ in the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974.

Paragraph 8(a) amends paragraph 2(3)(d)(iii) of Schedule 2 to the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. This paragraph sets out the arrangements for the Secretary of State to make appointments to the Health and Safety Executive (commonly referred to as the Health and Safety Executive Board), including requirements for certain members to be appointed after consultation with organisations representing employers, employees and local authorities. Paragraph 2(3)(d)(iii) (before amendment) enables the Secretary to appoint four “other members” of the Health and Safety Executive Board after consultation with the Scottish Ministers, the Welsh Ministers, or such organisations as the Secretary of State considers appropriate. The amendment will ensure that the Secretary of State can use the power under 2(3)(d)(iii) to appoint members of the Health and Safety Executive Board after consulting with organisations whose activities relate to building safety, building standards or fire safety. This amendment is intended to ensure that Health and Safety Executive Board members can be appointed because of their building safety, building standards or fire safety expertise, so that the Health and Safety Executive Board has the experience and skills necessary to effectively oversee the new building functions.

Paragraph 8(b) amends paragraph 9(3)(b) of Schedule 2 to the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. This provision excludes members of the Health and Safety Executive Board, or any committee of the Health and Safety Executive Board, from making decisions concerning the enforcement of the relevant statutory provisions in any particular case. The amendment extends this safeguard to cover enforcement of building functions.

Background

Schedule 1 amends provisions in the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to enable the establishment and work of the new Building Safety Regulator.

Schedule 2: Authorised officers: investigatory powers

Powers of Entry

Effect

Paragraph 1 of this Schedule makes available to authorised officers (as defined and appointed under clause 27) the power to enter non-domestic premises, with the support of relevant individuals (such as constables if there is a concern of obstruction) if necessary. Entry may only be made at a time that is reasonable – or at any time if the authorised officer suspects that a dangerous situation exists.
Paragraph 2 allows a justice of the peace (magistrate) to issue a warrant for the entry of non-domestic premises where it is necessary that the authorised officer has the option of entering by force.

Consistently with Part 3 of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012, entry to premises that are wholly or mainly domestic in nature is only available either by consent or with prior judicial approval. As such, paragraph 3 of this Schedule allows a justice of the peace to issue a warrant for entry to domestic premises if they consider that it is necessary for an authorised officer to enter to fulfil a relevant purpose and if i) entry has been or is likely to be refused, ii) the occupier or any other person able to grant entry cannot be found or iii) requesting entry may frustrate or seriously prejudice the reason for entry.

Entry under any of these powers can be made for a ‘relevant purpose’, which is defined in paragraph 7 of the Schedule as any relevant building function specified in the officer’s authorisation.

When on premises under any of these powers, the authorised officer can take samples (including from a suspect structure), measurements, and photographs to aid in their work – they can then take away those samples, e.g. for analysis. An authorised officer can also seize evidence of an offence under either the Building Act 1984 or this Bill where there is a risk the evidence will not be accessible in the future.

Background

The physical inspection of buildings during construction will be an important part of the new regime in order to ensure compliance. Paragraphs 1-3 of this Schedule enable officers to require entry to carry out their building safety functions. These paragraphs also provide powers for authorised officers to seize evidence while on the premises.

As with many similar powers of entry, where expertise is required during the search beyond that which the officer possesses, they are enabled to take with them individuals with the necessary expertise, including police officers if the authorised officer anticipates they may be obstructed in the execution of the entry or search.

These provisions are similar to those of other regulatory bodies, including existing provisions for local authority building control officers under sections 95 and 96 of the Building Act 1984.

Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator suspects that construction work on a site is not being done according to the approved plans and the Building Safety Regulator has not been informed of this change (as will be required in building regulations). The authorised officer is able to visit the construction site, with a relevant expert where necessary, to inspect the premises, confirm the change has been made and investigate whether this change complies with building regulations. The authorised officer will normally enter at a reasonable time.

Example 2
The Building Safety Regulator has received intelligence that unregistered building control inspectors are carrying out building control work (i.e. are claiming to be registered building inspectors), but requires documents confirming this. An authorised officer is able to visit their office and secure documentation showing that such work is being done.
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Example 3
The Building Safety Regulator is notified of construction of a higher-risk building commencing without prior approval by the Building Safety Regulator (i.e. approval of a Gateway two application, as detailed in building regulations). The Building Safety Regulator can obtain a warrant from a justice of the peace, as it is likely their entry will be refused, and it may be necessary to use force to enter. An authorised officer, with this warrant, will be able to visit the site, entering using force if necessary, potentially with one or more police officers, and to confirm that work is taking place.

Power to require information, documents etc

Effect

849 Paragraph 4 of this Schedule gives an authorised officer the power to require the provision of relevant information in connection with their building functions. This will be specified by the authorised officer in writing. The information required can be in any form; if it is held electronically, the officer may require that it be made legible and accessible. The officer will have the power to take copies of the information or documents required for further investigation.

Background

850 This power will enable authorised officers of the Building Safety Regulator to gather information, whether from dutyholders such as Accountable Persons or their associates, such as accountants or sub-contractors. The information required will be used by the Building Safety Regulator to ensure compliance and effectively satisfy the functions of the Building Safety Regulator.

851 These provisions are similar to those of other regulatory bodies.

Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator decides to conduct a review of the management of an occupied, higher-risk building. In order to prepare for a site visit to check the building’s physical compliance with the requirements of the new regime, an authorised officer issues a notice under paragraph 4 of Schedule 2, requiring the Accountable Person to submit copies of the latest building safety risk assessment, safety case report and building insurance documents.

Offence of failing to provide information, documents etc

Effect

852 Paragraph 6 of this Schedule is designed to ensure that the Building Safety Regulator and its authorised officers are provided with the information necessary to make accurate and appropriate decisions. In the absence of a reasonable excuse, failure to provide the required information will be a criminal offence for which the Building Safety Regulator will be able to bring proceedings. The maximum penalty will be an unlimited fine, along with up to two years’ imprisonment in the Crown court or 12 months’ imprisonment in a magistrates’ court (six months pending the commencement of section 154(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 2003).
Background

853 This offence will be triable either way to deter non-compliance with the Building Safety Regulator and to reflect the gravity of the offence. The Building Safety Regulator requires relevant information to operate effectively and this must be complied with to fulfil that purpose.

Example 1
The Building Safety Regulator decides to conduct a review of the management of an occupied, higher-risk building. In order to prepare for a site visit to check the building’s physical compliance with the requirements of the new regime, an authorised officer issues a notice under paragraph 4 of Schedule 2, requiring the Accountable Person to submit copies of the latest building safety risk assessment, Safety Case Report and building insurance documents. The Accountable Person, not wishing to show the Building Safety Regulator that it has not been keeping up to date with its requirements, does not send anything to the Building Safety Regulator. In response, the Building Safety Regulator could carry out a search using its powers in paragraphs 1-3 of Schedule 2 to search for the documentation, which could result in the issue of a compliance notice requiring the documentation to be updated by a set date. Alternatively, or in addition, for example where documentation has not been produced previously by that authorised person, the Building Safety Regulator could launch a prosecution for this offence.

Other provisions

Effect

854 Paragraph 5 of this Schedule makes clear that any material seized under paragraph 1(5) or produced under paragraph 4 of the Schedule can be retained by the Building Safety Regulator for so long as is necessary.

855 Paragraph 7 of this Schedule defines a number of terms used across Schedule 2, while paragraph 8 provides the normal exception from powers of seizure etc. of documents subject to legal professional privilege.

Schedule 3: Co-operation and information sharing

856 The Explanatory Note for this Schedule is provided in the note for clause 32.

Schedule 4: Transfer of approved inspectors’ functions to registered building control approvers

857 The explanatory note for this Schedule is provided in the note for clause 45.

Schedule 5: Minor and consequential amendments in connection with Part 3

858 This Schedule contains amendments to the Building Act 1984 and other Acts, that are minor and consequential to measures in the Bill.

859 Paragraphs are grouped together where they have similar effects or are pursuant to the same
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clauses in the Bill.

Paragraphs 2, 16(2), 17(2), 18(2), 19(2), 20, 21(2), 22(2), 24(2), 27(2) and (6)(b), 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 53, 54, 55, 63

860 These paragraphs do one of two things in recognition that functions previously performed by local authorities may now also be performed by the Building Safety Regulator:

- They change references in the Building Act 1984 from “local authority” to “building control authority” to recognise that functions previously undertaken by local authorities may now be undertaken by the Building Safety Regulator and that the term “building control authority” covers both, as set out in new section 121A of the Building Act 1984, inserted by clause 36; or

- They insert references to the Building Safety Regulator alongside local authorities where the relevant provision relates to the wider roles of local authorities and the Building Safety Regulator under the Act (for example associated with Part 3 of the Act, consequential to clause 55), as well as their roles as building control authorities.

Paragraphs 3, 10(2) and 17(7)

861 These paragraphs amend the penalties in section 3(3) of the Building Act 1984, which sets out the offence of contravening a direction by the Secretary of State in respect of exemptions from all or part of the building regulations, as well as section 10(6) (breach of a direction by the Secretary of State dispensing with or relaxing a particular requirement of building regulations) and section 20(7) (contravention of a condition imposed by a building control authority with respect to the use of a building or the proposed work on that building). These paragraphs remove references to level 5 on the standard scale, as this has been abolished and replaced with an unlimited fine, and also increase the maximum daily fine for ongoing non-compliance from £50 to level 1 on the standard scale (currently £200), reflecting inflation since 1984.

Paragraphs 4, 35(2)(b)

862 These paragraphs delete the reference to “building regulations” in section 5(3)(b) and section 48(1)(b) of the Act in recognition that new section 35 covers both contraventions of building regulations and also requirements imposed under building regulations, as set out in paragraph 25. An example of a requirement imposed under building regulations could be a requirement imposed as part of a building control approval.

Paragraphs 5, 6

Effect

863 These paragraphs amend the existing powers in sections 6 and 7 of the Building Act 1984 which deal with the approval or withdrawal of approval of documents for purposes of building regulations. Under section 6 the Secretary of State may designate a body for the purposes of approving documents by way of making an order.

864 New section 6(5A) and the amendments to section 7 clarify that transitional provisions can be included within notices approving Approved Documents.

865 New section 6(5B) states that a designated body must now obtain the consent of the Secretary of State before approving a document, a revised document or withdrawing an approval.
The new section 6(9) allows the order made by the Secretary of State to specify that the designated body may only issue or approve documents which are related to buildings of a prescribed description, work of a prescribed description or prescribed provisions of building regulations.

Background

This provision amends section 6 of the Building Act 1984 to include new subsections (5A) and (5B). It also amends section 7 to insert a new subsection (1A).

When changes are made to Building Regulations or Approved Documents a transitional period is usually provided to enable persons carrying out the work to become familiar with the new requirements.

Example 1

The Secretary of State decides to designate the Building Safety Regulator as the body to approve document Part B (fire safety) for the purposes of the building regulations. The Secretary of State must make an order to this effect (statutory instrument). If there were some revisions that needed to be made to Part B, the Building Safety Regulator will need to first obtain the consent of the Secretary of State before it can approve this revised document.

The Secretary of State designates the Building Safety Regulator as the body to approve documents to give guidance on Part A (structure) for the purposes of the building regulations. The Secretary of State would like the Building Safety Regulator to only approve guidance about specific provisions detailed within Part A. The order made by the Secretary of State that designates the Building Safety Regulator to approve guidance about Part A may therefore explicitly state for instance that the Building Safety Regulator approves documents in relation to A1 (loading) but not A2 (ground movement).

Paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 14

Paragraph 7 inserts a new section 8(3A) into the Building Act 1984 to enable the Building Safety Regulator to issue, on application, dispensations or relaxations from requirements of building regulations where it is the building control authority. Where the Building Safety Regulator is the building control authority applications for dispensations or relaxations can only be made to it. Paragraphs 8 and 9 make consequential amendments to sections 9 and 10, which set out procedural requirements relating to the making and granting of applications for dispensations or relaxations. Paragraph 14 makes a consequential amendment to section 15 of the Building Act 1984.

Background

Section 8 of the Building Act 1984 currently enables the Secretary of State, on application by the person undertaking the work, to issue dispensations or relaxation from building regulations’ requirements or for building regulations to enable local authorities to exercise this power (which has been done through Regulation 11 of the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended)).

Paragraph 10(3)
Effect

871 Paragraph 10(3) changes the references in section 11 of plans being deposited to an application for building control approval being made as under new paragraphs 1A and 1B of Schedule 1 to the Building Act 1984, inserted by clause 37, a new procedure of applications for building control approval has been introduced to replace the deposit of plans.

Background

872 Section 11 allows for the Secretary of State to issue, on application or of their own accord, relaxations of building regulations’ requirements for types of buildings matters.

Paragraph 11

873 Paragraph 11 makes a similar amendment to paragraph 10(3) to section 12 of the Act which provides for the Secretary of State to approve types of building matter.

Paragraph 12 – New section 13A Building Act 1984

Effect

874 This paragraph gives the Building Safety Regulator the ability to suggest proposals to the Secretary of State for the making of building regulations. It requires the Building Safety Regulator to consult with persons that it considers appropriate before making a proposal to the Secretary of State.

875 It also requires the Secretary of State to consult with the Building Safety Regulator and any other persons that the Secretary of State believes are appropriate, before making regulations that have not been proposed by the Building Safety Regulator.

Background

876 This provision adds a new section 13A to the Building Act 1984.

877 The Bill provides for an equivalent provision (clause 7) in relation to regulations to be made under the Bill.

Example 1

The Building Safety Regulator considers that new building regulations relating to Part B (fire safety) are required and should be recommended to the Secretary of State. The Building Safety Regulator must first consult with persons that it considers appropriate, such as the public, on the regulations to be made. Once the Building Safety Regulator has consulted with the relevant persons, it may then make a proposal to the Secretary of State on the building regulations to be made.

The Secretary of State wishes to make building regulations relating to Part A (structure), where proposals in relation to these regulations have not been put forward by the Building Safety Regulator. The Secretary of State must first consult with the Building Safety Regulator and any other persons that they believe is appropriate, such as the public. Once the Secretary of State has consulted with the Building Safety Regulator and appropriate persons, they may then make the regulations.

Paragraph 13
Effect

878 Clause 9 abolishes the Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England (BRAC) as established under section 14 of the Building Act 1984. This paragraph repeals section 14(1)-(4) which deal with the establishment of BRAC, payment of the committee’s expenses and requirement for the Secretary of State to consult with BRAC and other bodies before making building regulations.

879 This paragraph inserts the heading ‘Wales’ above subsections (5)-(8), which deal with the establishment of the Building Regulations Advisory Committee for Wales, and which are not being repealed.

Paragraphs 15, 23, 44, 59(a), 60

880 These paragraphs repeal sections 16, 17, 31 and 124 of the Building Act 1984 pursuant to the introduction of new paragraphs 1A, 1B and 1C into Schedule 1 of the Building Act 1984 under clause 37, and consequential references to those sections in the Building Act 1984. New paragraphs 1A and 1B contain powers to make new requirements for building control applications and building control approvals, including changes to work covered by building control applications, and new paragraph 1C for the giving of certificates.

Background

881 Section 16 of the Building Act 1984 makes provision for the deposit of plans of building work with local authorities. Section 17 makes provision with regard to the approval of persons to give certain certificates. Section 31 makes provision for departures from deposited plans. Section 124 defines deposit of plans in relation to section 16.

Paragraphs 16(3)-(5), 17(3)-(6), 18(3)-(4), 19(3), 21(3)-(4), 22(3)-(5), 34(2), 35(3)(a)-(c), 36(2), 37(a)-(c), 39

882 These paragraphs make amendments to the Building Act 1984 pursuant to the introduction of new paragraphs 1A and 1B into Schedule 1 of the Building Act 1984 under clause 37. New paragraphs 1A and 1B will be used to make building regulations to set out new requirements for building control applications and building control approvals which replace current arrangements for plans of building work to be deposited with local authorities. These amendments replace references to the deposit of plans with references to the making of applications for building control approval.

Paragraph 24(3)

Effect

883 This paragraph amends section 33 of the Building Act 1984 to clarify that tests carried out, or required to be carried out by building control authorities can involve the cutting into, laying open or pulling down of work.

Background

884 Section 33 makes provision to enable building control authorities to require persons undertaking work to carry out tests, or carry out tests themselves of building work or conformity with building regulations’ requirements.

Paragraph 25 – Section 35 Building Act 1984

Effect

885 Paragraph 25 of this Schedule replaces section 35 of the Building Act 1984 which creates the offence of contravening building regulations.
New section 35 expands the existing offence of contravening building regulations so that it also covers requirements imposed under building regulations; for example, requirements imposed at the time of granting building control approval such as provision of revised plans.

The section has also been amended to allow for the Secretary of State to make provision for defences in relation to specific building regulations, to be used by persons whose circumstances meet the criteria of the defence, to dispute a charge against them.

Proposed use of power

As part of the new building safety regime dutyholders will be required to establish, operate and report into a Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System. The power created by this section is intended to be used to create two defences in relation to these duties in secondary legislation:

- A defence to the offence of failure to report where the person being prosecuted was not aware of the occurrence which gave rise to the requirement to report, so long as that person had taken all reasonable steps to be made aware, in sufficient time, of the occurrence. This will place the onus on the Principal Contractor and Principal Designer to take steps to become aware of occurrences happening on site.

- The obligation to report will lie on both the Principal Contractor and Principal Designer. In order to avoid duplicate reports of occurrences, it should be a defence to the offence of failure to report within the prescribed period where the person being prosecuted reasonably believed that the other dutyholder (i.e. where the Principal Contractor is being prosecuted, then the Principal Designer, and vice versa) had already reported the occurrence.

Example 1

The Building Safety Regulator may discover what it believes to be an instance of non-reporting and decide to prosecute a Principal Contractor on this basis. However, the Principal Contractor has evidence which suggests that he had reason to believe the Principal Designer had already reported the relevant occurrence. Such evidence could be used as a defence against the charge.

Paragraphs 26 and 27

These Paragraphs enable the Building Safety Regulator, acting as a building control authority, to use the enforcement powers in sections 35 (Prosecuting the offence of contravening building regulations) and 36 (Notice requiring removal or alteration of offending work) of the Building Act 1984. In addition, paragraph 27(5) clarifies the protection in section 36 against enforcement action for work done in accordance with previously agreed plans and local authority requirements by making clear that protection applies to work done in accordance with agreed plans and with requirements imposed in accordance with sections 19-25 of the Building Act 1984 (which are the only sections of the Building Act 1984 under which the building control authority can impose requirements). These paragraphs also make a number of changes to terminology to reflect new terminology elsewhere in Act, e.g. replacing ‘deposit of plans’ with ‘application for building control approval’.

Paragraph 27(6) also amends s36(6) so that a court can only order the payment of
compensation by a local authority where an injunction is sought to correct non-compliant work for which the local authority has previously given approval and work is done in accordance with that approval and any other requirements imposed.

Paragraph 29
Effect

891 This paragraph repeals the un-commenced section 38 of the Building Act 1984, which would have created civil liability in certain circumstances for non-compliance with building regulations.

Background

892 As part of the June 2019 consultation “Building a Safer Future: Proposals for reform of the building safety regulatory system”, the Government sought views on whether it should commence section 38 and, if so, whether section 38 required any amendment before being brought into force. There was no support for commencing section 38, while discussions with the Scottish Government revealed that no action had ever been brought under the equivalent provision in Scottish law (section 51 of the Building (Scotland) Act 2003). As such, the appropriate course of action is to repeal section 38 without ever bringing it into force.

Paragraph 34(3), 36(3)

893 These are consequential to new section 101A “Appeal: refusal to consider application etc on ground is higher-risk building work” which is inserted by paragraph 32 of Schedule 6. Further detail is provided in the explanatory note for that paragraph.

Paragraph 35(2)(a)

894 The amendment set out in paragraph 35(2)(a) in respect of section 48(1)(a) of the Building Act 1984 extends the existing protection from enforcement action where an initial notice is in force. That protection is extended from the issue of a notice requiring the removal or alteration of offending work under section 36 of the Building Act 1984 to include the new compliance and stop notices described in new sections 35B and 35C. Protection against prosecution under section 35 remains as at present, in section 48(1)(b).

Paragraph 35(3)(d), 37(d)

895 These paragraphs amend sections 48(2) and 51B of the Building Act 1984 to clarify the effect of the automatic lapse of an Initial Notice, or an amended Initial Notice, after three years if work has not commenced, pursuant to clause 40.

Paragraph 38

896 Paragraph 38 amends the maximum penalty in section 52(4) of the Building Act 1984, which sets out the offence of an Approved Inspector failing to give notice to the relevant local authority that the inspector is no longer acting as building control body for a particular project. It makes the same changes to maximum penalties that a magistrates’ court can impose as made in respect of section 3(3) by paragraph 3 above (except that there are no daily fines under section 52).

Paragraph 40

897 This paragraph amends section 57 of the Building Act 1984 to clarify that the offence of giving a notice or certificate that purports to comply with requirements of Part 2 of the Act extends to cover notices or certificates given under building regulations’ requirements, pursuant to clause 37, which have been designated for the purposes of section 57.
Paragraph 42

898 Section 91A of the Building Act 1984 contains a power which may be used to place a duty on local authorities to hold registers of prescribed information and documents in connection with their functions under the Act and building regulations; and this paragraph amends the section so that the power extends to placing duties on the Building Safety Regulator to hold registers of prescribed information and documents for buildings for which it is the regulator.

Paragraph 45: Amendment of section 95 of the Building Act 1984

Effect

899 This paragraph amends section 95 of the Building Act 1984 in line with paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 to this Bill, in that it requires a local authority building control officer to obtain a warrant from a magistrate before making entry without consent to premises that are wholly or mainly used as a private dwelling.

Background

900 Chapter 1 of Part 3 of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012, in particular the code of practice issued under section 47 of that Act, sets out the principle that entry to private premises for regulatory purposes should generally only be made where it has been authorised in advance by a magistrate. This provision, together with paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 to this Bill, provide for that in respect of the functions in the Building Act 1984 and this Bill.

Paragraphs 50 and 51

901 These paragraphs make minor changes to the enforcement provisions around costs and appeals in sections 102 and 104 of the Building Act 1984, consequential to clause 36.

Paragraph 52

902 This paragraph amends section 106 of the Building Act 1984 to remove the ability to go to a magistrate’s court to have compensation determined where the compensation figure does not exceed £50.

Paragraph 56: Amendment of section 112 of the Building Act 1984

Effect

903 This paragraph amends section 112 of the Building Act 1984 in line with clause 28 of this Bill, in that it increases the maximum penalty for obstructing a local authority building control officer from level 1 (currently £200) to level 3 (currently £1000). It carves out authorised officers of the Building Safety Regulator from the obstruction offence, given the creation of the offence of obstructing an authorised officer in clause 28.

Background

904 This paragraph, along with clause 28, mirrors similar provisions supporting staff of other regulatory bodies such as the Food Standards Agency, Financial Conduct Authority and the Health and Safety Executive. The penalty for obstructing a local authority building control officer is very low compared to these other regulators, and indeed the offence of obstructing an authorised officer of the regulator in clause 28, hence this provision increasing it in line with them

Paragraph 57: Amendment to section 113 of the Building Act 1984

905 This paragraph facilitates the Building Safety Regulator to prosecute offences under the Building Act 1984 in the same way as a local authority.
Paragraph 58

906 This paragraph amends section 119 of the Building Act 1984 to enable the Building Safety Regulator as well as the Secretary of State to hold local inquiries on any matter where they make a determination or order, or give a consent or approval under the provisions of the Building Act 1984. Inquiries held using this power will be held in accordance with the provisions of section 250 of the Local Government Act 1972.

Paragraph 59(b)

907 This paragraph amends section 120 of the Building Act 1984, which makes provision for Orders made under the Act, to omit the reference to paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 1 to the Act, consequential to the repeal of paragraph 5 in clause 58.

Paragraph 61

908 This paragraph inserts new terms into section 126 of the Building Act 1984 (“General Interpretation”) to make clear that use of those terms in the Act has the meaning given in the clauses referenced, and removes the definition of ‘relevant period’ consequential to the repeal of section 16.

Paragraph 62

909 This paragraph makes amendments to Schedule 1 of the Building Act 1984:

- consequential to the taking of new powers in clauses 37 and 58 (paragraphs (2) and (5));
- substituting the term “building control authority” for “local authority” pursuant to clause 36 (paragraph (3));
- providing powers for building regulations to make provision for requirements relating to energy efficiency to be made in respect of prescribed classes of building, where building work, as defined, may not be being undertaken (paragraph (4)); and
- clarifying provision for building regulations to include supplementary, incidental or transitional provisions, and to make different provision for different purposes or areas, including different provision for higher-risk buildings and higher-risk building work (paragraph (6)).


Effect


Background

911 The establishment of the new Building Advisory Committee (BAC) has resulted in the abolition of the Building Regulations Advisory Committee for England. In line with this, provisions within the Building Act 1984, Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967 (PCA67) and Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) which make reference to BRAC have been removed.
912 BRAC was subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 in its own right. The reference to BRAC is now repealed in Part VI of Schedule 1 to the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

913 BRAC was subject to oversight from the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration, under the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967. The reference to BRAC is now repealed in Schedule 2 to the PSCA67.

914 As the Building Advisory Committee is part of the Health and Safety Executive, it will be subject to the FOIA as part of the Health and Safety Executive rather than independently (the Health and Safety Executive appears in Part VI of Schedule 1 to the Freedom of Information Act 2000). The Building Advisory Committee will also be subject to the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967 as part of the Health and Safety Executive rather than independently (the Health and Safety Executive appears in Schedule 2 to the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967).

**Paragraph 66: Repeal of section 4(3) of the Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act 2004**

**Effect**

915 This paragraph repeals section 4(3) of the Sustainable and Secure Buildings Act 2004, which amends the un-commenced section 38 of the Building Act 1984, which is itself repealed by paragraph 29 of this Schedule.

**Schedule 6: Appeals and other determinations**

916 This Schedule contains amendments to the Building Act 1984 that relate to appeals and other determinations.

**Effect**

917 This Schedule largely transfers appeals and determinations in the Building Act 1984 from the Secretary of State to the Building Safety Regulator or First-tier Tribunal, and from the magistrates’ court to the First-tier Tribunal.

918 This is to align the appeals procedure for all building control decisions to sit with the Tribunal, except where otherwise specified, and to accommodate the Building Safety Regulator’s position as a new building control authority and oversight body for other building control bodies.

919 The rationale behind this change is that much of the appeals process currently sits within the civil jurisdiction of the magistrates. This is mainly historical in that at the time of the Building Act 1984, magistrates’ courts were common in large to medium sized towns. This is no longer the case. Additionally, numbers of appeals are very low, so there is little opportunity for magistrates or their advisers to generate any expertise in these issues.

920 The First-tier Tribunal, on the other hand, already has expertise of hearings on complicated land and property matters. The transfer of existing work, plus other appeal rights we are creating (for example, compliance and stop notices during design and build, and compliance notices in occupation) will enable it to develop expertise in building and building safety matters.

921 Accordingly, following discussion with the Ministry of Justice and the Tribunal (Property Chamber), we are amending the Building Act 1984 as follows.

922 Paragraphs are grouped together where they have similar effects.

**Paragraph 2 - Section 10 (6), Advertisement of proposal for relaxation of building regulation**
923 This paragraph sets out where copies of representations should be sent to the Building Safety Regulator in certain circumstances.

**Paragraph 3 - Section 20, Use of materials unsuitable for permanent building**

924 This paragraph sets out that any appeal of local authority action under section 20 of the Building Act 1984 must now be lodged with the Building Safety Regulator in the first instance. The Building Safety Regulator will take one decision only; this will not go through an internal review. If the developer remains unhappy with the Building Safety Regulator’s decision, the appeal will go to the First-tier Tribunal.

925 Any appeal of the Building Safety Regulator’s action under this provision must be lodged with the First-tier Tribunal in the first instance.

**Paragraph 4 - Section 39, Appeal against refusal etc. to relax building regulations**

926 This paragraph sets out that any appeal of local authority action governed by section 39 of the Building Act 1984 must be lodged with the Building Safety Regulator in the first instance. The Building Safety Regulator will take one decision only; this will not go through an internal review. If the developer remains unhappy, the appeal will go to the First-tier Tribunal.

927 Any appeal of the Building Safety Regulator’s action under this provision must be lodged with the First-tier Tribunal in the first instance.

928 Subsections (3) to (6) of section 39 are omitted, as they contain procedural provision about appealing to the Secretary of State, which is no longer necessary.

**Paragraph 5 – Section 42, Appeal and statement of case to High Court in certain cases**

929 This paragraph amends section 42 in regard of appeals under section 20 and 39 since the Secretary of State will no longer give a decision in these proceedings. It also removes references to section 16 (passing or rejection of plans), which is being repealed, and section 50 (plans certificates), as the Secretary of State no longer has involvement in these proceedings.

**Paragraphs 6 & 7 – Section 43, Procedure on appeal to Secretary of State on certain matters**

930 In these paragraphs, section 43 is omitted and a new section 43A is inserted. This relates to appeals under sections 20, 39 and 50 (use of materials, relaxations, and plans certificates). The effect is that appeals are transferred from the Secretary of State to the Building Safety Regulator where the appeal is against local authority action, and from the Secretary of State to the First-tier Tribunal where the appeal is against a Building Safety Regulator decision.

931 The paragraphs make additional provision for the Building Safety Regulator or First-tier Tribunal, when determining the appeal, to give any directions it considers appropriate for giving effect to its ruling.

**Paragraph 8 – Section 50, Plans certificates**

932 This section will allow an appeal to the Building Safety Regulator where registered building control approver (formerly known as an Approved Inspector) has refused to give a plans certificate.

**Paragraph 9 - Transfer from magistrates’ court to the tribunal**

933 This paragraph transfers functions as above as listed in paragraph 9, Schedule 6.

**Paragraphs 10 – 24**

934 These paragraphs replace ‘court’ with ‘tribunal’, with the following exceptions:
Paragraph 15, under which section 41 allowing an appeal to the Crown Court from the magistrates’ court has been omitted.

Paragraph 16(c), which omits section 55(3) to remove the reference to further appeals to the Crown Court.

Paragraph 24, which omits section 86 (which deals with appeals to the Crown Court from the magistrates’ court).

Paragraph 25 – Section 98, a power to require an occupier to permit work

Paragraph 26 – Section 102, appeal against notice requiring work

This paragraph replaces the phrase ‘a complaint’ with ‘an application’ and the word ‘court’ with ‘tribunal’. This will mean that an owner of a building can apply to the First-tier Tribunal rather than the magistrates’ court where an occupier is preventing works being undertaken.

Paragraph 27 – Section 103, Appeal to the tribunal: procedure (formerly Procedure on appeal or application to magistrates’ court)

This paragraph makes minor changes to provide for the procedure on application to the Tribunal, and substitutes ‘court’ with ‘tribunal’, and ‘local authority’ with ‘relevant authority’.

Paragraphs 28 – 30

Paragraphs 28 replaces ‘court’ with ‘tribunal’.

Paragraphs 29 and 30 extend ‘court’ to ‘court or tribunal’.

Paragraph 31 – New section 101A Appeal: refusal to consider application etc on ground is higher-risk building work

Under the new regulatory regime, the Building Safety Regulator will act as the building control body for higher-risk buildings during construction, responsible for checking building work and verifying that it complies with regulations. Local authority building control, or an Approved Inspector will be the building control body for buildings out of scope of the regime. (NB Approved Inspectors are to become registered building control approvers under clauses in the Bill)

The definition of higher-risk buildings will be set out in secondary regulation and the Building Safety Regulator will issue detailed guidance to help developers understand the scope of the regime, assess whether their building fall into the definition and therefore who the correct building control body will be.

There may be cases where a developer submits their application to local authority building control or an Approved Inspector and the developer submits an initial notice or amendment notice to their local authority when the development may be in scope of the new regulatory regime. In cases of a dispute, the effect of this clause is to provide a route of appeal should the developer be of the view that the development is out of scope.

The local authority has the power to refuse to consider the building control application or an initial notice / amendment notice on the basis that they have determined that the building is in scope of the regulatory regime, and therefore that the Building Safety Regulator must be the building control body.

This clause provides for a person who intends to carry out the work to appeal the local authority’s decision that their building is in scope of the regime, via the Secretary of State,
should they think that their building is not in scope of the regime. Appeals must be made within a certain time limit, and the relevant appeal fees paid by the appellant. This process will be set out in guidance.

949 The clause provides for a person appointed by the Secretary of State to hear the appeal.

950 The Secretary of State’s decision on the facts raised in the appeal will be final. The appellant can make an appeal to the High Court on a point of law.

951 Paragraphs 34(3) and 36(3) of Schedule 5 to the Bill are consequential to this provision and make necessary amendments to the Building Act 1984 with regards to initial notices and amendment notices. The effect of these changes would be that in such cases where the developer and Approved Inspector wrongly submits such a notice then the default deeming rule in section 47(3) and section 51A(5) of the Building Act do not apply. This allows the local authority more time to consider whether the building is in scope.

Example 1

On day one of the new regulatory regime, ‘higher-risk buildings’ are defined as all multi-occupied residential buildings of 18 metres or more in height, or more than six storeys (whichever is reached first).

A developer has received planning permission on a building one year prior to the introduction of the new regulatory regime. With their planning permission still valid and yet to start construction, the developer must appoint a building control body.

The developer considers whether their building is in scope. In this example, the developer has identified that the building has six storeys and is 16m tall – one of the storeys is tall with a large mezzanine. The developer concludes that the building is therefore not in scope of the regime because they do not count the mezzanine as a seventh storey. The developer submits a building control application to the local authority building control.

Upon considering the building control application, the local authority assesses that the mezzanine level in the building in fact covers over 50 percent of the projected floor space below and therefore counts as another storey as per the building regulations. The local authority refuses to consider the building control application on the basis that the building is seven storeys tall and therefore in scope of the new regime.

In this example, should the developer want to appeal this decision, they would submit an appeal via the Secretary of State. The person appointed by the Secretary of State to decide the appeal could decide whether the appeal will be considered via written representation or following a hearing. If, upon considering the appeal, the person appointed determines on behalf of the Secretary of State that the building is in scope of the regime, then that decision is final.

If it is determined at the appeal that the building would if built be a higher-risk building then the developer must submit their building control application to the Building Safety Regulator before starting construction or change their plans.
Schedule 7: Requirements of the new homes ombudsman scheme

Effect

952 Schedule 7 sets the requirements of the new homes ombudsman scheme by outlining the provisions that the new homes ombudsman must include, and the forms of redress the new homes ombudsman scheme can specify. The new homes ombudsman scheme must be accessible and requires membership of the scheme to be open to all developers.

953 The scheme requirements include matters such as the appointment of an independent individual to be the new homes ombudsman, how to become a member (including member fees and information required) and different categories of member.

954 The scheme must set out in what circumstances and how complaints can be made, and how they will be handled by the scheme. The scheme may investigate complaints relating to non-compliance with a code of practice and must require the new homes ombudsman to have regard to a code of practice approved or issued under clause 109 to determine complaints.

955 The scheme must make provision for the new homes ombudsman to require members of the scheme to resolve well-founded complaints through one or more of the forms of redress listed in the schedule. To enforce the determinations of the new homes ombudsman, the scheme may include provision for the expulsion of a member of the scheme. The scheme must allow for the new homes ombudsman to make recommendations where widespread problems or poor developer conduct are identified to improve standards.

956 The scheme must also set out how complaints can be made against the new homes ombudsman scheme itself, arrangements for working with other redress schemes, how the scheme provides information to the Secretary of State and how the new homes ombudsman scheme reports its activity.

Background

957 This is a new provision.

Example 1

The new homes ombudsman scheme will be required to include details about the scheme in a number of areas so that it is clear what the scheme does and how it operates, and to ensure that the scheme is effective and can carry out the functions required. Any proposals to administer the new homes ombudsman scheme would be required, at the very least, to meet the requirements set out under this schedule.

These requirements are intended to help consumers know how to access the scheme, how complaints will be handled, including the new homes ombudsman having regard to a code of practice and determinations the new homes ombudsman can make to resolve issues, such as compensation. The scheme may enforce determinations through expulsion of members of the new homes ombudsman scheme, which provides an incentive to comply with determinations made by the new homes ombudsman.

The schedule sets out the requirement that the scheme must make provision as to how information is provided to the Government and the reports that it makes, which could be annual reports or case reports to highlight issues and recommend
improvements. The scheme may be able to include further provision not set out in the schedule.

Schedule 8: Construction products regulations

Paragraph 1

Effect

958 This power will be used to create regulations by the Secretary of State for the marketing and supply of construction products in the United Kingdom.

Proposed use of power

959 This will be achieved in three ways: (a) for designated products (products which perform to a designated standard), (b) to create a list of safety critical products (where the failure of such products would result in death or serious injury) and (c) for all construction products on the market not otherwise designated, subject to a United Kingdom Technical Assessment, or on the list of safety critical products are subject to a general safety requirement. This is set out in more detail in the paragraphs below.

Background

960 The existing regulatory framework does not cover all construction products that might present a safety risk. These regulations seek to correct this by extending the regulatory framework to all construction products.

Paragraphs 2 - 6 - Construction products with designated standards

Effect

961 These paragraphs allow the Secretary of State to impose standards of product performance and other specific requirements to be met by economic operators (manufacturers, their appointed representatives, importers and distributors of construction products) where there is a designated standard.

962 These powers cover the United Kingdom. These paragraphs give the Secretary of State powers to set up a regime for ensuring that certain construction products once on the UK market must perform to designated standards. This will mean that reliable information is available to professionals, public authorities, and consumers, that the performance of such products can be monitored, assessed and verified and where appropriate withdrawn from the market

Proposed use of this power

963 This power can be used to replace the existing EU based regime with a UK regime and design it to meet the demands of the UK.

Background

964 The current regulatory regime for construction products derives from EU law. This power will allow the Secretary of State to amend that regime, or replace it.

Example 1

Designated products currently fall under existing EU harmonised standards, and in the future designated products can be added under new EU harmonised standards,
where the Secretary of State chooses to designate them. These products are subject to the existing regulatory regime derived from EU law. Going forward, now we have flexibility to change this regime for the UK, the Secretary of State may want to revise the regulations for these products to reflect national wishes and concerns, and to ensure that it continues to meet the needs of the UK market.

In addition, relevant authorities can be given the power to impose further requirements on manufacturers, importers or distributors of such products, including withdrawing the product from the market. A relevant authority means a local authority (including England, Wales and Scotland in its capacity as a local weights and measures authority), the Secretary of State or other Minister of the Crown.

Paragraphs 7 - 10 - Safety-critical products

Effect

965 These paragraphs give the Secretary of State the power to create a list of safety critical construction products, regulate those products and create powers of enforcement. These are products which, if they fail as part of a construction, could cause death or serious injury to a person. This list will not include products subject to a designated standard or to a UK technical assessment. These products will be identified with the assistance of industry and others as the Secretary of State considers appropriate. These products will be subject to equivalent regulation to products subject to a designated standard.

966 In addition, relevant authorities can be given the power to impose further requirements on manufacturers, importers or distributors of such products, including withdrawing the product from the market.

Proposed use of power

967 To create the regulations as described above.

Background

968 This is a new provision.

969 The consequences of the Grenfell Tower fire revealed there is gap in the regulation of construction products if they are not covered by an EU harmonised standard or regulated as a consumer product. The purpose of this power is to remove this gap for products the Secretary of State identifies as safety critical.

Example 1

Should the Secretary of State consider (following consultation) a particular construction product, for example a type of fire door should be included in the safety critical list, the Secretary of State will be able to commission the creation of a standard which will mean any purchaser or user of this product (on the UK market) will know how it will perform, and the performance can be monitored and where necessary enforcement action taken.

Paragraph 11 -12 - General safety requirements
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Effect

970 The paragraph gives the Secretary of State the power to create regulations to ensure that all construction products placed on the UK market, which are not designated, covered by a United Kingdom Technical Assessment, or on the safety critical list, are safe. The definition of safe is that a product does not present any risk, beyond any risk inherent in using the product, to the health of safety of persons and assumes the product is used and/or installed in the expected manner.

Proposed use of power

971 The regulations will contain requirements dealing with the assessment of risk and taking steps to avoid that risk that can be imposed on manufacturers, importers or distributors. The regulations will also contain market surveillance powers and powers to enforce where such products are not safe.

Background

972 These will be new powers. Following the Grenfell Tower fire, it became apparent there was no general safety requirement applicable to construction products. Such products are not covered by consumer protection legislation. This power allows the Secretary of State to create a requirement that all construction products placed on the UK market, not subject to a designated standard, a United Kingdom Technical Assessment or included in the safety critical list are safe, regulate this requirement and enforce where it is not met.

Example 1
A manufacturer launches a new kind of brick tie onto the market. This product is not covered by a designated standard or a United Kingdom Technical Assessment and has not been added to the safety critical list yet. After a few months in use, these brick ties begin to fail, bringing about the risk that walls using these ties will collapse, injuring passers-by. The proposed regulations will require the manufacturer to ensure their products are safe by considering the risks associated with the products, minimise them and provide information about remaining risks. Where, as in this example, the product is not safe, the manufacturer will be required to withdraw the product from the market and correct the product. It will allow regulators to take action if they do not do so, and to bring a prosecution against the manufacturer if necessary.

Paragraph 13 - Enforcement

Effect

973 These powers will allow the Secretary of State to create market surveillance and enforcement powers relating to the regulation of designated products, United Kingdom Technical Assessments, products on the safety critical list and the requirement for products to be safe.

Proposed use of power

974 This power can be used by the Secretary of State to create a suitable enforcement regime, give such powers to the appropriate authorities (for example Trading Standards) and create powers that can be exercised by the Secretary of State in appropriate circumstances, for example if a national safety issue is identified through use of the market surveillance powers.
Paragraph 13(4) allows for provision for the forfeiture of products paragraph 13(5) for the creation of both criminal offences and civil penalties, paragraph 13(6) for provision for appeals, paragraph 13(7) for the penalties which may be imposed.

Background

The Independent Review recommended that Government should ensure that there is a more effective enforcement regime with national oversight to cover construction product safety. The current regulatory framework sets out the enforcement and market surveillance powers of the Secretary of State and Trading Standards in relation to products where there is a designated standard or a United Kingdom Technical Assessment. These regulations create equivalent provisions for enforcement for products included on the safety critical list and those covered by the requirement to be safe, and ensure that Trading Standards and other enforcement bodies have appropriate powers to regulate and monitor compliance with and enforce the regulations.

Example 1

If, for example, it is found a certain brand of fire doors on the UK market is unsafe, or not performing to standard, the Secretary of State or the relevant authority will have all the powers needed to ensure these products are either made safe or taken off the market and appropriate enforcement action taken to support this.

Paragraph 14 – Information Sharing

Effect

This paragraph gives the Secretary of State power to make provision for the sharing of information between relevant authorities (as defined) and a list of authorities which may hold or obtain information relevant to the regulation of construction products.

Proposed use of power

To provide for sharing of information to support the effective regulation of construction products in the UK.

Background

There are a number of bodies in the UK which have a regulatory or enforcement function although not directly involved in the enforcement of construction products regulations but are likely to have or obtain, in the course of the exercise of their functions, information about unsafe construction products. A power to share this information with the relevant regulatory authority for construction products will support the effective regulation of such products.

Example 1

If, for example, a Fire and Rescue Authority in England has information about the contribution to the spread of fire of a particular construction product, the Fire and Rescue Authority will be able to share that information with the relevant regulator, who would then be in a position to investigate and take any appropriate enforcement action.

Paragraphs 15 and 16 - General and supplementary
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Paragraph 15 provides that different provisions may be made for different purposes and for different parts of the United Kingdom. This may be necessary in Northern Ireland for implementation of the effect of the Northern Ireland Protocol. Paragraph 15(1)(c) provides for transitional, transitory, consequential or supplementary provisions or savings.

Paragraph 16 gives a power to repeal, amend or re-enact retained EU law which deals with construction products, regulations made under s.2(2) of the European Communities Act 1972 which deal with enforcement and market surveillance in relation to construction products and any enactment made under paragraph 15(1)(c).

Paragraph 17 - Procedure

This paragraph provides that regulations under the Act are to be made by statutory instrument. The regulations stipulate that the creation of the list of safety critical products and any criminal offences are subject to the affirmative procedure. Otherwise, they are subject to the negative procedure.

Paragraph 18 – Interpretation

This paragraph explains what is meant by the key terms in this schedule.

Commencement

The provisions of this Act come into force on such day as the Secretary of State may by regulations appoint, subject as follows.

The following provisions of this Bill come into force on the day on which Royal Assent is received:

- Clause 16;
- Clause 19;
- Clause 78;
- Clauses 115 to 119

The following provisions come into force at the end of the period of two months beginning with the day on which Royal Assent is received:

- Clause 110 (and schedule 8);
- Clause 111;
- Clause 112.

Financial implications of the Bill

Financial implications of the Bill include, but are not limited to:

- The establishment and running of the national Building Safety Regulator within the Health and Safety Executive;
- Additional activities for local enforcement bodies, including Fire and Rescue Services and Local Authority Building Control functions, to support the
functions of the Building Safety Regulator;

- Additional activities for Local Housing Authorities as dutyholders for their housing stock, insofar as it falls within scope of the Bill;
- The establishment and running of a regulatory role covering construction products, covering the whole of the UK;
- Additional activities within the justice system, to support enforcement.

Parliamentary approval for financial costs or for charges imposed

988 A money resolution will be laid with the Bill on introduction, and is expected to cover costs in relation to:

- Establishing the new Building Safety Regulator, responsible for implementation of the new, more stringent regulatory regime (for higher-risk buildings), and for coordinating joint working with local regulators and enforcement bodies including Local Authority Buildings Control and Fire and Rescue Services. This may involve costs to Government, local authorities and Fire and Rescue Services, though the intention is that costs for the regime should be recovered from industry so far as is possible.

- Establishing a new national construction products regulatory role, responsible for market surveillance, oversight and enforcement at local and national level, advice and support to the industry, and technical advice to the Government.

- Authorisation for the payments of financial penalties imposed by courts in relation to the statutory obligations proposed in this Bill into the Consolidated Fund.

Compatibility with the European Convention on Human Rights

989 Rt Hon Robert Jenrick, Secretary of State for the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government proposes to make a statement before introduction that in his view the provisions of the Building Safety Bill are compatible with the Convention rights.

Related documents

990 The following documents are relevant to the Bill and can be read at the stated locations:

Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety


Consultations
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**Relevant legislation**

• Architects Act 1997;

• Building Act 1984;

• The Building Regulations 2010;

• Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015;

• The Construction Product Regulations 2013 (2013/1387);

• The Construction Products (Amendment, etc) (EU) Regulations 2019 (2019/465)

• EU Construction Product Regulations EU No 305/2011;

• Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974;

• Housing Act 1996;

• Landlord and Tenant Act 1985
Annex A - Territorial extent and application in the United Kingdom

The table below provides a summary of the position regarding territorial extent and application in the United Kingdom.\(^6\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Scotland?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Senedd? (\textit{Please see footnote below})</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament? (\textit{Please see footnote below})</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly? (\textit{Please see footnote below})</th>
<th>Legislatively Consent Motion needed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1 (Clause 1) (Introduction)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 2-8) (The regulator and its general functions)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 9-12) (Committees)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 13-15) (Staff etc)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 16-18) (Building Safety)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) References in this Annex to a provision being within the legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament, the National Assembly for Wales or the Northern Ireland Assembly are to the provision being within the legislative competence of the relevant devolved legislature for the purposes of Standing Order No. 83J of the Standing Orders of the House of Commons relating to Public Business.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Scotland?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Senedd?</th>
<th>Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament?</th>
<th>Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly?</th>
<th>Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Legislativ e Consent Motion needed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 19-22) (Higher-risk buildings)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 23-26) (Plans and reports)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 27-29) (Enforcement)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clauses 30-31) (Reviews and appeals)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Clause 32-35) (Supplementary and general)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3 (Clauses 36-43) (Building control authorities and building regulations)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3 (Clauses 44-54)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision</td>
<td>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</td>
<td>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</td>
<td>Extends and applies to Scotland?</td>
<td>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</td>
<td>Would corresponding provision be within the competence of the Senedd?</td>
<td>Would corresponding provision be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament?</td>
<td>Would corresponding provision be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly?</td>
<td>Legislative Consent Motion needed?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Building control approvers and building inspectors)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3 (Clauses 55-59) (Miscellaneous and General)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 60-61) (Key definitions)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 62-66) (Registration and certificates)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 67-71) (Building safety managers)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 72-77) (Duties relating to building safety risks)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 78-81) (Duties relating to information and)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Scotland?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly be within the competence of the Senedd?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly?</th>
<th>Legislativ e Consent Motion needed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 82-85) (Engagement with residents etc)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 86-87) (Residents’ duties)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 88-89) (Recovery of safety related costs)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 90-94) (Enforcement)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 95-100) (Special measures)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 (Clauses 101-105) (Miscellaneous and general)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5 (Clauses 106-109) (New)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (NI, S, W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Scotland?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</th>
<th>Would correspondin g provision be within the competence of the Senedd?</th>
<th>Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Would correspondin g provision be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament?</th>
<th>Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Would correspondin g provision be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly?</th>
<th>Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Legislativ e Consent Motion needed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>homes ombudsman scheme)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5 (Clause 110) (Construction products)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5 (Clauses 111-112) (Architects)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5 (Clause 113) (Housing complaints)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5 (Clauses 114-119) (General)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 1: Amendments of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially (paragraph 8(a) only)</td>
<td>Partially (paragraph 8(a) only)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 2: Authorised officers: investigatory powers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially (paragraphs 1-3)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 3: Co-operation and information sharing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 4: Transfer of approved</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Scotland?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</th>
<th>Would correspondin g provision be within the competence of the Senedd? Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Would correspondin g provision be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament? Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Would correspondin g provision be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly? Please see footnote below</th>
<th>Legislativ e Consent Motion needed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inspectors’ functions to registered building controllers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 5: Minor and consequenti al amendment s in connection with Part 3 (Part 1: Amendmen ts of the Building Act 1984)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 5: Minor and consequenti al amendment s in connection with Part 3 (Part 2: Other amendment s)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 6: Appeals and other determinati ons</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 7: Requiremen ts of the new homes ombudsmen scheme</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (NI, S, W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to England?</th>
<th>Extends to E &amp; W and applies to Wales?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Scotland?</th>
<th>Extends and applies to Northern Ireland?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Senedd?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Scottish Parliament?</th>
<th>Would correspondingly provision be within the competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly?</th>
<th>Legislatively Consent Motion needed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schedule 8: Construction products regulations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Potentially for information sharing provisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Footnote 1: Parts 2-4 give functions to the Health and Safety Executive. The HSE is a reserved body and the devolved legislatures cannot give it functions. For the purposes of this table, we have set out whether the devolved legislatures could make corresponding provision to give functions of the kind in Parts 2-4 of the Bill to a non-reserved regulatory body.

Minor or consequential effects⁹

992 The following provisions that apply to England have effects outside England, all of which are, in the view of the Government of the United Kingdom, minor or consequential:

Paragraphs 1-3 of Schedule 2

993 These paragraphs allow entry to premises in Wales where necessary for the regulator to carry out its building functions, which relate to buildings in England only. This power of entry in Wales may be used, for example, where a registered building control approver is suspected of an offence under the Building Act 1984, and it has an office in Wales where there is likely to be evidence relevant to the offence. We consider that the effects of these provisions in Wales are minor or consequential.

Subject matter and legislative competence of devolved legislatures

994 Part 2 of the Bill creates the objectives, general functions and powers, committees, enforcement powers, and planning and reporting requirements, of the Building Safety Regulator within the Health and Safety Executive. The Regulator will regulate buildings in England, in relation to the subject matters of design and construction of buildings and housing. The Health and Safety Executive itself exists in England, Wales and Scotland; it is reserved in Wales under paragraphs 155 and 156 (J6), and 197 (reserved authorities) of Schedule 7A to the Government of Wales Act 2006, and reserved in Scotland under paragraph H2 of Part 2, and paragraph 3 of Part 3 (reserved authorities) of Schedule 5 to the Scotland Act 1998. As described above, the devolved legislatures cannot give functions to the Health and

⁹ References in this Annex to an effect of a provision being minor or consequential are to its being minor or consequential for the purposes of Standing Order No. 83J of the Standing Orders of the House of Commons relating to Public Business.
Safety Executive. However, the subject matter of the areas in which the Regulator will regulate are devolved in all three devolution settlements (design and construction of buildings and housing) and so the devolved legislatures could make corresponding provision to confer regulatory powers on a different regulatory body.

995 Part 3 of the Bill makes amendments to the Building Act 1984, and some minor and consequential related amendments in Part 2 of Schedule 5. Part 3 extends to England and Wales and applies to England only. The subject matter for Part 3 is the design and construction of buildings, which is devolved in all three devolution settlements. Notably, in Scotland the Scottish Parliament has enacted the Building (Scotland) Act 2003, which covers many of the same matters as the Building Act 1984.

996 Part 4 of the Bill defines and imposes obligations on those with responsibility for the management/repair of high-rise residential buildings within the scope of this regime and creates a regime for these obligations to be paid for and to be enforced by the Building Safety Regulator within the Health and Safety Executive. These obligations relate to the subject matters of housing and fire safety, and cover: the definition of those accountable for defined residential buildings and imposition on them of obligations to carry out assessments of fire and structural safety risks, take steps to reduce such risks, obtain, keep and disseminate information about the building, risk-assessments and decision-making to the building’s residents, the regulator and other key parties, and appoint a specialist safety manager. They also set up a system of registration and compliance-checking by the Regulator, requiring the accountable persons to apply for building assurance certificates. They impose duties on the building’s residents to co-operate with the accountable persons and to keep safety-related items in repair. These subject matters are devolved in all three devolution settlements, with the Senedd having notably issued the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 which regulates the private rented housing sector in Wales and inter alia requires landlords to register and obtain licences for dwellings they let out, and the Northern Ireland Assembly having made for instance the Private Tenancies (Northern Ireland) Order 2006. The Scottish Parliament has legislative competence over fire safety and housing in Scotland and has, for instance, made legislation relating to dealing with disrepair in private housing in the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006.

997 The subject matter of the provisions of the Bill in Part 5, in relation to the new homes ombudsman scheme, is housing which is a devolved matter in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

998 Housing is not a reserved matter under Schedule 5 of the Scotland Act 1998. The Scottish Parliament has legislative competence over housing in Scotland. For example, in the area of redress schemes, in Scotland complaints may be made about housing associations to the ombudsman for public services, established by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Act 2002.

999 Housing is not a reserved matter under Schedule 7A of the Government of Wales Act 2006. The Senedd has legislative competence in relation to housing in Wales. As an example of legislation in this field, complaints may be made about social housing matters to the ombudsman for public services, established by The Public Services Ombudsman (Wales) Act 2019.

1000 Housing is within the legislative competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly as it is neither reserved under Schedule 3 to the Northern Ireland Act 1998 or excepted under Schedule 2 to that Act. As an example of legislation in the field of redress, complaints about social housing matters may be made to the ombudsman established by the Public Services Ombudsman Act (Northern Ireland) 2016.

1001 The subject matter of the provisions of the Bill in clause 110 and Schedule 8 relate to the
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regulation of construction products in the UK. Products standards, safety and liability is a reserved matter under Schedule 5 of the Scotland Act 1988 (C8); it is similarly a reserved matter under paragraph 38 of Schedule 3 to the Northern Ireland Act 1998 and Schedule 7A to the Government of Wales Act 2006 (C7). Information sharing for the purposes of this regulation may engage the legislative consent process in relation to the Scottish Parliament, the Senedd and Northern Ireland Assembly. However, the details of this remain to be worked out and whether or not legislative consent will be sought will depend on the extent, if any, of information sharing intended to be included in regulations.

1002 The subject matter of the provisions of the Bill in clauses 111 and 112 relates to the functions of the Architects Registration Board, the professional regulator of architects in the UK.

1003 The regulation of the profession of architect is a reserved matter in Wales under paragraph 140(a) of Schedule 7A to the Government of Wales Act 2006, and in Scotland under section G1 of Part 2 of Schedule 5 to the Scotland Act 1998.

1004 The regulation of the profession of architect is within the legislative competence of the Northern Ireland Assembly as it is neither reserved under Schedule 3 to the Northern Ireland Act 1998 or excepted under Schedule 2 to that Act. The Northern Ireland Assembly has not legislated to create a regulator for architects and the Architects Registration Board (ARB), the body to which the proposed amendments to the Architects Act 1997 relate, operates in Northern Ireland and is a UK-wide regulator. A Legislative Consent Motion is therefore not being sought from the Northern Ireland Assembly; informal consent has been sought through exchange of letters.
## Annex B – Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accountable Person</td>
<td>The dutyholder during a building’s occupation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved Documents</td>
<td>Guidance detailing ways to meet building regulations. These contain general guidance on the performance expected of materials and building work in order to comply with the building regulations and practical examples and solutions on how to achieve compliance for some of the more common building situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved Inspector</td>
<td>Old system name for a private sector building control body, now called a registered building control approver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Advisory Committee</td>
<td>New expert advisory committee set up by the Building Safety Regulator to provide advice and information to the Building Safety Regulator in relation to its functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Assurance Certificate</td>
<td>A certificate that an Accountable Person must apply for and the Building Safety Regulator will provide if it is satisfied that the Accountable Person is complying with meeting the statutory obligations placed on them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building control</td>
<td>A statutory process of ensuring that building work complies with building regulations’ requirements including by assessing plans for building work and building work on site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building control authority</td>
<td>A generic name used for local authorities and the Building Safety Regulator in situations where either may be responsible for Building Act matters or checking compliance with Building Regulations’ requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building control functions</td>
<td>Activities exercised by Building Control Bodies that ensure that the requirements of the building regulations are met in relation to building work. Examples include examining plans, specifications and other documents submitted for approval, and survey work as it proceeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building regulations</td>
<td>Technical and procedural requirements which persons undertaking building work must meet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Regulations Advisory Committee (BRAC)</strong></td>
<td>Advisory committee established under (former) section 14 Building Act 1984 for the purpose of advising the Secretary of State on the exercise of the Secretary of State’s power to make building regulations, and on other subjects connected with building regulations. This committee is set to be abolished under section 9 of the Building Safety Act and be replaced by the Building Advisory Committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Safety Manager</strong></td>
<td>Named by the Accountable Person, the Building Safety Manager will support the Accountable Person by carrying out the day to day functions of ensuring that the building is safely managed and promote the openness, trust and collaboration with residents that is fundamental to keeping buildings safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Safety Regulator</strong></td>
<td>The Building Safety Regulator will be set up within the Health and Safety Executive, and make buildings safer through the implementation and enforcement of the new more stringent regulatory regime for buildings in scope, stronger oversight of the safety and performance of all buildings, and assisting and encouraging competence among the built environment industry, and registered building inspectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building safety risks</strong></td>
<td>A risk to the safety of persons in or about a building arising from the occurrence of fire, structural failure or any other matter prescribed in regulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buildings in scope</strong></td>
<td>Refers to those buildings (described in the Bill as ‘higher-risk buildings’) which will be within the scope of the new regulatory regime provided for in Parts 3 or 4 of the Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building work</strong></td>
<td>Work on buildings to which building regulations apply, principally the construction and extension of buildings, material changes of use and material alterations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common parts</strong></td>
<td>Those parts of in-scope buildings (such as a block of flats) which are used by the residents of more than one flat (such as the corridors and fire-escape routes) and includes the structure and exterior of the building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee on Industry Competence</strong></td>
<td>New industry-led, expert committee set up by the Building Safety Regulator to facilitate improvement in the competence of the built environment sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compartmentation</strong></td>
<td>The sub-division of a building into parts to prevent the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015</strong></td>
<td>The main set of regulations for managing the health, safety and welfare of construction projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutyholders</strong></td>
<td>The key roles (whether fulfilled by individuals or organisations) that are assigned specific responsibilities at particular phases of the building life cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fire and Rescue Authorities (FRA)</strong></td>
<td>In England and Wales, a fire authority or fire and rescue authority is a statutory body, usually made up of a committee of local councillors which oversees the policy and service delivery of a fire and rescue services. There are some variations to this model in England, where the functions of four Fire and Rescue Authorities are delivered by the local Police and Crime Commissioner (in these areas the PCC is known as a Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner), the Mayor of Greater Manchester is responsible for FRA functions in that area, and there are separate provisions for London, which has a dedicated Fire Commissioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fire and Rescue Services (FRS)</strong></td>
<td>The Fire and Rescue Service is the operational fire brigade, delivering all the functions associated with that role, and headed by a Chief Fire Officer. FRS’s are overseen by FRA’s and cover the identical geographical area to the FRA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fire risk assessment</strong></td>
<td>A fire risk assessment is an organised and methodical look at the premises, the activities carried on there and the likelihood that a fire could start and cause harm to those in and around the premises. Under the Fire Safety Order, the aims of the fire risk assessments are to identify the fire hazards, to reduce the risk of those hazards causing harm to as low as reasonably practicable and to decide what physical fire precautions and management arrangements are necessary to ensure the safety of people in the premises if a fire does start.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-tier Tribunal</strong></td>
<td>In England, the First-Tier Tribunal (Property Chamber) is the specialist forum which determines a range of disputes in relation to property and land. These include questions relating to leasehold service charges, enfranchisement, park homes and land registration. The</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First-Tier Tribunal is intended to be accessible to parties acting ‘in person’ i.e. without legal representation, and it does not generally award legal costs. Decisions made by the First-Tier Tribunal can be appealed against in the Upper Tribunal (Lands Chamber).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gateway one, two and three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden thread of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-risk buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Housing Ombudsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory Occurrence Reporting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-disciplinary team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Homes Ombudsman</td>
<td>An independent third party to provide alternative dispute resolution service between developers and purchasers of new build homes, and to remedy complaints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Standards Rules</td>
<td>Rules for local authorities and building control bodies setting out the performance requirements to be met in the exercise of their building control functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Contractor</td>
<td>Under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 a principal contractor is a contractor appointed by the client to be in control of the construction phase of the project when there is more than one contractor working on the project. The principal designer can be an organisation or an individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Designer</td>
<td>Under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015, a principal designer is a designer appointed by the client to be in control of the pre-construction phase of the project, when there is more than one contractor working on the project. The principal designer can be an organisation or an individual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refurbishment</td>
<td>A change made to a building and should be subject to consideration about how the change affects or might affect the safety of people in the building with respect to building safety risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered building control approver(s)</td>
<td>Formerly known as an Approved Inspector or a building control body under the old regulatory system. Refers to private sector firms doing building control work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered building inspector</td>
<td>Refers to individual inspectors that are registered by the Building Safety Regulator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>A “resident” of a dwelling is a person who lawfully resides there, regardless of tenure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents’ Engagement Strategy</td>
<td>This is the means by which those living in buildings covered by the new regulatory regime can get more involved in the decision-making in relation to the safety of their homes. It will set out the approach and the activities that the Accountable Person will undertake to...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residents’ panel</td>
<td>A statutory committee to be set up by the Building Safety Regulator. The residents’ panel will be made up of residents and representatives/advocates of residents, and advise the Building Safety Regulator on strategy, policy, systems and guidance which will be of particular interest to residents of higher-risk buildings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible Person</td>
<td>Under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, a responsible person for a workplace is the employer or, in premises which are not a workplace, the person who has control of the premises in connection with carrying on of a trade, business or other undertaking (whether for profit or not) or the owner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Case Report</td>
<td>A structured argument, supported by a body of evidence that provides a compelling, comprehensible, evidenced and valid case as to how the Accountable Person is proactively managing fire and structural risks in order to prevent a major incident and limit the consequences to people in and around the building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Measures Manager</td>
<td>A court appointed manager who has been put in place by the Building Safety Regulator in circumstances where there have been repeated breaches of the statutory obligations by the Accountable Person under the Building Safety Regime. The manager will manage the fire and structural safety of the building in accordance with measures as set out in an order made by the court.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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